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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 


REPORT OF THE PRESIDING OFFICER 

ON 

PROPOSED TRADE REGULATION RULE 

FOR THE 
HEARING AID INDUSTRY 
[16 C. F. R. Part 4 4 0] 

[Public Record 215-44] 

This report, required by Section l.13(f) of 
the Commission's Rules of Practice, contains 
the Presiding Officer's summary of the public 
record and initial findings and conclusions 
with regard to those issues designated by the 
Presiding Officer and such other findings and 
conclusions as he sees fit. The report has 
not been reviewed or adopted by the Bureau of 
Consumer Protection or the Commission. The 
Commission's final determination in this rul2
making proceeding will be based upon the record 
taken as a whole, including this report by the 
Presiding Officer, the report and recommendations 
prepared by the staff under Section l.13(g) of 
the Rules of Practice, and comments upon these 
reports ieceived during the 60-day period after 
the staff report has been placed on the public 
record. 

G. Martin Shepherd 
Presiding Officer 

Al.::JUSt 1, 1977 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

In 	 the Mat1..er of 

PROPOSED TRADE REGULATION RULE: PUBLIC RECORD 
FO.R THE HEARING 

AID INDUSTRY NO. 215-44 
[16 C.F.R. Part 440] 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

G. 	 Martin Shepherd, Presiding Officer. 

PART I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Preliminar¥ matters. This proceeding commenced with publica
tion of the In1t1al Notice in the Federal Register on June 24, 
1975.1 The notice included the full text of the proposed rule, 
reference to the legal authority under which the rule was pro
posed ,2 a statement describing with particularity the reason for 
the rule, an invitation to all interested parties to propose 
disputed issues of fact which they considered material and 
necessary to resolve, and an invitation to all interested parties 
to submit written comments on the proposed rule. Augmenting the 
text of the rule and statement of reason therefor, the Initial 
Notice contained (1) 30 in-depth questions particularly relevant 
to the basis for the rule and (2) an invitation to comment 
thereon.3 

After publication of the Initial Notice, G. Martin Shepherd 
was designated as the Presiding Officer by the Special Assistant 
Director for Rulemaking, Bureau of Consumer Protection, William D. 
Dixon, and a public record for the rulemaking proceeding was 
established. Attached to this report as Appendix III is an out
line of the format of the record. The basic format was inten
ded to separate information and documents submitted on the basis 

• 1 	 40 Fed. Reg. 26646. Copies were mailed to interested parties 
known to the staff. 

2 	 15 U.S. C. 41, et seq. 

3 The Initial Notice conformed in all respects to provisions 
of S 1.11 of the Commission's Procedures and Rules of Practice 
(Rules of Practice) (16 C.F.R. § 1.11). A copy of the Initial 
Notice is attached as Appendix I. 
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ot ,;urce and type of material. For instance, comments received 
fr consumers, industry members, government sources, and techni
c.:1 _ff;d scientific sources are in separate sections. Comments 
re .ved are separated from official notices, petitions, motions, 
an ::-esponses thereto. The transcript of the hearings and hearing 
ex:i)its are separated from written comments, and other types of 
ma·e ials are grouped under appropriate headings. Indefinite or 
in onplete information and minor clerical errors caused a rela
ti e:y small number of submissions to be categorized improperly, 
but 311 written comments have been reviewed and taken into consid
er tion. Each section of the record has its own pagination start 
ing_:vith page "I." 

Citations to the record in the text or footnotes of this 
rEpoct will be with the following abbreviations: 

R - Written record consisting of written com
ments and material submitted pursuant to 
Initial and Final Notices, material placed 
on the record by the Presiding Officer 
or by the Commission Staff, and rebuttal 
submissions. Citations will be to section 
and page (i.e~, R-3-1401). 

Some citations may be to document numbers. 
These will show the section of the record 
in which the document may be found and 
the number of that document. For example, 
"R-10-DlOl-15" would indicate a reference 
to page 15 of document number 101 found 
in Section 10 of the record. 

Tr.- Transcript of the informal hearings. 

HX - Exhibits presented and directed to be 
placed in the record at the informal 
hearings other than those attached to 
witnesses' statements and incorporated 
into the record as part of such statements. 

• 
By Notice in the Federal ~e~ter of August 19, 1975, the 

C<<nmission extended the per1odror ming "proposed issues of 
spi::cific fact" concerning the rule from August 25, 1975, to 
S1:ptember 24, 1975.4 • 

4 40 Fed. Reg. 36145--copy attached as Appendix IV. 
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The Presiding Officer's Final Notice was published in the 

_ ~r:~~- ~~g_i_st~r- on December 30, 1975. 5 It contained the infor

':~on descrlliea in Section 1.12 of the Commission's Rules of 


' L'tice including the dates and places for the public hearings 

~he proposed rule. It established a termination date of Feb-

l y 27, 1976, for the receipt of written comment on the pro
s ~a r u le . Pu r s ua n t to Se c t i on 1 • 1 3 ( a ) {l ) o f the Ru 1es of 

~:a,tice, the Presiding Officer designated 35 issues for consid
''a::ion in accordance with Section l.13(d) (5) and (6). The issues 
4,r~ designated after consideration of the early written comment~ 
i:d the nine submissions from interested parties (including two 
~ro~ the staff) proposing disputed issues of fact.6 Three peti 
~ions for the addition, deletion, or modification of t~ose issues 
4E n~ filed. 7 

The Com~ission considered and denied the petitions and 
1rpellants were so notified by letter from the Secretary dated 
~?rch 8, 1976.B This left the Presiding Officer's designated 
issues intact and nope were modified or added during the pro
:::eed ing. 

Pursuant to authority of Section l.13(d)(5)(ii) of the Rules 
)f Practice, the Presiding Officer announced, by memorandum of 
'.1arch 5, 1976, the designation of six groups of interested parties. 
~~l-D53. The groups designated as having members with the same 
)r similar interests in this proceeding were: (1) Manufacturers, 

2) 	 Retail Dealers, (3) Audiologists, (4) Medical Profession, 
5) Senior Citizens-Consumers, and (6) Other Consumers. The memo

,·~ndum was forwarded to Legal and Public Records for inclusion 
ir. the Record on March 5, 1976, and copies were mailed to those 
4ho had advised that they desired to participate as "interested 
~~rsons" at the hearings. The memorandum advised those desiring 
·:u participate that they were required to select their group repre
:;~'.ntative (for the purpose of examination of witnesses) and that 
:--Le Presiding Officer had communicated with certain interested 
P':rsons who had indicated "(l) substantial agreement of their 
1:oup members, (2) a capability, and (3) a willingness to be des
i.qnated as Group Representatives for the purpose of examination, 
ncluding cross-examination." Therefore, the following interested 

rsons were recognized by the Presiding Officer as Group Repre
S':ntatives: 

J 	 4 0 Fed • Reg • 5 9 7 4 6 . A copy of the F in a 1 No t ice is '3 t ta ch e d 
as Appendix II. 

6 	 R-2-D1-9. I
7 	 R-l-D49-Sl. " 

8 	 H-l-.070. 
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u:) 	 l--ManufacturE'rs--Thomas V. Vakerics, Esq., of the law 
·~ of O'Connor & Hannan, which represents the Hearing Aid 

Jstry Conference (a national hearing aid manufacturers' trade 

02iation). (Other membership of Group 1 were also named.) 


u~ 2--Retail Dealers--Timothy J. Waters, Esq., of the law firm 

P ::>a body, Rivlin & Lambert, which represents the Nat ion al Hearing 

Society (a national retail dealers' association). 


r~up 3--Audiologists--Larry B. Cornish, Esq., Director, Federal 
·t:iairs Division, American Speech & Hearing Association. (Prior to 
·v. :1earings Mr. Cornish resigned and was replaced by Richard J. 
-J~.1 ing, Esq., of the same P..ssociation.) 

·rcup 4--Medical Profession--Harry W. Mccurdy, M.D., F.A.C.S., 
.:X":C'.ltive Director, American Council of Otolaryngology. 

~roup 5--Elderly Consumers--David H. Marlin, Esq., Director, Legal 

0search and Services for the Elderly, National Council of Senior 

~itizens, Inc. (Other legal counsel associated with NCSC were 
arned later to represent this Group at the hearings in Chicago and 
an Francisco.) 

;roup 6--0ther Consumers--Glenn A. Q)ldberg, Esq., Executive 
Director, The National Center for Law and the Deaf. 

Two of the groups did not actually participate in the hear

~gs except on the brief occasions when they presented witnesses. 

0r instance, the medical profession never had a representative 

resent to examine witnesses, and a consumers' group representa
i :e, Glenn A. Goldberg, Esq., relinc;ished his status to the 

a:ional Council of Senior Citizens (David H. Marlin, Esq.) which, 

~ fact, represented the consumers' interests throughout the pro

'.."?'"?ding. R-1-883-84. Requests for financial compensation for 
rasts of participation in this proceeding were received from five 
pa~ties who actually took part or desired to participate. Such 
apolications were given attention as required by Section 1.17 
~f the Rules of Practice. Four applicants were consumer groups 
3;ic::l one, the National Hearing J\id Society, is the industry's ..national retail dealers' association. 

Funds were granted to the National Council of Senior Citizens 
:o represent consumers at the hearings and examine witnesses at .. 
tri.::: three hearing sites, to investigate and report on consumer 
~xperiences, to present expert and consumer witnesses, and to 
'3Jbmit final comments.9 The attorneys appearing on behalf of 

9 	 Applicf':ltion, R-1-349-67. Approval, R-1-406·-09, 69. Suppl:c~mPn-· 
t~l appli~a~ion, R-1-573-79. Supplemental aporovJ , R-1-sq5-q7, 
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~CSC at the various locations represented the consumers' inter
23ts in a most creditable manner. 

An application from the California Citizens Action Group 
~3S under consideration but was withdrawn by that group.10 
;µplications of two consumers' groups were denied.11 

Although compensation was granted to the dealers' associa
tLon, the National Hearing Aid Society, receipt thereof was made 
contingent on future contributions from its members to help f inancP 
participation. This resulted in the association receiving no com
pensatory funds.12 

An informal "off ;he record" prehear ing conference was held 
on April 5, 1976, and all group representatives attended. Its 
primary purpose was to discuss basic procedural matters and explore 
the manner in which the hearings would be conducted under the new 
"hybrid rulemaking" procedures set forth by the Magnuson-Moss 
amendments to the FTC Act and by the Commission's new Rules of 
Practice. The Presiding Officer promised to conduct as informal 
a proceeding as the participants and the law would allow, but he 
reserved the rlght to maintain flexibility to deal with problems 
as they arose. All were cautioned to accord all witnesses respect
ful treatment and, for the most part, all witnesses were treated 
quite courteously. Many subjects were discussed at the conference 
which do not require discussion here, but it appeared that the con
ference was worthwhile. 

B. Informal public hearings. The informal public hearings com
menced in Washington, D.C. on April 12, 1976, and continued at 
that location for 5 weeks to May 15 (27 days including two 
Saturdays). The second site was Chicago where hearings were con
ducted from June 7, 1976, until June 29 (18 days including one 
Saturday). The third and last site was San Francisco where hear
ings opened on August 2, 1976, and terminated on August 18 (13 
days). Thus, there were actually 58 days of public hearings in 

10 Application, R-1-964-82. Withdrawn, R-1-1024. 

11 	 Application of Consumer Association of Kentucky, Inc., 
R-1-403-05. Denied, R-1-808-09. See also application of 
New York League for the Hard of HearTng-,-R-1-984-1021. 
Denied, R-1-1091-92. 

12 	 Application, R-1-1093-1106. Request for mor~ information, 
R-1-1107-08. Suppl'?mental information, R-1-1109-30. Con
ditional grant, R-1-1134-37. See also arldition~l corr~spond
ence rEdating to the :;ipplication~ consiiieratinn l:her0of, 
and advice from NHAS that it was ineliqiblg to r0 0ive funrls 
in vi"':w of the conditions attached to th0. qrc:liit_, k'--1-fH14-lR. 

http:funds.12
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dhich approximately 203 witnesses were heard. The transcript of 
_estimony includes 12,018 pages. Four physical exhibits and 234 
iearing exhibits (many with other documents attached) were placed 

,in the record. Th2 entire record includes over 60,000 pages. 

All witnesses who reque~ted to be heard and who satisfied 
~e requirements of the Final Notice for the submission in advance 

nf either a fully prepared statement or a "detailed and comprehen
;ive outline" 13 were heard except for two who had schedule con
1 icts and several who, for reasons of their own, cancelled their 

scheduled appearance. One noncontroversial consumer witness who 
was scheduled to appear could not wait when the hearings were 

unning an hour late.14 

One controversial witness was unable to testify and be exam
1ned in Chicago due to a misunderstanding as to how early he would 
appear and the necessity of his return to Detroit on an early 
flight. This witness, Edward J. Hardick, Ph.D., Associate Profes
sor, Department of Audiology, Wayne State University, had submitted 
extensive comments supporting the rule and probably would have 
been subjected to extensive cross-examination.15 

Efforts to finance and reschedule Dr. Hardie~ failed but, 
as an alternative to cross-examination he voluntarily agreed to 
respond to written interrogatories which were invited-- but none 
were forthcoming. Dr. Hardick 1 s submissions remain on the recor<J 
as written comments.16 Although Dr. Hardick 1 s submissions support

ve of the rule were extensive and provoked controversy, neither 
nis testimony nor complete examination thereof could possibly 
even approach being outcome determinative of any issue. The evi
dence and expert opinions he offered were, for the most part, 
~erely corroborative of that which a large number of audiologists 
·1ad previously offered and about which they had been examined and 

:.· e-ex am ined • 

To avoid what the group representative for the manufacturers 
1iewed as potential difficulty,17 he was permitted generous blocks 
0f time in which to schedule his group's witnesses. The same 

• 

13 Se~ 	 40 Fed. Reg. 59747, Appennix II of this report. 

14 	 Tr. 6353-56. See statement of A. M. Oppenheimer at R-10
4859. 

15 	 For on the record discussion of this matter, see Tr. 6356-65, 
6396-97. 

16 	 R-10-5564-66, 6400-38; R-S···Dl20, R-8-D697~774, 0779--784. 

17 See 	r~quest by HAIC, R-1-447-48. 

http:comments.16
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ivileges were granted to the group representative for the deal
s. For the most part, this arrangement worked well and was exe

, .ted in apparent good faith (Tr. 5) but a few problems (not worthy 
mention here) arose which led to tighter control of the schedul

'9 process at the third hearing site. 

One problem, which has presented itself in other Magnuson-Moss 
pioceedings,18 concerns the contacting of witnesses after they have 
f .led their requests to appear but prior to their appearances. 
I!.dustry counsel maintain they have every right to request exten
3 ve responses from such persons in order to prepare for examina
t .on. Apparently, there are no prohibitions against such contacts. 

Early in this proceeding witnesses began advising the staff 
that they had received letters from the attorney for the Hearing 
A_d Industry Conference requesting that they produce a multiplic
i~y of documents on a multiplicity of subjects concerning issues 
related to the proposed rule.19 Any attempt to respond to such 
a request would have been quite burdensome and, in most cases, 
burdensome in the extreme. Tr. 95-96. Many witnesses were quite 
concerned and perplexed by the requests and sought advice. Their 
reactions ranged from being humorous about it to being quite dis
traught. Dr. Darrel E. Rose stated he was "not offended" by 
these things and it "didn't frighten" him because he has a "legal 
staff to protect" him. He did not feel harassed. Tr. 478-79. 

However, some other witnesses not having ready access to 
legal advice sought such advice from the staff and/or private 
::;ounsel. For instance, according to Commission counsel, some 
oelieved there was some legal process attached to the request. 
Tr. 99, 300. One witness reported seeking a lawyer's advice 
Of~cause she thought the letter was a "precursor to a subpoena.i• 
3Le felt intimidated and harassed.20 One unn&med witness was 
reported to have become "absolutely ... unglued by the receipt 
of that letter. 11 21 Another witness felt she "had to reply to it" 
o "there would be other methods pursued." She was "very upset" 

~ee, ~, Report of the Presiding Officer in re: Trade 
Regulation Rule for Proprietary Vocational and Home Study 
Schools. Public Record 215-38, at 6-8. 

~, ~, HX-7T which is a copy of a letter and attach
:nent typical of the 20 letters the attorney said he had 
forwarded. See also Tr. 95-101, 543-45 where the matter 
was discussecr.- --

2') Bonni.A Smith, 'rr. 294, 296. 

2L Id. :it 301. 

7 
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the letter.22 The letters of request could certainly lead 

.11y nonlegal minds to be extremely concerned. 


Reacting to this problem, the Presiding Officer directed that 
.. m1one seeking information from potential witnesses must make it 
)bLlndantly clear on the face of the written request that the 
re~uest is for a "voluntary" response and that the individual need 
:cot reply.23 Subsequent written contacts with witnesses conformed 

o those instructions according to the attorney involved. Never .. 
~heless, requests for information from witnesses need not be 
linited to written communications and, in fact, were not in this 
9roceeding. Other contacts were made by telephone24 and such 
·;ontacts are, at best, difficult to appraise for compliance. 

Of course, there are numerous other problems witnesses may 
face, but another worthy of mention occurred in this proceeding 
when William E. Lentz, Ph.D., Director, Hearing Clinic, Colorado 
State University, was advised by Jack Glasgow, Chairman, Board of 
Hearing A.id Dealers, Department of Regulatory Agencies, Denver, 
Colorado, that the Board had authorized him to convey to Dr. Lentz 
"its displeasure at your public testimony, and its regret that it 
will be unable to utilize your services in the future. 11 Of course, 
Dr. Lentz's testimony was critical of hearing aid dealers and 
3pplicants for licenses to sell hearing aids {whom he had tested 
Eor the Board).25 While we do not have all of the facts in this 
-ase, those facts on the record cast a serious shadow of doubt 
1pon the reason for and wisdom of the Board's action. 

The point of this discussion is that there have been instances 
dhere witnesses have felt intimidated, harassed, or, at the least, 
~urdened by those with opposing views. Fear of harassment or 
-etaliation for testimony is nothing new to the field of law, 
ut it should be reduced to a minimum in proceedings of this 

;a tu re. Such tactics will burden and discourage witnesses--if 
-:ct drive them off. It may be that the Commission will want to 
.,ens ide r such problems and possible rerned ia 1 act ion as it gains 
experience in Magnuson-Moss proceedings. 

.. 
22 Gretchen Syfert, individual witness, Tr. 5209-10. 

-2 ...:5 For on the record discussion, see Tr. 95-99 . 

24 See letter of Apr. 9, 1976, from .Joan z. Bernstein, Acting 
Director, Bureau of Consumer Protection, to Thomas V. Vakerics, 
Esq., discussing cont~cts with witnesses, R-l-806-07, and 
his response of Apr. 24, 1976, R-1-825-26. 

For correspondence relating to this matter see R-1-1486-94; 

R-l-D294-9S, D305-06. 
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Examinations of witnesses appearing at the hearings were 
conducted by all group representatives present and indicating 
a desire to do so. No other persons present requested to par
ticipate in examination during the course of the 'hearings. 
Because the rule proposed was very broad, it was necessary to 
designate several broad issues (in the Final Notice) upon which 
examinations would be permitted. Also, many of the designated 
issues which were more narrowly drawn unavoidably opened up vast 

• 	 areas of relevant inquiry, especially where scientific and highly 
technical facts were involved. For a full and true disclosure 
of the enormous number of relevant facts related to the 35 desig-• 
nated issues, not to mention the multiplicity of subissues and 
side issues, broad license for examination became necessary. 

Under such circumstances, it would have been extremely time
cons1.ming to have required counsel to adhere to the practice of 
stating justification (orally or in writing) for each of their 
questions or lines of inquiry as provided for under Section 
l.13(d)(5)(i) of the Rules of Practice. The forum could have been 
converted into an endless series of debates between the Presiding 
Officer and counsel, and little questioning could have been accom
plished within any reasonable time. It would have become a forum 
for error and alleged error while the Presiding Officer ruled on 
the spot as to the (1) relevancy of particular questions to par
ticular designated issues, ~ 2) whether examination was necessary 
or rebuttal submissions or additional oral presentations would 
suffice, or (3) whether a particular presentation was required 
for the resolution of a designated issue, etc. Counsel would 
have been severely tested and restricted as they sought to j us-
t ify their positionsr and the Presiding Officer would have been 
hard put (at least in this proceeding) to exactly categorize 
each question as justified or unjustified, relevant or not rele
vant, etc. The logical and comprehensible flow of examination 
would have been destroyed. 

No Presiding Officer would have been so wise and skillful as 
to call each shot at the target correctly in the heat of battle. 
One would need the wisdom of King Solomon to be right every time 
but, alas, he was not scheduled to preside. Subsequent review• 
of the 	 transcript would have been a logician's nightmare as the 
reviewer waded through masses of arguments. Therefore, the Pre
siding 	Officer chose to modify the more idealistic concepts of 
limiting examination solely to designated issues because those 
concepts just would not work well in this setting. 

Counsel obviously preferred the Presiding Officer's compro
mise modification which extended considerable freedom to counsel 
in their scope of examinations in exchange for reasonable restric
tions on each one's time for examination. But it cannot be 
reported that all counsel settled for the compromise. Some did, 
hut some did not. The transcript is redundant with objections 
from industry counsel because they were limited as to the time 
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allowed for exarnination--although time allotted to them was gen
erous as compared to the time allotted other counsel. In many 
cases, if the schedule hdd allowed, the Presiding Officer would 
have permitted more time for examination. However, it can be 
reported that the time limitations for examination did not seri 
ously prejudice any party on this record as a whole. It should 
be noted that there was a substantial amount of apparent posturing 
f0r the record by counsel on this "time" issue in the Presiding 
Officer's opinion. 

Where industry counsel were sorely tried for time to examine 
a witness, they were always free to submit their unasked questions 
for inclusion into the record for review in accordance with Sec
tion l.13(d}(4} of the Rules of Practice, but this opportunity 
was taken advantage of only on a few occasions26 and rejected on 
others.27 Of course, a~l counsel were cautioned repeatedly by 
the Presiding Officer, at the prehearing conference, in the open
ing statement {Tr. 7) and throughout the hearings, to pose their 
most important questions first to avoid running out of time before 
major points were covered. All were advised to plan and execute 
examinations so that points and issues within their statutory 
rights were covered first. Tr. 7. Nevertheless, industry coun
sel of ten complained bitterly when their time expired even though 
their examinations were not a~ways well directed at designated 
issues. 

The most important fact to note in regard to time limitations 
for cross-examinations, and objections thereto, in this proceeding 
is that the testimony involved was almost always quite repetitious 
and came from experts who usually contributed evidence of a cumu
lative and corroborative nature. There were no "key" witnesses in 
this proceeding. It is not necessary to indefinitely pursue the 
same types of experts, one after another, in order to gain area
sonably accurate pi~ture of the basic t~uth of the matters under 
discussion, especially when opposing counsel are always permitted 
to question experts within the scope of their expertise and are 
not limited to the scope of direct testimony--and they were not 
so } :mi ted in this proceeding. 

During the early stages of the hearings, we experimented with 
various approaches to determine the most beneficial and fair order 
for direct and cross-examination. It was originally thought that 

26 	 See Tr. 6612-15 and HX-95. On one occasion counsel sub
mitted a list containing both questions asked and not 
asked. The Presiding Officer returned the list for cor
rections, but it was never resubmitted in Froper form. 
Tr. 9417, 9490. 

27 See, 5:~-SI~, Tr . 5 9 21-2 2. 
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customary order of direct examination first, and cross last, 
;.llJ be most suitable. However, counsel soon asked that they be 
2 mitted to confer and agree to allocate the time and order for 

-x 1~inations amongst themselves. This tact was briefly tested but 
_;i, not seem to function satisfactorily. As the hearings pro
.r :ssed, it became obvious that -industry counsel could be expected 
o complain that they were not permitted sufficient time for exami

' a .ion, whether direct or cross, regardless of the system used. 

In response, the Presiding Officer determined to adhere more 
:~ ~<>sely to the statutory requ >_ rements and permit cross-exam ina ti on 

1 ·st. Then, shorter periods were allowed for direct examination 
-,d·:h another final opportunity for cross. This soon evolved into 

3ystem where the Presiding Officer allocated time for direct 
nd/oL cross-examination based on his own sense of where it was 
~eeded the most under the particular circumstances and in view of 
the particular testimony. This "playing-it-by-ear" turned out to 
ae the best and fairest approach for this proceeding. No partic

lar rule of thumb dictated who received a certain set amount of 
~ime for a particular type of examination, but major emphasis 
~as always placed on the statutory rights for cross-examination. 
~evertheless, the value of direct examination was usually recog

ized, at least to a limited degree, for purposes of clarifica
ion, qualification, and even some rehabilitation when necessary, 

~ppropriate, and justifiable. 

Determinations as to who should have the most time for exami
>:l:: ions were of ten comp 1 i ca ted by the fact that many witnesses 
~estified to various propositions (both in support of and against 
~ne rule) which seemed to call for legitimate cross-examination 

r)m all interested groups. Thus, it was not unusual for a group 
~eoresentative to use this time to engage in both direct and 
'~ r .)SS-examination of the same witness. 

Under the system employed, counsel were relatively free to 
p~rsue examination of the issues they believed important regard

e3s of whether the issues were designated. While this led to 
tangential questions, the digressions were seldom serious, and 
witnesses were permitted to respond if and as they saw fit. 

Most witnesses answered all reasonable questions a3ked of 
th9m in a forthright manner. This is not to say that some pre
ferred not to answer some questions or evade others. Two wit
nesses refused to answer questions posed by adverse counsel. 
On~ expert witness became upset by the manner in which she was 

1 1 




ing questioned by both the group representative for manufac

rers and the alternate group representative for hearing aid 


,,alers28 and refused to answer several questions from them. 29 


Another witness flatly refused to answer any questions from 
tie grol1p representative for consumers. This witness was Curt C. 
C inkscales, III, National Director of the National Alliance of 
Sl'I-:ior Ci tizens--a relatively new organization which has been the 
s ibject of some skepticism and criticism. Tr. 10632.30 

Mr. Clinkscales is no!. aligned philosophically, politically, 
o otherwise with the well established National Council of Senior 

..CLtizens (Tr. 10638) which received compensation from the Commis
s:on to participate in this proceeding to represent consumers. Mr. 
C inkscales stated rather vague and ill-defined reasons for refus
ing to answer questions from the NCSC attorneys. He alleged that 
NCSC did not "constitute a valid consumer senior citizen input but 
a paid-for-a-purpose input." He further stated that he refused 
"to be a party to ar.y sort of a put-up job." Tr. 10632-33. He 
a so felt it was unfair for him to have to respond to questions 
from an attorney for an organization which he freely and publicly 
c:istigated. 31 

In both cases, the witnesses were advised (1) that they were 
free not to respond, ( 2) that their testimony would remain on the 
r0cord, and (3) that the fact that they did not respond to exami
n~tion would be considered in weighing their testimony. Tr. 6952
S 3, 10632. This approach was entirely consistent with the 
Pcesiaing Officer's interpretation of the basic intent of the 
M~tgnuson-Moss amendrnents--namely, to permit volunteer witnesses 
t) say anything they wish to say, orally or in writing, and not 
b0 legally bound to respond except in most exceptional (and out
carne determinative) circumstances. In neither of the above two 
c1ses was the testimony anywhere near being outcome determinative 
t~ any important issue in this proceeding. 

There will always be a multitude of built in difficulties in 
scheduling witnesses, especially when a large number are involved. 
C~reful advance planning is essential to avoid many problems. In 

28 Vega H. Weimar, Tr. 6529-34, 6538-39. 

29 Counsel for dealers placed on the record questions he would 

have asked Ms. Weimar, Tr. 6612-15. 


Jack Anderson, "Watchdogging for the E 1 d er l y , " The Wa sh in3 ton 

Post, Aug. l, 1976, HX-170. See also on th~ recora-·dTscus=-
sTon , 'I'r • i o611- 7s • 


-~1 For p;;irt of the on the record discussion, ser:~ Tr. 10632-38. 
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this proceeding, the staff and the Presiding Officer exerted ev~ry 
reasonable effort to plan for and accommodate those desiring to 
appear and~ for the most part, the plans were well made and exe
cuted. When difficulties arise, it will always be easy, in hind
sight, to criticize the planners. Since industry counsel were 
permitted to partake in such planning in this proceeding, they too 
could be criticized for some results, but no harsh criticisms are 
necessary or appropriate in this report. 

Generally, witnesses filed appropriate and timely requests to 
appear with sufficient outlines or full statements of expected 
testimony along with exhibits to be introduced. However, there 
were many exceptions--all of which were handled with emphasis on 
exerting every effort toward qualifying each witness rather than 
insisting upon the literal terms of the Final Notice. 

Group representatives were constantly cautioned from the 
first day of hearings not to construe the Presiding Officer's 
leniency in such matters as a precedent (Tr. 5) but requests to 
appear and advance outlines of testimony continued to be tardy 
and too often inadequate. Therefore, it was often necessary to 
request additional information from potential witnesses. Since 
we were dealing with close time limits, a new law, and new pro
cedures which caused at least some misunderstandings on the part 
of less careful readers, the Presiding Officer kept the gates 
open for all willing witnesses to enter and contribute their 
input to the record. 

The staff was astute in assuring that its witnesses satisfied 
the advance requirements, but many other sponsored and unsponsored 
witnesses had difficulty meeting deadlines with proper statements. 
As a result, the opportunity for counsel to properly prepare in 
advance for examinations of witnesses was not always presented. 
Improvements in meeting advance notice requirements were evident 
as the proceeding progressed and as the Presiding Officer became 
less lenient,32 but problems of this nature can be expected to 
be common to Magnuson-Moss rulemaking proceedings unless full 
written statements from witnesses are required well in advance. 
The Presiding Officer's leniency in qualifying witnesses did not 
seriously prejudice any interested party in this proceeding. 

The deadline for witnesses to submit their outlines or state
ments of anticipated testimony was set for 3 weeks in advance 
of the date for the hearings to start at each of the three loca
tions. During the 3 weeks interim periods the staff and Presid
ing Officer had to review all advance statements, determine 
whether they were adequate, seek clarifications where they were 
inadequate, deter~ine how much time the testimony of each witness 

32 See Presiding Officer's me>morandum of June 3, 1976, R-1
959-60. 
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would probably require, estimate the appropriate time for examina
tion of each witness, and then fit the witness into the schedule 
~here it was personally convenient to the witness and as fair as 
fossible to all interested parties. In such situations, everyone's 
froblems come into play and this, naturally, results in at least 
2ome minor miscalculations as one attempts to estimate future 
needs. Many early (but less than perfect) estimates were compen
sated for at the time of the hearings by allowing more th~n the 
originally allocated time for examinations. Most of these prob
lems were solved by juggling time but, of course, there w~re times 
when the crystal ball was too cloudy and it was impossible to 
compensate by squeezing 2 minutes out of one to fully satisfy 
everyone. Nevertheless, on the record as a whole, nobody was 
denied fundamental due process because of scheduling problems. 

In summary, the noble efforts to avoid undue delay and accom
modate all witnesses, and, at the same time, do all of this in 
the fairest possible manner under all of the varied circumstances, 
seemed to pay off by balancing out the equities for all concerned. 
These efforts, coupled with the freedom granted to counsel to pur
sue their examinations as they thought best, resulted in what 
the Presiding Officer believes to be a more complete record than 
it might otherwise have been, and a record that 2hows all were 
treated fairly. 

The usual rules of evidence applicable to litigated proceed
ings did not apply to this proceeding. Tr. 7. While counsel 
were asked to avoid leading questions, they were seldom asked to 
rephrase such questions. Much time was saved by avoiding continu
ous and unproductive arguments over matters of this nature. Those 
who objected to others using leading questions were as guilty of 
the practice as anyone. R-1-1051. Leading questions often get 
to the ~oint without taking extra time to lay a "proper" founda
::.ion, and they can otherwise elicit meaningful response from 
f~xperts who are not too likely to be led where they are unwilling 
to go. In informal proceedings such a~ this, strict adherence 
~o rules of evidence is unnecessary. 

Objections from counsel were permitted but served little 
constructive purpose. Objections from some counsel often seemed 
to be ~sed more for the purpose of cautioning one's witness rather 
than protecting the witness against improper questioning. Objec
tions were sometimes useful and provided guidance to the Presiding 
Officer for better conduct of the proceeding, but they were usu
ally more disruptive than productive. Constant and quarrelsome 
objections required the Presiding Officer to preclude further 
objections on a few occasions in order to save time and prevent 
further inappropriate disruptions. 

Witnesses were not protected from hard questions, but counsel 
were not permitted to unfairly surprise them, badger them, or treat 
them belligerently, see, ~, Tr. 6890-6903. Fortunately, there 
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w~re only a few instances where intervention of the Presiding Off i 
t 3r was deemed necessary to assure proper regard for witnesses. 
c;,~nerally, examination was pursued courteously f{)r the proper pur
p0se of exploring the basis for and reasoning behind the conclu
sions reached or statements made by the long line of experts. 

From the beginning of this proceeding it was the Presiding 
OEficer's fervent hope and intent to conduct an informal hearing 
i1 a relatively informal and amicable manner. The Congress and 
tne Commission seemed to envision Magnuson-Moss rulemaking as an, 
essentially informal procedure but with certain limited rights 
for cross-examination and discovery, when necessary, by interested 
parties. Nevertheless, when industry counsel are bent on convert
ing an informal procedure into a trial, it becomes necessary to 
cope with their efforts. When industry counsel are intent on 
attacking the Statute, the Rules of Practice, the proposed rule, 
and the conduct of the proceeding, it becomes necessary to cope 
with those efforts too. Under these circumstances, the Presiding 
Officer's job becomes less pleasant--but more challenging. 

From the first few minutes of the hearings, it appeared that 
some would prefer to transform the hearing from a quasi-legisla
tive fact-finding forum into an adversary proceeding.33 

The Magnuson-Moss amendments require that final rules be sup
ported by "substantial evidence" on the record as a whole. It is 
clearly staff's burden and duty to develop that record by intro-
a uc ing evidence bel ie11ed (1) to support the rule and ( 2) to dis
c lose the true facts. Some will disagree as to what are the true 
facts. Of course, industry members and others opposed to the rule 
can be expected to introduce evidence in opposition, while those 
favoring the rule can be expected to introduce evidence supporting 
the rule. Therefore, staff must walk the sometimes fine line 
between the two extremes and find and introduce the true facts.34 

In most TRR proceedings, there will be those who do not agree 
with all that is said and done. Disagreements arise and tempers 
are strained. There will soon appear to be advocates on various 
s1des of various issues and some of those advocates will contest 
(probably strongly) whether staff is developing true facts or false 
evidence. Allegations of bad faith may follow. 

33 	 The manufacturers' group representative, Thomas v. Vakerics, 
Esq., requested that the proceedings be suspended until 
the Commission could respond to his petition to appoint 
an Administrative Law Judge to preside, Tr. 8-11. 

34 	 The Presiding Officer believes that staff performed all of 
their many duties in an admirable manner. 
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And so it was with this proceeding. As those opposed to 
:.he rule accused staff of being biased advocates, and as staff 
·rns forced to defend its integrity, it became difficult to dif
~erentiate this "informal" proceeding from a tria1.35 

The atmosphere of advocacy became unequivocal as industry 
~epresentatives pressed for more formal procedures and charged 
''ther participants (including the Presiding Officer) with improper 
md biased conduct. Charges and counter-charges between counsel 

were not atypical occurrences, and far too much time was consumed 
during the hearings (and on the record) as counsel sought to place 
~heir views on the record. To prevent unnecessary, repetitous, and 
~mwarranted discussions of "housekeeping" and other problems from 
cluttering the transcript, the Presiding Officer chose to force 
some such exchanges "off the record." But as the conduct of cer
tain of the industry representatives became somewhat more aggres
sive and, in the Presiding Officer's opinion, less acceptable for 
the orderly conduct of the proceeding, he determined to allow the 
record to more accurately reflect the whole of future colloquies. 
However, he also instructed all counsel to limit extraneous dis
cussions on the transcript and, instead, to present their views 
in writing for the record--an instruction not always followed 
without reminders, and, then, often reluctantly. 

Counsels' propensity to engage in colloquies on the record 
can probably be traced to the Presiding Officer's permissiveness 
during the first few weeks of the hearings. During that period, 
ne purposely permitted rather free expressions of views because 
all participants were "first-timers" in dealing with the new law 
and new Rules of Practice for this new version of hybrid rulemak
ing. Given this new procedure with "limited" rights for examina
tion and other modifications and adaptations of formal procedures, 
there was abundant room for different interpretations and misin
terpretations. Because of this the Presiding Officer wanted all 
to have opportunity to air their thoughts and make their contribu
tions. But, as the proceeding commenced, it became obvious that 
such freedom of expression was leading to too much repetitious 
and needless haggling and had reached the point of diminishing 
returns. 

As the second stage of the hearings commenced in Chicago, it 
appeared to the Presiding Off :cer that the group representative 
for manufacturers and the alcernate group representative for deal
ers were overenthusiastic in their efforts to protect their cli 
ents' interests. While the Presiding Officer does not seriously 

We need to ask the question, "When should a member of the 
staff say nothing or take exception when others malign his 
motives or character, and make various derogatory accusations, 
etc.7" 
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question their motives or sincerity, their conduct during the 
first day irr the Chicago hearings indicated that they were going 
to test the Presiding Officer's resolve to enforce his previous 
instructions concerning conduct of counsel, as well as test his 
ability to control the participants. 

The type of conduct in question is not that which stands out 
so vividly on the transcript but, rather, it is more nearly one of 
attitude, behavior, appearance, tone, and general demeanor--all of 
which, taken together, amounts to a failure to fully maintain 
appropriate decorum. It is easier to control couns~l's conduct 
than it is to control their attitude. 

As the second day of the Chicago hearings began (Tr. 5724-29), 
the Presiding Officer advised all counsel that there would be a 
tightening of the reins in order to produce a less cluttered 
transcript. Objections would still be permitted but they should 
not be abused. They should not be made without good reason, and 
the basis therefor should be stated succinctly. Objections should 
not be used as an excuse for extensive free wheeling criticism of 
the conduct of the proceeding. Such comments were to be put in 
writing for the record rather than on the transcript. Counsel were 
also advised not to speak out unless they had first been recognized 
by the Presiding Officer. There had been too many attempts to 
engage in free and argumentive exchanges. 

There is no need to detail the episodes of less than unobtru
sive conduct of counsel here at this time, and it should be made 
clear that the Presiding Officer did not conclude th~t obstreper
ous tendencies crossed the line that he would consider separates 
one from being momentarily out of order as opposed to being bla
tantly contemptuous. 

In advising counsel of the more formal conduct to be required, 
the Presiding Officer also invited all counsel to submit their 
written suggestions as to how the conduct of the hearings could 
be improved. Those comments are on the record. R-1-1026-1050. 
They were helpful in assisting the Presiding Officer to reconsider 
his policies, but they did not offer much that had not been pre
viously considered--nor were the alternatives suggested considered 
to be substantial improvements. However, they did confirm that 
the conduct of some industry counsel had become c~use for concern 
and that more drastic modifications should be considered. Such 
modifications or other actions by the Presiding Officer did not 
appear to be necessary as the proceedings progressed. 

Fortunatr=1y, as the hearings closed in the Windy City, thi:::~ 
Presiding Officer was able to state, "We are concludinq on a far 
better note than when we opened here and that was no trick of 
fa t e , no acc .i rJ c n t . " 'I' r • 9 3 6 6 • A 1 t ho ug h the f o 1 1 ow i :-ig h ,., .Jr i n q s 
in San Francisco w~:n~ cr.>rt0inly not devoid of contention, d1sr 1pt-
i·1e incidents wt:1re relati•;cly minor and only mom•"nt:H • l\s tllf' 
hearings fin;,illy cloE-:lt>d, the Prr:sidinq Offi.c~:r was ahli to c:;t,t 
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"! am very glad to say that an improvement has been notea • 
but I have learned a lesson that those who sit in similar chairs 
~~st learn. When leniency is mistaken as a sign of weakness, 
01e can no longer afford to be lenient." 

Certainly, all of the lawyers who participated in the pro
ceeding lived up to their primary duty to protect their clients' 
l~terests and, in that regard, all are deserving of high Praise. 
Tney all represented their clients with vigor and sincerity. 
Tt. 12,015. 

C. Motions. Durinq the course of this proceeding, there were 
aoprOXImately 75 documents in the nature of motions, petitions, 
or requests filed and entered in Section 1 of the record. Many 
contained several propositions and all required serious consid
eration. None were believed to be merely dilatory in purpose but 
many, if granted, would have led to long delays. Certainly, no 
complete discussion of the motions and answers thereto is appr
opr late or necessary here. The ~otions and responses are all on 
the record and the Presiding Officer will stand on the responses 
of record. (Many other documents, which were not in the nature 
of a motion or petition, were entered in Section 1 of the record 
because they related to procedural problems or o~her administra
tive matters.) ·· 

It is uncertain as to which and how many of those motions, 
petitions, or reauests will be the bases for appeals, but there 
is a strong oossiblility of future appeals to the Courts as busi
ness interests muster their forces to test the Magnuson-Moss 
system for rulemakinq. 

It was evident from the early staaes of this proceeding 
that viailant efforts would be made by industry counsel to con
test the basic statute, the Rules of Practice, and the entire 
conduct of the proceeding by the staff, the Presiding Officer, 
anc the Commission itself. Virtually every shred of evidence, 
every act, and every ruling in this proceeding (which was not 
in industry's favor) was the sub1ect of ob1ections, motions to 
strike, or otherwise denounced. There is much more that could 
be said here, but it will suffice to note that industry counsel 
have expended considerable effort3 to build their record to pro
vide numerous bases for appeals. 

1. Status of the Presiding Officer. There are certain 
categories of motions deserving of relatively brief comment at 
this time. One involves the Commission's basic decision that 
a member of the staff of the Pureau of Consumer Protection would 
be appointed by the Special Assistant Director for Rulemakina 
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o ls alsn a member of the stAff ln that Pureau) to be the Pre
inq Officer "responsible for the orderly conduct of the rule

1kinq proceed.i.ng."36 Neither the Special Assistant Director 
r Rulemaklng nor the individual appoi~ted as Presiding Officer 

t K any part in the or oceecling prior to the appo in trnen t. They 
t 1d no rlirect or indirect interest in the gatherinq of evidence 
c drafting of the proposed rule, nor were they subordinate to 
t ie Assistant Director who directed the staff attorneys assiqned 
t 1 the Project. Nevertheless, the fact that all staff members 
w 'te under the direction of the Bureau Director--was and will be 
a i issue. 

On April 9, 1976, counsel for the Hearing Aid Industry Con-
f !tence filed with the Office of the Secretary a motion, ~ddressed 
to the Commission, to (1) disqualify the Presidinq Officer and 
anpoint an P.dwinistrative Law Judae for this proc'2~dinq and (2) 
su~pend the hearing until an Administrative Law Judqe ~ould be 
appointed. Of course, the motion was auite untimely, being filed 
or the Friday prior to the Monday on which hearinas were to com
mence. Also, it was ~isdirected to the Commission since the Rules 
of Practice clearly do not provide for interlocutory appeals of 
this nature.37 Accordinqly, the HAIC motion was transmitted to 
the Presldinq Officer foi disposition pursuant to Section l.13(c) 
(1) of the R~les of Pr2cice a~d, thus,· bec~me ~he first or~er 
0f business at the hearings. Tr. 8-11. 

The main thrust of the memorandum in support of the ~otion38 
~~s that the Presiding Officer was an ?ttorney on the staff of 
~he Pureau of Consumer Protection and, as such, could not he inde
opndent (or even appear to be independent) of the "inevitable 
oressures to conform to Bureau policy."39 Of course, the motion 
w2s denied40 primarily because there could be no doubt that the 
CGmmission w~s fully aware of the fact that the Presiding Officer 
"''-'S on the rolls of the Eureau of Consumer Protection. This same 

See ~ l.13(c), Rules of Practice. 

See~ J.13(c)(2)(i). 

R-1-601-10 (attachments run top. 712). 

Id. at 609. 

Tr. R-11 and by letter of Apr. io, J076, P-]-7]3-ld. 

)0 
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p 1 ::ilem has arlsen ln other Ma,1nuson-Moss rulelr'aking oroceerllngs 
a can be exoected to be ralse~ ln the futurP.41 

It is cleat that the Commission never intended for the 
Presiding Officer to be a iuaae. He was intended to be wore like 
a" sdministratlve officer who controls and conducts an informal 
1 l~rraking proceeaing in an orderly manner without uncue costs or 
d 1 :tys, but in s·1ch manner as to be fair to ~ l l par ties as they 
SPek to exoress their views. His primary roission is to ~stablish 
a record ln what was intended to he, essentially, ~ auasi-leqls

ative fact-finainq proceedina. While the Presiding Officer ls 
still a we~ber of the staff, he has a different status froro that of 
taff attorneys and a different ro:e to play. Since he prepares 

s own report to the Commission 2nd since he has no vested lnter
st in the preparation of or justification for the proposed rule, 
here is no reason why he cannot be ob~ective and fair to all 

~arties. While he remains accountable to the Pureau and the Corn
~1ssion for the conduct of an orderly hearina, it ls totally unfair 

o conclude frore this that he cannot, will not, or did not perform 

~1s essential functions in the fashion intendea and directed by 

the Comwission. 


2. eauests for more particularity. One of the more impor
tant series of mot.ions began w.ith petitions from several parties 
r~questing that st~ff be required to subwlt 2 detall~d statement 
3S to the factual assu~ptlons on wtich the proposed rule is based. 
J~ addition to excliclt details of the factual assumptions, 
r~ouests were made for detailed statements of the legal theories, 
00licy considerations, etc. These rrotions customarily listed 
:arious categories of detailed lnfor~atlon consirlered by the petl 
r icners to be essential in order to satisfy thr:> "notice" reauire
e~ts of the statute an~ of due process. 

Of course, the statute states that "the Corrrolssion shall . 

ouol1sh a notice of proposed rule~akina statina with oarticular
ttv the reason for the ~ulP • .42 The :RulO?s of Practice 

reneat that requirement an~ rlirect that the stat0ment of the rea

son for the rule shall he in the Initl~l Notice.43 (The RulPs of 


41 	 Other allegations in the mernorandurr in supoort of the subiect 

HAIC wotion included: r11 th~ Pr~sirling otficPt f~il0d 

to ncoperly apnly thr• pro;d~.ions of t:he M<:innuson-Moss 1'ct 

and the Commission's Rules of Practice anrl r? th~ PrP~i~ina 

Offlc~r had damonstr~ted bias by denying a SPt1ns nf HAIC 

~otions, ~tc. e also H~Ir ~otinn t0 ~~rtiFv th0 aunstinn 

to the Commission rf?' -902-0 ) tmrl H' O<'r' • f'lnr; ~o it 
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Practice also require a Final Notlce44 and direct the Presldlng 

Officer to publish lt.)45 Thus, these motions raised the ques

tion of whe~her the Inltlal Notice stated wlth sufflclent "par

~icular ltr'._ the "reason for the rule." 


One of the first such motions requested a " ••• clear and 
concise Bill of Particulars specifically setting forth those acts 
or practices which the Commission feels that the hearing aid 
industry, and Maico [ttearinq Instruments, Inc.] in particular, 
nave allegedly engaged in so as to support the necessity for these 
l1earings," etc.46 The principle motions were submitted by the.two 
major industry assoclatlons.47 The HAIC motion (R-1-67-87), in 
effect asked for far more detailed information than the Commission 
would be required to present at any stage of the proceeding up 
to and including the final promulgation of the rule.48 

The Inltlal Notice dld set forth a "STATEMENT CF REASON FOR 
THE PROPOSED RULE. 11 49 It can be argued that the s~atement under 

44 	
~ 1.12, Rules of Practice. 

45 	 ~ l.13(c) (1), Rules of Practice. 

46 	 Letter of Seot. in, 1975, from Thomas c. Kayser, Esg.,
R-1-24-27. Response at R-1-28-31. 

47 NHAS motion, R-1-55-66; response at R-1-100-02. NHAS motion 
to certify, R-1-112-lh.; response at R-1-117. HAIC motion, 
R-1-67-87; response at R-1-103-06. HAIC motion to certify, 
R-1-130-38; response at R-1-163-64. 

48 In partial response the Presiding Off lcer stated ln letter 
of Oct. 28, 1975: 

* * * 
With respect to your request that Cornmlsslon 
counsel set forth a concise statement of 
each alleged vlolatlon as to each manufacturer, 
separately numbered, describing the act or 
practice belng challenged, etc., it would 
appear that you consider this (Uleroaklng 
proceeding to be a multi-party adjudicatory 
proceeding to be conrlucted primarily under 
procedures used for lltlqateo cases. In 
my oplnlon, this tends to misconstrue the 
intent of thn Statute but, evidently, it 
ls the Statute you disaqree with, as well 
as the Commission's Pules of Procedure, and 
th~ Rrlminlstration of both. * * h P-J-Jn~. 

49 	 s~e Aopendlx t At 266~1. 
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U·3t oarticular heading did not, by itself, satisfy the require
m~nt that the reason for the rule be set forth "with particular-
i y." However, if this were to be considered a defect, then such 
d•'f<·ct was certainly cured by all that preceded and succeeded that 
s a•ement in the very same context in the very same Initial Notice. 
Tho:;e who hcive complained about insufficient notice have r.ever 
e en 3.Cknowledged that the "STATEMENT OF REASON . • " is sur
r unded by the explicit provisions of the proposed rule itself 
and 30 in-depth questions which essentially explore into the 
reasons and basis for the rule. 

In various forms, the motions for more "particularity" con
tlnued throughout the proceeding. For instance, by motion of June 
17, 1976. R-l-]144-62. NHAS renewed its motion of September 24, 
JS'7'3. R-l-57-6f\. In response, the Presiding Officer replied, in 

* * * 
It is still my position that the Initial 

Notice satisfied the statute (Section 18(b)(l) 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act) and the 
Commission's Rules of PractiLe (Section l.ll(c)) 
insofar as it states the "Reason for the Rule" 
with sufficient particularity to afford inter
ested persons an ample basis for making relevant 
comments and otherwise participating to the 
fullest extent in all stages of this proceeding. 
As previously noted in my letter of October 17, 
1975, the Initicil Notice is composed of the terms 
of the Proposed Rule, the Statement of Reason 
for the Rule, and an Invitation to Comment which 
contains an extensive array of questions desioned 
to focus attention on the issues of fact, law, 
policy, or discretion involved. The Initial 
Notice should be read as a whole and, when it is 
so read, it will be found to satisfy the reauire
ments of the st~tute and Rules of Practices. 

Again, it must be recognized that the 
staff is not reauired by the statute or Rules 
of Practice to place its entire case on the 
record at the very outset-of this rulemakinq 
proceeding. That ls belnq accomplished during 
the proceeding. Nevertheless, to further 
inform interested parties of the information 
and data it intends to rely upon 2s a basis 
for the Rule: the staff did enter considerable 
infor!Pation in the Public-Recorrl at an eArlV 
date, and such was the basic information 
S to f f inten0 e d tO [ e ] Y Upon. () f C 0 U I S <' / IT' UC h 
inform3tion has been placed on the record 
by the staff and all other intt?tf~Sted parti"'s 

?2 



and, of course, staff will rely upon much 
of that information (as is contemplated by 
the law under which we are working). In 
this regard, submissions made or sponsored 
by the staff have been, in larae part, merely 
expansions on the basic information originally 
referred to in my letter of October 17, 1975. 
Such procedure is also comtemplated by law. 

It should be noted that, in addition 
to the Initial Notice, the Final Notice con
tained an extensive list of Designated Issues 
which were designed to further focus on the 
important issues in this proceeding and afford 
further guidance and particularity. Also, 
durinq the course of the hearings, there 
has been ample opportunity to examine and 
cross-examine witnesses on their presentations 
and on all manner of issues. There will also 
be opportunity after the hearings to submit 
written rebuttal. Again, I believe you have 
had fair notice, and there will still be 
even further opportunity to reply after the 
Presiding Officer's Report and the staff's 
analysis of the record with recommendations 
have both been placed on the record. Surely, 
all of this provides the basic fairness the 
statute demands. R-l-lln3-64. 

~ 

* * * 
As these petitions for more particularity accumulated, it 

became more evident that there was really less need for the 
detailed information the Petitioners were demanding. As is evi
dent from the response received to the invitation to suggest 
issues to be designated as material and necessary to resolve,50 
there were many who had a firm grasp of the problems triggered
by the proposed rule. 

Upon reading the very comprehensive written comments so 
expertly prepared for, and submitted on behalf of, NHAS and 
HAic,51 one will better realize how completely familiar with the 
issues and theories the manufacturers, dealers, and their counsel 
were from the beginning. No doubt, experience gained from the 
many previous proceedings, hearings, studies, and reports (con
cerning the industry, its practices, and its problems) contrib
uted to the industry's ability to comprehend exactly what was 

50 See the entire ~ 2 of this record. 
SJ 

See NHAS, R-3-34SS-3P3R and HAIC, R-3-~P39-30o~. 
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nvolved. The proposed and enacted laws of nearly all of the 
stAtes in recent years have certainly left little doubt as to 
th issues and theories. Congressional inquiries, HEW actions, 
the many extensive reports by consumer interest groups, and the 
many FTC actions have all served to keep this industry well 
apvrlsed. The point is that the proposed rule came as no sur
pr ise--nor were the provisions unheard of previously. Neverthe
less, the Initial Notice still can stand on its own. 

3. Discovery. Under ordinary circumstances in a Magnuson
Moss rulemaking proceeding, there should be no need for the use 
of compulsory orocess52 or requests for disclosure under the Free
dorr of Information ~ct.53 This is so because the staff is 
expected to ?lace on the rulernaking record, as soon as possible 
3fter the Initial Notice is published, all available documentary 
evidence it possesses and on which it intends to rely as a basis 
Eor the rule. In addition, staff should make publicly available 
at the earliest possible date all documents containing information 
~elevant to the rule that would be accessible under the FOIA.54 
Having done this, requests for disclosure will be automatically 
satisfied. 

Soon after the Initial· Notice was published in this proceeding 
the Presiding Officer requested the staff to follow the above noted 
procedures.55 ~ccordlnaly, staff's first submissions were entered 
lnto the rulemaking record by memorandum of August 14, 1975, 
addressed to the Commission's Division of Legal and Public Records. 
[n that same memorandum, the staff stated: 

* * * 
In addition, the staff has decided to 

make available for public inspection copies 
of various categories of documents, in order 

52 	 Compulsory process ls covered by the Rules of Practice, 
~ 1.13(0) (6). 

53 	 5 U.S.C. ~ 552 et sea., and ~ 4.11 of Rules of Practice, 

{hereinafter rererr~ to as FOIA). 


54 	 This procedure was not required by the new Rules of Practice, 

but is in ~ccord with pre-Magnuson-Moss Commission policy. 


55 	 It should be noted that this was onlv the second trade requ

lation rule proceeding, (under the M~qnuson-Moss amendmen~s 

and the new Rules of Practice) to have matured to this staae. 

Therefore, staff had not fully anticipated the Presiding 

Officer's request and was not immediately Prepared to place 

on the t~cor~ all of the requested lnformatio~. · 
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to anticipate, facilitate and comply with 

any request for access which may be made in 

the future under the Freedom of Information 

Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, as arnenderl. These docu
ments . . include rll relevant documents 

relatina to the hearing aid industry that are 

in the files of the staff attorneys who con

~ucted the investigation of the hearing ai~ 

industry which resulted in the Proposed Trade 

Reoulation Rule for the Hearinq Aid Industry, 

16 C.F.R. 440 with the following exceptions: 


1. Docurrents contained in the files of 

the following past Commission actions aqainst 

hearing aid industry members: The Telex Cor

poration, 79 F.T.C. 61 (1971); Mather Hearinq 

Pid Distributors, Inc., 78 F.T.C. 709 (1971); 

and Mountain States Hearing Service, Inc., 77 

F.T.C. 640 (1970). These are closed matters 
which contain materials which were not used by 
staff in connection with the development of the 
proposed rule. Any requests for access to any 
of the documents in any of these files that are 
not already available to the public in Room 130 
of the FTC building should be directed to the 
office of the Secretary pursuant to~ 4.11 of 
the FTC Rules of Practice. 

2. The Special Reports of various hearing 
aid industry members which were placed on the 
public record es Part of the FTC's Pdvertising 
Substantiation Proqram. These are available 
for inspection in Room 130 of the FTC buildinq. 

3. Documents and portions of documents 
not accessible under the Freedow of Information 
Act. These include: 

a. Docurrents and the portions of 
documents constituting internal memoranda, 
exempt uncJer 5 U.S.C. {: S52(b) (5). 

b. The identities of consumers an~ 
of thos~ to whom the staff has gone for 
advice, exempt under 5 U.S.C. ~ i::52(b) (6). 

c. Certain commercial or financial 
information that ls prlvlleqe~ or confi
d e n t i a 1 , e x '·' rr r t u n Cl e r S U • S • C • ~ 5 5 2 ( b ) ( 4 ) • 

d. Docurr""·'nts 21nd rxirtione of docum~nts 
constJ.tutin(l Jnvr•BtJootorv !:llr:s corroiJed 

2S 
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for law enforcement purposes, exempt under 
5 u.s.c. ~ 552 (b)(7). 

e. Internal memoranda related 
solely to the internal personnel rules 
and practices of an agency, exempt under 
5 u.s.c. ~ 552 (b) (2). 

4. Publications readily available to 
the general public, the duplication of which 
for these purposes would be wasteful. These 
publications are listed in Attachment I. 

5. Copies of 0ocurnents that are 2lread~ 
Jn the record of this rulemakinq proceedlng.-6 

The staff assured the Presiding Officer that all relevant 
"aterials in the staff's files on August 14, 1975,tFiat were to 
ne relied upon as a basis for the rule or that were accessible 

nder the FOIA were placed either in Section 8 of the rulemakinq 
record or on the FOIA public record as accessible infor~ation on 
that date.57 Subsequently, the staff collected additional ~ate
l0ls and, as soon as they could be processed, they were either 

introduced into Section 8 of the rulemaking record or made avail
Jhle under FOIA. Some documents which staff had originally made 

v ilable under FOIA were subsequently introduced lnto Section 
f the rulemaking record. Also, some documents 9reviously made 

~'l3ilable under FOIA were later introduced by the staff as part 
f certain rebuttal statements and, therefore, were placed in 

. e tion 13 of the rulemaking record. 

As reauests for discovery were received, the petitioners 
~ere advised that all relevant and accessible factual materials 

See memorandum of Aug. 14, 1975, in rulemaking record 
Oinder 215-44-1-1-1. 

Section 8 of the rulemekinq record was aesianated, "Commis
sion Staff Subroisslons," and was set aside for the st.::iff to 
introduce evidence to be relierl upon to sucport the rule. 
The FOIA public record was kept separate from the rulemakina 
record. 



had already been made available to the public,58 but this was 

not the end of requests for additional discovery.59 


By letter of December 12, 1975, HAIC appealed to the Commis
sion the Secretary's denial of access to additional materials under 
FOIA. ~fter careful review of all undisclosed materials, 2 few 
more documents or portions of documents, were made ava.ilable and 
HAIC was so advised by the Secretary's letter of January 28, 1976. 
R-1-1801-04. That same letter advised that, "Reguests for produc
tion of information believed to be essential, and comments regard
ing the sufficiency of the rulemaking record, should be brought,
forward in that forum." 

58 ~' see R-1-544-45, 791. 

59 
~mong the various motions in the nature of requests for 
discovery were the following: (1) NHAS petition to expunge 
documents or produce witne~ses, R-1-454-65, response at 
R-1-475-76; (2) NHAS reguest to staff to respond to 78 
detailed interrogatories and produce documents, R-J-544
45; (3) NHAS motion to compel staff to reply to interroga
tories and produce documents, R-1-841-75, response at R-1
876-77; (4) NH.AS motion for more particularity as to factual 
assumptions, R-1-1144-62, response at R-1-1163-64; (5) NHAS 
motion to compel production of documents, etc., R-1-1166-74, 
response at R-1-1175- 76; ( 6) NHP.S motion to compel product ion 
of documents, R-1-1180-1200, response at 1201-02; (7) HAIC 
request for access to all Commission r~cords including portions 
of documents deleted from material previously made available 
under FOIA, R-1-1615-82; (8) HAIC request for staff to respond 
to 78 detailed interrogatories and identify all documents 
relied upon as the basis for each and every part of the 
rule, R-1-421-44, staff's response at R-l-4.'5-46; (9) HAIC 

motion to compel staff to respond to interrogatories and 

produce documents, R-1-477-516, response at R-1-517-lP; 

(10) HAIC motion to certify #9 supra to Commission, R-1
722-70, response at R-1-771-72; (11) HAIC request for "full 
access" to witnesses obtained by National Council of Senior 
Citizens, R-1-580-81, response at R-1-806-07; (12) HAIC 
motion to compel staff to produce documents, R-l-77~-R04, 
response at R-1-80 5; (13) HA IC r egues t for access to informa
tion regarding complaints, R-1-915-16, response at R-1-923; 
(14) 8AIC motion to require production of documents, R-1
1223-63, response at R-1-1264-65; (15) HAIC motion to 

certify #13 ~~ to Commission, R-1-1321-22, response at 

R-l-]323; (16) HP.IC motion to compel production of docume its, 

R-1-1411-28, response at R-1-1429; and (17) ASHJl. ~otion 

to compel production of documents from HAIC, R-J-ld43-S7, 

response at F-1-1458. This list does not include all motions 

or petitions in the nature of requests-for disc1wery. 
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Accordingly, HAIC petitioned the Presiding Officer on April 6, 
J 976, to require extensive disclosures. R-1-773-804. After con-
c idering the request, the staff's response to the request under 
EOIA, (R-1-791) the Commission's response to the request under 
fOIA, (R-1-801-04) and the past and expected accumulations of 
information on the record, the Presiding Officer concluded that 
H\IC had received all information it was entitled to receive under 
the law, and all that was needed to protect its rights in this 
proceeding. 

Not only was the request unreasonable in scope, but further 
disclosure w~s not required for a full and true disclosure with 
respect to the designated issues.60 

In summmary, all nonexempt materials were originally publicly 
available (except for a few items which were made available after 
the Commission's review) and the Commission had declined to exer
cise its discretion to release certain exempt information. Thus, 
the question was raised as to whether the Magnuson-Moss amendments 
carved out some exception to the exemptions of FOIA. It is con
ceivable that information exempt under the FOI~ would neverthe
less be necesary to establishing a complete rulernaking record and 
affording due process to all parties. But no bona fide showing 
of such need was made in this proceeding, and no bona fide showing 
of need was made under Section 1.13(d)(h) of the Rules of Practice. 

From the foregoing, it can be concluded that ~uch ado was 
made over the alleged lack of notice and alleged failure to dis
close material information in this proceedinq. In fact, a bounti
ful supply of material information was made available to the 
public at a reasonably early date in the proceedings. The pro
posed rule was spelled out in the Initial Notice with a statement 
of reason for the rule and 30 in-depth questions relating to the 
reasons and bases for the rule. The Final Notice designat2d 35 
important issues of fact for consideration--many of which were 
similar to the questions set out in the Initial Notice. Expert 
counsel for interested parties had viewed the nctices and were 
well aware of the issues as they so capably demonstrated through
out the proceeding. Nevertheless, requests for more and more 
discovery continued to occupy much time and effort for all con
cerned. And, in the final analysis, none of it really seemed to 
be necessary to a proper consideration of the proposed rule. 

Through it all, efforts of the Presidinq Officer to distin
guish between a trial and this hybrid rulemakinq oroceeding seemed 
not to be noticed. Put if counsel for the "defense" attempt to 
insist on converting a Magnuson-Moss rulem2king proceeding into a 
trial, it will be difficult at tirnes to discer:i the differences. 

60 ~ff Presiding Officer's response at R-l-R9S. 
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Thus, responses by the Presiding Officer such as the following 
seem to have had relatively little impact on the determined recip
ients: 

* * * 
In my opinion, most of the questions 

posed to the Commission's staff . . demon
strate that you have a firm comprehension of 
the staff's contentions and, therefore, it 
appears that you should have no real oroblem 
working from that vantage point in preparing 
and submitting presentations during the hear
ings. 

As for the request for detailed state
ments of the basis for each contention and 
identification of each document upon which the 
staff intends to rely in support of each con
tention, staff has already placed many such 
documents on the written record, and we can 
expect much more evl~ence, information, and 
testimony to be submitted during the course 
of the hearing by all interested parties. The 
time for staff to parse the record in detail 
comes at a later stage in the proceeding. 

In accordance with the manner in which 
the Commission's Rules of Practice are drawn, 
we are still in the information gatherino 
stages of this proceeding. Eventually, the 
hearings will be concluded and then, after 
30 days, the record will be closed as to 
further submissions of information. Subse
quently, the Presiding Officer's report and 
the staff's report will be placed on the 
Recore. By then, interested persons will 
have had ample time to review the entire 
record and may then make their comments in 
light of the record as a whole and the reports 
submitted by the Presiding Officer and staff. 
Therefore, you and other interested parties 
will be accorded full opportunity (1) to 
know what positions are taken, what conten
tions are made, ano what is relied upon as 
a basis for such positions and contentions, 
and (2) to make your comments concerning 
the same. Thus, it appears that you will 
have the last word on the record before the 
matter goes to the Commission for considera
tion. 
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In view of the foregoing, I believe that 
you will have received due process . 
R-1-517-18. 

4. 	 Oath. Some will consider the several motions to require 
t':'Stimony~be under oath a minor matter while some consider it 

the key to determining whether comments and testimony are trust
worthy, reliable, and probative. Counsel for H~IC evidently felt 
~trongly that all written and oral submissions should be under 
~ffidavit or oath--or striken altogether from the record. The 
?toposition was incorporated into four motions.61 

Evidently HAIC eventually saw the wisdom of not striking from 
the record all written comments not sworn to, but in the latter 
two motions cited62 requested that all oral testimony be under 
oath. All of these motions were denied. 

Succinctly stated, among the reasons the Presiding Officer 
felt it unnecessary and undesirable to require witnesses to tes
tify under oath were the following: (1) Commission custom has 
not been to require oaths in informal rulemaking proceedings 
(under ~ 553 of Title 5, U.S.C.) and, unless a 4ompelling need 
arises or the Commission· indicates a desire to do so, uniformity 
in Magnuson-Moss proceedings is preferable; (2) requiring oaths 
would be 3nother step toward converting a basically informal 
forum into a formal adjudicatory proceedingi (3) the first motion 
requesting formalization by oaths for oral testimony and affida
v 'ts for written comments came much too late for uniform treatment 
of both written and oral comments; (4) requiring written comments 
to be sworn to would, in this (or any) proceeding, increase the 
b~rden on those submitting comments and increase costs for all 
c~ncerned; (5) if oaths for oral testimony were required, the 
g~estion would probably be raised as to the comparative value of 
t e written comments not under affidavit; (6) requiring oaths 
~lght create for some a more forbidding atmosphere and result in 
a chilling effect for those who might prefer not to testify for 
f~ar that antagonists might, through misunderstanding or design, 
attempt to misconstrue and misinterpret the truth they have 
~ttempted to speak;63 (7) it was soon obvious that there would 
be no need to rely on the honesty of any one person or any smal1 

~-----------

61 	 See R-1-67-77, response at R-1-103-0fi: see also R-1-130-38, 

response at R-1-163-f.4; see also R-1-715-lR:-tesponse at 

R-1-719-21; see also R-1-898-900, response at R-1-901. 


62 Id. 

f.3 	 The reader of this record will soon understand that antaqonis
tlc feelings are orevaJent and co~roents are too often mis
construe~, taken out of context, mlsinterpreted, or misunder
stood. 
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4roup of witnesses in this proceeding to determine the truth of 
ny material issue because there would be a multitude of persons 

;;rov id lno wr l tten comments and oral testimony on all lssues--thus, 
n the aggreg~te, that evidence which ls trustworthy, reliable, 

rnd of probative value could be detected; (8) men tend to believe 
hat their biases are based on truth (as they see it) ancl oatnS

do not usuaIIy alter their opln!on8=°-therefore, we must sift fact 
rom fiction and seek that testimony built upon the most solid 
oundatlon; etc. R-1-719-21. 

5. Participation by Commission Counsel. PrlPf mention may 

be appropriate of the rrot.ion by HAIC to· preclude ColT'mlsslon Coun

sel from participation in the examination of witnesses ana the 

presentation of rebuttal submissions.64 The ~rguments were that 

the rules of practice do not provide for staff's participation 

and, even if participation is permissible, staff should be 

excluded due to failure to comply in a timely manner with the 

notice requirements. R-1-586. 


Of course such formality as notice is unnecessary when the 
fact that staff will participate is obvious to all. Such notice 
has never been required in any rulernaking proceeding. In fact, 
the Presiding Officer did not require HAIC to fully comply with 
the notice requirements since its interest was obvious. 

Staff is not an "interested party" in the same sense as are 
other interested parties. As counsel for the Commission, staff's 
role is so implicit in the statutory scheme and the Rules of 
Practice that there is no valid question as to whether staff will 
be an active participant in all phases of the proceeding. Staff's 
role is unique, and it's ~articipation is indispensable and essen
tial in any TRR proceeding. Staff plays various roles as a Party 
in interest and this includes matters where ministerial functions 
are concerned. In view of these considerations, no notice that 
staff desired to participate was required by the Presiding Officer 
who, regardless of the foregoing, has authority to exercise dlscre
~ion as to who will be perwittea to Participate. 

In passing, it might be roentloned that if the Pr2sidlng 
Officer had excluded participation (in this early M~gnuson-Moss 
proceeding) due to "failure to comply in A timely manner with the 
notice requirements" as H~IC urged, (R-1-586) then we would have 
not heard from a large number of witnesses soonsored by H~IC anrl 
others. The inconsistent logic demonstr~tPd hy this HAIC motion 
was not atypical of many arournents made in this proc0P~ing. 

~4 R-1-5HS-91, r~sponsn 2t P-]-~O~~. 
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t,e deadline for written rebuttal submissions would he October 22, 
·~76. Tr. 12,015. More specific instructions concerning the 
fJtmat and content for rebuttal submissions were m?lled to all 
q oup representatives on September 14, 1Q7~. R-1-1367-68. 

Rebuttal submissions from group represent~tlves were filed in 
a timely manner and all were placed In Section l~ of the record. 
T1e st~ff made 78 submissions totaling 2106 p?qes. All other sub
wissions amounted to another 2152 pages for 0 total of 4258 pages. 

Attorneys for the National Hearing ~Ld Society and Hearing 
Aid Industry Conference soon advised that they desired to file 
~otlons to strike much of the rebuttal offered by others and they 
were informed they could do so. Accordingly, NHAS filed its exten
sive "Consolidated Motion" on Nove!Tlber 24, 1976. R-1-1495-1524. 
Time was extended for HAIC to file its motion R-1-1558, which 
was received on December 29, 1976, adding over 1000 more pages to 
Section l of the record with documents in the nature of surrebut
tal. R-l-D281. HAIC's attempt to submit surrebuttal documents 
(long after the deadline for rebuttal) was reiecteo. 

Both of these motions cont2ined extensive obiections and 
arguments relating to rebuttal submissions !Tlade by all parties 
supporting the rule, but their principal thrust was aaalnst the 
staff's rebuttal submissions. Of course, this reouired staff to 
review and respond individually to all objections in both 
m:)t ions. 65 

The Presiding Officer reviewed all relev2nt docu~ents ~nd 
r~sponded to the motions (by two letters of February 11, lq77) 
fR-l-D292 and 0793) denying the rrotions for the most part but, 
in part, making several minor corrections or clarifications on 
the record.66 In responding to the NHAS motion, the Presiding 
Cfficer stated, in part: "I have •.. concluded that there were 
ro instances of violations by any pBrty of my instructions which 
would require excision fro~ the record [of rebutt~l submlssions1 ." 
P-1-D292. 

t5 	 For staff's r0spnnse to the NH~S motion, ~~e Memor~ndum 
o .f Dec • ;? (J, l 9 7 f. 1 r "3 1 p .;i g es ) R-1 - 1 5 2 7- c, • · .. ·f;o r staff ' s 

response to th~ H~IC motion, see Memorandurr 0f J~n. 2s, 

1977, f50 paqes) R-l-D290. 


6~ 	 See corrections noterl ln three att~ch nts to t~e Pt~sidinq
otf l c ,., r t S 1e t t e r O f F' P b • 1 1 , l 9 7 7 , t O T t IT! 0 t hy ,J • WB tr> r s , 
Esq., R-1-0292. 
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In respondinq to the HAIC motion, the Presidinq Officer
stated ln part: 

* * * 
• Of course, your motion raises issues 

not covered in the response to Mr. Waters, 
the most important of which is your asserted 
right to submit surrebuttal. 

In my opinion, your submission of surrebuttal 
at this late date, lonq after the record has 
been closed to rebuttal submissions constitutes 
yet ~nether attempt on your part to fashion 
your own procedures in direct contravention 
vf the presiding officer's instructions. R-l
020~. 

* * * 
Subsequently, HAIC petitioned the Presiding Officer to 

~ertify the ruling denying surrebuttal to the Commission. In 
response, the Presiding Officer stated, in part: 

* * * 
The crux of the arguments you have presented 
is whether ". . fundamental due process 
and fairness require that a party to be regu
lated by any Commission 'rulemaking' activities 
should have the opportunity to make final 
rebuttal submissions in response to all evi
dence placed in the rulema~ing record, not 
simply to evidence p1aced in the record prior 
to the time rebuttal submissions are made 
by a!l interested parties." (Emphasis added.) 

As you agree in your conclusion (pages 10-11 
of yo11r motion), "Neither the Magnuson-Moss 
ftct nor the FTC Rules of Practice specify 
the timinq or ext9nt of rebuttal." Therefore, 
we may logically conclude that the presiding 
officer has discretion to set aoprooriate 
llmltotlons as to the allowable tiJT1e for, 
~nd per~issible ~xtent of post-~~aring rebuttal
subwissions. 

* * * 



Your motion was placed on the record along 
with all attached documents (includlnq the 
surrebuttal documents) for the limited purpose 
of servlnq as evidence of the motion itself 
but I excluded all surrebuttal statements 
contained in or attached to that motion in
sofar as they might be used as evidence on 
the record for any other purpose. 

Under the circumstances you are free to request 
review of your motion in a seoarate section 
of your final comments to the Commission 
but you 5hould not cite anything in your 
motion (or attachments) as evidence on the 
rulemaking record for any other purpose unless 
and until the Commission extends such oppor
tunity. 

Your arguments for the superior rioht to 
submit final surrebutt~l to any and all evi
dence submitted during the post-hearing rebuttal 
period by those who supoort the proposed 
rule portrays an inaccurate view of who has 
predominant interest in a Maqnuson-Moss rule
making proceeding. De2lers and m~nuf0cturers 
are net the only parties having vital interests 
in Magnuson-Moss rulernaking proceedings. Nor 
are they the only o~es subject to regulation 
under this proposed rule. There are many 
conflicting interests and none are necessarily 
paramount to others. Many parties and groups 
will be directly affected by the outco~e 
whether or not a rul~ is prornula~tcJ (i.e., 
medical doct0rs, manufacturers, de~lers, 
audiologists, consumers, etc.)67 

As was predictable, subsequent to H~IC's claim for the right 
cf those who would be regulated hy the rul~ to have the ultimate 
riq. t of rebuttal, the American Speech and Hearing Associ~tion 
claimed the same right under the same theory be~ause its members 
~OJ d also be regulated by the rule.68 Of course, ASH~ represents 
~ large segment of the "hearing aid delivery team," wost of whom 
L1pport most of the provisions of the rule.69 ~u11loloqlsts would 
c:!srJ be regulated by thr~ rule. 1f al] of thosr;> to be regulatPd 

f7 	 Lt!tU~r of Mar. 7, 1977, t() 'l'hom~5 v. Vait;"t 
ti109. 



~y the rule ate to be given rlqhts to "ultimate rebuttal," there 
could. indeed, be no end to rebuttal and surrebuttal in this pro
( eed inq because the-varTous interested par ties coulc1 go on respond
. nq to each other ad infinitum or, at least, until one wore the 
ethers out. Such aproceoure could not be tolerated. 

The other theory apparently advanced as a basis for the 
'ultimate right" for rebuttal centers on those who support the 
tule as opposed to those who are against the rule. Such a dis
tinction would oresent logical difficulties in this proceeding. 
~ot only could audiologists argue that they support the rule, but 
some can (and did) argue that they oppose the rule in whole or in 
part. The same ls true of industry members since so~e do support 
the rule in whole or in part. In fact, even the Stciff might make 
a valld argument that it opposes the rule, in part. Also, one 
miqht ask at this iuncture, "What happens to the consumers' 
interests in a fight like this?" Some consumers support the rule 
and some oppose it. Are consumers not to be given riqhts for 
nultimate rebuttal" individually or through their representative? 
Obviously, the suggested distinctions are not well olaced ln this 
prcceeding. 

In this proceeding, it seemed fair to follow the usual method 
used for previous rulemaking proceedings and Permit all to make 
final rebuttal comments at the same time. The Commission can 
appraise the record as it stands at that point and determine 
whether further proceedings are necessary. 

Almost all parties submitted new evidence in their rebuttal, 
but the most difficult decisions the Presiding Officer had to 
~ake ]nvolved certain studies or surveys which definitely included 
considerable amounts of new evidence which the submitting parties 
will definitely rely upon (to one degree or nnother) in their 
final comments. 

As a Erocedural matte~ the most difficult new evidence to 
allow into the recorr was embodied in a study (submitted by the 
staff) recently completed by Patricia Powers, M.S.W., Department 
of Sociology, Utah State University, entitled A Report on Results 
of Interviews with Utah Hearing Aid Owners. R-13-945-1032. This 
(focum~trepoitecr-on a "pllot sfuoy . to eissess the s.::itisfac
tion of Utah consumers with hearing aids." R-13-9~6. The Presia
inq Officer was first advised of the thPn incomplete sturly when 
Ms. Powers filed her acbance stat€·ment of tr:~stlrnonv. R-10-ht:\14. 
Nothing rrori<> was he~rd of thl? matter until Ms. P~)WE,;s anpearec 
as o witness almost 1 month later. ~t that tl~~. the Pr0sldlnq 
Officer c:-:wtionf•d her to "nvci0 that subiect:" 2incc: •,;P h'H'l "nn 
orc~v1ous information concerninq it. Tr. OP1f., 

Tn f.,ct:, '~'".the hr:r:~rJnq, Ms. Powr·r~ sirrr.. 1y n- 0 t1 n d th;:1t 
f',r•r ln~''t'Ji1~w~; with 1J1·,3h consurnr't:1 WPP~ :1hout h~ilf 'ff' l''tc~d ~nd 
t, /J t', :t;hr) h~(l bPit::q1 flri'l i 3('"d r;hr·~ cnrj t ti not SUf)i'r j t· ~ c, '",'":"':~nr l. r~ on 
t'.c+t prntinri W~l!'.'h h~vl h<•Pf' finJ"'.h1·rl. Tr. Clfl4P, ';r. ,·1• ''lr· ,., 



·· '\ :'ral attorneys C.id ask Ms. Powers many questions relating to 

ongoing study in Utah. Then, subsequent to the hearings, 


; , Powers forwarded to the staff and the Presiding Officer (1) 

1 ious correspondence relating to the Utah study and (2) a copy 

1 E t~e actual report. The report and material relating thereto 
~~r~ placed in Section 14 of the record as "Excluded Evidence" 
L~cc the period for submitting written comments had long since 
c: ired. 70 

In concluding that Ms. Powers' report and related comments 
uld come in as legitimate rebuttal, the Presiding Officer took 
to consideration all circumstances including the nature of all 

ther rebuttal submissions which contained considerable amounts 
•f "new" evidence. However, none of the new or other evidence 
ffered 	as rebuttal (including Ms. Powers' report) could possibly 

outcome determinative of any designated issue. 

Other rebuttal submissions that presented similar problems 
,ssociated with permitting considerable amounts of new evidence in 

rebuttal without the need for further hearings included (but 
r~ not limited to (l} a 17 page report (with almost 900 pages 

t supporting documents) on a survey (conducted on behalf of NHAS) 
-~ consumer complaints recorded by various goverrymental and other 

qericies (R-13-2714-3588): (2) two statements from two market
~g exoerts (not previously heard from) expressing opinions (on 

:~half of HAIC) regarding certain economic considerations appli 


b!e to the rulP; (R-l?-093 and 094); and (3) considerable new 

i~ence with comments submitted by ASHA. R-13-147. All were 

l~wed into the record. 


In sumrnarv, many interested parties submitted new evidence 
w· i :::h appeared to be legitimate rebut t21 and which woulc'l be useful 
1 .1~ the Commission in supplementing previously acquired evidence. 
·!0wever, none of the rebuttal required extension of the proceeding. 

~lthough the question of reconciling the new evidence (sub
i tted as rebuttal) with the massive record as a whole does not 

JD~ear to present any great difficulty in this proceeding, the same 
roblem will doubtlessly arise in other Maanuson-Moss rulemaking 
;roceedings and could create more serious problems. Unfortunately, 
h~re are few absolute And specific guidelines as to what consti 
utes fair and acceotabl~ rebuttal evidence, so, apparently, each 

lr0siding Officer ln each proceeding will have to make lndlvldual 

:et@rmlnatlons on a case-by-case basis as to whether rebuttal 

utmisslons are acceptable and/or whether some rebuttal demands 


rther extension of the proceedlnqs. 


:::l '~ ,.., Hx 2 2 2 , l c~ t U• r () f Oc t: • r; , l q 7 h , whf> r (' Ms • Po W"'' r s was 
f::i 1sed r>f thr:- riispo::.,ltion rJf hPt subrrtsJ:;ionB r::;:nd rea
;;··>n:S r~hr:·r'·for. 



D. Nature of this report. The Rules of Practice require the 
Presiding Officer to pre9~re only a "summary of the record, both 
written and oral, relating to the issues desiqnated" by hlm,71 
and to make'"inltlal factual findings and conclusions as to these 
Lssues."72 In addition, lt will be helpful to discuss some sub
lssues, side issues, and other issues l~ connection with any dis
cussion (even a summary discussion) of the designated issues ln 
this proceeding. ~lso, the Rules of Practice permit the Presid
ing Officer to.make such other findings as he sees fit--and that 
authority will be used, but sparln9ly. 

In this report an effort has been made to avoid extended 
discussions on questions of law or policy, and no effort has been 
made to make a complete analysis of the record or to redraft the 
proposed rule. Such matters, for the most part, have been left 
for the staff. 

The f lndings and conclusions set forth ln this report are 
based on the record as ~ whole after review of the contents of 
each section of the record of this proceeding. The Presiding 
Officer heard every witness and has considerer their demeanor 
as they testified as well as the rebuttal submissions alleqedly 
pertinent to their testimony and/or credibility. The summary, 
f lndlnqs, and conclusions include reference to only a microcosm 
of the possible hundreds of other examples of, and citations for, 
the various propositions considered. 

Written comments submitted by certain associations are ln 
large part capsulizatlons of the multiplex of communications sub
mitted by the members of the groups they represent. Therefore, 
lt ls appropriate to utilize the well-prepared HAIC comments73 
as a microcosm of comments from most manufacturers. Likewise, 
the expertly drafted NHAS comments74 will be employed as basically 
representative of comments by most dealers. Comments from members 
of both of those groups were almost universally opposed to all 
parts of the rule. 

71 See designated issues in Final t--1otlce, Appendix II. 

72 See R 1.13(f). 

7;' _, HA IC, R-3-3839-3996; see also Section 3 of record gi?nerally. 

74 NH!•S, R-3-14i:-,5_3p3g; see also Section " of r ocord oener;illy. 



To the contrary, the many audiologists submitting written 
1" omments were almost universally in favor of most par ts of the 

uJe and, therefore, it will be appropriate to use ~SHA's exten
sive statement in support of Dr. Kenneth o. Johnson's testimony75 
a3 basically representative of most of the comments submitted by 
aJdiologists. While the record shows that audiologists sometimes 
disagree with each other on various issues, it also indicates 
that they generally hold and express their own individual views 
w~lch are based on their own knowledge, biases, and experiences. 
Nevertheless, audiologists usually come out in substantial accord 
on the ultimate material issues. 

In the Presiding Officer's opinion, as a general proposition 
the comments and testimony of audiologists on this record are the 
least biased, most trustworthy, and most credible. Comparatively 
speaking, the Presiding Officer believes that most of the testimony 
by, and on behalf of, audiologists was based on firmer facts than 
most other, and is usually entitled to greater weight than most 
other. The audiologists generally spoke in the most straightfor
ward and objective manner and usually based their conclusions on 
more specific data rather than on generalities. It may also be 
noted that they knowingly testified against their own interests 
regarding key issues (i.e., audiologists profess to be the most 
competent and knowledgeable regarding the testing of hearing and 
the selection of the most appropriate amplification for heating 
loss, but they were also the ones who testified that even their 
b0st scientific procedures and skills were not always reliable 
indicators of whether an individual would receive significant 
b0nefit from use of a recommended hearing aid). Also, it should 
be noted that audiologists are aware that they too will be regu
l 3ted by any promulgated rule. Yet, they seem to accept this 
potential regulation of their own practices as proper and in the 
p1blic interest. Accordingly, this report places due weight and 
r~liance on such evidence. (Regarding such considerations, see 
Ajdendum at Appendix V.) 

Any motions, petitions, or requests of any nature apoe~ring 
on this record not oreviously or hereby specifically ruled upon, 
either directly or by the necessary effect of the conclusions in 
tnis report, are hereby denied. 

75 Statement in support of testlwony by Kenneth O. John~on, 
Ph.D., Executive Secr~·tary, /\mei lean SPf:>ech ancl H<:>ar i.nq 
~ssociRtion, R-10-JSP7-2921. Thls state~nnt is herninAft0r 
r e f e: r r e d t o o r c i t f' d as " l'· S H /I " o r a s " /\ S H /I. c o rn rn i:· n t . " 
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PART II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEMS 

A. General. A great deal of testimony and written comment 
i~ the rulem~king record of this proceeding was devoted to a 
portrayal of the hard-of-hearing individual ana' the various 
methods used to improve impaired hearing.1 The record contains 
nJmerous recitals of the roles of various providers of hearing 
h~alth care including manufacturers, physicians, audiologists, 
and hearing aid dealers.2 The t~sts, equipment, and procedures 
used in the examination and ev3luation 8f hearing losses are 
also extePsively described,3 and as might be expected, there 
is a considerable amount of material dealing with the charac
teristics of hearing aids and the utility of these devices in 
improving the hearing ability of those persons who have suffered 
hearing loss.4 As this evidence is repeated time and again 
throughout the record, it is appropriate to address these sub
jects in summary form at the commencement of this report, for 
a knrwledge of these matters is essential to an understanding 
of the various issues raised in this proceeding. 

B. Characteristics of the hard-of-hearing. 

1. The numbers. According to a 1971 Health Interview 
Survey conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics 
through the Bureau of Census, there are 14 l/2 million people 
in the United States who have hearing impairments.5 This 
exceeds the 9 1/2 million with visual impairments and consti 
tutes over one-fourth of the 51 million impairments in the 

l 	 See, ~' comment of Hearing Aid Industry Conference (HAIC) 
R-3-3E-:r9="81; comment of American Speech and Hearing Associ
ation (ASHA) R-10-1609-40, (this comment is in the form of 
a prepared statement by Kenneth o. Johnson, Ph.D., Executive 
Secretary of ~SHA); com~ent of National Hearing Aid Society 
(NHAS) R-3-3503-20. 

2 	 Id., Hl\IC at 3860-68, 3881-90; l:_~., ASHA; id., NHAS At 3521-41. 

3ee, ~' ASH!\, R-10-1609-13; HAIC, R-3-3881-88; and 
D. Ros~, P..u_diological Assessment, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971, 
R-8-Exh. D. 

4 	 K. w. Berger, "History And Development of H0aring Aids," 
i n . ~~l!:E 1 i li£~!.i~El-f.Q_£___ t;. b~-~ e~ i n9. =:.l.~Ef:L!'~~S! , Gr u n e & S t r a t ton , 
Inc., 1975, R-o-Exh. R- ..... 

on ic_~.£Z.2!£ms_)n tr1':? tl.~.~.L~l29_?2.!d._I.!)~~.f:!lrr: H(•arinqs befor0 
t ~ u omm1tten on v~rnmcnt~eguTat1nn oF the Sen~te SelPct 
Commll'tJ:c~ on Srnrdl Bu:;ir1f»<;s, 94th Cong., 1st ::i••· • QR (l07r'), 
zt-:item~·nt r.1y !::dwcHd f~. Pr.rrin, D1rector, Nat1.r:in:il ('"~nt.r•r lot 
1-k:; l th El tJ1 t J !:; 1· 1 (: r; , Dr• p 0 r t. 'l' r. n t: of He fl 1 th • r"ri :i c :1 t 1 on .1 r;ri ~'i ,.., 1 f ;-:1 r 



·0untry.6 The survey did not include people residing in insti 
· utions where the prevalence of chronic conditions is thought 

o be much higher than in the general population.7 For example, 

1 1973 survey by the Division of Health Resources Utilization 
itatistics showed that the prevalence of hearing impairments 

n nursing homes was approximately five times what it was in 

he general population.8 


A recent survey conducted by the National Association of 
.he Deaf in cooperation with the Deafness Research Training 

1'enter estimates that 174 out of every 1000 persons over 65, 
;1r approximately 5,000,000 older persons, have significant hear
:ng impairments.9 Citing the difficulty of obtaining precise 
3tatistics, Arthur Fleming, Commissioner, Administration on 
Aging in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare esti 
ated in his testimony that this figure would rise to 7,000,000 
f those over age 60 were included. Tr. 608. 

The Health Interview Survey also showed that slightly less 
chan one-half of the 14.5 million hearing-impaired persons had 
bilateral hearing losses and 2.5 million had losses so serious 

hat they could best hear and understand only shouted speech. 
A significant number of this 2.5 million had losses of hearing 
LJt birth or lost their hearing at an early age.IO 

Dr. Philip Lawrence, in his testimony before a Senate Sub
~ommittee, said that surveys conducted by his agency showed 
~hat the prevalence of hearing impairment was higher among males, 
:·embers of the white race, and persons living outside of metro
jolitan areas. The prevalence was lower among the better edu

.ated, those who had higher family incomes, and among residents 

jf the Northeast region.11 


Although hearing impairment is recognized as one of the 
-ost prevalent handicaps, it is also one that has received rela
- ively little attention--at least until recent years. This is 

·---~-----...---- 
6 Id. 

7 Id. at 99. 

8 Id. at 98. 

0 1E_~;:;.rlS~'l.~:..R.L~J L!"JTI...:'2.. i IJ.. th (;..-1!I~~r_L~--1L~5LlD~l.-L~t.~, N° t"' "i • §..~-"!
($ti:iti::m1:•nt of Dr. PhlfT1p Lawrence, Deputy Dln'ctor, National 
C:enu.:.r of f!e,31t.h Statistics, at 93-94). 
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illustrated by the statement that of the estimated "10 million 
hard-of-hearing," fully 75% have not received medical attention 
or evaluation to determine if their hearing could be improved.12 
Using the total of 14 1/2 million hearing-impaired, a spokesman 
for HAIC estimated that only 2.5 to 3 million wear hearing aids 
today.13 Whichever totals are used, the figures are impressive 
in that they show the overwhelming majority of the hard of hear
ing are not receiving assistance. 

2. Personality. Hearing impairment is a serious dis-
ab i 1 i ty. It is thought to be more deb i 1 i ta ting than other types 
of sensory losses for it has significant effects on personality, 
speech production, and language development.14 As Helen Keller 
is reported to have said: 

I am just as deaf as I am blind. The prob
lems of deafness are deeper and more complex, 
if not more important, than those of blindness. 
Deafness is a much worse misfortune. For 
it means the loss of the most vital stimulus-
the sound of the voice that brings language, 
sets thoughts astir, and keeps us in the 
intellectual company of man.15 

Some children are born with hearing defects but such defects 
may also be the result of illness or accident. An undetected 
hearing impairment can seriously prejudice the development of 
the communicative skills of the child and in fact can distort 
his whole personality. Even though intelligent, he may give 
the appearance of being dull, retarded, or inattentive, and 
lazy. This handicap may also be characterized by a refusal 
to participate in group activities.16 

12 David Barnow, a former President of HAIC, Tr. 1631. 

13 John Kojis, President, Maico Hearing Instrument Company, 
Tr. 19 7 0. 

14 Fina 1 R~or t~o_ the_?ecretar;t~Hear ing Aid Heal th _Ca£~, 
(Prepared by the Department of Health, F.ducation and Welfare 
Interdepartmental Task Force on Hearing Aids, July, 1975), 
(Final HEW Task Force Report), R-8-D494-13. 

lS Id. t:it 11. 

16 Edith Corliss, Fa_s:!~-~!22~!_li_~ar_i~_c.t__~!YL_!:l_~~Ei:!]_<J __1~!_9s, A Con

sumer's Guide, NBS Consumer Information 31:ri•~s 4, Ed: 

J a rn ": s E • P;1 yn e , ( N ;;:i t i o n a i Ru r -~ a u o f S t a n d a r d s , t; • S • Df\f) a r t 
ffi'~nt of C:om:nf':rcf', November, 1971) R-Fi-D222-9; f,;-Jszi) St•'in, 
Director, Da·1id T. Sif"JP] Inst1tute of Com!Tluni<~:iri· Di~~ord•'n:;, 
'r " • B 9 7 l ·• 7 -~ • 
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Adults who suffer a sudden hearing loss are prompted to 
. ,, something about it. But most hearing losses are gradual 
.l .:'l cumulative and individuals are inclined to conceal these 
us~;es for as long as they can. It is a characteristic of the 


i:>ychology of the aging hearing-impaired to refuse to recognize 

':h:it there is a handicap because to admit it is tantamount to 

1cl :n:i. t ting that they a re growing '•lder and are no long er fully 

:a8able of coping with the world. The adult may blame others 

rec his difficulty, limit social contacts with others, and 
become alienated from neighbors, employers, and fellow workers. 
~amily relations may be strained to be followed by a gradual 
withdrawal of the hearing-impaired person from both family and 
3ociety. Reluctance to seek assistance or to wear a hearing 
aid is common.17 Rather, the individual seeks to conceal his 
coss from others. If the individual does not realize that he 
~as a hearing impairment, equally difficult communication prob-

ems may occur. He may not be able to detect verbal intona
tions making the speech he hears seem flat and denoting a lack 
of inter est on the part of tLe speaker. Inability to hear may 
orovoke others to shout which may serve as an irritant to both 
~arties causing them to reduce communications to essentials.18 
rhe reluctance of the individual to admit hearing loss is fully 
jocumented in the recora.19 The record also shbws that those 
who have suffered a heaiing loss and who do seek help are con
3t3ntly looking for a cure or the hearing aid that will not 
~nly be invisible but that also will restore the hearing they 
ave 	 lost. Such a search will not be successful.20 

3. Causes and effect of hearing loss. There are two types 
Jf hearing losses. The first is conductive loss which is caused 

i/ 	 Richard Fechheimer, Senior Vice-President, Grey-North Adver
tising, Inc., Tr. 6965; David Barnow, Note 12, supra at 1626; 
John B. Davis, Executive Secretary, Illinois Association 
o f the De a f , Tr . 8 5 4 4 • 

18 	 HAIC, Note 1, supra at 3855-56, citing W. G. Gardner, 
i,udi!:~!.Y Impairment and Information Processing for thE: Elderly, 
Tulane University School of Social Work, (Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
Xerox University Microfilms, 1975). 

19 	 HAIC, Note 1, ~~ at 3857-58; Barnow, Note 12, .:?__upra at 
Hi29-30. 

2C 	 Mary Burke, flearing Clinic, Northwestern University, 
Tr. 6409-13; Ray Stallons, audiologist on behalf of the 
National Hearing Aid Society, Tr. 7868-69; Mary Ruth Whitman, 
~u~iologist, Illinois Department of Public Health, Tr. 8585. 
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by a blockage in the passage of air or impairment of the mechan
ical movement in the outer or middle ear. The second is sensori
neural or nerve loss which results from damage to the nerve 
mechanisms in the inner ear. These mechanisms convert the 
energy produced by the movement of the fluid in the inner ear 
into nerve impulses which pass along the fibers of the audi
tory nerve to the brain. Sensorineural losses are sometimes 
divided into two classifications with "sensory" used to describe 
an impairment of the systems in the inner ear which convert 
the mechanical energy into electrical energy. The "neural" 
pathologies are those which interfere with the transmission 
of the electrical ~nergy through the acoustic nerve system to 
the cortex. A person may suffer from both conductive and sen
sorineural loss in the same ear.21 

External ear conductive losses may result from a complete 
blockage of the ear canal. This may be caused by an excessive 
build up of wax, foreign bodies, infections, and congenital 
malformations of the external ear and cana1.22 

Middle ear problems may be the result of perforation of 
the ear drum, infection, interruptions of the ossicular chain 
as a result of congenital malformations, injury to the head or 
ear, or to a disease known as ostosclerosis in which bony depos
its form between the stapes bone and the oval window so that the 
lever action of the bones is restricted.23 Medical and surgi
cal treatment is usually effective in the treatment of these 
types of conductive losses.24 

Sensorineural losses may result from hereditary defects, 
viral illnesses with attendant high fever, reactions to 
certain drugs such as quinine and some of the antibiotics, 
and an inner ear disease called Meniere 1 s Syndrome which may 
also cause head noises, nausea, and dizziness. Other hearing 
losses of this type may be caused by tumors which interfere 
with the nerve impulses traveling along the auditory nerve. 
The aging process which leads to hearing loss is called pres
bycusis, which is characterized by a gradual decline in hearing 

----·--·~·----

21 	 Corliss, Note 16, supra at R-8-0222-6-7~ L. L. Price, "Pure
Tone Audiometry," in Audiolofical Assessment, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc • , l 9 71, R - 8- Ex h . D-1 90-9 . 

22 Corliss, Note 16, supra at 6-7; Price, Note 21, SUfl_!~ at 191. 

23 	 Id. 

24 IQ • , Pr i c r~ a t 1 9 5 . 
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bility especially for high pitched sounds.25 Sensorineural 
asses may also result from noise. An intensive very loud sound 

£uch as that resulting from an explosion may cause immediate 
~nd irreversible partial or total hearing loss. Constant but 
less intense sounds may cause a gradual loss of hearing over 
a period of time.26 

A conductive hearing loss is characterized by a diminish
ment in the loudness and intensity of sounds rather than in 
the quality of the sound heard. Sensorineural loss may result 
in a deterioration of the quality of the sound--there may be 
a continuous hissing or ringing and speakers may seem to be 
slurring their words or mumbling. High pitched sounds are 
usually the first to deteriorate.27 

C. Pro~id~rs of hear~ng hea~th care. Throughout this report 
reference is made to the various providers of hearing health 
care. Some of these providers compete with members of their 
own class and some compete with members of the other classes. 
A brief description of their functions and roles without an 
attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of their performances 
is set forth in this part of the report. 

1. Physic~ans. Medical doctors specializing in diseases 
of the ear and throat are known as otolaryngologists. The 
term otolaryngology is also used as a short form for the medi
c~! speciality devoted to the study of the diseases of the ear, 
nose, and throat which is technically known as otorhinolaryngology. 
An otologist is a medical doctor who specializes in problems 
of the ear.28 All of these doctors are collectively described 
as ear specialists but in this report they will be referred to 
ty the term otologists for purposes of clarity and better identi 
fication. Otologists strongly believe that entry into the hearing 
care system should be through the medical component since loss 

25 	 Corliss, Note 16, ~~at 7; Price, Note 21, supra at 
195-96. 

26 	 Cor~iss, Note 16, s~era at 7; Pric~, Note 21, ~~Era at 196; 
Pay1pg ~l}_~gh ~9~ ~~~, A Report on Hearing Health Care 
Problems, Public Citizen's Retired Professional Action 
Group, (Preliminary Draft, 1973), R-8-0421-VIII-1 (herein
after the RPAG Report). 

27 Corliss, Note 16, ~~~ at 8. 

28 
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of hearing is a symptom of disease.29 Audiologists also agree 
that entry into the system should be by way of the otologist 
1nd that the latter group have a definite role to play in the 
treatment and rehabilitative process.JO 

Hearing aid dealers as a matter of policy believe that 
entry into the system should be through the otologist and that 
first time users of nearing aids ought to have a medical exam
ination before being fittea.31 In addition, the National Hear
ing Aid Society (NHAS) has suggested that the hearing aid dealer 
or salesman promptly refer to an otologist those patients who 
demonstrate any of the following seven symptoms: (1) visible 
congenital or traumatic deformity of the ear; (2) history of 
or active drainage from the ear within the previous 90 days; 
(3) history of sudden or rapidly progressive hearing loss 
~ithin the previous 90 days; (4) acute or chronic dizziness; 
(5) unilateral hearing loss of sudden or recent onset within 
the previous 90 days; (6) significant air-bone gap; and (7) 
visible evidence of cerumen accumulation or a foreign body in 
the ear canaJ.32 Many dealers are reluctant to refer a first 
time user to an otologist if the individual appears to be 
healthy, has had a recent medical examination, and has a hear
ing loss.33 Also NHAS has authorized the use of a waiver if 
the patient does not want ~ medical examination because of 
religious convictions or personal reasons.34 The NHAS proposals 

29 	 Robert J. Ruben, M.D., Professor and Chairman, Department 
of Otorhinolaryngology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 
Tr. 3978; Lindsey Pratt, M.D., American Council of Otolaryn
gology, Tr. 3695; Robert I. Oberhand, M.D., practicing 
otolaryngologist, Tr. 3034. 

30 	 S~£' ~:.:1...:.1 ~Jane Madell, Director of Audiology, New York 
League for the Hard-of-Hearing, New York City, Tr. 5856
57; David Barwell, audiologist and hearing aid dealer, 
Tr. 5174, 85-86; Henry C. Hecker, audiologist and hearing 
aid dealer, Tr-5174, 85-86; A. Bruce Graham, Chief, Divi
sion of Audiology, Henry Ford Hospit31, Tr. 7423. 

31 	 NH!\S, Note 1, §.~.'~ at 3 .) 37- 3 8. 

32 Id. 	 ot 3538, n.71. 

~.f:'.'§:1 ~:st~.' thE· Uost i:nony of Luke fortncr, Pres1df?nt, 

Nat.l(Jt!i11 H" rinr1 /\Fl ;~oci 1::->ty, Tr. 284fi-47. Trv"r is evidenC!"' 

in Ui-~: rcc:corr:l that :T1rl/ dP·J lers do not r '.O!i-,;n~0 nt1 th1t ptosp0ctS 

1i~;1.t f1t1y;",ic1 n in1t1•illy; 3'' FPi'\G !11.·port, ~•nt 26, Sllf?~a 

dt I·--g. 
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·~~e been somewhat overtaken by events as the Food and Drug 

\dllinistration of the Department of Health, Education and 

iflfare (FDA) has recently issued regulations which prohibit 

1 nearing aid dispenser from selling a hearing aid unless the 

1rospective user presents a signed written statement from a 

icensed physician indicating that the patient has been medi

·a lly evaluated and may be considered a candidate for a hearing 
ij.35 The regulation goes on to provide that a prospective 


1ser ~ho is over 18 may waive this evaluation requirement if 

d f o r:le::l the opportunity to do so by the '1 ea ler and if ill::: 


•:xecutes a prescribed waiver form.36 

Otologists sometimes refer patients to an audiologist and 
;ometimes directly to a hearing aid dealer. Those who follow 
:he latter practice state that dealers have the ability to 
conduct the necessary tests to fit ~n appropriate aid, and that 
~udiological consultations are not necessary in many cases.37 

2. Audiologists. According to the American Speech and 
Hearing Association, an audiologist is a health and rehabili 
_ation professional concerned with prevention, identification, 
~v~luation, and rehabilitation of individuals with auditory 
disorders which impede or prevent the reception and perception 

f speech and other acoustic signals.38 Audiologists see 
~hemselves as the link between the otologist and the hearing 
;id dealer believing that following the medical examination 
-he hearing-impaired should be examined and tested by an 
lUdiologist who would determine if they are candidates for a 
~earing aid and if so of what type.39 

A detailed discussion of the funr,tions and role of the 
)Udiologist is set forth in Part V of this report. It is 
1ppropri~te to note at this point, however, that in recent 

21 C.F'.R. 801.421(3)(1), 42 Fed. Reg. 9296. 

311 21 C.F.R. 801.42l(a)(2), 42 Fed. Reg. 9296. 

Ouernana, Note 29, S!:l2_£a at 3034-17; Ihch;:irJ M. Carter, 

M • D • I Tr . 3 6 4 9 - 50 ; J 0 s ePh c . E 1 i a ,f M • D . , rr r • 7 47s ; A us t in '!'. 

Smjth, M.O., who said that in his opinion aud1oloqists 
;i:npl'/ duplic;Jtf? the work of the otoloqist anr:l :ir:' not an 
·s~><:'"1t1.3J part of the hnaring aid d"'llV"ry :-;y:c:;t :'r, Tr. 8l'Jf); 
f•.rpr;~ ~'l.:Htinucci, M.D., Tr. 8185-86. 

1 , s \~.Er ,3 0 t l f) nq • 
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1~,;n, 1~2·1. s •. .,.., "·SJ·• Jdm ~; L:Hnl·n,l, r· 
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years some audiologists have commenced dispensing hearing aids 
to their patients rather than sending them to a dealer for that 
purpose. This has served to place the dispensing audiologist 
in direct competition with the dealer.40 

3. HearL1J.9__aiq_~~L~~· The hearing aid dealer and hear
ing aid salesman engage in the retail sale of hearing aids. 
They are sometimes referred to as "hearing aid specialists," 
"certified hearing aid audiologists," or as "dispensers." The 
propriety of using such designations is discussed in Part V of 
this report and the business practices of hearing aid dealers 
generally are discussed in Part III. In addition to selling 
hearing aids, the dealer also fits aids and this requires, at 
least with respect to those persons who are not referred to him 
with a specific recommendation for a particular model or type 
of aid, that he measure hearing loss, determine if an aid will 
be appropriate, and, if so, select the proper aid.41 This work 
puts the dealer in competition with the audiologist for many 
otologists refer patients directly to dealers rather than to 
audiologists, and, of cour3e, many patients go directly to dealers. 
Because of this competitive factor, the proceedings were charac
terized by ~engthy expositions of the qualifications or lack of 
qualifications of the members of both groups to assume desired 
roles in the provision of hearing aids to consumers.42 

Although continuing efforts are being made to upgrade the 
qualifications and training of dealers,43 their education and 
training falls far short of that of other members of the hearing 
aid delivery system.44 

40 	 Johnson, Not~ 1, ~upLa at 4331; John R. Franks, Assistant 
Professor/Audiologist, Arizona State University, R-10-6527; 
David D. Bartels: N.C. Speech, Hearing, and Language Assn., 
Tr. 6293: .Jane Madel l, Note 3D, ~@ at 5862, 5899. 

41 HAIC, Note 1, ~~~.?..at 3885. 

42 ~, ~!..9:..:., NHAS, Note 1, ~!.E!-2. at 3535, n.69; HAIC, Note 1, 
su12r..e at 3884; Alfred B. Berkove, M.D., Tr. 11,00J; Oberhand, 
Note 29, ~~~at 3034-37; Paul Burris, Manager of Profes
sional Service, Dahlb>?rg ElActronics, Tr. 2488. 

43 NHA5 has f:'ncour agi:>d the enactmr,nt ot i icPnsinq laws in the 
stat~s for this purp()<;c:, R-1-3 35. 

44 Fin~l HEW Task P0rc~ Pnpor~, Nnt 14, !: 2 4 • t hf' 
6 , 0 0 0 t " t <'l i 1 o u t l ,, t. ;c; r; n l y 2 , 0 O d •• ('f'l tif l('d 
;;1'.'1 ht~.'.lf !nr_I :1id ::11Jdinl:Y!.J'.':t. h Nli,(l.,f;, P 
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L 'rest and examinc;it~on eroc;_edur;_~~- The examination and tests< 

F«l tormed by otoiog1sts, auo1ofog1sts, and hearing aid dealers 
'< in complexity and objectives. The otologist is perhaps 
rros_ aware that a hearing impairment or loss may be only one 
m3n1testation of a serious and perhaps life-endangering dis
td~r. He, therefore, looks for other symptoms of ear disorders 

w 1 :r: may coexist with hearing difficulties.45 Once the otolo
G:s- has determined t~at there are no medical problems which 
t: 	 ~an resolve and that the patient is a candidate for a hear
~·19 aid, the patient is referred to either an audiologist or 
' a hearing aid dealer. Similarly, if a dealer or an audi
~OJist believes that there are no medical problems which should 

b further examined by an otologist, they proceed to administer 
''\OSe tests which comprise a hearing examination. The extent 

nd nature of these tests, depending upon who administers them, 
ray vary to a considerable degree. The procedures employed 

y dealers are discussed in Part III while those used by audi
: o<~ists are considered in Part V of this report. However, a 
~ok at evaluation procedures Jn general and the types of tests 

; ed is appropriate at this time. 

Pure-tone tests for hearing are the most basic tests and 
e:n to be relatively simple to administer. They measure an 

~dividual's ability to hear pure tones within the frequency 

n~e of about 125 through 8000Hz, within which most speech 

lls. If performed and evaluated correctly, the results pro

~d~ 	 a useful basis for predicting whether the patient's hearing 
~ormal or impairea.46 

The instrument used in these tests is an audiometer, which 
dn electronic device designed to produce pure-tone and speech 

:gnals over varying frequencies within a given range. Air
onduction pure-tone tests are given through earphones while 

.0ne-conduction tests are given by means of a bone-conduction 
d""vice or receiver placed behind the ear. Although both involve 
·n~ transmission of sound to the inner ear, the bone-conduction 
·~st is designed to determine to what extent a hearing loss 

s due to a conductive hearing loss (problems in the external 
middle ear) and to what extent it is due to a sensorineural 

()SS r inner ear or neural problems). It is, of course, essential 
·hat each ear be tested without the particip1t1on of the other 

,:i r , j f the he a r i ng ab il i t y o f one ear i s to be d;:: t e rm i n e d . 

D. 	 T. P. Cody, "Otologic Assessment and Tte{.~tment," in 
-·!.J..1&L~l!!::i ! S.'!.L..;.11..!if!f>;;...!.~~IE!.:..'l.t, Pr r:- n t ice Ha 1 l , Tnc . , l 9 7 1 , R~. 8 

Ex h • r1~· 4 J- 44 • 

Prir'.'.~, No!:~ 2l, .!:~~at 168 69. Unfortunat.;•l·f'· nbtaininq 
valid r~aultfi requ1r~s ~ considPrab!P amount 0f ~nowledge 
i)fVi tcrdrd.nq. Jr;;i V"ntr·1, Profp~;sor nf f\,q,t1 , 1'1"::1 	 h"'t:'> 
''1lleqf•, Grii;,~ndty. Tr. 1709. 
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To prevent participation by the untested ear, a masking noise 
is introduced into that ear by means of an earphone so that 
it can not hear the pure-tone signals administered to the ear 

<be 1 ng tested • 47 

The sound intensity used in hearing tests is expressed in 
decibles (dB), that is, a measure of the number of times that 
;ound is stronger than the weakest sound audible to the normal 
ear. The louder the sound, the more decibles involvea.48 

A second type of test, speech audiometry, is designed to 
ascertain the lowest intensity at which the listener can barely 
identify simple speech; how well the listener can understand 
everyday speech under normal conditions; and the highest inten
sity of speech that the listener can tolerate.49 In conduc~ing 
tests, the thresholds of the individual will be identified. 
These are the "threshold of hearing," that is, the lowest level 
at which the person will hear the stimulus,50 and the "threshold 
of discomfort," that is, the loudness level at which the listener 
reports the sounds as being uncomfortable.SI The "most comfort
able level" is that level at which the listener indicates that 
the intensity of the sound is most pleasing to him.52 A person 
with normal hearing has a threshold of hearing of 0 dB and a 
threshold of discomfort at 120 ds.5J 

Tests will al3o show whether the hearing loss is equal 
across all frequencies. For instance, if the threshold of 
discomfort increases upward at the same rate as the threshold 
of hearing and across all frequencies, the individual can 
tolerate louder noises. If the threshold of hearing shifts 
for the various frequencies, the individual might be able to 

------------·-
47 Id. 	at 169, 178-79. 

48 	 "Hearing Aids," Cor:_~'d_rn~~J!..!2_ion ~~i r:.,t;,, May, 1971, R-8-D
228-3 . 

.. 
49 

50 	 Th~ threshold for a stimulus is the lowest lev•l which will 
elicit".! respons(: SO% of the time. Price, Note 21, !il!E..L~ 
.:it 204. 

t) 2 rd • a t 2 2 7 - 2 B • The li s ten er i 5 as k(O•d to ma k!".: t ; 1 s ch:.t • · mi n a t i on
(m t.h~ b~'sis of comfrnt ratht:>r than on how well n~ undi:rstond~' 
th~ 	 spP ~t thP giv~n lev~ls. 

49 
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1 a· lower tones normally but have problems with the high tones. 
I the threshold of discomfort falls at the same time, the indi

d ia 1 cannot tolerate the louder sounds necessary for him to 
1~a in the higher ranges.54 

Upon completion of the testing and evaluation of the results, 
tte examiner should be able to determine wit~in reasonable limits 
~re~her the amplification provided by a hearing aid would assist 
cte individual and if so, the degree of amplification required. 
n.ese are really subjective determinations in which factors other 
ttan the test results must be considerea.55 

.,. Hearing aids. A definition of the term "hearing aid" is 
u•cluded in Section 440.2(a) of the proposed rule.56 Basically, 
it is a device for the amplification of sound entering the ear. 
It consists of a microphone which picks up the sound waves from 
r::h:c c:tlf and feeds them, in the form of electrical signals, into 
an amplifier which enhances their s tr eng th and a loudspeaker , 
:alled a "receiver," which converts the amplified signals back 
irto sound waves. It is equipped with a battery which provid,::s 
d~e electrical power necessary to operate the systern.57 

1. p~velopment. The origin~l hearing aids were speaking 
~coes or ear trumpets which had very limited capabilities to 
ltrplify sound. These were followed in the early part of this 
.:•ntury with the development of a "hearing machine" which weighed 
?•·veral hundred pounds and was fitted into a large cabinet. 
'';is machine used principles taken from ::he early telephone. 
r~e first wearable hearing aids were powered by batteries, 
...it·ighing up to six pounds, which were carried in a separate 
::se or strapped to the body or clothing in some fashion. 
~-th the advent of the vacuum tube, a wearable aid was devel
-J;ed in the mid-thirties which weighed about two and one-half 
P'Hmds. A single unit which incorporated the battery was 
r·Jtroduced in about 1946. Thf:: monopack included th<? microphone, 
anplifier, and batteries in one unit. Only the receiver and 
~rd were separate. Transistors and integratrd circuitry maae 

possible great advances in the miniaturization of the hearing 
ald and permitted all of the components to be incorporated into 

Id. 

Jane Madell, Note 30, ~L~J21'.J'!. at 5900-02; Luke Fortner, Note 
JJ, ~t~..l'_<2. at 2839; Dr. Sam Houston Sanders, National hear 
lng Aid Society, Tr. 3583; navid Vreeland, iH'r:H1nq aid 
specialist, Tr. 3833-34. 

40 P~d. Reg. 26646. 
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earmolds, eyeglass frames, and compact units which would fit 
behind the ear. This miniaturization, coupled with correspond
ing developments and improvements in the materials and confor
mation of the chassis and case, made hearing aids less noticeable, 
easier to use and more acceptable to the poteritial user.58 

2. Types ~nd st~J...e~ of hea~ ing aids. Hearing aids may 
be of the air-conduction type in which sound is fed directly 
into the ear or of the bone-conduction type in which the receiver 
sets up vibrations in the bony structure directly behind the 
ear. The air-conduction type is generally used unless it is 
necessary, because of the physical condition of the patient, 
to use a bone-conduction type.59 

He&ring aids are also classified by the type of system 

employed. A monaural hearing aid system provides sound ampli

fication for only one ear. A binaural hearing aid system con

sists of two complete hearing aids, one for each ear. The 

Contralateral Routing of Signal (CROS) system places the micro

phone beside the poor ear and feeds the amplified sound to the 

better ear. The BICROS system utilizes two microphones, one 

above each ear, which deliver signals to a single amplifier 

and then to a single receiver which in turn deliver the sound 

to the better ear.60 

The earmold or earpiece is a plastic insert designed to 
conduct the amplified sound from the hearing aid receiver into 
the ear canal as efficiently as possible. It is an important 
part of the hearing aid system. It must be both comfortable 
and properly fitted. Since an earmold may enhance or distort 
the sound passing through, it must be acoustically designed 
to transmit this sound clearly and often with some modifica
tion in order that the user can receive the best use of the 
amplified sound.61 There are a variety of earmold types or 
styles designed to fit the particular application or the type 
of receiver or system used. Most earmolds, except those used 
in certain types of hearing aid systems are coupled to the hear
ing aid by means of plastic tubing. This tubing together with 
the earmold itself are referred to collectively as the coupler.62 

58 HAIC, Note 1, !UE~a at R-3-3863-66. 

59 Corliss, Note 16, ~YE.r:.<! at 14. 

60 rg. at is, 16. 

61 a. Langford, "Coupling Methods" in !'-nl i U • .£.atit~!'.:..-1.~r. the 
tl.~<!.~!..'l!l.....!Jn-£.~, Gr u n e & Stratton , / ~ • R:S:-E xh . e..'.8 ~.: 8 3. 

62 
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Hearing aids are configured into a variety of styles or 
Jciels. The all-in-the-ear type fit directly into the earmold 

did have no external wires or tubes. The behind-the-ear models 
a~ t' housed in a curved case which fits behind the ear and is 
c )upl ea to the ear mold by a plastic tukJc. In the eyeglass 
~ldels, the device with components is built into the temples 
of the frames. Body aids are enclosed in a case which can be 
c :;u r ied in a pocket or attached to the clothing. They are 
e~Lipped with an external receiver which is attached to the 
e31mold. The external receiver is connected to the amplifier 
li the case by a wire.63 

3. Technical data. In its recent regulation on hearing 
aid device"S-;- FDA specifies what technical data must be ~isclosed 
in the labeling.64 This data relates to the technical perform
3nce of the aid and includes such characteristics as the sat
uration output, the aver age gain, t be f rieguency range, and other 
information useful in the selection, fitting, and checking of 
the performance of the hearing aia.65 Hearing aids are designed 
to provide the amplifications needed by persons with differing 
degrees of hearing loss. Thus, they may be classified as being 
strong, moderate, or mild in power.66 For example, all-in-the
e3r aids generally provide sufficient gain and power output to 
a~commodate only those with a mild hearing loss.67 A person 
with a profound hearing loss may require the power output that 
c3n be provided only by a body aid.68 

4. The hear~n9 aid C_?ndidate. Basica:'..ly, it can be said 
that a hearing aid should be fitted whenever it will help the 

f3 	 Corliss, Note 16, supr~ at 14-15. 

E 4 21 C.F.R. 801.420(c)(4), 42 Fed. Reg. 9295. 

f 5 	 Id. K. Berger and J. Millin, "Hearing Aids" in Audiolo~ical 
As~~S~~~' Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971, R-8-Exh. D-498-'.. §.u· 

66 	 S~, ~~, the classification set forth in "Hearing Aids," 
Note ~-~~ at 10-12. The problems associated with the 
measurement of hearing aid characteristics is described 
by Michael C. Pollack in "Electroacoustic Characteristics" 
in Amnlification for the Hearin9-l~E~._.t_red, Grune & Stratton, 
t 97~~?-=-F-=-exn:- -9:: 39-'66.--· .. .. - 

D. TeH.!r, "Clinical Considerations of Hcarinq Aids," in 
Hearin!'.1 Disorders, Littlr:-, Brown and Como;rn·y, 1976, R-13
~~"""""~-,---...------	 J::
.llJ'I'.). 

Id. 	~t R-11-2043. 
·-~ 
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individual using it to hear better.69 Unfortunately, there 
3re no established criteria to dett~rmine on a scier.tific and 
precise basis who will benefit from a hearing aia.70 Prospec
tive users need to be informed about the limitations of what 
th~y can expect the a id to accomplish and of .vha t it wi 11 not 
do; they need to know that a hearing aid is nnt a cure for 
jeafness and that it will not restore their hearing to normal 
Jr make an impaired ear hear perfectly.71 Hearing aids will 
not permit the totally deaf to hear.72 However, many ~uthori
ties believe that a hearing aid is worthwhile if only it enables 
the user to hear som2 noises or scunds of the everyday world-
even though the aid may not enable the person to distincuish 
words and understand speec:1. 73 

The variabl~s which affect an individual's success ~ith 
a hearing aid are many. They include room ~caustic~;, individ
ual needs which include the nature and extent of so-ial activi
ties, w~rk requirements, lip reading skills, degrc {Jf l-iearing 
loss, the extent of discrimination impairment, psycholoqical 
tolerance for amplified sound, and th~ degree of personal 
acceptance of the aid in the light of the help it gi.res the 
user.74 As one audiologist said: "It is impossible for any
one to predict with certainty just how the interaction of these 
variables will affect a person's total experience wit~ a~plifi
cation."75 

69 Teter, Note 67, ~~;Berger and Millin, Note 6:, 

suera at 489. 


70 Teter, id.; Angela Loavenbruck, Audiologist, Teachers College, 
ColumbiaUniversity, Tr. 1564; Ira Ventry, Professor of 
Audiology, Teachers college, Colurrbia Univi:>rsity, Tr. 1717
18. 

71 Teter, Note 67, ~~~;Paul Burris, Notr'J 42, s~EE~ at 2S60; 
Stephen Epstein, M.D., otolaryngo1ogist, Tr. 45fi9. 1\ h0aring 
aid will not halt the progression of '.l hearing loss; Hubert 
L. Gerstma'1, Chief, Hearing anii Languaq~ Center, New Enqland 
Medical Center Hospital, Tr. 2466. 

72 Austin T. Smith, M.D., Tr. 8161. 

73 ,Jos~ph c. Elia, ~.o., otolarynqoloqist, Tr. 74i2, 7':")19~21. 

74 Judith A. Rassi, Audiologist, Nnrthw0 t ,., r n C: n 1 ': ,,, r s i t: y , 

'l'r. 573S; Darrel E. Ros.i::•, DirP·ctor 1JI l\udiolnq/, V.J 

Clinic, Tr. 466. 
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§umm~E.:i. of .f if2~ings and conclusions. 

a. Findings. There is a substantial number of people 

n the United States who have impaired hearing, many of whom 

1~e not sought assistance and do not know whether or not they 


~a 1 be h~lpeJ to regain a portion of their lost hearing. 

Many of the hard-of-hearing are inclined to be reclusive 
z n '. to conceal the fact that their hearing is impaired from 
: t~ers: they are also reluctant to admit their loss to them
~' e: ves. 

There is a strong and continuing disagreement among the 
0tologists, audiologists, and hearing aid dealers who are the 
principal providers of hearing health care regarding the roles 
thet each should assume in providing the hearing-impaired with 
assistance. The audiologists question the capability of hear
',ng aid dealers to conduct examinations. H'earing aid dealers 
and some otologists question the ability of audiologists to 
fit hearing aids and indeed question the need for audiologists 
in the system. Although hearing aid dealers give lip service 
to the neod for an initial medical examination before the fit 
~ing of a h0~ring aid, many do not believe that it is necessary 
•. n e 'J er y c ;;is e • 

There arn many causes of hearing losses. Some hearing 
osses may be alleviated by medical and surgical treatment. 

' t:.hers rPay te overcome to some degree through the use of a 
.earing ~id, while still others may net be so reduced. Audio
ogical ~xaminations vary in complexity and to the extent that 
h~y som~times require the making of subjective decisions regard

:.ng toe type and degree of a h-:aring loss and whether or not 
,_t is desirable to fit a person ,.,ith a hearing :lid. 

Tnore are a vari~ty of types and models of hearing aids 
iesigned to satisfy the differing needs cf individuals with 
1iffer~nt types of hearing losses. It is important that the 
lndi.,;idual he fittt:?d with an i3id that will be most effective in 
light of his particular tvpc~ and sr..:.verity of h,::;ar~ng impairment. 

A h<:>aring ad is primarily an amplifier that increases 
th~~ intensity of the sounds it r<~cr~.ives .:ino convE:ys them in 
~n enr1anc•~d for;n to ttle middle car. 1ts use is warranted if 
i.t will h~lp the individua1 t:> he;n bett,?r. tlowr:ver, the 
1~.~qu:~ of ac:ual assistancr::> it wi 11 prov~ch: in ovr:"rcomin9 .~ 
hP~r1ng handtc~p depends upnn a number ot var1ablns including 
tnt:> G>biUt·1 l)f the individual to make offp tl'/(' 11s ,;,f it in 
~1~ particular envircnm~nt. 

4 




b. Conclusions. There is a need to affirmativ~ly seek 

out indiv"IduaE~·· ..with impaired hearing and to encourage those 

,,...ho can be assisted by ampl if ication to obtain a hearing aid 

and to make effective use of it. 


The disagreements among the providers of hearing health 
~ilre regarding the propriety of the roles each group should 
assume in providing hearing care are strong and pervasive. 
MLch of the record is devoted to a p1opoundment of the conflict 
ing opinions and views of the members of various groups. More
~ver, not all of the members of a group share or support the 
:iews of other members of th~t group. Under these circumstances, 
the making of objective findings and conclusions is more diffi 
~ult, for in evaluating the evidence contained in the rulemaking 
recor1, due consideration must be given to the obvious prejudices 
and self-interest reflected in the comments of various groups'
:nembers. 



PART III. SELLING TECHNIOUES 


~ Introduction. Many reports and surveys concerning vital 
e rTng aid--rr1dustry and consumer problems have recognized that 

thPre are competent and ethical "practitioners" at all levels 
cf hearing health care delivery and distribution. Nonetheless, 
s~~e of these sawe reports, in addition to others, document the 
ex~stence of selling techniques and other practices that reflect 
tne need for additional regulatory efforts to protect consumers, 
tn~ industry, and those dealers upon whose qood reputations the 
actions of the less ethical or unethical and less competent or 
incompetent may reflect.I These unlawful practices have contin
ued in spite of some fairly substantial efforts made by various 
interests to curtail them. They are many and varied; and, in 
order to get a complete picture of them and of the framework 
within which they occur, attention must be focused initially 
upon the hearing aid dealer, his background, and his rrethods of 
sales operations. 

As many participants in the rulemaking proceeding felt that 
the ills currently existing ln the retail seqrrent of the industry 
are as much the fault of the system in which the salPswan (includ
ing the dealer) works, this discussion bealns with Issue 2 which 

1 	 Amerlcan Speech and Hearing Associ3tlon (P.SHP), R-10-1627-28; 
Sound Trap, Hearing Pld Sales in Iowa, Iowa Student Public 
InterestResearch Group--(ISPIRGf; ,June, 1974, R-8-n233-7-42; 
~ay l ~ Th r ough the Ea r , A ReEor t on He a r l n g He a l th ~ a r ~--~!:.2b 1 e .!":~ , 
Publlc Citizen's Retired Professional Pctlon Group, Prel1rn1
nary Draft, 1973, (RPP.G Report), R-P-D421; Hear Ye! Hear Ye! 
~-§tudy of Hearin9 Ai9_§.~}.es_Practices in 0ueens·-;--'f.Jew-Yor_l<_ 
PubTic Interest Research Group (NYPIPG), unc'!atPCI, R-P-D232
<?-H1; Surve:t, of Hearing JI.id Dealers in the: District of Colull'bia, 
L· ':!a 1 Re sear cfi-and-Serv ic0s for --the--E1 der:'Ty:mNa"t:1:on a, -Cour1c i 1--
0 f Senior Citizens, Inc., Wash., D.C., Cctob~~r, 107i::, R-8-ni:::4f'; 

Sr a ff -~.!: u~y_2f,.,.!= he._.E..!:.? t e__L~~~~_.i_n~.1:..~2".'..§._.2!'..~~r'.E.L.:~i!;J. n:~--~.=:.S!.l::Lr__~ 
rren s for Hear1nq J\1d Dealf>rs, Pr:-tm2nent Suncon1rri1tt"'" on 

-r;..;;;~;s tTgatTons--OT-the-- Coriifr:-rt:t::er:: on G0ve r nn r>n t IJp (' !. "1 r inns, 

U.S. Senate, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., l'l7£";, R-R-DS4 1 ; You Know • 
T Can't Hear You When the Cash Rr::qistf_·r '~ F'unri"l : TE;:,~-n,:~ai"Tno 

!1?C1~!jis1lX_~I=rf.~~I£1ITCi~~~-- PubITc:-rnTP·t-,,.~~ s r· ·l t c r Cl up n 
"'txch1gan (PTRG1M), fX>c. 1, 1073, P-P--n2' -12--2 3: Pr i cc:s pf 

~:3£ln:;L~ids, Rf?oort of thf:l Committei, n H1•' .Jud1 T.,.iv ·:n:i?le 

5y its Suhcorrmlttl"'e on f.nritrust :;ind "'1onoonJ-; n·.n •1ir11· tn 

S. f.'t:2s. 2SA, Senate Rot. No. 221f., R7th . nn:, ;id '.~n ~~., 

J9'12, P-P-D224-27-3fi; H~~cnino f>ids (1nd UH' !fr0 c-ir ir:: 


in Minnesot"l, Minnr:~t;ota-·P-!iEYT;.;···1nt:;;r·;:;~t ('i''I · 


N(1~i~.····T·1:···TifJ], ?-·R-n/2q .. 1J-47: p,.,u1 M. c~r-,:r •t·!, 
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deals specifically with the training of sales personnel upon 
their entry into the field, the types of motivation that they 
have or are given for making sales, and the control exercised 
over their sales practices. Sections B, C, and D will deal, 
respectively, with these topics in some detail. Next, in order 
to give the reader an overview of the types of selling techniques 
that are being questioned, the subject matter of Issue 1 will be 
commenced in subpart E, Met~od~~!_QEeratio~, with a discussion 
in paragraph 1 of how salesmen or their associated manufacturers 
obtain "leads" to consumers who may have some interest jn hearii:g 
aids and who may be potential customers. ~s both Issues 13 and 
14 deal with the capacity and :endency of certain initial repre
sentation to mislead the consu~er as to the nature and intent 
of the advertiser and the purpose of their "ads," they will be 
discussed in connection with the obtalninq of 10ads. With an 
understandinq of how salesmen initial]y "spot" '"'otential buyers, 
the aiscussion Proceeds in Paragraph 2 to consider the aspects 
of the sales "pitch." Although sales efforts occur both in the 
home and in retail outlets, speclal attention will be devoted to 
the in-home sale as the record indicates that a substantial num
ber of questionable practices occur during S3les presentations 
of this type; accordlnglv, Issue 11 which questions the effec
tiveness of the proposed rule section requiring that the seller 
obtain prior written consent before making such a call will be 
discussed in this oart. The paragraph 2 discussion of the 
sales effort also includes a brief description of the testing 
salesmen frequently use in finding, identifying, ~nd determining 
the degree of the consumers' hearing loss (if any). Pttention 
will be specificaJJy paid to the alleged shortcominos of the 
testing and the reading of test results. 

As the use of master hearing aids in the testing and select
ing processes has caused a good deal of controversy, Issue 10, 
involving whether these "master" devices are used deceptively 
!to demonstrate to the prospective buyer a hearing i~provement 
in the test situation that he w:11 not be ahle to achieve with 
his personal hearing aid) will be specifically taken up in para
graph 3. Proceeding next to the sal~ of ~e?rinq devices, the 
failure to disclose that a hearing aid has bePn used, and the 

• 

l (Continuf.!d) 

l•S">istant Director of raw anti Le·gal Counsr>l for the Dept. nf 
ronRu~~r Affairs of Mayor HArvey T. ~loane, Tr. lOn~-79; 
NettiA Murray, consumr>r, Tr. 4P:37~·S7; r,n <l\ns r to the MPIRG 
Report, H~Arinq Aid Industry of ~innP 0 a, ~r. 1 , 

f?:.g'.:.:f5130-1ntro<luction; National B<"at ino r, id Soc t"tV INHAS J, 

P-1-Df.4"<~ T- I 1; fJP?I r i nq Ai rl Tndu•:;t t v Con f r~ncn / H/\ ft:'), p
3-flf,47; J.;)lfH>$ F. Wa1lact•, ri•>.3rinrt id pnr:j;i1i~~.t, hairm;1n 
t;f thl:> j't:.nn""H:H~P Board for H,•,)[ Jriq /lid Di nnnsnrs, Tt. 1411f,: 

1John C. J("nwood, tir>JHiJ'lq •1ir1 r!n,1l•'! Pt•• ! 1~<•nt, :.'. f<nnwond 
Tnc., fef,•!H'"~~~ntinq NHf.S, Tr. o;)o.1. 



t0riality ot such fact to consumers' purchase decisions, will 
·liscussed in paragraph 4, incorporating Issu0 12. Th•~ over-

n Lng of the prospective buyer's resistance to a purch~se 
I the closi~g of the sale will be treated in paragraph 5. 

t~~lly, the p~actices covered in paragraphs 1 through S will 
ummarized in paragraph 6 as a specific answer to Issue 1, 

: ring in mind that the pr;:ictices dealt with are exarnplr;,s and 
' by no means inclusive of all of the practices reported or 

1 • :ded to in the rulernaking proceeding. 

Following a summary of findings and conclusions in Section 
phe report will then proceed to discuss the proposed general 

n,·dy (buyers' right to cancel, Part IV). The proposed reme
i ·~ designed to deal with specific areas and practices are con
>l'l 'red in P.::irts V, VI, and VII. 

Issue 2. 

How are hearing aid sellers trained, motivated, and 
controlled? How does that training, ~otivation, and 
control bear on whether consumers are subjected to 
selling abuses or whether consumers purchase hearing 
aids that provide no significant benefit? 

X£~.!_nin9. It has been suggested that the system, not the 
hlidual, forces the hearing aid dealer lo do cert:iin t:1ings 

r :1A::>r ing-impaired customers that '3re not in the customers' 
''>t interests.2 To assist in understandinq why this conclusion 

; 	 been drawn by some rule proponents, it is helpful to examine 
training of the new hearing aid dealer or salesman. 

For the most part, hearing aid dispensers are not required 
possess any particular pertinent qualifications of training 
0rder to embark upon a career of evaluatinq hearing, prescribing 

:i fitting aids, and dealing with hearing-i:npaired consumers.3 
~ :n~r, 4 years of high school seems to be the only basic require
~rnt:. for io;ntering the commerci3l sales field.4 In fact, out of 
~r0 3pproximately 15,000 hearing aid dealers and sal~smon ~ctive 

;rr 0 ntly, approximately 2,200 have received any tr]ining 
i.r0ct~d toward rnaint3ining standards of compAt~nc~, erluc3tion, 

·r,i.cs, and reliability; and the tr::iininq r'?(>·,iv,:d h.'ls consist1~d, 

2 	 ''1-':i1Jric~· Mil if:>r, Prof~ssor, Sp~Pch P:itholocu rnd fl..id io1ooy, 
"l0 w Yon: University, Tr. 4755-56. 

~PIRG, Notte· J, -~~E.E~ at 49; ~ ..~!".: ::·.9.~.' ,Jntin B. IJ;1·n , El«'CUtivc 
.l,'.'Cf•~t-uy, n11no1s A5SOCl3tlOn or t::n1• '.:)r-.1t, Tr. er3 -Hi; 
i.r1:1 .h.1t11~1••Hn, r~hair'llan of tt11? Board of Dir·" 1·1,rn 

~C·l'rrJfV>llt,1n Arr•a 51"~:'lior C1tiz~ns s.,n,Jtr·, Tr. H 4. 

' '' 



for the most part, of home-study courses, manufacturer programs,
c0nferences, and workshops.5 

De a 1 er s a r g u e , on the o the r hand , th a t the i r "e d uca t i on 
i3 practical in nature" and that they possess "training by experi
ence;"6 but rule proponents, of which the Minnesota Public Interest 
Research Group {MPIRG) is typical, counter this argument with 
their own contention that "Only adequate training plus experience 
equals competence: [while] years of experience without proper 
training equals only prolonged incompetence."7 Also, one must 
wonder how much consumers suffer while high school graduate 
salesmen gain the necessary experience to become competent in 
selecting and fitting hearing aids. 

The National Hearing Aid Society (NHAS) does offer a nation
wide program of instruction for dealers. It consists of 20 home
study lessons involving readings from three textbooks along with 
lesson summaries preparec by NHAS. The applicant studies in 
his own home and returns l is completed lessons to NHAS for grad
ing by an outside firm --~ecially under contract with NHAS for 
this purpose.8 When the dispenser has successfully completed all 
20 lessons, he is considered a noncertifi~d member of the NHAS; 
to receiv~ further recognition from this industry group, he must 
take and pass a final proctored examination. Unfortunately, NHAS 
has not kept any pass-fail statistics on this test.9 Non~the
less, the passing of this exam, along with 3pproval of the individ
jal by local dealers and other community leaders who consider 

5 	 RPAG, Note 1, supra at III-22; Myron M. Samole, Executive 
Vice President, Fidelity Electronics, Ltd., Tr. 6070-71; 
David Barnow, former president of HAIC, Tr. 1627; Ira Kolman, 
Ph.D., Chai rm an of the Department of Speech Pat ho logy-
Aud iology at Loyola College of Baltimore, Tr. 1883. 

6 Wayne J. Staab, Ph.D., Director of lliucation, Telex Communi
cations, Inc., Tr. 7030; James Delk, indep~ndent hearing airl 
specialist, Tr. 10926; John H. Payne, hearing aid dr'1l('r,.. 	
Indianapolis, Indiana, Tr. 9261-62; John C. Kc:nwoor'l, Notf' 1, 
~~ra at 9285-86. 

7 MPIRG, Note 1, -~£.~ at 51. 

8 	 Senau1 Staff Study, Notf> 1, ~~E!.~ at a1 s1) MP 1P.c; , 
No t e 1 , El!.e!.§! a t 4 9 - 5 l ; PI R G I M , No t "' at--li. 

Sf>nat": St,Jff Study, Note l, !~2£.~, ,3t 2-4: Jonn it'.·"nw od t t~r1 t l, 
~.':!E!? at 9287-88: Raymond Rir:h, ~HA,S mr«nb"r, Tr. t.:ci .. ~< I . 



.s character and credit rating, entitles him to receiv0 a pl~que, 
s ;itable for office hanging, which dPclares him to be a "certified 
1·'aring .:tid audiologist. 11 10 

Rule proponents charge that the use of such title by a 
l.spenser who has completed this course and exam is deceptive 
b·•cause most consumers do not know the difference between the 
~ actice of a "certified audiologist" and that of a "certified 
h-~aring 'lid audiologist" and may be misled to their detriment 
by confusing the qualifications of members of these two hearing 
h;~alth care delivery components, ~· by believing they are 
being examined by an "audiologist" when, in fact, the examiner 
is a dealer. 11 

Of course, the industry genuinely considers dealers to be 
»well trained" after attending industry sponsored WLJrkshops, 
se~inars, some accredited college courses, and various training 
courses offered by manufacturers.12 Rule proponents do not sup
9ort this beli~f; MPIRG fepls that any notion that a course of 
30 1/2 pages in length, capped off by an unsupervised, in-home 
~xamination constitutes advanced training for "service to the 
nearing handicapped" or solid ground work in basic sound physics, 
the functioning of the ear, the testing of human hearing, ~nd 
the fitting of hearing aids, is "patently absura. 0 13 For a 
further look at the quality of tne NHAS course, the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government 
Operations, United States Sena+:e, established panels of experts 

10 	 Sena.te Staff Study, Note 1 ~.EE.~ at 3-4; MPIRG, Note 1 
~~E~ at 49-51; .John Kenwood, Note 1, ~upra; Raymond Rich, 
Note 9, ~~· 

11 	 ~PIRG, Note 1, ~~ra at 50; Bonnie Smith, clinical 3Udiologist, 
Tr. 273; Darrel E. Rose, Ph.D., Director of Audiology, Mayo 
Clinic, Tr. 531-32; Barbara Stroup, Not0 l, ~~eE~· at 968-G9; 
Bev~rly D. Ryan, enrolled in a Master of Science degree program 
i~ audiology 3t Teachers Colleqe, Columbia Univ(>rsity, Tr. 1531; 
Dorothf A. Shannon, audiologist, Chief of the Speech and Hearing 
Secti0n of Sinai Hospital of B.:iltimore, Tr. 1860-62; Ira Kolman, 
Ph.D., Note 5, ~~!2. at 1884-88; Angela Loa·J·~nbruck, Chitc>f Super
·;isor and Adjunct Assistant Professor in Audiology ,'!t Te.:ich•"rS 
Colleg~, Columbi3 University, Tr. 1559; George Shanti'l, Pr•~sidi~nt, 
Chic3go Area Council of Senior Citize'1S Organization, lnc., 
'fr. 8870i Mike Pasiewicz, individuJl witness, Tr. sq22~23: 
J 1">fHI J. fennema, Maryland Hearing A.id Servic.,, Tr. l7S2. 

i 2 O?Hltl B:srnow, Not,::.?, ~l:!..Er~ at 1627; f<!ly-nnnd f/1 "'• Nqt<> Q, 


J2!.~t NHf\S, R-3-3534; John f<ojis, J'rl'?sirlent, "1~ii !le :l r 1 nq 

nstrt1m<::nts Company, Tr. 1978. 
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14 

. om the Veterans Administration, the American Council of Oto
tryngology, and the American Speech and Hearing Association to 
'View tne course mcitei:-ial. These p-3nP1s' findings characterized 

!::',e home-study course as "not only inadequate but potentially 
l 1ngerous." lt neither eauips dealers to properly evaluate hear
11g losses and detect ~nd analyze hearing disorders that require 
n-·dic.31 attention, nor to make professional judgments on such 
L,sses and/or recommend corrective action therefor .14 

~oving on to another prong of the training ~rgument, the 
r C<'rd r.:::vealed that dealers receive 0vl'>n less relevant tr:'lin
ing from manuf~cturers. Since salesmen are hired to gennrally 
work out of a dealership on a commission basis, the little 
training they receive from the manufacturer is gener3lly focused 
or. se 11ing.15 In its Rep~!~~~.J:!_i c::.~-of __!:i_ea _£,_i n3__~~9..~, toe 
SJbcom~ittee en Antitrust and Mononoly noted that it is no acci
dent that many industry salesmen are high-pressure 0xperts,l6 
since they are trained by manufacturers' manuals which ~mphasize 
the importance of selling and sales techniques r3ther th9n h~lp 
f~r the hearing-impaired customer. 

To appreciate the latter statement, one need only r .::id and 
1nalyze ~arious S3les manuals' sections wherein sal~smen ar0 
::aught to make thi:::ir calls and clos"? their sales. S:il·~s prc<sen
~ations are tailored to fit 3ny prospect, whether ne is found 
1lone or in the company of a friend or relative. The sal sman0 

is trained to deal with any third party who is prcsnnt by manipu
lating him, as well as the hearing-impaired individu3l, in CJccord
3nce with what h has learned about the "psvcholoqy of the rlPaf" 
3nd of the psycholoqy of their friends and r~latives. In pnri.c
Jlar, third parties m3y fall prey to being subtly used by th0 
sal~rnan b~cause of their predisposition to "h0lp" th"'-'ir :o·;·~·d 
~n0, regardless of the cost. In many cases, it is a~en thP r~l~
':.L··e .vho wants the hearing ::iid for thE· hard-of-hear 1.ng p~:>rson 1n 

the first place, not realizing that perhaps it may not Aven help 
~as !"iearing or that it coJld rnake it hardi::r for hi:n to !:n.::r. 
F~rthermore, the relative ca~ also be very useful 1nd 1~port3nt 
in th:: r'lJKinq of f inanci.31 d~ is ions and iri "lrr;rnqrnq f r 111r' n::; 

Se n a t .<> St ·J f f 5 t .J d J , ;b U· 1, .~ ~ !:_ ~ a t ~, • Sr:; .1 l ~:; <) It ; K 
'" ·~ ·~~~,.~

f'1ot~ 5, .~.~£.£::~. ·:Jt 1~81; Dr. Roq··:r l<'~Stt>r), . , iif1; 


El:r:d Cri·~s·d, Tr. 947:S. 


RPt,r.:~. ~otc 1, ~..~FE..Ta i"'. XIV-2: t!'!~-~c1 Sc·] 

r:on~;'-Jl•".:tnt;~ ~,3!1U~f, r;,tA tl(Jn I 1</, J~=R

r~ ..1 i 'J '"' F ·; r H,.~ ) r 1 rq e.. 1 l :.; 'I l " s 11 ,., n : 1-! n w t 


P-~-0144, ~?~ to r00~6 rt 0~l"~~1~n~-In~~ 
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t~e hearing aid.17 To understand the importance placed on the 

s~nce of 1 third p1rty, consider the following Beltone manual 


l< ·<?rpt: 


Arrange specific places for both the prospect and 
the buying influence. You will want them to sit 
so that both will be comfortable and attentive 
throughout the presentation. Be sure to seat the 
buying influence where he can see both you and 
the prospect and hear everything that is said. *** 18 

Salesmen and salesman-trainees are generally taught not to 

r sent themselves as salespersons but rather as experts on hear-

n; loss, hearing aids, and other corrective measures. They will 


-aiy times introduce themselves using a title that states or implies 
Jtofessional status and impressive rank: such titles are many and 

aried but among those most commonly used are "hearing aid special
.st," "hearing aid audiologist," "hearing aid counselor," "hearing 
Jij consultant," and "certified hearing aid audiologist." In some 
·ases, the word "aid" is O!Ilitted from such titles.19 The implica
·1ans of such use for both the salesman and the consumer is dis
:ussed in Part V infra and will not be dealt with further in 

--· 
'., h .~ s part . 

The record is replete with citations to sales manuals illu
t :ating the techniques which salesman are trained to employ: from 

:s of the proper tone of voice in asking, "May I come in?" through 
'!">'3 qualification of himself as an "expert," down to the exten
;i;e tactics used in "closings." Through a carefully calculated 
~~ries of steps which include gaining entrance to a home, holding 
~~0 interview, completing various tests, and getting a signature 
.r a sales contract, the salesman employs both subtle approaches 
~rd high-pressure practices to make the prospect (1) believe in 
'i s (the saleman's) "expertise," (2) recognize that he (the 
:jr;spect) has a serious problem, (3) recognize that the "expert" 
_-.n help solve this probl>=:m, and (4) recognize that the time to 
·ic something about the proble:n is now.20 Rule proponents charge 

L l How to Sell Heari~, Note 15, _§~ra; Maico Sales and T,"?chnical 

TraTningCourse-,-R-13-851-62; Dahlberg Training Guides for 

Hearing Aid Salesmen: How to Get in the Door, R-8-0344, 

What Is a r~ead?, R-8-D345~--5ust Ask-:-.--: The Key to Referral 

5a1.<":s·;-·R:=8-!5346, How to Convert Objections into Sales, R-8-0347: 

Mi.. racle E.::ir Hearing Sales Pr2s~ntation, Dahlberg Electronic, Inc., 

~~-llLr..!'.i!~fD.!2.!:~a t,ion_~.I_..1=-~~-Q.~~1£2.e r S Hear in Aid Consu 1 tan t, 
R-8-7031-fi8. 

J ~ HI) i tcHi (~ Co n s u 1 t a n t ' s M a n u a 1 , i d • a t I V - 1 4 • 

l ·'.J 	 r r a Kr-, J rr• :i ;1 , No t r· S , ~!:~PE~ ;i t 1H8 4 • 

, ('
L,J 	 f\'.':>Hl,, P-lO-·JFiJl; MPIRG, ~otn I, ~?..~.E~:~ '1t 1 -46; r1 ';L"'l, 
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r-(·at ttiken in the ?ntirety, such presF>ntations t.oo often include 
1nd constitute deceptive and unfair acts and practices. 

~dditlonally, the recora indicates that rn~ny representations 
~~de during the course of the sales pitch, whether they occur in 
te home o~ at a retail outlet, qo well beyond the instructions 

Jiven in the various manuals. While many are borderline in their 
·~pacity to mislead or to encourage misinterpretation, there is 
in untold number of others that are bl2tantly false and mislead 
:.ng. It would seem in such latter instances that the salesmen 
~lther do not know what they are talking about or are intention. 
1lly making false representatlons.21 

As a result of such inadequate or misguided training, 
umerous instances of gross misf ittings have occurred: the fol
owing examples are but a miniscule sample of the hundreds placed 
n the record in support of the position that remedial action 

r;rnst be taken: 

A 64 year old woman with a bilateral sensori
neural hearing loss was fitted by a dealer 
with binaural hearing aios. Her speech ~is
crimination (understanding) impairment in 
one ear was so severe that no aid could have 
helped her and in fact it would have increased 
the distortion. 

A 68 year old stroke victim with expressive 
aphasia (a loss or impairment of the capacity 
to use words as symbols of ideas affecting the 
ability to speak) was sold binaural hearino 
aids even though he had normal hearing and
the aids could in no way have benefited his 
type of impairment. 

A 44 year ol8 man with bilateral otosclerosis 
(a hereditary disease which involves the 
restriction or immobilization of one of the 
bones in the middle ear whose vibrations 
normally transmit sound to the nerves of the 
inner ear) had worn two hearing aids for many 
years. When he finally did see a ohysician, 
surgery was performed which brought his hear
ing to within normal range. f In a ~iqh per
centage of cases, otosclerosis can be h0lped 
by surgery if rliaqnosed in tl~e. 

f 6P year o1d man with a sharp}/ s oF·G 

s r~ n s <Jr i -· n P. u r rJ ] J o s s was t P st· t": ~1 and f i +- ~- ....~ ,~1 

2 I rn P f P G , fh t •: 
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by a dealer with an all-in-the-ear aid that 

was not reaching his loss (this type of . rd 

can supply only mild amplification). 1'\1: 


otological and audiological work-up found the 

aid to be completely inadequate and a different 

:lid was prescribed. 


The grandparents of a 10 year boy suffering 

from external otitis media were sold a hearing 

aid for him. The boy had very little hearing 

loss--an aid was not necessary--and his con

dition was eventually treated medically. 


An 82 year old woman with a severe bilateral 
sensori-neural loss was sold two different 
types of aids by a dealer--both a body aid and 
an ear level aid. Both were inadequate and were, 
in fact, increasing the distortion of the sounds 
that were reaching her.22 

Motivation. Motivation of the hearing aid salesman is 

irectly related to his making a living from the sale of hearing 

icis.23 A clear conflict exists between his desire to provide 

a sJmers with good services and the correct answers to their 

,roblems and with the necessity for him to pay his bills out of 
·n receipts from the number of hearing aids he sells.24 He thus 

3co "***a built-in incentive to misdiagnose" persons whom he 
e0s, and to do so in the direction of finding that they need 
"."Hing aids.25 

Industry argues that, as a matter of self-interest, the 
.e1ring aid dealer will not be unduly motivated to make a sale 
~ order to get still another commission or to make an extra 

;r)unt of profit, for, by operating in such a fashion, he will 
0: 	 long remain in business.26 Rather, the industry feels, he 

,,_ 	 ldl of these examples were taken from MPIRG, Note l, ~~ 


at Sl-52. 

• 

!. !1SHl1, H-10-1642; see also PIRGIM, NotP 1, §UE!'_~ at 12. 

M~0rice Miller, Note 2, su~ra at 4761-62; also John B. 

ria?is, Note 3, SUE£~ ::it BS::i0-51. " 


;;, , 	 p I E G I M , No t e 1, .§-1::££9. a t 1 2 ; s e e a 1 s o !-1 a r y F: u u, ~·~ :-1 i t'n a n , 3. u n i o 
logi.st, I1linois Department or-Pu5TTc lir"alth, Tr. 8593-94. 

!;.-;·1id Barnow, Note 5, ~~E!.:.<?. at 1652, S('"' z:lso Dr. ::.i:':l:".' Houston 

'.,;:rnrJr:!rs, ,Jr., WlAS, Tr. 3577; Dr:c-:rn H.::J(-·ris,-- .D., Dir•:ctor 


A. ••~, ') 

r;f !u;l(Jir;]r)':j/, Southr;rn ,"J.c·th()d.i3t !Jni·1r:crsit·y, Tr ·l I.,._ ; 


1U)n:Jld Sr:rir;urr;r, i)Udi~)]()l:ji23t:, Viz_~P Pr(1 Si']r~nr: rif r.' 1
• ]"'Whole

: ; ;) l c~ 'l' ( • l l s 1 9 ; ·tJ a 'I fl n .·r • st ;) ;i fj , t~() i (• F, ' c·~ u ( ·cl ·: f 104~-44.
I 
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; going to make every effort to please the customer.27 

en 	 :.he other hand, however, manufacturers appeal directly 
• ~ 	 dispensers' competitive instincts through pressure upon them 

J exceed certain sales quotas each month in order to make "above 
aIPrage income," to receive discounts,28 and to "win" free trips 
offered by manufacturers for outstanding numbers of sales.29 ASHA 
<~Ltes examples of such encouragement to increase sales volumes 
a1d these do appear to be typical: 

Siemens announces our old bonus program. 

(Just in case you missed it.) 

Sometimes word on the best laid plans never 
gets around. 
We hate to admit it but there's good reason 
to believe that some of our dealers have over
looked our dealer bonus plan. 
Not that it's too complicated to understand. 
In fact, it's one of the simplest programs 
in the industry. 
The more instruments you sell the more instru
ments we don't bill you for. For example, 
if you sell five, we send you a sixth, no 
charge. The chart shows how you do as you 
sell more units. The whole theory behind 
the program is to make the Siemens line more 
profitable for you. ~~ 
Like our service program, our informative 
monthly newsletter and some of the other 
activities we've introduced, we think the 
bonus plan makes for a .better rel at ion ship 
with our dealers. · 
If you aren't already one of our dealers or 
would like to get on the mailing list-rGr 
the Siemens Hearing News, send us Lne coupon 
below. ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. 69-A. 

D. Control. Rule proponents argue that dealers are permitted 
t'.'.> sellnearing aids without any effective controls over their 

27 	 Sanders, Note 26, supra at 3577; Lawrence E. Murphy, Attorney, 
Nebraska Hearing ATcr-Society, Tr. 79f..6-67; Ronald Schc~urer, 
Note 2 6, ~!.9- at 1151 9. 

28 ~ 	 4A"'",HP., R-J0-16 2. 

29 	 Robart C_ Belter, representln9 the Association 0£ Clinical 

Programs in Speech Pathology and Audiology, M~~r000! it~n 


Ch leago, Tr. f.JO 'HL 
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'ferations.30 This situation is frequently due to the lack of 

EPtopriate laws that would protect the hearing-impaired con

Lmer, to the failure to enforce already existing laws, or to 


.nadequate enforcement of same.31 For example, dealer-control 

iver many, if not all, state licensing boards, is cited to 

lllustrate that such agencies are naturally biased against the 

·en sumer. 32 


Of course, the industry disagrees with such a flat-out 
1ssertlon citing as effective means of control over dealer oper
1t ions the imposition of cooling-off periods provided by various 
;tatutes,33 the certification program provided by the National 
leating Aid Society,34 and the state licensure laws and the regu
_atory boards established thereunder.35 By these means, unethical 
~rsons are already screened out of the industry and consumers 
re protected~ therefore, no further measures are needed says the 
ndustry. The certification program of NHAS has been examined 

1 reviously and further comment is unwarran~ed at this time; the 

atter of states' licensing and regulation of dealer operations 


4111 be discussed at length in Part VIII infra and will not be 
mdertaken here. Additionally, the "controrn-exerted by manu
. acturers over their dealers is generally discu~sed in section 

-o 	 See, ~~9..:_, PIRGIM, Note 1, ~upra at 26-38; Kenneth 0. Johnson, 

Executive Secretary, American Speech and Hearing Association, 

Tr. 4265; Michael Stahl, Director of Clinical Services, Hear

ing and Speech Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan, Tr. 5537-38. 


'1 	 ISPIRG, Note 1, ~~at 29; Judith Munger, National Council 

of Senior Citizens, Tr. 4505~ Michael Stahl, Note 30, supra; 

James D. Jefferies, Assistant Attorney General, Wisconsin 

Department of Justice, Tr. 5592; Nancy Eichelberger, audiolo

glst, Connecticut Speech and Hearing Association, Newington, 

Connecticut, Tr. 8715; Leslie W. Dalton, Jr., Ph.D, Professor 

of Audiology, New Mexico State University, Tr. 8721-22. 


32 	 fi,SHA, R-10-1656; John J. Fennema, Note 11, s_l.!Era at 1750
Sl; Angela Loavenbruck, Note 11, ~~r~ at 15'5T~~Judith Munger, 
Note 31, ~~ at 4502. 

31 	 Luke Fortner, President of the National Hearing Aid Society, 
Tr. 2860; see also Jeffrey H. Joseph, Director of Consumer 
Affairs for-the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 'I'r. 
42'n; Dona1d W. Schaefer, Director, Dane Cour.ty H"ar ing and 
Sp~cch Center, Madison, Wisconsin, Tr. A278. 

l4 	 '.'.J!Jr·,~_;, P---~--·'3534-35; see also John C. Kenwood, Not<? 1, 
-:it 92f37--8R rr>qarding-the-~~igors of NH!•S C,::.rtif:J Jti 

;rnrmrJ Pich, Notr• 9, _5-_L~p!:__a.. at 2982·-Rl. 
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,' of th LS Part :~1::.E__ra and will not be repeated, except to note 
tblt this type of "control" heavily emphasizes the need for 
dealers to increase their sales volumes with little attention 
p1id to other matters. 

Basically then, it appears that Issue 2 must be answered as 
follows: Hearing aid dispensers for the most part are lacking 
in formal training pertaining to the basic sciences related to 
hearing and hearing aids. Although various types of certifica
tion and improvement programs are provided by NHAS and some manu
facturers, this type of "education" is at best shallow, piecemeal, 
and of questionable effectiveness. While dealers certainly do 
g'.l.in a lot of training through practical experience, if the train
ing procedures learned do not initially involve correct techniques, 
then they merely perpetuate incompetence rather than improve the 
dispenser's ability to function as a fitter of hearing devices. 
Although the home study courses associated with the NHAS certifica
tion program give the dealer some useful information; it may give 
him so little as to be of minimal benefit in his work. Various 
experts assigned to investigate the merits of this course have not 
only agreed with this finding, but have also gone so far as to 
characterize such a course as "potentially dangerous" (see Note 
14, s~E_ra). ~

In its role in the dealer's training, the manufacturer places 
heavy emphasis upon sales and the increasing of sales volumes. 
Through the use of various manuals, which do not differ radically 
from each other in "teaching" approaches, the dispenser is taught 
to make his sales calls and "close" transactions in as many 
instances as possible, often through the manipulation not only 
~f the hard-of-hearing person, but also of a third party present 
during the sales pitch. To handle both parties :n a manner con
ducive to making a "closing," the salesm3n uses the principles 
he has been taught through manuals that play up and explain the 
"psychology of the deaf" and of his friends and relatives. 

Manufacturers' training may also include the encouragement 
of the dealer or salesman to represent himself as having a status 
3pproaching, if not actually attaining, professionalism and as 
an "ex pert." In this guise, he holds himself out to the prosp:'~c
r::.i'.19 customer as the expert who has the ability to solve the 
prospr::ct's serious hearing problPm no~. Nonetheless, it appears 
frorr1 the record thr.it some salesmen even go well beyond the pitch"; 
th0y are taught in manuals in their efforts to induce or cajole 
the h•::aring-impaired indi-.1idual into making a h<.::aring aid pur
c:haSE'.. BE:caus(· of th'? ob,;iously inadequate traininq the E.>al0s;11 n 
u: c red '1 •.: , it is d i f Ei c. u 1 t to assign a number to the i n s tan c es .i n 
wh i r; h f a L:i r~ and mis 1 <:ad i r, q r e pr es en t ;;i t ion s a r e made to cons um e r s 
t·.r1r01YJh iqnouince, but it ar)pears certain that in Tany cases, 
;r; h fJ h o ri y (: om r:~ - o n s <ll" "' fJ .:n t a n d pa r c i::- l o t in •: v i o u ::; J I p 1a n tH' d 

.1 d w(:ll t·r1r"J1.iqht 011t 'rc·1r1r)rl<; of r:1aking ~1 '.:.:.:ilf' 1:iri 1;1,: ·<111, with 
">,;ff ir:ic·r;t r''.'J:trd tnr Ll1r: r11•n fit:s triat th1:• :"·1r(·:-_,J , .. 1 i1.1y 

~;;·:··i ;r: frrjrp +JI'· hr•.:ir Jr1r:; cJr.·; .c::· ;;;1)]d tn t·Ji'T\. 

I 
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The salesman's primary motivation for S91llnq ampllflcatlon 
.. 3~ems is his need to make a living from his commerlcal enter
): l e. l\ secondary motivating force, :::ilthouqh extremely impor

c~n- to some dealers, is the need to help the hearing-impaired 

~ft3on by optimally answering his hearing care needs through 

Eit:ing of amplification and rendering of related services. 

;r1~1, lf there is any doubt about a hearing loss, the reason 


~ chere for the dealer to misdiagnose the customer in favor of 
f jnding that he needs a hearing ai0. Industry is correct in not
1rg that many dealers would not dare to stoop to such practices 
if they want to remain in business for long, but on the other 
,&nrj, such motivation may be peripheral at best to those salesmen 
w~o are competing for manufacturer-offered discounts, trips, etc., 
3rd for h lg her incomes. 

Dealers appear to operate with few effective controls. 
AJthough various consumer protection laws and state licensure 
statutes do exist, it has been charged that these laws are not 
~~forced at all, or not enforced as well as they should be--Part 
VJII infra should be referred to for more on this sub~ect, but 
it must be noted that the record indicates that this position 
1s probably correct for numerous reasons. 

The NHAS certification program is at best meager and manu
f cturers' control over dealers ls of a type that would seem to 
~ore ofter encourage rather than discourage consumer abuses as 
1- baslca1ly emphasizes increased sales, freouently at the con
.s ;mer' s expense. 

Therefore, it may be concluded from the record that the 
~Jrrently prevailing system of hearing aid delivery provides no 
q:arantee that consumers will be dealing with competent or serv
i:e-rnotivated dealers. ~lthough many instances of improper sales 
ald fittings of hearing aids may be attributed to ignorance on 
t>e part of the dispenser involved, it must also be concluded 
t1at a great many other instances are due to unfair practices and 
f~lse and misleading representations that dealers are motivated 
to make ln their quests for orofit. Those dealers wha are so 
inclined are able to "get away" with various consumer abuses 
tecause of the poor or nonexistent control exercised over them 
by law enforcement authorities, trade associations, ?nd others 
who should be in the position to exert such control. It may 
c'Jlso be concluded that, for al.l of these reasons, the consumer 
who undertak~s to find help for his hearing problem should be 
advised that the rule of caveat emptor certainly still obtains 
1n thi:> dealer si::igment of thetiearTng-~)id industry. 

f;. Methor:Js of operation. Now that the tr'3ining, rnoti';;:itlon, 
2nc1 r::ontro1___(.JT--S::1Tes--oersonne1 have- hPPn r=·xplor(~(·, thP ;:;::>1t's 
tr~chniqu~~s c:mp}oye::rJ by such snJlc~rs must bP exarninn-:1 fr •::i full 
~opr~ci~tion of the orArticns that nxlst in this o~rt f ~h0 
,nilustrv. Th''. f1)llrnling rJP.'3Criptinn of prActicp~; in "~" m J1111)'' 

1'{ fOCUS"!~3 upon J:;;SIJ"!~; 1 ;inn 10-14. 'l'IH'Sr' lSSIJP."' w;l~ ;-
,. 
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treated in conjunction with the narrative text where permissible, 
or individually at the end of this part, where appropriate. 

1. Initial consumer con tact. In i tia 1 con tact between hear
ing aid dea1ers--and prospective purchasers is established in a 
variety of ways. Some individuals are referred by their otologist 
following medical evaluation. Others visit audiologists first 
for their screening tests and are thereafter referred to the 
dealer; although there are some audiologists today who dispense 
aids themselves, it is nonetheless still usually the dealer
salesman who undertakes this function.36 Consumers may also be 
referred to dealers by health agencies, family doctors, friends, 
and family members, or they may simply perceive that they are 
having hearing difficulties and go into a dealer's office on their 
own initiative. However, one of the most common means of initial 
contact is between a salesman and the potential customer and ordi
narily results from the salesman's followup on a "lead," often 
by visiting the prospect's home without advance notice.37 These 
leads are obtained by salesmen in a variety of ways. Advertising 
and mailing lists38 are frequently used to seek response through, 
for example, free offers of literature, "information," various 
gifts, Bibles, nonworking models of hearing aids,39 hearing tests, 
etc.40 Although these "finding" methods are not unique to the 
hearing aid industry, there are many techniques particularly 
adapted for use in the selling of hearing aids. 

Manufacturers regularly advertise for leads and refer those 
they get directly to dealers. Mailing lists, especially for 
the aged population, are bought and sold as part of the trade,41 

36 	 This summary report does not gi~e details of noncommercial 
dispensing systems operated by government and other agencies. 
For discussion of various systems see William H. Cutler, 
"Dispensing System," in }\mplificatIOn for the Hearing Impaired, 
Grune & Stratton, Inc., 1975; R-8-Exh. B-387-408. Neil H. 
Offen, Senior Vice President and Legal Counsel, Direct Selling 
Association, Tr. 1483; Darrel E. Rose, Note 11, sfpra at 455; 
Robert I. Oberhand, M.D., Westfield, New Jersey, r.-3034-37. 

37 	 ASHA, R-10-1631; Mary Ruth Whitman, Note 25, ~~ at 8558
59; Patricia G. Mastricola, audiologist, Otolog1c Professional 
Associates, Tr. BJ68. 

ASHA, R-10-1632. 

I 
' 

39 	 See nonworking model--Physical HX-3, R-12-Shelf 7 in Sectionn-:- Mil tH ice Mi 11 er , Note 2, :?1:!J2E_~ at 4 7 6 3-· 6 4, H X -- -77. 

40 	 ASHA, H-10-1632: see also Lloyd Mosley, Sup~r~1sor of Speech 
and Hearinq E3r:rvic(;s, ··unTv"'rsity of Illinoi::s, Tr·. 7740. 

41 	 Maurice M i. l 11.~ r , Not r:, 2 , s u r a at_ 4 7 6 r:,. 
38 
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I personal referrals are constantly solicited. The offering 
"free" hearing tests at various locations, (~, homes, schools, 

c >lden age" clubs, county fairs, and community health screening 
,, >ters), is a prime lead-gathering technique. Telephone surveys 
.1, used also to gather leads--sometimes deceptively.42 No media 
n~>.;spapers, mngazines, television, radio, Yellow Pages, match 

·o)kS, etc.) is overlooked as an effective method of sparking 
n::rrest in hearing aids, and storefront advertising has become a 

· n~on practice.43 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

HARD OF HEARING 

Goldentone Division, Raco Electronics Corpora
tion of Minneapolis has chosen the Colorado 
Springs area to conduct field testing of a 
hearing aid featuring a custom circuit built 
to the pdtients individual hearing loss that 
is worn entirely inside the ear cavity with 
no attachments. 

We wish to fit these hearing aids on a variety 
of age/occupation groups, both rural and urban. 

* * * 

Persons electing to participate will be 
required to have their hearing tested, neces
sary ear impressions taken and report their 
wearing experience over a two week period and 
may purchase the hearing aids at a reduced 
price at the end of that time. There is no 
expense whatever to participants. 

If you wish to participate, please telephone*** 
before April 11th or ~rite to:44 

* * * 

42 	 Thomas w. Norris, Ph.D., Director, Division of Audiology and 
Sp•~ech Pathology, Uni'1r::rsity of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, 
E-10·-649R; An9el-:l Loavr::nbruck, Note 11, ~.~.ll~E.~. at l':i57-S9; 
Darilberq T<:~lr~phone Li:.~ad lfJTL) Telephonr:: Surv<:y, 1974, H-8
7068-86. 

41 " ,A;;H:A R-· l 0 ..,16 32. 

44 	 H-8~20lc.1; s~:;e ;;lsu fl-Ii 219;), fr>r a 

rr~~n t. 
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The following examples were taken from promotional ~aterials 
~or lead gathering given by the Vicon Instrument Company to its 
1ealers: 

AS PERSONAL AS YOOR PORTRAIT 

This 	booklet is 
excellent in 
getting leads. 

Advertise and ask 
prospects to 
come in for 
a free Booklet 
showing why 
hearing is 

AS PERSONAL AS YOUR PORTRAIT 

* * * 
Form 	12 9VIC ON 

A 2-fold mailer designed to emphasize "forward 

facing" hearing--and emphasizing that Sound

tennas are free of extra charge. 


We have found this to be effective to non
guallf ied lists (i.e., malling lists which 
contain names of non-users). 

For added effectiveness we suggest the return 
card be sent to Vicon. It will be oromptly 

forwarded to you for action. 


CX1 the card is the following notation in the corner: 

Help a friend 

If you do not intend to use this cara, please 

give 	it to a friend who can benefit from tha 
new Soundtenn.::i. 

* * * 
Fn rrr 	 81 SVIC ON 

This mail0r was desiqned tn hP us0d wit:h 

Vic:on 1 s "P0rsonal r's Your Portrai!:." bonJ.::lnt:, 


'I' h i s mci .i 1 ..-. r l s a n r; x c "'' 1 1 " n t i r> ;:> rl q n t t- ,, r h' i t· 


its "FREE ROOf<LL'f OFFER." 
 I 
I··,
.I
I 




VICON 	 METRI-PHONIC TWO-FOLD MAILER 

This shocking color is designed for reader 

aopeal and motivation. We think this mailer 

will generate leads and ultimate sales for 

you. 

The mailer has two boxes which could be checked: 

/-7 	 Y~::i 1 I hove a heQ.r inq loss and would 
11~e to '~~~~ve your brochure on the 
Metrl-Phonlc series. 

/-7 	 Please have your nearest Vicon dealer 
call upon me and give we a free hearing 
test. 

At the botton of the mailer there ls the notation: 

If you know a friend experiencing hearing 

difficulty, please forward their name, 

maybe we can help them hear again.~5 


* * 	 * 

~tis lead gathering offers a "free working model" to those who 
, '"spond: 

Want To 

Hear Petter? 


Chicago, Il 1. --A free offer of special 
lnterest to those who hear but do not under
stand words has been announced by Beltone. 
~ non-operating model of the smallest Peltone 
aid ever made will be given absolutely free 
to anyone reauesting it. 

Tty it to see how it is worn in the 
privacy of your own home without cost or obli 
gation Of ony Kind, It's yours to keep, free. 
It w~lgh5 le55 th9n a thlrd of an ounce, and 
it '5 all at !';at level, in one unit. No wires 
lead from body to head. • 

These mod0ls are free, so we sugg~~st you 
write for yours now. Tho~s2nds have already 
b~en mailed, so write today to Dept. 4533, 
Belton8 Electronics, 4201 W. Victoria, rhlcaqo, 
fll. 60646. 46 
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~ general type of media advertising used by menufacturers to 

induce exp1esslons of consumer interest follows: f thls 

particular ~a was desiqned for television bro~dcast) 


Has your family--or your family doctor--urged 
you to get a hearing aid? And have you hesi
tated bec-3USe you thought l t might be con
spicuous? 

Well, let me show you something. This is 
a complete Pelton2 Hearing Aid • . and 
it fits r iqht in the ear itself. 

Now, if you've been missing some of the sounds 
th~t ar~ important to you--or if you iust 
don't understand all you hear--why not find 
out how tiny hearing help can be? 

* * * 
A tiny aid like this may be all you need to 
hear the things you've been missing . 

Yet it's so smal 1, it will go through a 
lady's wedding ri~g. 

SGQ for your~Qlf. ~tind for ci frQ£> non
operatina model now.47 

Culte often to get leads, advertisements may be 9laced in news
papers in such a fashion as to give consumers the impression 
that government-sponsored programs are involved~ the following 
ls sucn an example which appeared in the HOUSTON CHRONICLE: 

NEW HEl> LTH PLJI N 

Free H~aring Aids 
Funded by State 
HOUSTON-·- Pl ans are beinq made to provide 
hearing aids FREE, to many Trxa~s mad0 
ellglblP under Social Securities Suool~
mentary Security Inco!T'e (S.S. T.) '"11=:;,il th 
c;;ire pl:rn. 

This program will 0ven includ0 sorrn, 
NO'P YET agp fit:;. 

Prosthe>t.ic nP'O'OS wi 1] hr: l no~ f1inrlrcd 
f o r tho s ,, r• J i q i 1-i J p u n n,, r t h,,, n (' w p r 0 q r c:'l '.!' • 

Jn r.:;:ist:~ of h 0 ;:n inq airls, thi~c:; Inrl urlns +-n::;t-, 

I 
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Due to an expect~d de~and for the 
limited number of 1ids to be allocned for 
u~is program Texas State Audio Inc. lvr:ndor) 
suggests an early application. 

For infor:nation: Write 'Free A1d 1 P.O. 

Box 13257, Houston 77019 or call =)26-1101.48 


Tnese few examples, representative of the many contained 

:.1e proceeding record itself, bring us to th'2' questions posed 

I3sues 13 and 14 by illustrating the types of practices that 


, ,pi. red them: 

Issue 13: Does the offering of a hearing 

test-;-;.dthout disclosure at the outset that thE 

tester is a seller of hearing aids and m:iy sitternpt 

to sell a hearing aid to the person being testi::d, 

have the capacity or tendency to mislead consumers 

as to {a) thi:::> status of the person doing the testing 

and/or (b) the true nature or purpose of the offer 

and test? 


Issue 14: Does an advertisement which is not 

readiry-recognizable as an advertisement by the 

audience to whom it is addressed have the capacity 

or tendency to mislead consumers as to the nature 

and/or purpose of the communication? 


The evidence in the record indicates that the answers to 
of these questions is "yes." 

The Gcldentone Division, Raco Electronics Corporation 

1<:~rtisement cited in the to::xt above, along with a similar Raco 

:ertisement wn1cn appeared in the HOUSTON CHRONICLE in November, 


!,74, (R-2-D329) indicate to consumers that ?articipants in the 
,: ~P.red "bearing tests" are: in'JOlv1:?d in field testing :neasures at 


:::xfJ<:::-1se to such persons. ld though Raco rioes identify itself 

.:-ia7:2 in t)oth these arh>:>rtis011ents, it does not make clear t.o 


· ' ~L:l e r ~:; t ~ e fact th a : i t i s a he a r i n g a id m :rn u f a c tu r e r ; L 1s t e ad 
0 ads ar~ phrased in such a :nanner th~t consumers ~~y ~isinter .. 
f::t tl'"i0m t.0 mean that the hearing t":'sts involved are corn;)l<:>t•"lY 

;· u~I·3tP.d to any sale~ attempts or with any cJmpany having a 
.rr~ct, int~.:rest in thr: sa}<? of nearinrJ .1ids. Fro:n tr1e 11rhl~J~HJ•?, 

-~ wo•Ji.-.1 b•: t:•asy to lr:arl consumers into UH:' bc,l iF~f th;it Raco 
L; "! ·;c:-;nS'Jff"':r marl<et1nq cc;urH~yor r,r -:i fir>1r1 "'"'Sti~,•:j ·3roup r.ithr·r 
~ ia ':1 :n'3n'Jf ..•lcturer 'J:itf><,·r1nr1 s;;JPS )r,ads for its -1•:1l•}rs. 
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t: "' tb~l ~itllation, consumers Jre mi~lec:-l ~;,;) t:o.'1".'3!'.lf'«J not_h 
S~~tLlS tf tn~ QgtabliShffi~nt Q[ pef500 QQ10q ~UCh t?S~in7 
=•:; t:o th~\ trui;:i Dur pose of the orrer (~__!_~_!_' the ti;;st l. 

fGf rurtheT F.ncirnpl~:;; ~na discussions ot: this type of ad-Jer

~l1q 1 rprerence ~hQ~ld be made to V for a morePart infra 

t ;( [0uqt": • CQVCrD'jC of ::;;uch m isleadin9 repres=:~:ions made in 

'~{ 1 \ e r t i ~ \;Tn en t: o . 

T~e r~cora shows tnat some dealers misrepresen~ ~h~m~~lVG~ 
Jj prof~55ion3ls, misrepresent the nature 0£ ~heir establish-. 
~~~ts, and use advertising offers of free hearing tests as a 
~eans to establish contact with the hearing-impaired. Taken 
as a wh:)le, this aavertising in conjunction with the other 
~ract1c0s .as the capacity and tendency to mislead and confuse 
tearing-1~pa1red persons. 

Turni~g to the type of confusing representations which have 
given rise to Issue 14, the advertising example cited above enti
tled "New Ht:·alth Plan," placed by Texas State Audio, Inc., illu
scrates the type of advertisement which may not be readily 
r~cognized by ceaders as an attempt oy a profit-oriented dealer 
to elicit interest in his particular brand of product. Rather, 
it is couched in such terms that, although the firm name is given 
~dong with t~e notation that it is a "vendor," the reader may 
readily confJse the name, utilizing the word "state" therein, 
with the ty9;:.: of state-funded programs that are being referred 
·.o in the body of the ad itself and to come out with the mis-· 
·nterpretation that the State of Texas, through one or more of 
Lts agencies, is attempting to locate and provide hearing health 
:are benefits to its hearing-impaired citizens who qualify under 
~ specific program. This is certainly not the case. Part V 
lnfra should be referred to for a full discussion of various 
repr".?senL~tions that dealers had made to camouflage the profit
Be~kinq natJre of their hearing aid sales establishments by 
:C:;;id0 inq consurn0r2 tn bel ie·1e that they are some type of qovern-
~ental public service, or charitable institution. Certainly ads 
~f thi5 natur~ have the capacity and tendency to mislead con
3urrers, espc:c:ially when they are placed in the media in a format 
whicri makes the11 appear to be by-line articles or public service 
3nnounc<''T1ents informinq consufTters of government-sponsorr:d proqra;ns 
o r f i c:l IJ tJ:~ s t i nq pr o j ;:! c ts i n v o l v i ng new l y d eve 1o p ed hea ri :1 q a i fl::; • 

It :..:an r/~ concli.idr~d th1t many of these representations ar 0 :i1med 
sp~cifi~~lly ~t the 0lderly consumer by the ~ere fact of tr0ir 
plajl.n'J <;n qov0rn:1H::nt pr')qrams such as Soci3J SeclHity S\1 plc-· 
1F' n t. a r l f3;' n" f i t ~; • 

2. ·r rir· s~~ Lr:~ _p1 t.r·1, -~'}(}_.ES<2.C::~(1_~!~~~.:.. or 3t t '' 
r<,t,;1J I '1Jt 1' W1tfi Pl'' J'«·1rl in hano, th>:: ;;.3 c:s;r3:1 w:-1 wnrk 
<·i,itsT(1r, .1 r;.t- it f,:vility i;; r0ady t.o makr.:• hl::; ~;c1]r·~:; pr 
r}r1rt;r•t i•r;r.·:, fj'·rh-:1p•.; '"'/' n r)ftJ•n, he> iflr'1kes .Jn ·J l:':t '"ilt 
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Lpon the prospect at his home, other place of residence, or at 
his business.49 In t~is type of situ:3.tion, the experienced 
salesperson catches the inexperienced prospectivr earing aid 
E urchaser at a considerable disadvantage. Here, ~oo, occurs 
trequently the cunningly subtle and high-·pressure sales pitches, 
the aggressive smooth talking of a salesman who practices the 
artful techniques he has learned in the sales manuals, the cut
ting of corners, and the making of commissions. All too often 
the result of such visits is that consumers are induced to make 
en-the-spot emotional purchases of hearing aids that are useless 
to them or inappropriate to their hearing losses, assuming that 
they do have a hearing loss.SO At the samE· time, this is also 
frequently the scene of incompetent testing of hearing, the giv
ing of poor or incorrect advice, and the making of improper 
recommendations, accidently or on purpose. And, this is the area 
in which incompetent, dishonest, and unethical salespeople have 
probably inflicted the greatest harm upon the good reputations 
of honest and competent salesmen and dealers. Ironically, the 
home, institution, or other place of residence has also been 
the site where many of the finest services have been performed 
by diligent and dedicated dealers who frequently travel long 
distances to acco~modate those who are unable or disinclined 
to call at their regular places of business.SI 

While objectionable sales practices in the hearing aid 
industry are by no means limited to sales made outside the store 
or off ice, the record indicates that some whose posit ions involve 
the surveying of recurring sales abuses have found that the major
ity of complaints regarding such practices are made in connection 
with in-home sales.52 

RPAG notes that a 1968 industry survey indicated that 
better than 60% of the total number of hearing aid sales occurred 

49 	 H. T. Lebrenz, consumer, R-4-42; Mrs. Harold C. Dean, consumer, 
R-4-407~ Arnold McKee, consumer, R-4-351-35la. 

SO 	 Rafael A. Penalver, Jr., Esquire, on behalf of the National 
... 	 Council of Senior Citizens, Tr. 4909-10; see also Irene Bowen, 

Student Director, National Council for theLaw and the Deaf,
'r r . l 9 o8 - o9 • 

51 	 ISPIRG, Note 1, .§_~f2E~ at 33; William .J. Brown, Esq., Attorney 
Gr~neral, Ohio, R-6-298; _=::_~~ ~l~S2. Sections H-3 a:id 11 qerera11y. 

S2 RP/\G, P-8-421-II-4; sec.:: .:ilso A. L. Luzi, Sout~,,?ast,:-r'1 
Wisconsin r,rr~u Agency-on-Aging, Tr. 7708-10, 7'71-::: .. James Lun1ford, Associat~ Praf0ssor of Audialo1y, ~ort~~rn 
I 1 l i n o i ::~ fJ n i '1 0 r:::; i t y , Tr . 8 0 0 4 ; Em rn a Gu n t '"'' r 'Fl n , LP r: i s .J .. i ·1 '-' 

. Advocatr.· ::;1"'lior Prw.:ircvri, C:ilifornia Hural. LPq11 .i\ss1st·rnce,..'· Tr. 9721-22. 

http:sales.52
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ln consumers' homes while several dealers indicated to the group 
that as high as 80% of their sales were of this nature.53 

Elderly persons and parents of hearing-imp2ire~ children 
seem to be particularly vulnerable in regard to hearing aid 
salesmen making such approach~s.54 At the same time, however, 
it must be granted that many reputable dealers are able to seek 
out hearing-handicapped persons through in-home visits when such 
persons might otherwise nol take the initiative to seek help 
for themselves and also to provide valuable services to those 
persons who are physically unable to get to a doctor or dealer. 

Not of least importance in the Jnannounced visit is the 
fact that the salesman is totally prepared to meet the often 
surprised consumer. His first objecti7e is to qet his foot in 
the door,55 by overcoming the myriad of objections which con
sumers can come up with on the spur of the mo~ent.56 For exam
ple, note these instructions from "How to Get i'1 the Door": 

I MEET TOO MUCH RESISTANCE AT THE DOOR. 
WHEN I GET IN TO GIVE A HEARING TEST AND 
MAKE THE DEMO I CLOSE THE RIGHT PERCENTAGE. 
GETTING IN IS MY PROBLEM. 
I Gett ing in I j s ,=,i n u n i v er s -3 1 s a l e s 0 [ 0 b 1 em • 
You face it in common with everyone who 
earns a livino in sales. The most important 
sale every successful salesman MUST learn 
to make is that FIRST SALE as soon as the 
door opens. 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN 'FIRST SALE'? 
NO ONE EVER M?f<.'ES A SALE-UNTIL HE GETS IN. 
Think about that statement a minute . 
and you'll realize that no one GETS IN until 
he makes a FIRST sale--he sells his right 
to come in for the test and demo. 
HOW CAN HE DO THAT WHEN THE PROSPECT PLATLY 
DENIED HE HAS A HE~RING LOSS? OR DENIED HE 
SENT IN THE C~RD YOU PRE HOLDING IN YOUR 

53 	 RPAG, R-8-421, II-3 ,s;,. 4; see also ISPIFG, No t e l , s u or a at 14 ; 
Irene Bowen, Note Sil, supra at-JOOR. 

54 	 ISPIRG, Note 1, supra at 36; see also Arthur S. Flemming, Com
missioner, AclmlnTstration on Aging, HEW, Tr. nn-11; Patricia G. 
Mastricola, Note 37, supra at 861P; George Shant3, Note 11, 
~~ r .z a t 8 8 6 6 ; La s z 1 o -SteT" , Da v id T . s i '":' g e l I n s t i tu t "'' o f com 
municatlve Disorders, Michael Rees~ Hosoit3l, Tr. P977-79. 

Id. 56 

http:mo~ent.56
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HAND? lt takes skill and the average salesman 
finds he becomes tremendously more successful 
when he masters the art. In a way, it is 
like jiu-jitsu: With proper leverage, you 
can use your opponent's thrust to help you
gain your objective. And like jiu-jitsu, 
you can't gain the skill by reading about 
it and just talking. It takes study . 
and PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE •.. to 
perfect your skill. 
Study the following typical objections and 
learn how the 'first sale' was made in each 
case (underlined to help you). Then practice, 
pLactice, practice and watch your close-to
call ratio improve.57 

* * * 

The in-home sale has been so effective in the obtaining of 
signed hearing aid purchase contracts, often through the use 
of abusive techniques and the element of consumer surprise, that 
rule proponents feel there is a need to place definite restric
tions on such sales efforts. Accordingly, Issue 11 asks: 

Will the requirement that a seller obtain 
express written consent from prospective 
hearing aid buyers, prior to making visits 
to their homes or places of business (for 
the purpose of selling hearing aids} enhance 
the ability of such buyers to protect them
selves against deceptive or unfair acts or 
practices (including high pressure sales 
tactics) which might be used by the seller? 

The answer to this issue is "yes." In the words of the American 
Speech and Hearing Association, the requiring of prior and express 
written consent from a prospective hearing aid buyer "will enhance 
the ability of the buyer to protect himself from deceptive or 
unfair acts and practices utilized by a seller," although it is 
also noted that such requirement will not protect a buyer against 
the seller's possible high-pressure sales tactics used once the 
seller has gained entry to the buyer's place of residence or busi
ness. R-10-1764. However, if the consumer is aware that a hearing 
aid salesman will be calling at a specific time, it will allow 
him to be mentally prepared to better evaluate what the salesman 
has to tell him and to make more reasoned decisions than he might 
ordinarily make on the spot, following an unexpected high-pres
sure sales presentation. Sometimes getting one's "foot in the 
door" is made much easier if he is delivering the prize the 

57 How to Get in the Door, Note 15, _§~~· 
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consumer won by filling out a card at a fairground booth,58 or by 
deliverinq a real aid instead of the nonworking model the consumer 
had ordered through a magazine advertisernent,59 or by making the 
call to deliver information the consumer had requestea.60 If 
there are objections on these approaches, the handy manual offers 
some good advice to the salesman: 

ALL I WANTED WAS INFORMATION. I EXPECTED 
A FOLDER I~ THE MAIL, NOT A SALESMAN. 
Did you want the information for yourself, 
or a member of your family, Mrs. Jones? 

{answer) 
I didn't know who it was for, but I learned 
long ago that a booklet could cause a lot 
of unnecessary worry because the facts are 
not pinpointed. Could you spare a few minutes 
j~st to discuss your loss or ( 's loss) 
with me? Then the booklet will be twice as 
valuable to you since you'll know exactly 
what you want to know! 

* * * 

I NEVER WROTE YOUR FIRM. 1 HEAR FINE. 
You are a fortunate person, Mr. Jones. If 
you didn't send in this card, you have a 
relative or friend with such high regard 
for you he was concerned about your hearing. 
As long as I am here, would you take a few 
minutes to have ¥Our hearing tested? If it 
is o.k., I'll note it on your card so you 
won't be bothered again. But if it should 
be off--even just a little--wouldn't you 
rather know? There's no charge whatever, 
and we'll be finished in a matter of minutes. 

* * * 
I KNEW THERE WAS A CATCH. I JUS"" WROTE FOR 
THE FREE THAT WAS OFF~RED. AND 
NOW YOU cOMe-RuN~NG OUT TO TRY TO SELL ME 
SOMETHING. 

58 Evelyn Sudbrock, Eugene, Oregon, R-4-D400. 

59 Mrs. Arnold B. McRee, Aiken, South Carolina, R-7-351. 

60 How to Get in the Door, Note 15, supra. 
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I'm not here to sell you a thing, Mrs. Smith. 
The ~~~-- is a free gift exactly as the ad 
stated. But we have found there are so many 
unanswered questions when we just mail them, 
we now deliver them in person as an added 
service. It will only take a few minutes 
to explain thas fully so the gift will be 
of genuine value to you. May I come in and 
answer all your questions?~ 

* * * 
So, once he overcomes any resistance, he next proceeds to m~ke 
his presentation. The format he uses may depend upon wh-=ther 
the potential user is an elderly person, the p3rents of a young 
child, a present user, or a present nonuser. But in any case, 
either at the beginning of this presentation or when the pro
spective customer first sreets him at the door, he often takes 
the opportunity to introduce himself usinq a professional or 
seemingly professional title to initially instill in the pro
spective buyer the belief that he (the sal~sman) is more quali
fied than he really is. To succeed later in his Presentation, 
he must qualify himself as an "expert" in order to build even 
greater customer confidence in his abilities. Once again the 
sales manual speaks: 

Q. - Qualify as an Expert 

After the problem has been built and the 
prospect ls aware of the seriousness of the 
problem, you must establish beyond any doubt 
that you are the person most qualified to helo 
him with his problem.62 

The next step may be to cuestion the orospect about his 
"hearing problem," proceeding then ~irect1y to testing of the 
he 2 r ing fa c i l l t y • The r e co r. d derronst r a t e s th A t a 11 too o f t e n 
such testing is conducted improperly by inHdeouate1y trai~ed 
salesmen using unreliable instruments under unsuitable, if not 
deplorable, clrcumstances.63 

61 Id. 

6 2 Beltone Consultant's Manual, Note 15, supra at ll. See also 
Robert Beiter, Note 20., suora at 903~. 

6 3 ASH i\ , R- 10- 16 2 9 , 1 6 3 5 - 3 6 : Janet Le v y , Di r e c to r , ('a l l f o r n i .3 

Department of Aging, Tr. llo4P: Susan ¥line, MPIRG, Tr. 7174-79; 
Duane Jlnderson, Unit Manager, Hearing Jlid Dealers P.i::gistr-:ition, 
Oregon Health Division, Tr. 117e7-RP; Irene Eowe~, ~ote 50, 
su.erci at 1911. 

AO 
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The test results should indicate whether or not the person 
is a candidate for a hearing aia.64 These tests should be con
ducted in a sound-treated room, but this is no~ possible in in
horne testing, and is not usual in a dealer's office. Testing, 
in order to be accurate, must also be done with a properly cali 
brated audiometer and should minimally include pure-tone, air 
and bone-conduction threshold tests and speech reception thresh
old and speech discrimination tests.65 (Part II ~~discusses 
the types of hearing tests that would be involved in a complete 
hearing evaluation.) Yet the RPAG study noted that "the testing 
done by all dealers consisted alDost entirely of air-conduction 
and pure-tone testing. 11 66 

Dealers record their test results on a graph or audiogram 
that is based on norms obtainable only in a soundproof test 
environment: thus, it is really impossible to accurately compare 
such results with such norms unless the dealer's testing was 
done under conditions identical to those under which the graph 
(audiogram) was produced. Accordingly, when the dealer attempts 
to match up his findings with the norms, the audiogr3m of a per
son with normal hearing shows below normal hearing if the person 
has been tested under noisy conditions. At the sarn~ time, the 
graph of a person with a hearing loss will indicate th~t person's 
loss to be worse than it actually is.67 Not only ~ay the consumer 
be misled by the objective test results but, during the sales 
presentation, he may be subjected to confusing tactics such as 
the salesman's use of obscured speech, strategic shifting from 
a room with good acoustics to a room with poor acoustics, use 
of high-frequency word discrimination tests for unaided hearing 
and use of low-frequency word discrimination tests for aided 
hearing (which are especially misleading in the cas2s of the 
elderly with sensorineural losses), and the use of out right 
false audiog~ams with misplaced scores which indicate a loss 
when none exists.68 

64 ISPIRG, Note 1, supra at 26. 

6 5 	 Id . at 2 6 , 30- 3 l ; see a 1 so Austin Sm i th , M. D. , re ti red o to 1a r y n 
gologist, Tr. 8157~ichard Scott, Siernans Hearing Instruments, 
Tr. 2316-18. 

66 RPAG, Note 1, supra at I-11-12. 

67 Id. at I-9-10; Earl Harford, Profe~sor of Audiologl, Vand'2rbilt 
University Medical School, Tr. 131; John Fennema, Note 11, 
supra at 1753; see contra, Vincent Giglia, President, Audio 
Instrument Company, Tr. 2740. 

68 	 ASHA, R-10-1635-36; see also Maurice Miller, Not 0 2, 
at 4780-81; Nettie MurraY,-consumer, Tr. 4840-41. 
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Also, although the presen e of various physical symptoms 
should indicate to the dealer that medical referrals should be 
made (1nd, in spite of the fact that ten states, by law, require 
such referrals), there are many dealers who do not even recognize 
these conditions. In fact, dealers seldom advise 9eople to see 
a doctor even when they are asked if this would be appropriate 
prior to a hearing aid purchase.69 Some encouraqe hasty customer 
decisions in order to be sure that a sale is made;70 witness 
the following training manunl excerpt: 

[Mr. Petersl you've waited long enough. The 
time for talk is past. Now is the time for 
action. Let's call your doctor right now 
while everything is fresh in your mind, and 
while I'm here to answer any technical ques
tions he might have. But before we do, tell 
me--do you have a doubt in your mind? Have 
I failed to answer any question you miqht have 
about how much your hearing can be helped?71 

Or as an example of the common dealer approach toward medical 
referrals: 

--For example, a few specific P3tients come 
to mind, one was a patient whom we saw who 
had a severe bilatera1 conductive hearing loss. 
He had had this loss for approximately l S to 
20 years. He came to us wearing hearing aids 
and informed me that he had been told by his 
hearing aid deal~r that he ~idn't need to 
bother to go and see a doctor because they 
couldn't do anything for hi~ anyway. He did, 
in fact, have a surgically treatable condition.72 

69 RPAG, Note 1, supra at II-6-7; see also Nettie Murray, 

Note 68, ~upra-~t4"841; Frdnk Putts-,-audiologist, Tr. 4166; 

Dr. Stephen Epstein, otolaryngoloqist, National Council of 

Senior Citizens, Tr. 4563; M3urice Miller, Note 2, ~up~~ at 

4755-60. 


70 	 Dr. John C. Bess, Georqia Speech and Heering ~ssociatlon, Tr. 
6232. 

71 	 How to Convert Objections into Sales, r,:-,te 15, ~UP£_7_· 

72 Laura Ann Wilber, Ph.D., ~ssociate Professor and Director, 
Hearing & Speech Service, ~lbert Einst~in !oll~qe 0f Medicine, 
R-8-5327 . 

......._...._________________________________________ , 
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3. Use of master hearing aids. In their testing, dealers 
usually use a master hearing aid. This instrument is used to 
determine the degree, pattern, and remedial needs of particular 
hearing losses, and the customer's tolerance for sounds. Through 
the findings of this instrument, it can be determined whether 
ample amplification is being provided to the user, what the proper 
frequency response characteristics of the instruments should be, 
and how much sound can be tolerated in the wearing of a device, 
i.e., the threshold of Pain or discomfort is located so that the 
person wearing the hearing device will not suffer pain because 
of a sudden loud noise. Using the information he gains through 
use of this instrument, the dealer next employs a "fitting guide" 
to select the model of hearing aid and the setting required by 
the par ti cu lar customer . 7 3 It has been charged, however, that 
this instrument has been used by dealers to give potential custo
mers illusory hopes of what they can expect in the way of improved 
hearing ability with a commercially available, personal hearing 
aid. 74 Often the performance of the master hearing aid differs 
substantially from that of the individually worn aid for one or 
more reasons.75 ASHA notes that master hearing aids and similar 
devices have better sound amplifying characteristics; at the same 
time, they do not duplicate the electroacoustic properties of 
all models of hearing aids. R-10-1761, 1763. 

Furthermore, as master hearing aids can vary as widely from 
manufacturers' specifications as norm~l hearing aids do, the 
simulated sound they deliver may be grossly misleading to the 
consumer in the absence of requirements that the instruments be 
periodically calibrated or rechecked. R-10-1763. A survey con
ducted by Wendel K. Walton and Peggy S. Williams, reported in 
their article, "Stability of Routinely Serviced Portable Audio
meters," (LANGUAGE, SPEECH & HEARING SERVICES IN SCHOOLS, Volume 
III, No. 2, 1972) indicated that 82% of the instruments tested 
did not meet calibration stand~rds in at least one area. R-13
2014-20. How~'ver, their later survey reported in "Stability of 
Pure-Tone Audiometers during Periods of Heavy Use in Identifi 
cation Audiometry" (LANGUAGE, SPEECH & HEARING SERVICES IN 
SCHOOLS, Volume V, No. 1, January 1974) suggested that audio
meters' stability was good (R-13-2025) so that calibration is 
perhaps not a problem to the degree once thought. 

73 	 David Barnow, Note 5, supra at 1644-45, see also 
Robert Briskey, audiologist, Beltone Electronics 
Corporation, Tr. 7253-54. 

74 	 John C. Brennan, consumer, Laurel, Maryland, rr. 247; A. L. 
Luzi, Note 52, supra at 7726-27; ASHA, R-10-1760-61. 

75 	A. L. Luzi, Note 52, supra at 7727; John Franks, Assistant 
Professor of Audiology, Dept. of Speech and Th~ater, Arizona 
State University, Tr. 9810, and ASHA, R-10-1761; contra, 
Leslie Paul Leale, dealer, rrr. 11732. 	 -~--·----
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John Franks, Assistant Professor of Audiology at Arizona 
State University, testified that the hearing aid ultimately 
received from the manufacturer does not do "the sa~e things" 
in terms of the preprocessing of speech signals as the master 
ie>ar ing aid does, and the difference in the electroacoustical 
characteristics of the two instruments are again cited. Tr-9810. 
Kenneth W. Berger, writing in "The Search for a Master Hearing 
;id" (Amplification for the Hearing-Impaired, Pollack, ed., Grune 
3nd Stratton, 1975) points out that the frequency responses in 
the master units may not represent frequency responses typically 
found in contemporary models of personal hearing aids made by the 
same manufacturer; also although four or five frequency responses 
are common to most master instruments, the terms used to describe 
these responses and the respo~ses themselves vacy considerably. 
R-8-Physical Exhibit B, page 318. A survey of clinical attitudes 
regarding the performance of master aids in the 1960's was gener
ally unfavorable toward their use because at the time the test 
results based on measurements with the ma~ter aid could not be 
readily applied to various b1and and model recommendations. 
R-8-Physic3l Ex~ibit B, ~ages 312-13. 

The record does not indicate that this s~tuation has substan
tially changed today. Berger states that the already confused 
state resulting from SJch variances is hardly helped by the direc
tion booklets distribut2d to dealers by master aid manufacturers: 
these publications incl~de and discuss the respective specifica
tions and technical data of the master devices much less completely 
than do printed hearing aid data on personal aid models manufactured 
by the same companies. He feels that it is not unfair to character
ize these booklets as, for the most part, sets of instructions to 
help the hearing aid dealer sell the manufacturer's product rather 
than to evaluate the client's performance or need for amplifi 
cation. For example, he points out that it is rare to find a 
~earing aid dealer who cannot consistently and readily "prove" 
with the use of a master hi::aring aid that virtually every client 
tested performs significantly better under the binaural mode 
than under the monaural mode although it is well known that 
differences between monaural and binaural amplification are often 
extremely difficult to determine under highly controlled and 
objective test conditions. R-8-Physical Exhibit 8, page 318. 
If the ~aster instru~ent is ever to play the important role of 
which he believes it is capable, Berger states that there must 
be a general agreement between audiologists, hearing aid dealers, 
and hearing aid industry members as to wnat the instrument should 
accomplish and how it should do it. R-8-Physical Exhibit B, pages 
318-19. 

Even the industry admits that master hearing aids may not 
duplicate exactly the hearing provided by personal hearing aids, 
but, nonethel8SS it does contend that the instrument is 
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invaluable in determininq which hearing al~ may be the roost 
suitable for a particular consumer.76 . 

Whatever the dealers' proper purposes are for utilizing 
master aids, the record shows that in many instances they have 
been deceptively used to demonstrate a perforwance that the con
sumer does not achieve with a person~l hearing al~, although he 
may be led to believe that the "simulated" performance of the 
rraster aid ls a dupllc~tion of the hearing aid's performance. 
However, because of specification and performance differences in 
?ddition to whatever crylibration proble~s exist, representations 
implying similar performances between master devices an~ actual 
hearing aids would have a significant capacity or tendency to 
misrepresent the true state of hearing a customer can expect 
from his purchase.77 The failure to disclose that the sounds 
would not be the same would, of course, 3lsc be mis1eading and 
unfair. 

Although the frequency of master aid usage cannot be quan
tified from rhe evidence in the record, as ASHA states, "The 
proportionality of such use does not . . diminish our concern 
that such master hearing aids inherently can be deceptive and 
misrepresent the benefit to the prospective purchaser."78 
(Berger indicates that master aid use in clinics is aoparently 
not widespread. R-8-Physical Exhibit B, ?age <OSl. 

Thus, Issue 10, which asks: 

Do "master hearing aids" or similar devices 
perform in a materially different manner frorn 
the actual performance (in ?ctu?-1 use situ
ations) of the hearing aids sold to consumers? 
To what extent are "master hearinq aids" or 
simil2r devices utilized to demon~trate the 
performance a consumer cAn expect from a hear
lng aid? 

should be 2nswered as follows: regarding the first 0u 0 stion, 
performances of master devices may be materially different from 
those of actual hearing aids in many, if not most, cases. While 

76 	 John Kojis, Note 12, su~ra at 20R2; ~ee ~ls~ James Del~, Note 
6, ~~.E..9- at 10925, 10948, inqs3-54; Robert Priskey, Note 7<, 
supr~ at 7253; HAIC, R-3-3959-60. 

77 ASHA, R-10-1763; see also Thomas W. Norris, Note 42, supra 
at R-10-6497; JohnC.--Brennan, Note 74, SUP.£:~ :it 247.---

78 ASHA, R-10-1761. 
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.3 statement: ch~rcict:er1zinq all such performances :ois "materially" 
Jlfferent would be too broad to accurately state the situ~tion, 
the difference potential is present in virtually every instance 
due to the multiple variations of performance characteristics 
that exist between different master aids and between master aids 
and the hearing aids that are fitted to individuals for everyday 
~se. Regarding the issue's second question, it is unknown to 
what precise extent master devices are used in the selection and 
fitting processes, but use does not appear to be uncommon except 
perhaps in clinical situations. Because material performance dis
crepancies may occur and because, when they do, hearing facility 
may be improved to a much greater degree with the master aid than 
with the actual commercially available hearing device, it is 
obvious that some consumers are disappointed to learn that their 
individual instruments do not approximate the improved facility 
they have encountered in the testing situation: in this sense, 
they have certainly been misled, whether intentionally or not. 
Cn the other hand, these performance differences would present 
the dealer who is inclined to misreprese~t such matters in order 
to close sales with an excellent opportunity to do so. 

Following completion of the test procedures, the dealer 
at~empts to make a sale. If the consumer ls a hearing aid user, 
the denler may advise that the presently owned aid is either not 
repairable or is not economically repairable, or even that it 
is too old to be repaired.79 

4. Sale of used aids as new. Hearing aid dealers strongly 
contend that there is no market for used aics.80 Therefore, if 
a dealer had on hand a supply of used aids, there would be some 
incentive to sell t~em as new. If a dealer does in fact sell 
a used aid, a failure on his part to disclose to a potential 
purchaser the fact that a hearing aid offered for sale as "new" 
is actually used would most def inltely have the capacity or tend
ency to mislead the consumer regarding a material fact affect
ing the purchase decision. Furthermore, such a failure would 
be ~~pe~lallI misleading when one also considers the def inlte 
buyer prejudice against purchasing a "personal" product of 

79 	 See, ~..:...2..:_, Pauline Schwartz, consumer, Tr. 4fl7q; Michael Stahl, 
Note 30, ~~EE..~ 5535-3n. 

80 	 NHAS, R-3-3555: see also Robert Baesemann, Ph.D., Profe3sor 
of Economics, Northwestern University, Tr. 7<2?, t~fr>tring 
to HX-112; HAIC, R-3-3987: James C. Keyes, ExPcutive Vice
President of the Aurllotone Division of Roy~l Industries, Tr. 
10754-57. 
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this nature that has been previously reiected by someone else. 
The record supports the fact that such sales are made.Bl 

Accordingly, the answer to Issue 12, which asks: 

Does failure to disclose previous use of a 
hearing aid have the capacity or tendency. 
to mislead consumers as to a fact material 
to them in making thelr decision as to whether 
to purchase the particular hearing aid? 

must be in the affirmative. If a consumer knew that an aid 
offered to him was used, he would probably not make the purchase 
if he were asked to o~y the new aid price for it. Certainly if 
he 	 paid the "new" price for a used hearing aid, believing his 
purchase involved a new hearing aid, the failure to disclose the 
fact of prior use would definitely be deceptive as to this very 
material fact. Since the evidence does indicate that "used" 
hearing aids have been sold as "new," in a substantial number 
of cases, Section 440.7(c) is warranted to curtail the practice. 

5. Overco~ing buyer resistance. If the dealer recommends 
·the 	purchase of a hearing aid-b~meets with reluctance or resist 

ance on the part of the consumer, he may resort to intimidating 
or shaming the consumer into a purchase. The manuals suggest 
to him various methods of this type for his use. An example fro@ 
the Beltone Consu]tant's Manual: 

How many people don't come to visit you any
more? Why? Eecause you act like a bump on 
the log in a conversation. Because you don't 
answer right--you feel uncomfortable and that 
makes them feel uncomfortable.82 

But, lf these milder methods do not induce the purchase, 
he may then turn to the use of scare tactics: the consumer will 
lose his hearing completely if he does not buy an aid immediately 
or his heQring will deteriorate further and faster.83 An example 
from the Dahlberg Training Guide for Hearing Aid Salesmen: 

B"I--NHAS~--R=3=35')S; Jarries C. Keyes, Note 80, supra at 10755; 

Helen Kelly, Special Assistant Attorney Gener0l, State of 

Minnesota, Tr. 7524-25; Cyril F. Brickfield, Legal Counsel, 

NRTA/AARP, R-10-88?; Nadine Woodard, International ~ssoclation 
of Parents of the Deaf, Tr. 4139-40; Elma Griesel, Note 14, 
supra at 9460; David H. Marlin, National Council of Senior 
CltTzens , R-1 O- 4 6 7 , R- 8 -·D 6 4 6 • 

R2 SP~.S:. Beltone Consultants M?nual, R-8-02c;o, Section TV-~O. 

83 	 See, e.q., Petty K. Hamburger, National Council of S0nior 

CTt i v: n-:-5-,- Tr . 5 3 S 5 - S h ; Su s an K I i n e , No t e () 1 , s u 0t .::i a t· I r, 7 q 
80; Mary Puth Whitman, Note 25, _§,~£.!_9_ at 8C:f\2=~-,-.·-· 
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I STILL THI~K I HEAR WELL ENOUGH. 
ALONG WITHOUT AN AID. 
You're 100% right Mr. Samuels, you're not 
deaf. I'm not blind either (or anyone in 
the room) but I wear glasses to help correct 
my vision just as you should wear an 2id to 
correct your hearing. The big difference is 
thls--the longer you wait with a hearing loss, 
the worse lt becoroes AND THE H~RDER IT WILL 
BE FOR YOU TO GET THE KINu OF HELP YOU WILL 
NEED. Remember,--(then review his loss, hls 
word score, etc., and the improvemert with 
a correction--and reemphasize that in a year 
or two it may be difficult to get the same 
results). 

Ev~n present users may be threatened with hearing deterioration 
if they display a reluctance to purchase a reolacement device.84 
Soroetimes dealers use every opportunity to selJ. an~ resell to 
tr·' same customer: the followina instances i 11 u.strete hovl this 
pc icy operates to consumers' d~trlment: 

A • • patient came to us and to11 us that 
they had been told by the hearinq aid dealer 
that they would have to buy body ai~s and 
then they were told that after they used them 
for a while they would be ~blo to purchase 
behind the ear alds and after they had learned 
to use those satisfactorily they would be able 
to purchase in-the-ear hearing aids. This was 
for both ears in each case which woJld arrount 
to almost $2,000 worth of aids when, ln fact, 
through Master Plan we were able to f lnd an 
appropriate hearing aid for less t~an S200 
to take care of the oroblern.85 

Another hearing aid dealer in t~e State of 
Minnesota . would advertise . . or 
contact his former customers and irdlcet~ 
that their hearing aids neerled factorv 
improvement, that the factory had now 
issued some type of warning that th0 ~id 
had to be adjusted. Well, lr fact the 
factory had not issued that type 0f ~2rri c, 
but this particular dealer use~ it as 3 ploy 

Susan IO i n E~ , No t e 6 3 , ~~.F'.!.~ a t 7 5 R 0 . 

.,8', 	 Examolc:: t:akr~n from cofJ1rrr~nts of Lnur;:; l1 nn W1 
' 

SUp[e at S327-28. 
i 
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for getting back to the consumer and then 
attemµting to sell them a new a.ii:J, if pos
sible.86 

This policy also sometimes results in "oversell" of birnural 
~ysterns or in sales of amplification devices when other proce
t1ures, ~,surgery, may be appropriate: 

[A] Mr. William Perry of Pine Bluff, Ar~ansas, 

was fitted i~ 1975, with a hearing aid on 
a nonfunctional ear. This aid was fitted 
as a second aid: this gentleman was alr~a1y 
wearing an aid on his better hearing ear. 
Due to the nature of this hearing loss, he 
was not able to use any type of amplification 
on the poorer hearing ear . 

* * * 
[A] Mrs. Lois Rossi, of Conway, Arkansas, was 
told that her hearing loss was not sun_:ri:::-ally 
rorrectable and that she should wear ~earing 
aids. She later had Stapedectomies in both 
ears and now has hearina wit~in the nor~a: 
range.87 _, 

* * * 
A third patient came to us with bilateral 
hearing aids whi.ie, in fact, he only had 3 

unilateral nearing :oss, but je j id not K:-.ow 
that the bilateral hearing aids 
necessary.88 

T~e matter of binaural hearing systems and their merits for cer
tain types of hearing-impaired indlviduals is discussed at length 
in Part VII infra, as is the existence of a group of individuals 
~ho only believe that they have traditional nearing losses for 
~hich amplification may give them significa~t hearing improvement, 
tut who have no such losses and cannot benefit fro~ amplification. 

In some cases, promises of refunds in the event that the 
hearing device proves unsatisfactory are used to lay resistance 
to rest; in fact, many so-called guarantees are not honored 

1 . .86 Examp 1 e given . testimony o f He l en Kr:. 1 1 y , ~~o t ~ 2 1 , SJ ra atin 

7526. 


'2 7 Snaron S. Graham, M.A., Ear, Nos , Jnd 

P.A., H-8-·5273-74. 


88 at rd27.Laur a Ann Wilbur, Note 
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hough consumers in the past have gone to some lengths i~ 


:·empts to obtain satisfaction where such representations h~ve 


·~ !1 made to them. 89 


6. Issue 1. Although the foregoing discussion by no means 
1,orporates all of the many descriptions of abusive techniques 

r ··~Go r ted in this proceeding, it does provide the answers to the 
GJ0stions pr2sented by Issue 1 that are relevant to the rule.90 
~ 1is was a general issue that asked what techniques are used to 
sell hearing aids; in what respects do those techniques have the 
~racity and tendency to deceive consumers; how such techniques 

ight be unfair to consumers; and how prevalent is their use. 


Virtually all of the practices described in this part of 

.. 1e report are not only unfair but they also have the tendency 

i~a capacity inherent within them to mislead consumers primarily 

i~cause they portray untrue or distorted facts or situations that 

.1e consumer, in his general ignorance of hearing proble:Tis and of 
ne hearing health care delivery system, does not recognize for 

.. :iat they are. In responding to "come-ons" designed to produce 
':?ads, consumers usually are totally misled in regard to what 
~ney can expect in response to their inquiries, t.e., they do 
ot expect the response to take the form of =m almost irresist 
hJ e sales pitch--when the "expert" salesman confronts the novice 
rsumer. The uses and benefits of amplification are too often 

•t •:ntionally misrepresented as being greater and more effective 
i~~ the given state of technology and the "art" of fitting 

ic>=s permit. The qualifications of the de:llers, too, are 
t~n disguised beneath titles that imply an expertis~ or profes

,( nalism that he often does not possess. Incorrect or ;nisinter

ted test results may be used to pinpoint a hearing loss that 

s not exist or may not exist to the degree "indic3ted." When 


consumer is accordingly misled into purchasing an instrument 
3 cost of several hundred dollars only to learn that he receives 

l\ • L . Lu z i , No t e 5 2 , sup r ~ a t 7 7 l 0-1 l. Fr anc e s 0 ' 8 r i e n , 

consumer, R-4-396; James H. Price, consumer, R-4-35.>60; 

C. J. Corelli, consumer, R-4-303; A. L. Stoll, R-4-294-95. 

.1fJ General (designated) Issue 1, 40 Fed. Reg. 59748: 

As relevant to the Proposed Rule, what 3re the sales 
techniques employed by sellers (at any and or all 
levels of distribution) in connection with the 
offering for sale and/or sale of hearing aids? In 
what respects could such techniques ha~e th~ capacity 
or tendency to deceive consumers, and how ~1gh~ 
such techniques be unfair to consumers? How ~r~-
va lent are such techniques? 

90 
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limited benefits or no benefit from iti he is ce1ta nly ~eceived. 
This fact becomes even more iwportant when one cons ders that 
many consumers cannot really 3fford, economic~lly, to suffer 
this type of loss not to mention the psychologiC"3l effects such 
an experience has upon him. At the S?~e time, the S3l 0 sman, 
on the opposite side of the coin, has econo~ically 9~i~ed fro~ 
the loss he has perpetr~ted on the impaired consun~r trrouqh 
the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices. 

Turning to quantification of such use, it is noted that ~rou
ments citing specific cases of deception could oo on endlessly 
without calling attention directly to infor~ation fto~ w~i~h the 
fr <?quency of use could be numer ica.11 y ~ s ta bl i sh ... n. Ev'.:'n t houq h 
there are a significant number of dea1:=rs l'n<l s~l<POE-tsons who 
do not engaq~ in such techniques, it is obvious th~t there are 
many others who have no hesitation ebout u~ing thP~. Tn f3~t, 
the record shows so ~uch evidence of abus•s th~t it :~n be t~irly 
concluded that for some dealers ~nd s~'DSD~1sons, consu~er ~buse 

is not excep~ional. In any event, the ~oJnt of consumer ~buse 
cominq from the deal~r-sales~an seqree~t nf ~hP inrlustry apo~~rs 
to be substantial. 

The question of wnethPr unf~ir and dec~ptiv~ acts ryr cr~c
tices in this industry are prevel~nt and wld~spr~a~ provo~ed 
extensive co~wents throughout th~ proc~e~lnq. Th~ National He~r
ing ~id Society has made a serious effort to convinc~ tn~ Co~
misslon that there are .:1Jn J.!:si9nif icant nurr.~r cf ~~-: 1 i::r1 ~bus1?s. 
This effort .involved a survey of consuB"er: compl".ints tr.~t ~,3d 
been classified ~nrl rerou:~ed by feder.=.l,, statfl>. "nd 1oc,.. J ~oenci'?s 
responsible for consumer protection activ1ties. The f .ir~inqs 
and arguments pcesent~rl by NH~S in its wr1tt~n co~~~nts F-J-D~4n
16-35> and in its final co•pilation of the survey presPnted as 
a rebuttal statement rleserve careful consideration.91 Su~~ary 
corrments on that survey ~re warranted here. 

NH~S collected ffrom c~rtain state ~gpncies ~~d lic~nsing 
boards) data on the number of coropla1nts rece1v~d. class.if ied, 
~no E!_£Eerly recorded as relatino to hearinq aids. ·--ih""n,-~H~S 
compared the nutl'ber of cot!!pla.ints with th~ n:;rrber of h4?'"'1r 1nq 
aids sold to ~etermine that the r~tio of compl31nts to s~lo~ is 
".incredibly low." On that basis, thos~ <?xp-::r iPnced in orobl 0 !"'s 
related to various C'Cl!\plai1.t recordation syst..o~s r2nd th"' 1 :-:ck: 
thereof) would likely expect to find only 1i:ritc:~ f"'ctu::d i..-~r;r;r
3tion which, of coursi::-, would p~rwit conclusio"is s1:""ilar to '"':OS"' 
reached by NHAS. 

Most compl~ int recording systems h~ve rr;2ny -:'3 t<?o 'Jr ~ <:s 1:-:to 
which any one compl.:Jint might find its re5tina t>}.;;(:·~. f\:;r

q) R-13-0146, ~ntitl~d Consum~r Co~olai~t Pna1v5!3 
books) • 
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stance, a hearing 31d-related complaint ~1gnt be c~tal~g~ed 
lely under one of many classifications <i.e., hearing Jids, 

· i 1:th devices, professional services, referral sal-?s, Tiscel
: "'v~ous, unspecified, door-to-door, mail order, fail...:.r~ t0 

u·l ver, failure to refund, failure to p.erfor:n servicE-5, fail-
r ~ to honor guarantee, :nisleading advertising, decept1 :e pr ic


Ln J, bait advertising, free offer, out of ~usiness, sel~1n9 used 

;s new, misrepresenting repairs needed, :r1srepresenti~g pr ..Jd.Jct 

erformance, defective prod~ct, unethical dealer, w3:r3nty, 
l r E c t s e 11 ing , c r ed i t , 1oan , improper r e pa i rs , co l l E c- t l on 
ger.cy, home solicitation, medicalr otner, etc.--t~e list ~oes 

on}. Under such circumstances, it is i:cl'poss lb le to .::on :-1 ~de 
rh1t 311 hearing aid-related complaints are record~j as su~h. 
Al5o, it is neither reasonable to conclude th3t all ~o~p13ints 
received are recorded, nor that every co~pl31~t in t~e Jn1~erse 
Is even received by an official qovernment3l agency. There are 
·oJntless variabl~s to consider. 

Indeed, man/ co!lt'l!ents on the record ·:-on>~r;,,~~j S9'..:?'..:.·.;1ation 

lf whether the hearing-impaired and or elderly vo~l1 or ~oJld 


·omplain to their governzents. The National J~c1: of Se~iar 


'itizens submitt~d a nine p.:tq~ rebuttal •tth "i'l~1tiple c1tations 

t,o the record) to r~f;Jte tnose who contend~d sy;c:r, .:o:"\S..i:rers 
ce,;idily complain. That doc';Jm-eot also d~ser":-es s·:rlOw!S cons1d<'ra
t hrn. R-13-0148. It l te~ 1z~s some of th~ '11'.any rE"asons -~~y such 
:onsumers fail to direct their complaints to qover~~~nts. 

The American Speech 3nd Hearing Assoc1at1on S;..a;;"Tl1tt"?d l 

iT?ilar rebuttal report1nq on its c•:i study wrnch l"'ld1>:'at"'d that 

.io·.:ernment offici3ls exper1"?'oc~ in consum1:r affa.as 31l~ost Jlways 

igr.ee that hearing-im.pa1red ard/or elderl)• consi.imers are not 

~iKely,to ~ompl3in in vrit1nq to government~l offices 3nd 3qencies 

e:}ard1ng industry sa.l'-:"s abuses.92 rrns, too. des~c.~>:>s ,,,.~::ir":"L.il 

'OIS ider ati on. 
An important effort to d-?t~r~1ne t.h~t there are .si~n1f 1cant 

:;ell1n9 abuses was made by the National Co..:ncil of5~;r;)r-CTtii:ens 
1n two short-li•Jed explorations to uncover .con.:;:.i-er .::o'"'?laints. 
cJne project took plac'! in Boston, Massach:.JS>AttS1 and r::sJlted in 
45 affidavits from cons:.HMHS who "'ere consid"?red to ha>ie co'nplaints 
related to the proposed rul4:?. 93 The S'?'cond project ,.w,3s co'."lducted 
in and near '.l'liami, Florida, ~nd res\.Jlted in 30 affidavits frorr: 

92 R-13-0147-IV-27-IV-37. 

93 Leonard w. Finkle,, Esq., Tr. 4441-95. 
R-10-4604-756. 
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consumers with complaints considered related to the rule.94 Of 
course, the record is replete with other accounts of complaints 
and abuses. 

Experience in detecnining the merits and value of consumer 
complaints leads one to conclude that a single compl3int ~ay be 
the only one of its kind while two similar complaints :nay be 
merely coincidental--but they probably point to ::i definite prob
lem; five or ten complaints in an industr1· most likely mean real 
trouble and are most probabl'f only the .. tip of an iceberg." But. 
when th.? FTC collects hundreds of complaints against one small 
industry, with relatively few consumers, there is an absolute 
cert3inty that untold thousands of co~sumers have b€en victi~ized. 
Given these facts and the evidence that hearing-impaired and or 
elderly persons are disinclined to complain to their 9overnment 
for many reasons apparent on the record as a whol~, it is i~pos
sible to avoid the obvious truth. The evidenc'I? is overwhel11ing. 

In contrast to NHAS's above mentioned professional effort 
to refute the evidence that there are a sign it i cant n-.lmber of 
abused and dissatisfied consumers, many dealers enco~raged satis
fied consumers to voice their satisfaction with dealer products 
and services, and to object to the proposed rul~. One rul~ pro
ponent reviewed these •solicited" letters and conclod~d that NHAS 
had obvio4sly sent for~ letters to its state chaoters as part 
of a nationwide letter writing campaiqn of scare tact1cs designed 
to solicit support for the indus~ry•s objections to tnA rule.95 
In addition, several petitions were circulated by dealers. Tr. 
1913. 

Any objective analysis of the responses to such ~fforts 
casts shadows over the credibility of the otqanizations ::rnd indi
vidual dealers lllho employed these form letters or sim i.lar tactics 
because of the extremely bias~ manner in which the dea 1ers' 
opinions were presented to their customers and the total failure 
to even present sum~ary information concerning the content or 
purpose of the proposed rule. R-13-779-83.90 However, these 
letters do tell us that there are many hearing aid users tl) 
who need and want dealer service in t.heir homes, {2) who ha·.,.0 
a great deal of faith, trust, and confidence in their 1ealers, 
and {3) who are being satisfied by dealers who are inclined to 

9 4 Rafael A. Penalver, Jr., Esq., ~te 50, supra at 4895-985. 
Consumer Affidavits, R-10-4482-506, 4509-93. The Florida 
Hearing Aid Society submitted rebuttal stateme:1ts to nine 
of the complaints ag3inst dealers in Florida. R-13-2402-27. 

95 	Irene Bowen, Note 50, suora at 1913-16. 

96 	Section 11 of the record contains most of the coT~~~ications 
received from consumers opposed to the rule bJt soTe are in 
Section 4. 

93 
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tell their customers less than the whole truth and, thereby, 
deceive them. These hearing aid users becoroe extremely dependent 
on their deal~rs who are well aw3re of the unusual tr~sting rela
t~onship that develops between buyer and seller in t~is industry. 
Rut, it ls evident on the record as a whole th3t there are too 
~any cases where the dealers have f3iled to recognize that rela
tionships of rellanc~, trust, ~nd confidence demand 3 high degree 
0f care, objectivity, and honesty on the cart of the person being 
trusted. 

~- Su~warx of findinas and conclusions. 

1. Findings. Hearing ala dealers 3nd sal~swen are fre
.:iuently lacking in the proper training that would allow them to 
<?ffectiveJy and accur~telv test hoearing, fit and adiust ~ppro
priate hearing devicesr and render followup services to a cus
tomer: no s~cific .i::-ducatlonal r<?quireftlents ate ma:'ldated for 
'?ntry .into this comwercial but health care related fi~ld and 
'llthough courses ;tnd workshops '3re offeted by the tr~de associa
tion, NHAS, and various ~anufacturers- the trai~ing orovided 
thereby is at b-?st m'E"agier. As ~ r:esult, "fost of th~ treinil"g 
received by sales petsonnel comes frore ~anufactt.u:ers' sales 
manuals that are q~n~rally geared to •teachi~q· hich-ptessure 
and deceptive sales ~ffocts. 

For E~ery he~cina aid deal~r-s~les•an, there 1s ? conflict 
between the rH:>i<.:d to mak~ .i\ orofit,, and thus to ren-3i;i in busi
ness, ~nd thA ~esire to r~ndet service to t~e heBrina-i•p•ire~ 
customer. For some dealers and sales~e~, the profit ~otive is 
the primary conctl>rn. 'Th.is L~tt~r <HOUP is ai'lied An~ ~betted i!l 
its sal~s efforts by the manufactur'£>rs• encou1.1ge!fent in the 
form of contests i~ which trips are award~d for the highPSt 
sales volume, discounts Qiv@n to de~lels on the basis of volume 
Jf business, 3nd the li~~. 

Dealers ~nd sale~!'!'en functio~ in a r~lativ€'ly control-free 
environ~~nt insofar ~~ th~ir ~thirs an~ practices ~te conc~rned. 
Although almost al 1 of thew could be controlleii to some extent, 
at lea~t theoretically, ~ith0 r by the •anufacturers of th~ lines 
they carry. by their trade associations, by the st~tPS through 
the enfotcement of licensing ~na reaulatory l~ws, or by the 
states through the enforceTent of various consu~er protection 
statutes, in fact, they 3re not effectively controlled. The 
national and state trade 3ssociations count only a r~latively 
small p~rcentaqe of the sales component of the i:-:d:..istry in their 
membership: the states for various reasons have b~en unable to 
adequately enforce their l~ws in this ar~a, and the "control" 
exerted by the wanufacturers consists mainly in encouraging 
of sales. 

The repertoire of the hearina aid saleswan is ~ad~ uo of 
a broad spectrum of questionable practices and devlc~s, bnginning 
with the use of misleading or outriqht deceptive advertising 
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designed to elicit consu~er responses through various ~e~ns as 
free gifts, information, etc. ~lthough such 3dS ~ay be so worded 
as to prevent the consumer from identlfyl,q t~e ad~ertiser as 
a s~les agency, ~is indication of interest in ~~y asoect of the 
ad's content generally brings a hlgh-pressute sa:~s~~n to his 
doorstep with a wealth of tactics for~ulated to ccJntet any 
resistance that he may have to~ s~l?s crese~t3tion. To convince 
the prospect that he has a serious hearinq prob!~~ with which the 
salesman c~n help hi~, incomplete or ~isi~t~rpr~t2d t~st results 
derived from examination documented under less ~~~n oerfect test
ing conditions are played upon; quite of•Pn. ~owe~er. tte s~lesman 
doesn't even have the training. ~qu1p!?'en·~· ot: 3~iL.ty to ptoperly 
conduct such tests ot to interpret the~. •lthoua~ t~stinq we?k
nesses may be found less often in th.;: :: eta i l outlet t >-:a:i in the 
in-home sales situation, all se9ments o! the ~P~t i:;9 aid sales 
industry is af!lict"d to some extent by t';is g>ener3l 1ack of test
ing ability. If the test results fail to convince t~e orosp~ctlve 
customer of his need, he noa,y then be pr"'SSJred, ta1.mte<l. or sham~d 
by the sales~an who uses all of the 01incipl~s of the •psvcholoqy" 
of the deaf that hit' has at his co!Tlmand to fin.;;il1y ".:-los~" the 
sale. 

The use of 'l ~ast~1 hear inq .3 td de'<' J.C.!?, pr ad tH:'. i na in l'!'!1rny 
instances a suoel'. tor ~~"'l inq .,.JC'Dt"!r ienc.a than t':at w'"iic-~ c:rn be 
achieved through the JS~ of a coJMN"tCt'l hea! u·H~ d<:>·nc~,, is a 
powerful sal~s point foe those s.ales~o,:"!'r: who us~ it; O'l"'tant*"'~s. 
wartanties, and offers of ~efunds i!\ case of tiissat.1.!.3C"tion may 
also f iguc~ importantly 1n the s~i~~ pi~sent~ticr ?1thoJah in 
reality the pledqes ~nd oro~ises ~ade are oft~n ~01:~w ~nd refunds 
are not ~ade when r~qu~st~d. 

2. Conclusions. Lac<inq as th~y often at>? in prop(?r. tr~in
ing, highly mot1wated by profit concerns. •nd r~lata~ely fr~e of 
outside control of their b~siness •th1cs ~nd pra~tices, salesmen 
often employ the pr~ctices iust discussPd. ~ither s1~aularJy or 
in combinatio~, to deceiv@ and ~islead ronsJ•~ts into buyinq hear
ing devlces that they either cannot us~ at ~11 or fto~ which they 
receive little or no benefit due to the fact th~t 1t is ill-fitted 
or because it is lnappt".>priat~ to the p:nti-u11l!: r1nq loss 
involved. When this is the cas~. the consJmer suff~rs a substan
tial monetary loss which he often cannot ~fford, in a~d1tion to 
the psychological dil?tr irnent the exp-er ience has :..1pon !'1 lrr. On the 
opposite side of the coi,, the d~aJ~r who h3S ~~~A s~ch unf3ir 
acts and practices st.;uds to iecono,-,lc,ally cBin fro!"' tl':>? salr"t';> loss 
that he has caused. 

The record, therefor~. supports t~e need fo: r 0~ndi~l 3Ction 
in this area. As regul3~1on of the tra1~ina ~f s~~ns p~rsonnel 
and exercise of control over e?ch unit ~f sa 1 ~s ~oar3tion s~~rs 
to be almost impossible fnot to !l'l~ntion tho i:""C');:;s1:-:"' 1 it? of con
trolling wotivation}, other w~thods !"ust b~ .!'.=""'fl '::r· ,-" 0 ::.1r 1-,,-,:;: th"' 
Unfair, deceptive, 3nd reis)~ading practiC~S ~! ~rc.r c~Foctiv~n~SS. 
Requirements of mandatory disclosures in~olvi~~ :~~ ~~t0r~ ana 



ourpose of initial sales contacts and the nature and business 
nterest of the person or firm maki~g them (see also Part V 
nfra) along with similar disclosure requirements involving the 
ature and effectiveness of amplification {Part VI infra), the 

:' iscrepancy between the performance of a master hearing aid device 
iiOd a personal hearing aid and the disclosure of certain negative 
spects of hearing aids or certain types of hearing systems (Part 

VII, infra) will go far in solving some of the consumer problems 
iscussed in this section. At the same time, although it is 

reeognized that the requiring of prior written consent for an 
n-home sales presentation will not eliminate high-pressure sales 
~actics, it will at least assure that the consumer is put on 
rot ice that a sales attempt will be made at a certain time and 
r~e can be accordingly prepared not to yield to pressure and make 
L;n;vise purchase decisions on thespur of the moment. Taken 
together with the buyer's right to cancel (Part IV infra> the 
consumer might be able to act in time to save hu~self from the 
ha rm that might coae f ra"ft this type of sale. Al so, or at the 
very least, advertising used to 9ather l~ads should disclose that 
~a salesman will call.• 
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PART IV. BUYER'S RIGH? TO CANCEL 


A. Wh~ a ~rt~l p~~~~d is justified. 

1. General considerations. Section 440.4 of the proposed 
~~le requires the seller to include in every contract or receipt 
oertaining to the sale of a hearing aid a provision according the 
Juyer the right to cancel a purchase or rental for any reason at 
::ir.y time pr io! to midnight of the 30th day after the receipt of 
the hearing aid .1 This proposed provision was addressed in most 
0f the written comments received in the course of this proceed
ing. !t was also either supported or denounced by nearly all 
.Jf the witnesses who testified at the public hearings. Much 
1Jf this comment and testimony was cumulative. 

Some of those ~ho supported the provision gave as one reason 
therefor the profit m~~ives and sales techniques of hearing aid 
dealers which they considered to be unf:.1r to the consum-=r.2 These 
techniques were discussed in Part I I I of th1s rt:port. and that 
discussion will not be repeated here. Similarly. some based their 
support for this provision of the rul~ ln part on dealers' lack of 
competency and on misleading or deceptive repres'.?ntations made by 
hearing aid sellers regarding their qualifications.3 These matters 
are considered in Parts III and V of this report. Otner partici 
pants in the proceeding said that the provision was necessary 
because of false and naslead1n9 advertis1nq regarding hear inq 
:tids generally.4 This subject is treated in Parts VI and VII 
of this report. The inadequacy of other constrn1er protect ion 
r.easures was also cited by some as a just1f1cation for according 
the buyer the right to cancel the purchase of a heRr1ng aid.5 
; description and assessment of these ~easures lS in Part 
JIII of this report. 

Perhaps the reason r:1ost often cited as just1fy1ng th'? need 
for the buyer's right to cancel, however, was that th~ procedures 

1 	 40 Fed. Re9. 26647. 

2 	 ~, ~.:..S.:.1 Susan Kline, ~innesota Publ i<: Irter<?st Researc~ 
Group, Tr. 7581-83; Jon:"', B. Q:l·.ris, ExJ?cuti.:e Secretary, 
Illinois A.ssociation of the Deaf, Tr. 8536. 

3 See, e • .9_:., Richard Conlin. Public Interest Researcn Group,
ATChigan, Tr. 7771-72. 

4 See, ~, David M. Link, Acting Director of :;~e ':h;rea\J of 
MeoicaI-~Devices and Diagnostic Products, FDA, 7r. ill6-l7. 

5 See,~~~, Judith Munger, National Council of :3€'.:-:;.·:r C1t1zens,
"TT: 4"'S1T2= 0 5 • 
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employed in selecting and fitting hearing aids are not truly 
;cientific. making it impossible to predict accurately whether 
1n individual can or will make successful ~se of a hearing aid.6 

Those who opposed the adopt ion of the provision strong 1 y 
~ontended that it was unnecessary, unfair to hearing aid dealers, 
md not in the best interests of the hard of hearing since 
~t would provide an easy out to those who need to be p€fSuaded 
•:o wear a hearing aid. 1 

Perhaps no other provision of the rule has the greatest 
potential for economic effect on manufacturers, dealers, and con
~;umers alike. There is little doubt that the potenti21l economic 
(C•ffect of the rule dictated the position .'.ldopted by :TI.:rny of those 
in favor of the inclusion of the buyer's r19ht to cancel in the 
f lnal rule as well as by those who opposed its inclusion. ThP 
economic effect of the buyer•s right to cance? 1s cons1de1ed in 
Part IX of th1s report. 

In this part of the report those 1ss;;.es wh1ch reLne to the 
need for a buyer's ri.qht to cancel fcu reasons other than selling 
techniques, advertising representations .. th>? ad€'quacy of otlH'r 
consumer protection ~easures. and economic cons1dE'ratLons are 
reviewed. The desiqnat~d issues wrnch are obviously ,~~losely 

re lated are as follows: 8 

Issu~ 5 

[))a si9nif1cant nJ~ber of consum~rs buy hearing 31ds from 
which they receive no significant benefit (or no s1qn1ficant 
additional benefit if they are current hearing Jtri ~sers 
buying a second hear1nq aid or a "better" hear1nq a1d)? 

Issue 6 

Is it necessary for a s1qn1.f leant numb~t of prosp€-ct1·1'=' 
hear inq a id buyers to wear the s<e lee ted h+:>ar i ng "'d in a 
representative variety of actual use situations befor~ it 
can be deter~ined wheth~r a significant benef 1t or ~ signi
ficant additional benefit will in fact be received? 

6 See, ~· Judith A. Rassi, audiologist, Tr. 5736. 

7 
Se~, ~..:.9..:., David Barnow, former Pres1de:-.t, fiear1:lg l,1d I;idusuy 
Conference and a i:ormer officer of Beltone E1ectro;.i::::s ::::oroora
tion, Tr. 1637: James H. Johnson. HAIC, Tr. 221J2, 226S; V1;..crint 
James Giglia, President, Audio Instru~ent Co~?a~y. 7r. 2~0~. 

40 Fed. Reg. 59748. 
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Issue 7 

Are there a significant number of prospective hearing aid 
buyers who cannot determine the relative importance to 
themselves of the advantages and limitations of a hearing 
aid without wearing the selected hearing aid in a representa
tive variety of actual use situations? 

2. Some E~~~~~~~r~ receive no benefit. Evidence that 
there are a significant number of consumers who do not receive 
a significant benefit from hearing aids they have purchased 
is provided by data from the National Health Survey. This data 
collected in 1962-63 showed that 36.6% of those persons who 
had 	 used a hearing aid had stopped using it. 9 Thirty percent
of those who had worn an aid had stopped using it even though 
they could not hear and understand spoken words without it.10 
An 	 even greater number, 38%, had stopped using an aid even 
though they could hear and understand only a few spoken words.11 
Another survey found that hearing aids did not assist 18.6% 
of those who wore them and that 1% reported that their hearing 
had gotten worse.12 

A study sponsored by the National Hearing Aid Society and the 
Hearing Aid Industry Conference in 1971 showed that 15% of the 
respondents had tried a hearing aid and did not like it. Reasons 
for their dissatisfaction with the hearing aid were not given.13 
In response to another question, 29% of the respondents reported 
that they would not buy an aid in the future. Ag a in t!':e i r reasons 
could not be attributed to a failure to receive significant 
benef its.14 

9 	 Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, ~ucation 
and Welfare, Characteristics.?~r~e~sons with rmeai~~a Heariry9, 
(National Center of Health Stat1st1cs, Series 10, No. 35, 
1967), Table G, p. 12. The reason the aid was no longer 
used was not given, l~· at 11 • 

• 10 Id. 

11 	 Id. 

12 J. Schein and M. Celk, The Deaf Poeulation of the United 
State~, National Association of tfie Deaf; Silver Spring, 
Maryland, in Cooperation with the Deafness Research and 
Training Center, New York University, 1974, p. 121, R-10
2257, ASHA, Exh. 90. 

13 	 The 1Jearir]9, __ Aid Indust!.Y• A survey of the Hard cf Hearing, 
Mafl<et Facts, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, R-8-0223-17. 

14 	 Id. at 18. 
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In its final report, the Interdepartmental Task Force 
reported: 

Misevaluation of a patient's need for a hear
ing aid and the subsequent sale of a hearing 
aid device which is ineffective, and possibly 
unsafe for its intended use, are major problems 
in the present hearing aid delivery system. 
The problem of misevaluation and misfitting 
may be the result of a number of factors, 
including lack of medical attention to otologic
disorders which appear as hearing impairments; 
lack of competent evaluation by the dealer 
of the need for a hearing aid; and, in some 
cases, dishonesty by dealers for financial 
gain.15 

The report noted that exact situations to show how often 
patients are fitted with hearing aids which are of no benefit 
are not available.16 Nor is such information provided by this 
record. The Task Force apparently based its conclusion on 
the surveys conducted by various consumer groups in particular 
upon the conclusions in the New York City and Baltimore surveys 
which showed that in over 40% ot the cases studied, dealers 
recommended the purchase of a hearing aid when audiologists had 
determined that ~he patient could not benefit from the use of 
such a device.17 Suffice it to say dealer selling techniques 
dnd practices result in the sale of hearing aids to consumers 
who will not receive a substanti~l benefit from them or a sub
stantial additional benefit from the ourchase of an additional 
or replacement hearing aid.18 ~ 

15 Final Ree~£t to.~he Secr~~ary o~ H~a~~~~ ~id Health~, 
(Prepared by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Interdepartmental Task Force on Hearing ~ids, July, 1975, 
(Final HEW Task Force Report}, R-8-D494-22. 

16 Id. 

17 Id. at 22-23. In the New York study the figure was over 50%. 
'See Hear Ye! Hear Ye!, New York Public Interest Research 
Group, R-8-D232. In Baltimore the figure was 42%. See 
Paxl!2,s Throug~-~~e Ear, Public Citizen's Retired Professional 
Action Group (1973), R-8-D421-I-15. Although both of these 
surveys can be criticized in a variety of ways,~· Ralph J. 
Oravec, Price Waterhouse and Company, Tr. 3133-36, they obvi
ously show that some hearing aids are sold under conditions 
in which the buyer will not receive a significant benefit. 

18 See Part III of this report. 
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Perhaps the most compelling evidence in the record indicat
ing the purchase of unnecessary hearing aids is provided by the 
testimony of the audiologists. While this testimony can and 
probably should be discounted to some extent because of the 
audiologists' strong bias against hearing aid dealers who conduct 
tests and fit aids without the benefit of audiological participa
tion, it nevertheless shows that a significant number of consumers 
are fitted with aids which do not provide them with significant 
benefit. 

Dr. Darrel E. Rose, Director of Audiology, Mayo Clinic, 
testified that his clinic was able to document over forty grossly 
misfitted individuals in just over a year (Tr. 456). He went on 
to say that there were more replacement aids sold which did no 
better for the individuals than the aids the individual had used 
previously. He thought that such instances occurred far more 
frequently than did the gross misfitting of aids. For example, 
the clinic saw ten persons who had been fitted with an all-in
the-ear aid from which they were receiving essentially no benefit, 
some of them had previously owned an ear level aid that was bene
ficial. Similarly, persons had purchased directional microphone 
aids supposedly to assist them in discrimination only to find 
that the aids provided them with less gain than the aids previously 
owned and thus with less benefit. Tr. 456-58. 

Dr. Douglas Noffsinger, Director of Audiological Activities, 
Northwest~rn University School of Medicine, stated that in review
ing the files of the audiological clinic they found that l::>etweer, 
4% to 10% of the patients had been fitted with hearing aids for 
an ear that had no hearing loss, or for an ear that had no hear
ing capability (a dead ear). Tr. 7665-66. He testified that 
out of 400 patients with ~iniere's disease, 16 had purchased 
but not worn their hearing aids. Out of 300 patients with "sud
den-onset" cases, 30 did not wear their hearing aids after pur
chasing them. Tr. 7668-69. 

Mark McShane of the Memorial Medical Center related some of 
his experiences with patients who had been fitted with aids which 
did not benefit them. In the first case, a woman who simply could 
not understand speech had been sold an aid although her hearing was 
normal with excellent speech discrimination ability. The aid was 
useless for her. Tr. 8097. In the second case, the patient had 
purchased four aids over the previous seven years. Examination 
showed that she had a moderate conduction loss of hearing sensi
tivity bilaterally and cholesteatoma eroding the middle ear 
cavity. She needed medical attention rather than hearing aids. 
Tr. 8098. 

In the third case, a congenitally deaf 6-y0ar-old boy, who 
had been carefully exa:nined at the clinic and fitted with a 
body aid of a particular type, was fitted with an all-in-thc
ear device which did not pro'Jide the benefits of t'.~n borJy aid 
and which was, in fact, an unnecessary purchase. Tr. 8099, R! Oll. 
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Other audiologists reported similar experiences in which 
, ) e r sons we r e so l d a id s f r om w h i ch they r e c e i v ed no s i g n i f i can t 
'1enefits or no significant additional benefils.19 on the other 
land, some audiologists doubted that this number was very large.20 

State officials reported instances in which hearing aids had 
~een sold to consumers who received no significant benefit from 
':hem. 21 As one official ;:;aid, while these incidents are not too 
·ommon, if only 5% of the population experiences them, that is 
~oo large a number.22 One state official said he had witnessed 
nisfittings by both clinical audiologists and hearing aid dealers 
but not in very large numbers.23 

Consumer representatives also related similar incidents. 
Susan Kline~ representing the Minnesota Public Interest Research 
Group (MPIRG) described in summary form the survey conducted by her 

19 Mary Ruth Whitman, audiologist, Illinois Department of Public 
Health, Tr. 8594: Robert C. Beiter, Director, Department of 
Speech Pathology and Audiology, Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital, 
Tr. 9031; David Rompala, clinical audiologist, Schwab Reha

bilitation Hospital, Tr. 9093-95; Bonita Simon, clinical 

audiologist, Tr. 9156-60; Donald E. Morgan, Chairman, Audio

logy Task Force of the Commission on Legislation, California 

Speech and Hearing Association, Tr. 9578-79: Michael Stahl, 

Directorf Clinical Services, Hearing and Speech Center, 

Tr. 5542-43; Dr. James Langford, Supervisor of the Audiology 

Clinic, Northern Illinois University, Tr. 8008, 8054. 


20 	 ~~, ~, Dr. Donald Krebs, Director of Speech, Hearing and 
Neurosensory Center, Tr. 11834-35: Donald W. S~haefer, Dane 
County Hearing and Speech Center, Tr. 8310, 8313. 

21 Maurice A. Byrne, Jr., Assistant Director of Law and Legal 
Counsel, Department of Consumer Affairs, Louisville, Kentucky, 
Tr. 1010; Hel(:=n Kelly, Special l\ssistant Attorney General, 
State of Minnesota, Tr. 7523; Lloyd Mosley, Supervisor of 
Speech and Hearing Services, University of Illinois, Division 
of Service for Crippled Children, Tr. 7738: Emma E. Gunterman, 
Legislative Advocate, Senior Program, California Rural Legal 
Assistance, Tr. 9654-67; Janet Levy, Director, California 
Department of l\ging, Tr. 11648. 

22 	 Mosley, Note 21, ~-~~at 7738. 

23 J?onald W. SchaefP.r, NotJ: 20, E~£!.~~ at 8313. Mr. Schaefer 
1s also a member of t~e W1scons1n Board of Exa~inPrs of 
Hi:: a r i n q Ti. i r) De ;:i 1 e r ~; , Tr • 8 2 'J 3 • 
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organization24 in which volunteers visited dealers in Minneapolis 
and St. Cloud. One of the subjects used was a 67-year-old woman 
whose hearing was in normal range and who did not need a hearing 
aid. Tr. 7572-74. Four of the five dealers she visited told her 
she had a significant hearing loss and should buy either one 
or two hearing aids. Tr. 7576-77. 

Margaret Person, Co-Chairman, Senior Citizen Coalition, 
Chicago, reported an in:;tance in which a woman was fitted and 
bo~ght a hearing aid from a dealer. Two weeks later her physician 
found that her ear was blocked with wax and that she did not need 
the aid. 'l'r. 9270. 

Consumers likewise related instances in which they were 
sold hearings aids which did not provide them with significant 
benefits. John C. Brennan of Laurel, Maryland, was advised by 
his physician that he suffered from nerve deafness in his Jeft 
ear, but that a hearing aid would not assist him. Nevertheless, 
he ultimately bought an aid which did not help him. Tr. 243
45. Nettie Mucray, anot~er consumer, had an almost identical 
experience in Miami, Florida. Tr. 4838-42. Jack Wortzel, also 
of Miami, reported the purchase of two hearing aids which did 
him no good. Tr. 1857-60. Despite having a prescription for 
one type of aid, Gertrude Filwett of Itasca, Illinois, purchased 
aids for both ears which proved to be unsatisfactory. Tr. 6093-97. 
Similar instances were described by other consumers who testified 
in these proceedings.25 In short, the record is replete with 
relevant "horror stories." 

All of the foregoing support a finding that a significant 
number of consumers buy hearing aids from which they receive no 
significant benefit. While some witnesses have attem~ted to dis
tinguish the concepts of "benefit" and "satisfaction," it is not 
believed that such a distinction serves any useful purpose. The 
argument goes as follows: a patient who cannot hear or adequately 
comprehend conversational levels of voices, but who can do so 
with an aid should be said to benefit fr0m the hearing aid. On 
the other hand, this same individual may not wear his airl because 
he sees it ns a source of social embarrassment or because he 
does not want to listen to the background noises that we all are 
trained to eliminate, ~~, automobile sounds, air-conditio1ing 
hums, and so forth which by virtue of the hearing aid he is now 
suddenly hearing for perhaps the first time since he lost his hear
i n g . S i n c e " be n e f i t " can be meas u r e d obj e c t i. v e l y th r o ug h known 
tests and "satisfaction" is a psychologica] sens!" of well-b,2ing, 
these two factors are not S'fnonymous and should bi:• considered 

24 This is inclurled in t:l11~ r 0 ,cord, H-8-D229. 

25 Arthur P•·t~·rson, Tr. 6QqO-·f)J14; ~~tr>phf'n Varq,1, ,r 

AudrP.a St:u+z, Tr. R99S-g7; f\SHA, H·-10-"'•'7-1721·~', 
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separately.26 An otologist testified that 3lthough the tests may 
show that a patient is not receiving a significant benefit in the 
objective sense, the actual subjective experience may show that a 
high degree of satisfaction has been achieved, ~, from the 
simple ability of the wearer to he~r background noises.27 

Although such a distinction was used in formulating Issues 
6 and 7, with Issue 6 r.aising the objective question of benefit 
2nd Issue 7 the subjective question of satisfaction, the f~ct 
remains that a patient who may in theory receive 3ome benefit 
from a hearing aid will not do so--if for psychological or other 
reasons, he chooses not to wear it. Therefore, in finding that 
~ significant number of consumers do not receive significant 
benefits from hearing aids they have purchased, no attempt has 
been ~ade to determine why they do not do so. The illustrative 
material from the record cited in t~'s section does show that 
in many cases, uding the objective standard, many consumers 
still have not received significant benef :t from the aids 
they purchased. 

3. User predictions of efficacy and satisfaction. Issues 
6 and 7 inquire as to the ability of the purchaser of a hearing 
aid to assess the efficacy of that hearing aid and to determine 
whether he will wear it without actually using it in a variety 
of situations. These issues will be considered together. 

The view has been frequently expressed in this proceeding 
that whether a person with impaired hearing can benefit from 
amplification can be ascertained by testing.28 Those holding 
this view argue that such tests can determine the residual 
hearing capability and thereafter also determine the degree 
of improvement that may be provided by amplification. Other 
tests can determine whether hearing can be improved in noisy, 
as well as in quiet, environments and if recruit~ent 3nd reduced 
speech discrimination will follow from the use of an aid. Using 
these results persons with sensorineur3l hearing i~pairment can 

26 	 Robert I. Oberhand, M.D., a practicing otolaryngologist, 
Tr. 3040-41. For a more complete exposition of this view 
see NHAS comment, R-3-3510-20. Of course, many would dis
agree that such an objective determination is possible; see, 
~:..9-.:' K. Berger and ,J. Millin, "Hearing Aids" in AudioloCIICal 
Assessment (Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971), pp. 488-91, R-8
Exh. D. 

27 Lindsey Pratt, M.D., American Council of Otolarynqology, 
Tr. 3692-93. 

2B NHAS, R-3-3560-62 and refer1?nces cited thr>rei:--i. 
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~c fitted with an aid which will improve hearing through ampli
fication without reducing speech discrimination to a serious 
jcgree. This is done by selecting the aid with.the requisite 
technical performance characteristics. For these reasons, it 
is said that a trial use of an aid is unnecessarv to determine 
whether the selected aid will benefit the patien~.29 

The foregoing view is premised on the assumption that the 
individual is fitted with the hearing aid having the configura
tLon and characteristics best suited to filling his needs. It 
overlooks the situations described in the preceding section where 
persons have been fitted with the wrong aid, with an aid for the 
'.Yrong ear, with binaural aids when they should be wearing only one 
aid or with an aid when they are not candidates for amplification 
at al 1. Finally, it is not possible in ma-iy cases to replicate in 
the testing room the sound conditions of the environment in which 
the patient lives and functions. Assuming objective results can be 
~ssessed in the testing room, this would not necessarily insure 
that the individual would receive a significant benefit from the 
3id in his everyda7 environment.30 Thus in many cases a trial 
period would be indicated. Dr. Rose of the Mayo Clinic said: 

(Tjhere are situations in which I flat 
donlt know whet~er some one will benefit 
from amplification or not, but they hav~ 
got a problem . The only way I can 
solve that is to send them and let them try 
amplification and let the patient, in his 
own environment, decide whether or not it 
he1ps h i m . Tr • 4 9 5 • 

(I]t is the environment that allows 
him (a patient} to determine whether 
or not the amplification is beneficial. 
At least, significantly beneficial to 
warrant the purchase. Tr. 509. 

As one audiologist testified, it is important that the c 1 in
ica l evaluation for hearing aid candidacy be conducted in a sound
proof environment so that the effects of various types of stimuli 

29 Id. 

30 	 ~££ 1 £..:S..:.1 Laura Ann Wilber, audiologist, Tr. 1353-58; 
Dr. Darrel E. Rose, Director of Audio.logy, ~ayo Clinic, 
Tr. 466, 495, 509; Dr. Roger Kasten, Presiderit-El~ct, 
Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology, Tr. 709, 768; 
Dr. John C. Best, Georgia Speech and Hearing Asso~i3tion, 
Tr. 6230. 
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c3n be carefully controlled. However, the testing and fitting 
?COcedures must be accompanied by counseling of the wearer and by 
a trial period to permit actual use of the selected aid in typical 
:.Be situations. She added that a trial period is of particular 
i:nportance for elderly people whose peripheral hearing problems 
m'ly be complicated by other neurological or health problems associ
a~ed with aging, for children, for the hearing-i~paired of all ages 
w'.lose loss makes them borderline candidates fo:: a."nplificalion, and 
for whose motiv3ticn to ~ear a hearing aid is q1~st1onable. As an 
example of the latter category, a person who lives alone and does 
not have many co:nmunicat1on requirements would be a poorer can
didate for amplification than one who has a real need for it and 
whosz 2f foe ts to adjust to a hear inq ~id would be supported by 
t<imi ly and friends. 31 

A consumer who has been fitted with a new .:tid needs time to 
evaluate the ~erfor~ance of the new aid in light of the benefits 
ne ~heady receP1ed fro:1t ~us old aid. The ~uestion such an indi
vidual must answer is whether the new ~id provides an irprove
ment ~hich is s1qn1f icant enouqh to make the new aid worth the 
cost.32 

Ahile so"!'!.e i1Ud1oloq1.sts reported that. following a he-arinq 
aid evaluation test, they could .ascert'Jiin whether the patient 
would receive blenefit fro~ antpl1f1cation. they neviertheless 
recommended th1t the pat lent undergo a trial pee iod when certs in 
,,; i rcumstancies were found to ex 1st. ll Among this q:oup was 
or. A. Bruce Grana~. C~uef. Division of Audiolo9y,, Spt?ech and 
t.anqllage Patholoqy,, Henry Ford Hospital. 11tho said that ne could 
'10t pred i.ct which p4i?ople "fl th precipitous h tqh-f requency loss·~s 
Gould be helped by a hear1nq aid. Tr. 1450. Other audiologists 
recom."liended trL~l ped.o-Js only where they anticipated that the 

Jl Angela r..._,,avenbrucl<.,, aud1oloqist-speech patholoqist, Assist,Jnt 
Professor, Teachers Coll~e. Coluatbi~ University, Tr. 1554. 

32 Jane Madell~ Director of ~ud1olo9y at the New York League 
for the Hard of Hear1n1. Tr. 5860. 

33 Ja~es Langford, l\ss?c1~te Professor ~f A.udiology, Northi::rn 
Illinois University. Tr. 8036. 



patient would not be able to ascertain or weigh the advantages 
and limitations of amplification except by actually wearing 
the a id. 34 

One audiologist voiced the thought that if hearing aid 
dealers would refer more of their customers to audiologists 
for a thorough prefitting hearing aid evaluation, trial Periods 
would be necessary only in a relatively few cases.35 

Sc;me audiologists ·1iew the trial period as part of the 
evaluation process. Dur1ng this time, it is possible to 
dete f;""l ine whether the client can recognize and report any 
enhan etnent of his abilit~· t.-..1 understand speecfi in difficult 
s i tua t ioris • 36 This is particularly important with respect 
to ddren w-ho3e hearing losses are .:>re difficult to evaluate 
than those of adults. In very younq chilaren. it is necessary 
to deter~.1.ne the .effect ive~ess. of the ~id b'i keen observation 
of the cn11d ·*earer follovuiq 1.ts f1tt1ng .. l7 

The view ~35 also expressed that a trial per1od is 1ust1f1ed 
to deter~1n~ tn~ ability of the pat1ent to mate a psycholoq1cal 
adjustment t r::: neiuing .:ud Hl da1·-to-day 11v1nq, but that it 
should be r ~~r~J for those patients whose ability to beneflt 
from th£' ,jJ..J "n!:i'.l c<e d.oubtful. This latter grou; 'Woi.Jld 1ncludt: 
ti1osc: witn ;H'~}fc)\lnd ."H:>arinq losses. narrow dyna'l:1C ranges, s vere 
recr<..1.1.tm(·nt p~ot;,lot>~S and poor speech discr1?ninat1on.l8 

34 	 ?ee, !;_~.:.* Nancy Eichelberger. audioloq1st.• Connecticut 
Speech and HE>ar1nq .\ssoc1at1on. Tr. ~n1n. who also sa1'1 that 
the trLil period had :Pore significance as a consum~r protec
tion medsJre than as a supplement to professional 3udqm~nt, 
Tr. 8698-99. Selective use of the trial period was also 
r~"'commend~d by Dean Harris. Director, .~ud1oloqy Proqram, 
Southern Methodist Uruvers1ty. Tr. 10414. 

35 Leslie W. Dalton,, Professor of 'ud1oloqy, ~- Mexi:o Stat<':' 
University. Tr. 8727 .• 

36 Jann Franks. Assistant Professor of Audiology, Arazona Stal~ 
University. Tr. 9760 • 

.. 37 .Laszlo Stein, Director. David T. Siegel Inst1tut:'? of Co"T:
mun1cative D~sorders. Michael Reese Hosptal, Tr. 8982-83. 
Dr. Stein said tt.at. an adjust~ent period was partJ.e>..:il:Hl'; 
important for a child who may be reluctant to ·•-::ar a r:t:':Jr 
ing aiJ and have difficulty in overcoming the iTagi,1Ed :::.:1s'""'a 
assoc i ~ted with it, Tr. 8976-77. 

38 Robert L Qberhan::l, "1.D:• ~te ~6, ~uEr:.~ at 3C~--3'l; ft1 _hu·J M. 
Carter, M.D., Tr. 3649-:il: ~ust1n T. Smtt'1, M.r: .• r"'tH 
Tr. 	81~2. 
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Some of the ::nedical doctors who testified in the proceeding 
thought the m~tter of the trial period should ~ left to the 
discretion of the professional for trials would not be required 
in all cases.39 Another doctor voiced a contrary view. He 
said that a patient cannot ~ake an evaluation of 3n aid he is 
going to purchase unless ne actually tests it. There is a real 
variability in performances of ostensibly identical hearing 
aids now l:lanufactured. The reco.nmendation for a particular 
aid by model and serial nu~ber ~ill not eliminate this type 
of pro:Olem.40 

Difficulties of 3.djJst:nent to the use of 3 hearinq aid are 
significant. Judith A. Rassi described these in her testimony 
which is sum~arized as follows. The new hearinq aid user must 
le3rn to cope iliith the '.!~pl1fication of undes1rablE:> environmental 
sounds which the 3id and earmold cannot fully si.lppcess. A.t 
the same t im~, he :!!.ust le::trn to to ler at~ u·~ presence in his 
ear of :t foreiqn o!::dect. i..e-.. the <!'ar'?:(~ild. He wust also learn 
to adjust to UV:• un~3turalqual ity of so;und prov1de<l by the 
hearing a id- -3 .SO"Jnd quality which per sons vi th ~::.>rma l near inq 
do not ex per ienc~. H-ear inq a id '1.Sers aust learn to accept the 
limitations of tne i~v1::~--:u: cdnnot ~a~~ sp~e:c-n ~ound 5ny clearer 
than their d:l:ttagoo !"i€-ar u-n,:J "!!~ctn\"ll.Sin.s .,.ill allow. The user 
must learn to inst;-rt ind re--nov~ the- ear~old prop~~ly. and adjust 
the contr0Ls wn1cn r~JidtO? tn€' 'l'Otu~e and tone :sett1nqs to 
meet the needs of J>ar1ci:s !1st~n1nq sit,,,;at1ons,. Th~ purchaser 
of a replace'ne!'lt :ud not onif n"!'>?ds tl•~ to l~arn to operate the 
new device but ,1lso t11'£> to +->·:ah.l'"tt.P the perfonr·ance characteris
tics of the new >ti.d .iS 0::Y"'"P'H~d • Hh t.he old one. The P'Jrchaser 
of 3 second aid for 3 r';.:-.aJr !l S)'St'E'11!1:': ~.Jst also be allowed time 
to assess whetner th~ p€>t f<H·.,,.,,.n~7~ Mnef as providN ar-e sufficient 
to justify the p1..a•.:has,,~ ;,)f trH:." \dd1t1on~l d.r:-v1ce. Tr. 5732-13. 

Both audio loq 1sts "l:'ii -:..;:~ r lr¥J a id j.~., l ~rs aqreE> that many 
people who purchase hear1~1 lids will nave ad]~St~•nt problems 
and th:lt. thS" ;'l'taqn1t:..k.j-? l!":d .~.~t,uie of t.heso: prohle~s r~qu1re 
counseling ""nd t">.ncou,raq•"'r•'. t '.)f trie wearer ,:!nd pi!rs1st.4:?nce 
on his p,art: to -3chi.e;~ optl'."'.;.J" f'~n€'flts fro~ the aid.41 For 

39 	 Auqust '4art1nucci.. v..:: .• Tr. 8384,. 8446: Gale G-lrdner, M.D., 
Tr. 10348. 

40 Robert ,J. Ruben. 't. G.. Cna 1 rm.an, De par t!l't~nt of Ot orh inol ar yn
qoloqy. Albert Lins~"?1n College, Tr. 3975-77. 

41 Jane !-1.a<lell, Not.e 32, s:.1pra at 5856-57; Herbert E. Richenberg, 
Director, H~nry C. Bar~horn ~emorial Bearing and Speech 
Center, ~~~ar~, Tr. 3~47. 
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example, some emphasize the importance of giving the patient 
a realistic and factual description of just what benefits 
should be expected from ampl if icatior. as well as a preview 
of the problems that the user may expect to have.42 

Many hearing aid dealers oppose the buyer's right to cancel 
included in the proposed rule while recognizing that a trial period 
may be justified if either the client or the seller is uncertain 
whether the hearing 3id will provide the expected benefits.43 
However, they would refer to it as a tr1al-1ental plan or simply 
as a rental period.44 

In part, due to crit.1cisms about dealer practices, the 
National Hearing Aid Socie~y announced in May of 1975 that its 
dealer members would nave avail;ible a trial-rent.al purchase plan 
to permit hear inq aid users to wear hear lnq aids at reasonable 
costs while they were :naking a final decision on whether to pur
chase such a1ds. Tnis voluntary policy is summarized as follows: 

In order to provide a trial per ioo for those 
clients wno desire it. the Nation21i Hearing 
Aid Soc i~t y hereby requires all l ts members 
to ~a~e a rental/purchase option plan avail
able on tif:at inq cl&js. Each ~t?!.be1 may -e'.'Stab
ltsh ~is own ter~s for such plan. based on 
tne rieeds of tne client and tas own oper.ati~q 
costs. ltherr: J sp-ectfic hear inq aid is rE>co:n
mended by ,3nyorH::- other tnan .a ?~HAS member,, 
Csuch 4S a ~e~lcal doctor or a cltn1cal audiolo
gist}. the :lv:ulab1i1ty of the reontaL'purchase 
option p!a:i r.s not requned. In all hearing 
aid f1tt1nqs. t:'le S.nd1viduel ~kes the s;;ec1
f ic recom:'!len:da: ion '3!ld sho.Jld be respons1ole 
financii!tlly and oth£>r111ise, for the decision. 
R-J-3~40. 

John J. Fe nn(':rc.l. i :'1iezu 1 :r:q .a id deal er 1n Marylar.d f vo 1un
ta r i ly adopted a tr1.al-rentl! p£r1od because he belie·.red that 
it was necessary for C'JStO't'iers to actuall·; use theH aids in 

42 Mary Burke, aud>.c,:,!o;pst, Tr. 6414; !.:JI' • .\. Sruce Graham, 
Chief, Division of \:Jdiology, Speech and Language Pathology, 
Henry Ford Hospital, Tr. 7453; Lu~e Fortner, President, 
National Hearing ~11 Society. Tr. 2964-67; ~HAS, R-3-3510: 
Alfred R. Dunlavy, hearing 3id specialist, Tr. 3402-03. 

43 Fortner. Note 42. suera at 2936: nuwayne Tre~~el. Tr. 8335-37; 
Joel ~ynders, Tr. I1~1~-75. 

44 Id. 
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order to determine if they would be satisfied with them. Tr. 
1745-46. The second reason for his adoption of a trial-rental 
perioo was the encouragement it offered to the otherwise hesitant 
and reluctant custmaers to try out aids. Tr. 1746. 

Sam Hopmeier, another hearing aid dealer. has adopted 
an "Assured Result Plan• which offers both new and repeat 
users a 30-day trial arrangement. He does not see soch a 
period as necessary to a deter~ina~ion of benefits: rather 
he uses it as a sales measure. Tr. 3342. 

There is little doubt that the fact that referr inq .21ud1
ologists desJ.re that their patients be accordeo trial periods 
at nominal ;:osts has been and i$ a primary reason for dealers• 
a, _ption of such plans.45 In fact, many aud1cloq1ca1 clinics 
ask for ac.sur .ane:es that their re::er r a ls will be- accorded such 
rights.46 Unfortunately, the dealer who a1v~s a rent3l aca('e
ment to a r'?ferred patient will not necf.>ssarily accord that 
same arran1e:nent to customers who sil'lply walilt u1to h1s place of 
business. 4 

Audiologists repeat that they are ~uch more w1lltng to pre
scribe a hearing aid 1f a rental plan is availab1e to pat1ents in 
borderline cases or in cas~s where test results cannot determine 
the benefits to the patient from the :tid. An erroneous recom
mendation for an aid on thei.r part in such cases will not be so 
costly to the patient H it developes that he cannot bt:>nefit from 
the device.48 While so~e such tr1.al P'@r1ods have be~·n requested, 
only in those instances in which it s~e~ed essential to ve one, 
the practice in many clinics is to un1for•ly recom~end trial 
periocis for patients.•• 

One audiologist noted tt1at the concept of "'s1qn1f lc.:H-:t 
benefit• provided to an individual by a hear a.nq .u.d ct)ns1sts of 
many complex factors. There 1s an 1ntf:?r act lOn t:;,~t •~En test results 

45 A.SHA, R-10-57-1726-28; Loavenbruclt, ?.fot.: J.1, ~~E~a at 1'::155. 

46 ASHA, Note 45. sue!~ at R-10-57-1727-28. 

47 See,~·· Patricia G. Mastricola, Otoloqi.c Proh:ssional 
Associates, Tr. 8615: Laszlo St~1n, Note 37, sup~ at 8976. 

43 Rose, Note 30, suer~ at 527-28. 

49 Patricia G. Mastricola, Note 47, supra at 86l.4-:S; John Franks, 
Note 36, ~ue~~ at 9760, 9799; Lee Wilson, cl1r:"-:al audiologist, 
Tr. 10024; Darrell Teter, speech patholoq1st a;--d 3udi.ologist, 
Tr .. 10229-30. 
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obtained and the character is tics and needs .of the person tested-
the latter includes the personality, motivation, and particular 
communication requirements of the indi ...•idual. To determine the 
over.:al~ deg"'ee of beriP.fit, there must be a subjective evaluation 
of all of these factors ar.d certainly the beliefs of the ir .~vidual, 
including an assessment of his need for an aid and the difficulty 
perceived in its use, play an i"nportant part in this asses:s.~ent.50 

4. Ar umcr.ts ainst trial riod. The need for a trial 
period, or l.!"'. other 'llO!" s a nee for an ir.dividual to use the ajd 
in his daily activities before finally deciding to purchase- it, is 
hotly dis!futed by many participants i~ this pro.ceedinq as has been 
noted. (~s :previcusl1r st3ted at the beqimung of this {!art of the 
report, those econo'tlic considerations and arguments relative to 
this provision of the proposed rule will b.e discussed in Part IX 
infra.) 

The strongest arguments against the buyer's right to cancel 
are contained in the com~ents of the ~ational H~ar1nq Aid Society 
(NHAS).Sl Thes~ arqu~ents are that the ~eqrf?'e to which a hearing
impaired p~rson can benefit fro~ the use of a hearinq aid can be 
dete r:n ined with.out tr 13 l \JSe: 52 th.at n 1.s l.lnreasonable to expect 
a hearing aid siel ler to quarant€'e that ever1' purchaser wi 11 be 
sat1sfied w1th the p;;.uch~sed hear1nq .iad;Sl and th~ fact that 
hearing aid users rlf,,?Jy nt'.'ed to ~:ijust to th<> ampU.f1ed sound pro
vided by the hearinq a1d doie-s nQt de•onstrate that a trial-use 
period is an inherent riE>c~ss it1·. 54 In its rebuttal submission in 
support of its arq:.J:J)ents. NH~S described its efforts to ascertair' 
the number of c04!:pl.u.~ts from h~ar lnq .u.d purchasers received by 
both federal and state co~st.HltiH protection aqenci.es .. 55 It reported 
that the total nu~ber of co1'lpla1nts from data submitted by 36 
states for 1975 showed the receipt of 722 coll'lplaints.. The total 
hearinq aid sales tn thos~ states dur1nq that year were 325,066 
providing a ratio of com.pl3u-.ts to sales of 0.2\.56 

.. 50 

51 

Loavenbruck. "iote 31, suera at 1S64. See also Maurice Miller, 
Professor of Spe~ch Paf.fioloq1 and Aud io16gy;--Aew York un1
versity, Tr. 4778-SO: thll1a1' £, 1'entz. 01rector, Hearing 
Clinic, Colorado State Uru•.rersity, Tr. 11237-38. 

NHAS, R-3-3557-16. 

52 Id. at R-3-3560-62. 

53 Id. at R-3-3562-65. 

54 Id. at R-3-3565-76. 

55 NHAS rebuttal, R-13-0146-1-17. 

56 Id. at R-13-0146-4-7. 
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In its comments, the Hearing Aid Industry Conference (HAIC) 
3Jso voiced its opposition to the buyer's right to cancel pro
1ision of the proposed rule.57 Like NHAS it questioned the 
legal authority of the Com:niss !or, to include such a prov is ion 
tn the final rule.58 HAIC also asserted that compelling the 
Jealers to afford the buyer a right to cancel would be a detri 
~ent to those with i~paired hearing. This is premised on the 
,~xpressed belief that a buyer who knows he will b'? able to 
·eturn the aid to a dealer and receive a refund will be less 
"'lilling to compel himself to qo through a difficult adjustment 
period which require~ not only patience and perserverar.ce but 
llso strong will power and tenacity t:o learn to use his instru
uent to his optimura advantage.59 It is said that it will Jnder
n1ne the resolve of t:he ~earing impaired to continue worl<ing 
with the aid until he achi~ves a successful adjust~ent.60 

Representati 01es of hear inq aid ~an,ifactur~rs who testified at 
the hearings uniformly supported the vie~ that ~ m~ndatory right 
to cancel would b~ a. serious disincentive to pu.rcr:asers of hearing 
a ids to per severe in the ru:,.:essary efforts to l~~r n to use the aids 
~ffectively.61 These representative.s ref~rrN to the fact that 
many dealers alr~ady offered a trial-rental per 1od and indicated 
that they thought more we.lid do so u-; th~ futurf:' for co~pet itive 
reasons. This pollC)' th~y s,ud did not na·.re thC' sam~ unfortunate 
L.mpact upon all coin:cer~~d iiS vo.dd a uru\•ers,al ~andatory right of 
.::anee11ation.62 

Id. at R 3-391 )-2L Th~ !'Hi~ ;;·i~ws fE"qi1Ud1nq tht>Se leqal

Tisues are ?tt R-J-1655-~4. 


59 ~· 	at R-3-3912-13. 

60 	 Id. at R-3-3914. 

61 	 See, .!.:.!l.:.., Myron "· Sa~ol>::", tx~cutu.re V1cf!: President. Fidelity 
!Tectrorucs. Ltd., Tr. 62-63; Ja~es ff .. J<}n"ison. Hi\IC, 

Tr .. 2301: John J(ojis. President, Maico Heari\'1g Instrun:ent 

Company, Tr. 1986: Da'.n.d Barnow, form~r Presid>?nt, H~IC, 

Tr. 1637. 
 ... 

62 	 Vincent James Giglia, Pres1denc, Audio Instru~ent Company, 
Tr. 2704-06, Samole, ~te 61, suera at 66ijl, 6701; 
Richard Scott, Executive Vice Pre;ident. Si~~~~s Hearirq 
Instruments, Tr. 2310. 
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Some of the audiologists who testified at the hearings shared 
the views of the manufacturers and dealers that an across-the
board right to cancel would have an adverse effect on the com
mitment of a patient and would not be in his best interest.63 In 
support of its contention that there is no justification for the 
buyer's right to cancel, HAIC had marketing experts review the 
testimony of various witnesses (audiologists, dealers, and 
manufacturers' representatives) who testified regarding the 
percentages of returns of hearing aids to dealers because of dis
satisfaction or for other reasons. Based on her review of the 
testimony of 30 such witnesses, one expert, Eleanor Goddard May, 
stated in an affidavit64 that the return rates varied from 1% to 
17%; the median percentage of returns was 4.5% with over half 
reportinq rates between 2.5% and 7%.65 She went on to say that 
these return rates were significantly lower than those reported 
for a large number of other consumer products. For example, 
she said that the median rate of general returns of ~erchandise 
for all large department stores was 7.4%.66 

Another marketing expert reviewed these rates and also stated 
in an affidavit67 that the rate of return for hearing aids was less 
than that for other consumer product lines, such as television 
(11.0%), radio and audio appliances (9.6%}, and photo and other 
audio visual goods (7.3%/.68 

The arguments offered against the mandated trial period are 
not persuasi·Je. Based on a review of the conflicting testimony 
and material included in the record, it is the Presiding Officer's 
view that the benefits that a significant number of consumers 
will ultimately receive from the use of particular hearing aids 
cannot be accurately assessed before those aids are purchased 
and used. Secondly, an attempt to isolate and treat separately 

63 Hubert L. Gerstran, Chief, Hearing and Language Center, New 
England Medical Center Hospital, Tr. 2402: Herbert E. 
Richenberg, Director, Henry C. Barkhorn, Memorial Hearing 
and Speech Center, Tr. 3S12-13: Dr. Donald Krebs, Director• of Speech, Hearing and Neurosensory Center, Tr. 11831. 

64 Rebuttal submission, H~IC, R-13-093. 

65 I a . at R- 1 3-D 9 3-4- 5 • 

66 Id. at R-13-093-6. 

67 Anthony F. McGann, HAIC rebuttal sub~ission, R-13-D94. 

68 Id. at R-13-094-4-5. 
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rH~ concept of benefits objectively determined and those subjec

ive benefits based on individual satisfaction is unjustified. 

he concept does not recognize that many consumers are improperly 

i.tted with hearing aids to begin with and that many are sold 

earing aids which they do not need ?r cannot use ~5!~!22.! 

eturn. The concept does not recognize the complex interrela

-tTonsh ip betwei::n t.lie degree and nature of hearing loss and the 
ability of the individual to tolerate and make effective use of 
amµlified sound, to adjust and set the controls of the hearing 
a~a, or to determine whether the benefits derived are worth the 
c~st, difficulty, and trouble involved in using the aid. 

The argument that a mandatory trial period, such as that 
which would be imposed under the buyer's right to cancel, would 
have a different psychological effect on the hearing-impaired 
person than would a trial-rental period offered by sellers on a 
selective basis is not persuasive. 

The failure of the NHAS to obtain a statistically significant 
number of consumer complaints regarding hearing aid purchasers from 
consumer protection agencies is also not persuasive. The difficulty 
and virtual impossibility of even attempting to quantify the number 
of consumer complaints of a particular classification from the 
myriad of agencies who may initially receive them is well known to 
any one who has attempted the task. There is neither a uniform nor 
accurate reporting system nor any means of making a proper classi 
fication of such complaints. Moreover, there is every indication 
that many hearing-impaired persons would not complain and would 
not even know where to address their complaints if they elected 
to make them.69 The evidence of unfair and deceptive selling 
techniques described in Part III of this report, justifies a 
conclusion that a ~ iJnif icant number of purchasers of hearing 
aids do not receive a significant benefit from their devices. 

The meaian rate of return identified in the HAIC rebuttal 
submission discussed above can hardly be projected to provide 
an indication of the true median rate or return for the industry 
as a whole. The testimony of the audiologists from which 
these figures were derived showed that these returns followed 
exhaustive and painstaking audiological examinations which 
had 	 been preceded by medical examinations. 70 Such a detailed 

69 See, ~, Arthur Lynch, ~ARP/NRTA, Tr. 1451: Paul Sypniewski, 

Cape IH.Tantic Legal Services, Tr. 1604, 1606, 1616-18: 

Irene Bowen, National Center for Law and the Deaf, Tr. 1910, 

1942-43; Raf~el A. Penalver, Jr., attorney, National Council 

of Senior Citizens, Tr. 4910-14. 


70 	 See, ~, Dr. Earl R. Harford, Professor of Audiology, Vander
6IIt University Medical School, Tr. 131; or. Darrel E. HO:';c::-, 
Note 30 ~!!:., at 455; Dr. Roger Kasten, Note 10, -~·~.EE...~ 
at Tr • 7 O 8-11. 
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procedure would undoubtedly make it less likely that a person 
who could not make effective use of a hearing aid would purchase 
one. 'rhus, the low rates of return can be attributed in part 
to this special class of purchasers who had been thoroughly 
examined and tested and whose return rate was surveyed. A 
much higher rate could be expected from those w:10 had not 
been so thoroughly examined. Most of the dealers whose names 
appear on the list of witnesses provided to the marketing 
expert by HAIC offer trial periods. Here again, it could 
be expected that they would not make such offers unless they 
exercise a considerable degree of care in their hearing aid 
fittings. 71 Finally, on the basis_ of the evidence in the 
record as a whole, it is fair to assume that a significantly 
large but unknown and speculative number of consumers were not 
successful in their attempts to return hearing aids to dealers 
who did not have trial-rental periods72 and there are still 
others who did not make the attempt, but simply put the aid 
in a drawer where it remains unused.73 

5. ExceEtions to right to cancel. Section 440.4(i) of the 
proposed ruie pr6v1ae-s-f.'nat uriaei-"fW<)conditions the seller would 
not have to accord the buyer the right to cancel the sale. The 
first exception would apply if the sale is made pursuant to a 
written recommendation of a physician or audiologist for the 
purchase of a specific hearing aid by serial number or by model. 
The second would apply in cases in which the sale involves a 
replacement aid, identical to a damaged or worn-out model.74 

71 David Barwell, Tr. 5168-69; David D. Bartels, N.C., Speech, 

Hearing and Language Association, Tr. 6293-99; Otto Butz, 

Otto Butz Laboratory of Audio Aids and Aural Appliances, 

Tr. 6621, 6635, 6638, 6651; Sam Hopmeier, President, 

Sam Hopmeier, Tr. 3342; Luke Fortner, note 42, ~ra 

Tr. 2963. ~ 


72 Cyril R. Brickfield, legal counsel, AARP/NRTA, Tr. 1430; 
Ma~ie Diogo, consumer, Tr. 4414-20; Mary A. Nevells, con
sumer, Tr. 4427-33; Eva Doucette, consumer, Tr. 4434-39. 

73 	 ~~~, ~' Arthur S. Flemming, Com:nissioner, Administrator 
of Aging, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 
Tr. 626-27; Leonard w. Finkel, attorney, Legal Research 
and Services for the Elderly, Tr. 4447; Dr. Harford, Note 70 
_§~~!_~,at 140. 

74 4 0 Fe d • Re g • 2 6 6 4 8 • 
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These exceptions raised the issue of whether the buyer's 
right to cancel should be provided in either of the two circum
stances described in the two provisions of Section 440.4(i). 

In its written comments NHAS strongly opposed both exceptions, 
saying that tneir inclusion in the rule was apparently based on 
the asssumption that Cl 11ec.r i.ng aid can be prescribed or that a 
trial period is unnecessary when an aid is recommended by a "dis
interested third party." NHAS considers that both will operate 
to the detriment of a dealer who does not rely mainly on referrals 
for his business. The reference to brand name and model, NHAS 
fears will produce various promotional and compensation schemes 
between physicians, audiologists, and manufacturers. Of more 
importance, the first exception presumes that hearing aids can 
be prescribed and that is simply not the case. R·-3-3577-80. 

The second exception, according to NHAS, is further unworkable 
for it overlooks the constantly increasing improvements in hearing 
aids and hearing aid technology which would make replacement of an 
aid with an identical model offer impossible. It charged that 
the exception would also deter persons from recc~mending i~proved 
models, and that it incorrectly assumes that a person who has 
previously worn a hearing aid and has been able to identify its 
benefits, cannot make an appropriate decision in his selection 
of a new model. R-3-35b0. 

Inclusion of the exceptions in the final rule, if one is 
adopted, was also opposed by ASHA in its written comments. 
R-10-1751-55. It states that the first exception will result 
in dealers informing their customers that if they first consult 
a physician or audiologist to obtain a recommendation for a 
specific hearing aid they will not be granted the right to cancel 
the purchase. R-10-1751. In any event, it does not belit:ve 
that the consumer should lose the right to cancel simply because 
they have prudently obtained a specific recommendation from 
one of the named professionals. R-10-1752-54. 

ASHA opposes the second exception because it does not believe 
that dealers have the equipment necessary to compare the electro
acoustic characteristics of an aid with the manufacturer's speci
fications. It noted that recent tests had shown that at least 
5.3% of new hearing aids delivered by manufacturers were defective. 
R-10-1754. ASHA also cautioned that a person might be sold an 
identical hearing aid even though nothing was wrong with the old 
one. For example, it said, the earmold might simply be clogged, 
the patient's hearing may have deteriorated further, or the damage 
to the old hearing aid might be easily susceptible to repair. 
8-10-1755. 

All of the foregoing objc:ct1ons werA raised by wit-nPsses who 
testified at the hearings and whose testimony addressed the pro
., i s i on s o f Se c t i o n 4 4 0 • 4 ( i ) . Ind 0 e rl g i v en t ho u n · r_: r t i ~; t_ y i n p n' -
rJi c t i nr.~ thc e f f i r; ac y o f a he a r i n q '3 Fl f o r a pa r t i c uL:i r n:, l i v i d u a 1 , 



it would appear that exceptions to the buyer's right to cancel 
should be permitted only if the record fully and strongly provided 
a iustification for them. This record does not contain that 
support.75 

B. 	 _§lfmmary.<?~ ~indin~~nd conclusions, Issues 5-7. 

1. Find in9s. Al though the evidence in the record does not 
permit a precise"determination of the numbers or percentages of 
those who do not receive a significant benefit from the hearing 
aids they purchase, it does show that the numbers are significa~t. 
The term "significant benefit" includes "additional benefit" if the 
individual or purchaser is a current hearing aid user and is buying 
or has bought ano tlicr hearing a id. 

Because of the nature and degrees of hearing losses coupled 
with the subjective nature of audiological evaluations and sub
sequent fitting and selection of hearing aids, it is not possible 
in many cases to predict whether a person with impaired hearing 
will derive a significant benefit from the use of a recommended 
hearing aid. In such cases a trial period in which the purchaser 
uses the aid in a variety of situations is necessary to make a 
determination of significant benefit. 

It is also not possible to determine whether an individual 
will derive a significant benefit from a hearing aid without 
considering the variable factors which cannot be identified in 
laboratory tests. These include the communication requirements 
of the individual, his personality and motivation, his ability 
to adjust to amplified sounds, the effectiveness of counseling 
and training provided to him, and his actual ability to wear 
the device and to adjust its controls. 

It makes little difference to the consumer whether this 
failure to receive a significant benefit results from a cause 
that can be measured or determined objectively or fro~ a cause 
that is subjective and related to his own capabilities and 
desires to adjust to the requirements of hearing aid use in 
the light of the benefits perceived. To determine significant

• 	 benefit in che subjective or psychological sense, a significant 
number of consumers must wear and use the aid in a variety 
of situations. 

75 	 ~· .~.:.SL:..r Robert ,J. Ruben, M.D., Note 40, _§_~J2L:~ at 3g7r)-77; 
Dorothy A. Shannon, Chief, Speech and H0arina S0ction, Sinai 
fl<)Spital of Baltimore, rrr. 1862-65: [)r. f~c::t t;r n, llirf~(:tc)r, 

Hearinq Language and Speech, Montgom":'ry County Health Depart 
ment, Tr. 1810-13; ,John J. Penn"'ma, Maryland li•"';Hinq l\id 
Se r v i c '~ , T' r • l 7 9 ') - 9 6 ; Na d i n e Wo o d a r d , I n t " r n ;3 t 1 n n l .\ ~; ;.h' i a , 
tion of Parents of the Deaf, Tr. 4141-42; E1r:1 Cr1·'~'''1, 
ProjAct r;rrnrdl.nator, Gri:•y Panth0rs,. Tr. '13H4<.;;~!. 
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The existence of a mandatory trial period during which 
t~e consumer would have the right to cancel the sale and obtain 
a partial refund of the purchase price would not be a material 
disincentive to him to learn to make effective use of the hearing 
aid. On the contrary, it would make it more likely that he 
would purchase an aid with a view toward determining wheth~r 
it would provide a significant benefit. In addition, audiologists 
will be more willing to recommend aids than in the past because 
of the availability of the trial-rental plans. 

The actual number of complaints consumers may have about their 
hearing aids, as well as the nature of those complaints, cannot be 
accurately determined. Moreover, the number of such complaints is 
not determinative of the numbers of consumers who have purchased 
hearing aids from which they have received no significant benefits. 

The record also does not permit a determination of the actual 
rate of return to the seller of purchased hearing aids. It does 
show that a significant number of consumers have returned or 
attempted unsuccessfully to return to the seller hearing aids which 
do not provide them with significant benefits. 

The rec0rd does not justify the provisions included in Section 
440.4(i) which would deny the buyer the right to cancel the sale 
if the purchase is made pursuant to a specific recommendation 
of a physician or audiologist or to replace a damaged or worn-
out hearing aid with an identical hearing aid. The first excep
tion is not justified because in many cases it is impossible for 
a physician or an audiologist to determine the specific hearing 
~id that will best meet the needs of the individual, or for 
that matter to determine if the patient will derive a signif ican~ 
benefit from the use of a hearing aid. The second exception 
is not justified because of indeterminable variations in the 
audioacoustical characteristics of supposedly identical hearing 
aids, the possibility of changes in the hearing capability 
of the individual, and the possibility that the hearing aid 
might simply require repair, or that the difficulty might 
be in the coupling rather than in the aid itself. 

2. Conclusions. The buyer's right to cancel provision 
included !nsection 440.4 of the proposed rule is justified 
because of the many uncertainties associated with the selection 
and fitting of hearing aids. There is no justification for 
the exceptions to this right set forth in Section 440.4(i). 

C • f~ill~ ~ !£!2_.2ha r 3!2.§. • 

1. General. Section 440.4(g) ( 1) ( i) sets forth two mutually 
0xclusive-10rffiuTas for determining the charq('~.; whi h -nay be imposed 
upon a buyer who elects to ex~rcise his right to ca~col a sale.76 

1 l p 



The first formula {Alternative A} states that the charge may not 
exceed $15 plus 5% of the purchase price. The second formula 
(Alternative B} permits the seller to retain a ~aximum of S30 or 
10% of the price of the aid, whichever is less. This latter 
alternative also authorizes an adjustment of the S30 maximum to 
account for changes in the annual percentage adjustment in the 
United States City Average All Items Consumer Price Index. Neither 
of the alternatives include provision for the cost of the earmolJs 
or batteries. Rather, for these items, paragraph (g}{l}(ii) 
provides that in addition to the other charges, the seller may 
retain an amount not in excess of twice the actual cost of an 
earmold and batteries supplied the buyer. 

The 	 foregoing provisions of the rule relate to Issues 8 and 9. 

2. 	 Are cancellation charges sufficientlI high? Issue 8 is: 

Are 	 the "cancellation charges• permitted by 
§ 440.4(9)(1) high enough ~o effectively dis
courage casual or frivolous cancellations?17 

Perhaps the best way to address Issue 8 is to assess the 
experiences of those who have used or have been acquainted with 
the results of various trial-rental and s1milar plans offered now 
and in the past by some dealers and manufacturers. 

Zenith has had a money-back guarantee policy su1cE- the 1940's; 
the term of the guarantee was extended in 1975 from JO days to 30 
days. Roughly a little over 4\ of the Zenith's hear1nq aids have 
been returned under this policy; refunds were qrant~d 1n only 1 % 
of the return cases, and the remainder of the returns involved 
exchanges of the initially purchased aids for other aids after 
the purchaser had agreed to accept a replacement.78 

In a letter dated July 15, 1974, addressed to all dealers. 
R. M. Tatum, Vice-President, Marketing, Radioear Corporation, 
noted the insistence of referring audiologists that their 
patients be accorded a 30-day trial period, and stated that 
Radioear estimates indicated that 2%-3% of aids so fitted 
were returned.79 

77 40 Fed. Reg. 59748. 

78 	 James H. Johnson, HAIC, Tr. 2299-2300; letter from Zenith, 
R-8-1953. The record indicates that some Zenith dealers 
did not follow this plan. 

79 R-8-1972. 
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Dahlberg's Deltagram So. S-470, dated January 10, l\i75, 
described the company's new 30-day evaluation program for 
new ~earing aid users~80 Under th~s plan, if a dealer sells 
an a.id on the evaluation plan and 1t ts subsequently ret...:rned 
by the purchaser, he may return the aid ~o the :actory :lnd 
receive a new replace~ent for it for $25. ~lternat1~ely, 
at the request of the dealer, the factory vill reco~d1t1on 
the returned aid witho:.it charge and reti..un it to t;1~ f:..H s31e 
as a used or reconditioned device. Und".'r this plan, t~€' dealer 
may charge a no~inal fee of, say. Sl5 for t~e ear~old anj 
batteries plus SI a day for a mini~um of 30 days~ or, ~e ~ay 
charge nothinq. The company estimates that 9'.H of s .....-~ trials 
will r~sult in sales.81 

Hearing aid dealers who hav<t: offer tt';F$f Ci-':~ trL1: periods 
report a relati·1'!.'ly s:?!all num:t>er of ret'.uns. Jt-,hn J. F>e~nerna of 
the Maryland Hearing Aid Service testifi~~ that he cffered 
every purchasoer a 30-day unconditional tr!al ;"'t-:'10d for th€ past 
3 years. If at any ti~ the purchaser b~eat:'i(' :L1.ssat1sf 1ed. the 
full purchas~ pr ace was r~funded less a r~nta1 1··31 ::i·F of Sl per 
day pl us the cost of the earnold which v.tu .u::s b~"'t •f"it·~ s12. SO and 
$17.50. Tr. 114S-46~ 1768. In 1974 and i11;i;. only L4~ and 
1.8% of his purchasers. respectavely. t~tu1 t~~ ~a3s for 
r e funds • Tr • l 7 4 o • 

'mail order seller of hear1n9 aids antrodu a fre@ trial 
policy ori9inally for a 20-d~y .,~r1od1r but s~hs~qu~""'tl'; elttended 
it to a 30-day per 1od. "l tho~qh ht? vou ld not disc l os~ the percent
age of returns. he not~d tt.at th~ poi1ey nad proved swcrt''~SfJL82 

Otto Butz of the Otto 8 . .Jtz L.aborittory of A.ud~o 1'1.ds and 
Aural Appliances testified that hlS far• qave all f1rat t1me 
hearing :ud users a tr1al-roental period. Tr. 6621. "'If· Biltz 
would not disclose th@ a~ount of his r•ntal rg~ b~~ sa1d 
onl) that it was reasonable and proper (Tr. 6628}; how~ver~ 
he critic~zeJ the SI a dav. rental charqe s~~a•st~d !n the' ....~ 

p.-oposed rule as b'?inq 1nsuff1c1ent in ;,;ri,~v of tn~ charges 
imposed by ~anu f act1.u er s. ~ r t">pcr te-d .1 r e-t ,.... r r r at4" of 2 ~ 
und~r !us plan.. Tr. 6622. H4': 'hd not addr~ss t",~< guest ton 
of casual or frivolo~s cancellat1ors. 

80 R-8-1914-78. 

81 Id. at 1915. 

82 Marvin Palmquist. President. Lloyd 
Tr. 6556-57, 6572r 6579, 6591. 

Hear1r:1 .t,i-:: r3tion, 
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Sam Hopmeier, President of W. H. lbpmeier. Inc., a St. Louis 
hearing aid dealer, said that his company offered all purchasers, 
both first time and repeat users, a 30-day trial 3rranqement, which 
has been beneficial to both the company and to co:is ;;~er s. Tr. 
3342. Only one to two percent of the total f itt i"1.as are returned 
because consumers are not satisfied with the're. Tr. 3343. 

A Chicago hear inq aid dealer~ Jonn ~uptz. the owner of the 
Master Plan Service Company, dispenses hearin.9 3-.td$ O'.tily on the 
recommendation of a physician or aJdiolo,::p.st. ~.4 s :e7!lpany offers 
a full money refund in 30 days if the 3id doe~ not pro\re to be 
satisfactory. He will also permit tr.e pu.r as€'d .:lid to be 
exchanged for another aid durinq that t1~ p.en.od. Tr. 5642. 
The patient is charged 512 for a!'l euJ,'old ilnd so·:h?tl'!t:·s 1s etsked 
to pay a $30 rental charge based on Sl per d~y fE'~ schedule. How
ever, if the aid is returned !tis rate is ahtGut 2\ oecause the 
oatient is not satisfied with 1t, the rent3l C~•3fi:le· is rt'funded 
to him while the dealer retai~s thtt cn,:u~~ for tni:~ ""olf~olo. 
Tr. 5719. 

Greater charqes are ~de by ~Wayr;~ 7re.rn:'!'l~1, i! h'E',u inq aid 
dealer of Marshfield, Wisconsin. His ftr~ :..tses a rent.!l pro'}ram 
rather than a trt'!l pf'raod with a ~th!)~ chu~e ~l~o·clntin~ to 5~ 
of the cost of the he.ar tnq 311 ;1ss~ss.N ov-er a p<"r iOd Df 90 days. 
At the end of the period, the ;;ser c.an .,.ith~r C-Of'.:tnn;:e t rental 
period or purch..?Ui>e the i1d. Crtafqes for th~ HHtl~.~ r-~-.~.'.1!1i.1at1on 
and ear rtold are stated s~par a tie! y and iu ~ :r.ot 1nc L.:d t ~ thf.'.' 
rental charges. Tr • 9115- 36. Mr • Tr~~~~ l Slt td th~ r <"nt~ l 
charqes for the .lld ~v~r ,iq>E" S 15. 50 p~r ~nth,.. Tr. ;i, 36B. 

John C.. Kenwood. Pr E<S 1dent ~>f J. C. ~enwoo1. !ne.. r·epor teri 
that his firm us<P.>d a )0-day rent..al truil pl~n. T"~;f"· c~"an::;es for 
this per iOti •ncludoll?> th~ cost of th~ ie-ar!'!l'lold and f>,:it t.er H':S. Th".' 
proqram is pr.imar1ly offen~d to r~ferra.l pat.1-:!'nts fro""' ph·1rsicians 
and audioloqists. but lt ·v1U bie- offEr~ to oth~r .;::.ati.t!f!€'f5 '#ho 
specifically request it. altho,,Jqh 1t is ~:ot v(:'rt. Tr. 92Qfi
300 .. 

Lee Wilson., an aud1olC>rpst 1~ ;1 ptofr:;s,_.::i .. a~ ·"."luH:. t.estif1ed 
that all hearin9 aids reco~~end~·J t.y the --1~:1c ar~ l3on~ so on a 
30-day trial or expos"Jr;e per 100. rr. HlG24. :.::. ~~: ~"' ~~ ·~ 
returned. but the dispenser c:t.a~gti:s O'f:::.· !::;r .....~' c r-r>o,, ~ •1tr, 
all other money reft.tnd"?d. Tt. EHl.31-:n. ·• •. - .. 1~- ... :-dz::L 
he is associated is staffed llrf'ittj otolar~ 4c,·1 ~ ".:s :;€'~; .t:ig '.jid 
dispensers., as well as ni~sielf. Tr. luO 4'-<,_ 

The view was also "'.:'Xpresse-1 tn th~ :oi..:rs&? ~;f -'."',ie procee<11ng 
t.hat the relatively s~all ch3r~es perf'.'.'1"::t.€'d ::o ::,~ ;e:...a1"1f;?::3 b,' 
dealers would lessen t!l.-e moti?ation of ;;.:::t :'?:~,-: :;;;;.;::t to trJ"ir 
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nearing aids and would encourage unjustified cancell.r:L:>r:s, i.e., 
c:rncellations in spite of the fact that the aid w3S, :i..n the t 
of the patient's requirements, capable of providing a1~nif 1~ant 
b·'?"nef its. 83 

In reviewing the record in an atte~pt to ans•e- r tee q_;.es t ion 
o. whether the ca~cellation charges are sufficiently n19~ to dis
courage such casual or frivolous cancellations. one :s struc~ by 
the impossibility of providinq a docu11ent.ed .r'!swer. Thi' tri3l
r0ntal periods currently in use provide canc~IJat1on :~ar~~s of 
striking consistency in amount with the exception <llf t:oo:? !ew dls
P'nsers whose plans i'Tlpose no cancellation char9es at .11: np0n 
t'I<: purchaser who returns a hearing a11. Ttt~ rHl~~rs :::-r ::_h""~ ,.'•"nt:
aqes of cancellations reported oy the .,_,~rlO:.lS pr :1~s .::it ttH.:>St..,. 

plans are relatively consistent. a f.~ct wnich ~an per~1µs t~ :tttr1
buted to thf> a~ount of the cancellation ~h3rgt".. ~s r rtf•d ln 

section 4 of this part of the r~port. t~i€' t~st l"T!Ony ! s,;;"' ?f, 
wttnesses indic·ated that a •edian cancell:,taon ra~c~ \)! 4'l ::~ ,,_"'\t,tai!"'ts 
in the cases 4'.Jf those dealers who offer tf1:Jl pe'r:;,.ds. 1s n tht:>n 
l:i.kely that trie buye-r's riqht to cance-! .:on~!!n,~d .i'.": t:~.- •" s1.•d 
cul~ would result .Hi~ •at.er1ally qreater c:i'ic.,.,.llatl~'!' tH~:< 
Seemingly, it would if a substantial nuaber ;)f ;.."'ons..:.~·:·rs ..i:~o .1 ...) not 
now h,ave the Liqht to cane-el theu S:!l~s ar~ s:>ld !1f'.,Hi·1~ lHis from 
..v:hich they do not derive s1qn1ficant ~!nt.. fits. ii"."tf' ,l~.:nr, tnc',Jqh, 
i.t does not appear likely that the aao".lnt of th~ ~'a'"lc;e.11 t1-. 
:har<p? would have any '}reater ~ffect on ttus qrov;: t. an H .,;;,~15 
rn those who are presently .accorded the r1qht to .::~ne'~l ·~·"'· Sll>: . 
•~hile:?, riependinq 1Jpon the na~.ber of c<:mS'IJi!'JE>fS who H€ s:' ~iris 
fr.,,:n which they do not derive :s si.q•nf acant oorH11·fa. :~·.~ .>'!"lf' l
lation r.:1te might 'llllell tncrea.se. &t does not folloliif t'!"::~~ ~ ,,,. •;,..~1tmt 

>t th~ cancellation ch•rqe itself ~111 have any ~e3sJr3~'0 Ptf~~t 
.iµ.;r1 t. rate. Indeed. if this WE'n:t the cas£>. r::.rH• ·.~r): ~,1;•· 

·~x~>ei.~tl">d the industry to present ev1:'.Jie>nce d~""'!:onstr,ltin·~ ·~i/1t 
th i .s w:.u l i occ\Jr. They i 1'1 n'Ot do so. 

f\s the canc~llatlon charq~s a.Jthor1ze•,)i 1~ th~:* r;:,r~·:j:.ir·:·~~(-,,: r,11~-:.. 

)C ::;1~1L1r in amount to thosf!' c . .ar€'ntly ~set! i·-. ,'Jq"'.:~" t!1:..1· 
ri:·r·•:i1 ~-roqrams. it does m>t ap~ar th~t th4:?y w{'..lld r··'".;:"' ::-1 )fi"/ 

l\lCC \'; 1:1 •casual Of ffl'JOl~'.HJS,. Cilf'H.~~llatlOr.S. ·~~("•: r • r/ Hf2' 

SJff1ciently hiqh to effect1v~ly pr~vent SJc~ :3~c~:?~~;~~~ 3~ 
0:1 l'f be left to conject.ue. If ttas r~coc,i s r~s t ·J~ ··. •. ~·.)r 
a trial period as the Pr~sidinq Gff1c~r has :c; ..·L< ..;;'?-; +;~: ·1or:s, 
t::e amount of the cancellation c!'llarg~s sho:.JJ·: t"· ~,as'·~ ~. ··" 
e::-07'10tr1ic needs of the ~anufacturer and ::i•"'alf:>r ~H.~:-; -; :o:q3;.:--.2t 
t :te losses suffered by conS;J":'ler s who have :::;,.-:. :~ s .. : ·~ ·.-.. : : ~,::; al:! s 

83 	 He r be r t E • Richen be r g • Note 4 l ~ supra at 3S : 2 - : ~ ; a - '::. K _:· s , 
Executi~e Vice Presid~nt. Audioton~ Di~lSi:~. ~~::: : 
Tr. 10693-94; Ray Stallons, cl17lical a<.:.-J.:.->-:::.::-:: ,. 
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from which they derive no significant benefits. The possibility 
of frivolous or casual cancellation does not, 9i~en the amount of 
the cancellation charges proposed, seem to be a consideration 
which should play a crucial role in this deter~ination. 

3. Charge where two aids are sold. Issue 9 reads 3S follows: 

What would be an appropriate 30 day cancellation 
charge in situations where the sale of t~o 
hearing aids (one for each ear) is involved? 8 4 

This issue presents tt.e difficult question of "''hether 1t is 
.. dppropr iate to fit a hard-of-hearing indiv1dual 1intt': an 3id for 

each ear simultaneou&ly. As used 1n t~is part. th~ terms 
"simultaneous_.• •at the same ti~.· a"*~ expressions of si'lnilar 
.Lmport refer to the sale of two hear in-:; au:!s in one tt ansact ion or 
the sale of a second hearin-q aid to a b""y~r p"1or tc <:~e expiration 
of his r iqht to cancel the sale of the fust n-e-ar anq iHd purchased 
by him from the sa!ff' seller. The alternat1v~ to this t;•pe of 
fitting is the ft.tttnq Oft~ patient lilitth ~n ~id for Ont" ~ar. 
testing its effecti•,;eness, and, tf the ft"SiJlts are favorable .. 
titting a second aid to the other ear. 

If it is qenerally considered to be a qood pract1c~ to supply 
the compliete bi.na.:Jral system initially .. 1.t would app~,.u that the 
seller shoald be ent1t.l~ to a c:ancellatu:.m charqf: for ~ach a1d 
sold. On the other hand. 1f there is a s~r1ous qutl'stion as to the 
advisability of fittinq tvo aids in any s1tuat1on. lt "-'Ould app~ar 
that the sell~r should not be e-ntitl~ to a Citt'H.:f!Y11~t ten charqe 
greater than the amou,,"'lt he vould be author tzed to r >?t 3.-r tf he had 
sold only one aid. 

It should be noted that the qu•st1on of the pot~nt1~l of 
binaural aids to provide siqniftc.antty qr•at•.r ben~f1ts. than a 
sinqle aid for persons v1th bilat.eral hearing losses is raise-d by 
Issue 15, which is discussed '"Part VII of th1s r~port. 

il\SHA in its writ ten co~ents expressed th~ ~n.ew that only one 
r en ta l or cancel lat ton charqe sh<'u ld be per t.l 1 t ted where two near i nq

• aids are fitted at the same ti•e. This position is pr€-m1s.,,.d on the 
common practice of :1t0st atldioloq1sts in reco~"!"l<:'.,d1ng the ut:t? of 
only a single aid initially .. and on the ne.ed t.c disco1Jrag.:: tr;P 
initial sellinq of two hearing aids where only on~ or nor;", i 

justified.IS ASHA added t.hat,, if the dea-ler. a~di-::1 .1.st. ~n 

84 40 Fed. Req. 59748. 

83 R-10-1744. 
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otologist strongly believed that in a particular case a simul
~aneous binaural fitting were required, the dispe~sing seller 
should be willing to balance possible loss of can:-ellation fees 
against the expectation of greater prof it from th~ S3le of t~o 
aids.86 T:-tese ASHA views were supported b]'' ri!OSt. vf t!'"le 3:Jdi
ologists who testified ,:it the he~rings.87 In f2ct, a :-:.earing aid 
dealer who is also an audiologist and a str-ong b~liever in the 
superiority of binaural aids foe most of tne tiL3_tera~ly hard of 
nearing testified that !'le Jsually fitt>=>d the bett~r ear ..:ith a 
hearing aid initially and did not atte-:r,pt t:he s~;::-ond ~id llntil the 
patient had adjusted to the first a1d~ Tr. 400. it2.S. 

From the stan-dp,.,1nt of the consu:lh?r. th.?re is ~ s.;;t·stantial 
f 1nancial ris11C in purchasinq two hearing aids ~forf' lt 1s known 
whether he will benefit from even one aid. Hee~ it T..tst not only 
be ascertained that !'le can adjust to a:r,cpl1f1cau.on, t 0 Jt <lliheth€r the 
second aid wi 11 pro~.r ide- such a sign 1 fl :d:'tt b-enef H :..o ~ l '1 3S to 
"'arrant its pur:;:nase !Bust also be deter~i~~i:L 

Loo~ing at th~ qJ~stion throuqh t~e ~ ~f the 1~aler 
who must n.m th:ie risk of los1"1q two sal<?s rat!: ..:<r -::1a"":; c~1t"• ~t 
appears that protect ion ~a HtSt such .a cont• l ~es in ·'l 1 s 
own hands. If ne w4nts to avoid the- rts< ,:;cf :1?~ 1:o~j,,::•q •.L-ltely 
com.pensated ln. the ~r..1>ent t-~~ purchaser ~~a.nc~!s t~~e s31e vf l1ott1 
aids, he <:an si1Tlp1y t'!'!fJ.S~ to se!l th~ :··v-?l?t~~- t:l:-::a ..HHa1 syst(l'ITI 
at the same tim~. 

The conSJ!!H~f .. ort t~.<e otne-r nand • .,.,._,'/ ~ot ~ l"":;i:-'E' ()f th("' r1sk 

involved i.n the p1Jn:has~ o! two "1js Sl!!t<llltaneousl:· ~r-.1 t~us h<:> 
!:>uys in reli,llnce- 1.Jpon th!'I!.' l.dv1ce of UH: 'ioeal,i'l;r .,he ~·.3 " f Hh'HH_".'i·3l 

interest in selllntJ botf', !ids rl!ltlHH' t~i!n ::>n~. :Jr t:~P .:id,nce 
of the audioloqtst -.tho 111·1 n..J'{~ r~o'!!"'ir:~~d~d ~ ht"'l,')Hlll 
purchase. 

Given the tmcerta1r.ty of ?r'f'dtct.inq the benl!:'f 1ts to b.-:> 
der1ved from a monaural dev1c~ .. as discusse-0 ln s~ctions A and B 
of this part, it would see~ t.'.'lat th~ risit srioul~ pr rl/ be pl3ced 
on the party to the transaction wno is best a~le to appr~ciat~ it 
and who has the opt1ol'i of itnow1n9:y t,~<u'!g t ann~rent r1s~ or 
avoiding such risk altoq-eth~r. 

86 R-10-1745 .. 

87 Judit~ A. Rassi, Note 6. SJpra at 5~31; ~r~tc~~~ Sy~~=t, 
Coordinator of ~udiol~gical Clini=al Progr3~. Sall~~~~~ 
College-, Tr. 5204-06: frank M. 81.ltts, auii:;: :st. ~~:l'1rs 
Oto logy Cl i n i c , Tr • 4 l 6 4- 6 5 : La 1.H 3 Im n ~ i l::.. ..: ~ • ?. z::: :: ·>:: • :i. :: ~, 
Professor of Otor~inolar1'ngology, Alb~rt E1:;s-::~:~ ·· .::'<: 
of ~edicine. Tr. 1388; !4i::ha<?l Stat!..~ Dir~c"::::r _,. '~::d: 
Services. Hearin3 and Speech C~nter, Tr. ~~42. 
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D. Summary.of findings and conclusions •. Issues ~.and.9. 

1. Findin3s. The record in this proceeding does not show that 
the number of purchasers of hearing aids who fail to purchase the 
aid at the conclusion of the trial-rental period is materially 
affected by the amount of the charges i!1lposed for the trial period. 
The failure to purchase an aid at the end of the trial period is 
considered to be synonymous with the election of ~ buyer to cancel 
the sale as envisioned in the proposed rule. or with tne election 
of the buyer to return an aid under a •satisfaction or your mone1· 
back guarantee• as the results are the sa1te. !n al: of the'se 
arrangements, the buyer is. in effect,. acco.rded the right to try 
out the hear in9 aid in order to ascertain whether ht' s~ou ld buy it, 
and to return the aid if he feels he should not.. 

The fact that the record does not show th~t th~ 3~ount of 
a cancellation charqe has a very great fiffect on th.e rm~~1· or 
percentage of cancellations can possibly be expl~tne<l by the 
similarity of the aisounts charged under currently used plans. 
These charges ranqe fro• nothing up to .-elat1veoly no"'l';1n:il :srrH.1~.rnts. 
However, material increases in these charqes ~uqht lessen the 
desire of audiologists to refer borderline eases to de.ilers or 
might make prospective purchasers acre reluctant to try oot an 
aid. Thus, the record does not provide an answer to th~ question 
presented in Issue 8. However, it is subaitted that, oi':.•en the 
various economic backgrounds of h~ar i~ aid p"rchaser s: evf?n 1 f 
it is conceded that their resources are less than tr~osf?' of the 
population as a whole., an att.eapt to ascertain the ~agrutiade of a 
cancell.ltion ct1ar9e sufficient to •effectiv•ly discourage casud1 or 
frivolous cancellations• is virtually iepossible. cU'Hi, 1n fact, is 
not relevant to a detereination of t.he fonaul& vruch should b(~ 1Jsed 
to compute the cancellation cbarqes that the seller rietzuns in th.:> 
event the buyer elects to cancel the sale. 

Where the buyer has been s1aultaneously sold t~o hear1ng 
aids, the question is presented as to how 1't4uch of a canc~l lat ion 
charge the dealer should be peraitted to retain. Sho:.111 1t r-rl'.': 
double the amount for one hear inq aid,, or should n be somt" l"'~,S''' 
amount such as that authorized i.n the sale of only one ~ nL T·a ::; 

• 	 is a policy question .. However. the election to ~aite such a Sb1"' 
rests with the dealer who is in a ~tter position than t.h".:~ buy·:r 
to assess the risks involved. Wbil~ the record does net orovi.d1=: 
a conclusive ansver to this question it would see~ that th€ risK 
attached to the sale of the second aid should ~ p1aced upo!1 
the seller especially in view of the possibility that the buyer 
may not even receive any significant benefits from the secorv1 
aid or from either aid. 

2. Conclusions. The record does not sho• t.h"": ~"!10,Jnt of 
cancellation charge that would be necessary to effce-:~i·.r€1y dis
cou.ra9e casual or frivolous cancellations. ~r lE .;,L "i4:.ely· tr-~at 
such an amount could be deter'1lined with any degr.::=e .: '.icr:::uracy, 
through receipt of additional evidence. 
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-

The appropriate cancellation charge for sales of binaural 
•Y•te11s sold si•ultaneously should be no greater than the can
cellation charge per•itted for the sale of one aid (a llGft&ural 
•t•te•>· llbere two aids are sold. tbe seller sbould be per
•.itted, however. to retain tbe •aunt allo.ed for Heb earMld 
and the total nullber of batteri- supplied. 

• 

• 
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PART V. PROHIBITED REPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING HE~RI~G ~ID SELLERS 

A. General discussion. The record shows that consumers fre
quently do not know the meaning of the terms audiologist, hearing 
aid audiologist, certified hearing aid audiologist, consultant, 
or hearing aid clinic; neither do they know the degree of profes
sionalism associated with each31 Accordingly through the use 
of such terms, some dealers have confused and misled consumers 
regarding their qualifications by surrounding themselves with 
an unjustified aura of professionalism.2 

On the other hand, dealers and industry members believe 
that these terms are appropriately and deservedly applied to 
hearinq aid dealers. They say that becaJse dealers do a sig
nificant amount of advising and counselling of customers, they 
properly qu!lify as •consultants• and can truly represent them
selves as such.l Furthermore~ dealers working under the titles 
"audiologist• and •hearinq aid audiologist" were on the scene 
long before prof~ssional audiologists. as defined by proposed 
Section 440.2(h}, were even recoqnized.4 

Dealers and their supporters seem cor.vinced that the rule 
underestimates ~he role of the hearing 3id dealer,5 while audi
oloqists consider themselves, because of their extensive train
ing, to be an essential s~ep ln the hearinq health care program. 

l Dorothy A. Shannon., 3u<holoqist- Chief of Speech and Hearing 
Section, Sina1 Hospital. Balt1~ore. Maryland, Tr. 1860-61. 
This confusion did not ~xtend t.o industry members who habit 
ually identified hear inq aid de3lers~ sa· ::>men, and audiolo
gists with the ter•s, •dealer.• •salesman,• and "audiologist,"
respectively. 

2 Barbara Stroup, cli.nical 3l;d.1.ologist, Tr. 9'i8-6q; Cyril F. 
Brickfield, legal counsel, i\ARPfNRTA, Tr. 1434. 

3 ~John H. Payne. pr1·1ate dispenser, Chair';!;an, Hearing Aid 
• 	 Advisory Comm.ittee, In".liana St~te Board of Health, Tr. 9252-53 . 

4 HAIC,. R:-3-3950; John Rojis, President, Maico Hearing Instru
ment Company, Tr. 2090. See also ~rnAS, R-3-3550-51. The 
National Hearing A.id Society has-a collecti·l12 :ne::nbership mark 
incorporating the term RCertified Hearing Aid Audiologist" 
registered with the U.5. Patent ~ffice (principal register 
1884,331, Aug. 10. 196e} R-3-3550. l\SHA, on Dec. 6, 1974, 
filed a petition for cancellation of the ~ark with the United 
States Patent Office's Trademark and Appeal Board, but the 
matter has not yet been resolved. R-10-1~72. 

5 	 Robert I. Oberhand, otolaryngologist, Tr. 3034-r'; ~JHAS, 
R-3-3527-28, 3529. 
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Although most audiologists see the dealer as a necessary component, 
they believe that audiologists should have a greater role in the 
testing and selection of hearing aids.6 

1. Issue 15. 

Does a representation by a seller of hearing 
aids (concerning hearing or hearing aids), 
without disclosure that such person is in 
fact a seJler, have the capacity or tendency 
to lead consumers to believe (a) that such 
representation is not designed to effect the 
sale of a hearing aid, or (b) that the person 
making such representation is financially 
disinterested with respect to the matters 
covered in the representation? 

a. The evidence. Consumers are unsophisticated in 
their knowledge of the qualifications, functions, and motives 
of those providing hearing health care services.? Often the 
seller•s approach, in his title, business name, advertisements, 
and his off ice dress and manner leads consumers to believe that 
he is someone offering professional services rather than hearing 
aids for sale.8 Part III of this report documents these mislead
ing selling techniques. 

Section 440.S(a) of the proposed rule reads: 

No seller shall make any representation to 
members of the consuming public without 
clearly and conspicuously disclosing that 
it is a seller of hearing aids. The disclo
sure requirement of § 440.B(a) will be satis
fied by a clear and conspicuous statement 
of the name of the seller's business, if 
that name includes the words "hearing aid 
center" or other words which clearly identify 
that the establishment is a seller of hearing 
aids. 

6 ASHA, R-10-1597, 1843. 

7 A.SHA, R-10-1772. 

8 AS HA , R-1 0- 1 7 7 2 , 16 2 9- 3 9 • 
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In light of the definition of "representation" expressed 
in proposed Section 440.2(f)9, the hearing aid jndustry views 
this proposed Section (440.B(a)) as potentially prohibiting 
any communication between the hearing aid seller and consumers, 
even in a nonsales contact, unless the seller identifies himsP.lf 
as a "seller. 11 10 The wording of Designated Issue 15 is cited 
as r2vealing this intent. The industry offered no real arguments, 
but contenoed that no factual basis exists to support the conclu
sion that such a disclosure would remedy any deceptive or unfair 
practices.11 

Others argue, however, that it is an absolute necessity 
t0 initially put the consumer on notice, then, though he may 
be unaware of other hearing health care practitioners, he will 
at least understand that he is dealing with a seller of hearing 
aids rather than with a professional who is disinterested in 
making a sale.12 Thereby, he will be less easily misled as 
to the professional qualifications of the dealer.13 

b. The findings. The hearing aid seller is a valued 
component of the hearing health care delivery system and few 
would deny him his position as such. However, his use of certain 
terms to refer to himself or to his business could confuse and 
mislead consumers as to his background, and skills and as to 
his role or status in providing hearing care. 

There is substantial evidence that sellers, through their 
approach, titles, business names, advertisements, and office 
manners do often attempt to be recognized by the public as hear
ing care professionals, rather than as hearing aid sellers. 

c. Conclusions. Section 440.8 of the proposed rule 
would help to eliminate the type of consumer confusion and 

9 	 Section 440.2(f) defines ''represent" or "representation" as 
"Any direct or indirect statement, suggestion or implication, 
including but not limited to one which is made orally, in 
writing, pictorially, or by any other audio or visual means, 
or by any combination thereof, whether made in an advertise
ment or otherwise." 

10 	Hearing Aid Industry Conference (HAIC), R-3-3961~ National 
Hearing Aid Society (NHAS), R-3-3604. 

11 	 6AIC, R-3-3962; NHAS, id. 

12 Emma E. Gunterman, leqisl~tive advocate, Si::n1r)r Proc.p::im, 
C.d i f:ornia Rural Leq,::i.1 Assistance, 'I'r. 9722; Dn 11.1::; Nofi r; i nq('r, 
c 1 Hl i (~ ~~ 1 ,'.) ud i 0 I. 0 q i s t , Di r f.~ c t 0 r 0 f Aud i 0 10 q i '" l ,\c !· l l t 1 ·: ~> , 
tfortr1w1:sts-rn Uni~Jl''rsit.y School of Mr~dicin.-', Tr. '1,3: HL 
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L>ception illustrated in the record. It would cause dealers 
i Lttle hardship in conforming to the truth. Dealers are an 
[·1tE:'gral part of the system and it is doubtful that they will 
s1ffer any real harm by being prohibited from using professional 
,J, professional sounding titles to refer to themselves. 

Some consumers are confused and misled into believing that 
tie salesman-dealer they are patronizing is a professional. 
~lis is chiefly because of the way he presents himself to them. 
T~e affirmative disclosures required by Section 440.8 should 

lp to eliminate this type of misrepresentation and deception 
by alerting consumers to the fact that the dealer is a seller 
o hearing aids. If a person is selling a product for a profit, 
he should not be ashamed to make that clear at the outset. Why 
should that fact be hidden or concealed? 

2. Issue 16. 

Does the use of the terms set forth by way 
of example in Section 440.S(b) have the 
capacity or tendency to lead consumers to 
believe that the organization being described 
is something other than a retail sales outlet 
(i.e., a governmental or other public service 
organization or a nonprofit medical, educa
tional or research institution)? 

a. The evidence. "Hearing" or "hearing aid" coupled 
nith the words-"instftufe, 11 "bureau," or "clinic," or with a 
::ombina t ion of the words 11 hearing center," "speech and hearing 
center," or "speech and hearing aid center" may cause consumers 
to believe that the described organization is something other 
than a retail sales outlet.14 

The record illustrates precisely such confusion. 
Helen Kelley, Special Assistant Attorney General for the State 
of ~innesota, noted that her office had received a consumer com
plaint concerning a dealership which advertised itself as an 
independent laboratory where testing was available. As things 
t:uned out, a sales pitch, too, was readily available. 'rr. 7526. 

A consumer recently questioned a certified clinical audiolo
1ist regarding whether or not the Medicare Hearing ~id Service 
WdS involved with a government-sponsored hearing testing pro~ra~. 
S~n ha~ not b~en able to detect from the adve1tisinq she had 
·; r:n th::it the firm was actually a hearinq .1id dr-a1ersr11p.15 

M:irr M1·'.Pian'', CPrtifir~d cllnic.11 aurlio1n,~1,;i, :'1, "'r 1 1: :•1 ·, ic.ll 
f C· r1 ': r , r l r;q r i C:• I cl I r I l j n 0 i , Tr • 8 1 nl . 
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An independent witness with both a hearing loss and a greater 
awareness of terms used in the hearing aid field, stated that he 
was not certain wnat such titles as "s~eech and hearing center" 
or "speech and hearing clinic" meant.I 

A large print advertisem~nt identified the MEDICARE Hearing 
Aid Service as the purveyor of "The only HEARING AID with a 
memory"~ a hearing aid seller brought this matter to his Congress
man's attention, protesting that such advertising would surely• 
lead consumers to believe that the advertiser was related to 
the 	 federal Medicare Program.17 

Section 440.8(b) of the proposed rule seeks to reduce such 
confusion or misconception by prohibiting certain questionable 
representations of hearing aid businesses: 

No seller shall represent that it is a govern
mental or other public service establishment 
or a nonprofit medical, educational or research 
institution unless such is the fact. Such 
a representation is made by the use of names 
such as "hearing center" (but not hearing 
aid 	center"), "hearing institute," "hearing 
aid institute," "hearing bureau," "hearing 
aid 	bureau," "hearing clinic," "hearing aid 

11clinic," "speech and hearing center," speech 
and 	 hearing aid center," and "senior citizen 
surveys." 

HAIC and NHAS in general feel that these terms, traditionally 
used by hearing aid dealers~ are not misleading and can be under
stood in the proper sense. IH 

Donald W. Schaefer, Director of "Che Dane County Hearing 
and Speech Center, Madison, Wisconsin, a hearing aid dealer, 
denied that his firm's trade name misled people into believing 
that it was affiliated with the state's public health programs. 
Furthermore, he believes that the Commission is out of order 
in attempting to make such definitions. Tr. 8260-61.• 

16 Mike Pasiewicz, 2\ntioch, Illinois, Tr. 8947-48. 

17 	 Letter of A. W. Davis, hearing aicl seller, enclosing cited 
ad, referred by U.S. Representative Melvin Price, R-8-0271. 
This ad also misrepresents the Medicare Pr0gra~, which 
c:xcludes the cost of "hearing aid and PlC:i11inatinns th.P efor 
) 102(a), P.L. 89-97; 79 Stat. 327; 42 U.S.r'.l\. ~ 130 v 
(a){7J. 
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However, one must also consider that many ASHA certified 
1udiologists provide audiology and speech pathology services 
hrough organizations described by the terms enumerated in 

'40.B(b), hence these audiologists believe that consumers are 
r1isled when the same terms are used by hearing aid sellers .19 

An audiologist who works mainly with children is particu
'arly concerned about the use of terms such as "hearing center" 
~hich may connote "professionalism" to parents who are especially 
\ulnerable and emotionally upset. Also consumers do not take 
time to search out exactly what such terms actually mean.20 

The aged, too, have their share of problems in this area. 
Kay Samec, the Program Director of the Area Agency on Aging, 
Central Iowa Association of Regional Government, supports the 
proposed rule section because of her experience with older people 
who have received the unmistakable inference that trained profes
sionals will test and attempt to cure deafness at establishments 
identified as "hearing clinics" or "speech and hearing clinics." 
R-6-269. 

b. The f indi~. Business names, such as "hearing 
clinic" and "hearTng aTd institute," are used t"o imply that 
businesses are something other than retail sales outlets offering 
services related to the product. Misleading trade names are fre
quently used in this industry to induce consumers to believe 
they will be attended by a professional in a nonprofit, service
or iented type of establishment, when, in fact, they will be 
berved by a commercially motivated individual. 

c. Conclusions. The hearing-impaired individual 
frequently is misled by the use of trade names for hearing aid 
cealerships. Such names imply that dealers are independent 
laboratories, nonprofit organizations, or professional firms, 
etc. Prohibition of the use of such representations, as noted 
in Section 440.B(b) would tend to lessen consumer confusion in 
this regard. 

3. 	 Issue 17.- .. ---- -
Does the representation that a seller of 
hearing aids (or the seller's employee, 

1 9 ASHA, R-10-1772-73. 

I 0 	 r. as z lo S t ~ i n , Ph • D • , Au d i o log y , Dav id T • S i e g e 1 I n s t i tu t e 
for Communicative Disorr1ers, representing the Division for 
(hildr~n with Communicative Disorders, Council for Excep
tirm;;d t;hi1dr0n, Tr. 8980. 
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agent, salesperson, representative, or 
associate) is a physician or audiologist, 
when such is not the fact, have the capacity 
or tendency to mislead consumers as to {a) 
the training, skill, knowledge, specialty, 
and/or experience of such person, or (b) the 
nature of the enterprise engaged in by any 
such per son? 

a. The evidence. Dealers and their salesmen generally 
do not blatantly pose as physicians, but too many have given 
their customers the impression that they are medical personnel, 
audiologists, or "experts" of some kind. 

Patricia G. Mastricola, audiologist with Otologic Profes
sional Associates in Chicago, Illinois, noted an instance in 
which a Chicago dealer had represented himself as "Dr. So-and
So" and had cleaned a child patient's ears prior to making an 
earmold impression. When the child's ears were subsequently 
examined by an otolog ist, they were found to be impacted with 
earwax~ the child's mother could not understand how this had 
happened since the "doctor" had already cleaned the wax from 
the ears. Tr. 8620. 

A state Special Assistant Attorney General also recalled 
instances in which a few hearing aid dealers had represented 
themselves as being medically competent, "almost doctors so to 
speak." One consumer complained that her hearing aid dealer 
had been selling ear medicine to her, representing that he knew 
more about ears and ear problems than doctors did. ~nether 
complainant told of a dealer who wore a white laboratory coat 
in his office and was referred to or addressed by the office 
personnel as "doctor."21 The record contains many other examples 
of this nature. 

In contrast to the traditionally and commonly accepted 
meaning of the terms, "physician" or "doctor," about which there 
is little real controversy, there is much disputation about 
the definition of the term, "audiologist." Section 440.2(h),• as proposed, describes an audiologist as: 

A person who: 

(1) Possesses the Certificate of Clinical 
Competence in audiology granted by the American 
Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA); or 

21 Helen Kelly, Special Assistant Attorney General, State of 
Minnesota, Consumer Services Division, Depart~ent of Commeice, 
Tr. 7523-24; see also Dorothy!\. Shannon, Ph.r:;., audioloqist,
Tr. 1860-61. ---
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(2) Meets the educational and experience 
requirements for ASHA certification in audi
ology and has successfully completed the 
examination required for ASHA certification 
in audiology~ or 

(3) Meets the requirements of any appli
cable State law which defines the term 
11 audiologist." 

Other definitions encountered in the rule proceedings and the 
reaction to the definition proposed in Section 440.2(h} will 
be discussed below. At this point, it is necessary to examine 
the education, role, and operating procedures of the audiologist, 
as the proposed rule defines that term, so that the nature of 
the practice of audiology as it is today can be properly placed 
in perspective to and contrasted with the practice of the hearing 
aid dealer-salesman who may also be representing himself as some 
type of "audiologist." 

A textbook definition of audiologist reserves use of that 
term to one whose primary involvement is with the identification 
and measurement of hearing loss RnG the rehabilitation of the 
hearing-impaired.22 A group of audiologist/consultants to the 
Veterans Administration would define the term as applicable 
to one who specializes in the hearing field and particularly 
in hearing impairments. The audiologist assesses hearing ability 
and works to habilitate and rehabilitate children and adults 
with losses in the auditory function. He may be a teacher at 
the college level, may work in research, or may perform clinical 
duties in or direct a university, hospital, community, or govern
mental hearing center.23 

Most audiologists who ~articipated in the proceeding agreed 
that the prerequi.sites today for becoming an audiologist include 
college, graduate school with the Ttinimum of a master's degree, 
one year's internship, and tne passing of 3 tough national exam
ination. The training involved is both academic and practica1,24 

22 Hayes A. Newby, Audiology, 3d ed., (New York: l>.ppleton
Century-Crofts, Meridith Corporation, 1972), p. l (ASHA, 
R-10-057, Exh. No. 70). 

23 Id. 

24 Bonnie Smith, clinical audiologist, Director of Audiology 
and Speech Program at Prince Georges County Health Depart
ment, Cheverly, Maryland, Tr. 274; David M. Resnick, Ph.D., 

(Continuc:d l 
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including many aspects which simply take time to learn.25 But 
the practice requires more than learning to obtain meaningful 
test results, hence the importance of formal training which 
teaches the audiologist how to assess the communicational, edu
cational, or rehabilitational needs of the patient, how to plan 
programs to meet such needs, how to participate in the various 
phases of these programs, and how to arrange for whatever other 
forms of assistance are necessary. Dr. David Resnick emphasized 
that this endeavor is so complex that it can be competently done 
only by those who have had a great deal of both formal training 
and clinical experience.26 

Actual course work covers audiology, speech pathology, 
speech and hearing sciences, psychology, anatomy, physiology, 
and the neurology of the communicative mechanism, along with 
a substantial amount of clinical work.27 In connection with 
Dr. Ira Ventry's and student Beverly Ryan's discussions of a 
representative, ASHA-certified master's program,28 it was noted 
that most inco~ing students to the Columbia University Teachers 
College already have some preparation in speech pathology and 
audiology with strong supporting backgrounds in the related 
science areas. If the student's nonprofessional, undergraduate 
courses do not include anatomy, physiology, phonemics, psycho
linguistics, and/or similar courses, he would be required to 
take such courses on the graduate level in addition to the sub
jects involved in the regular master's program,29 which consists 

24 	 (Co~tinued) 

National Council of Senior Citizens, Director, Hearing 
and Speech Center, Washington Hospital Center, Tr. 5384; 
Ira Ventry, Professor of Audiology, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York City, Tr. 1709. 

25 Ventry, id; ~~~Bonnie Smith, id • 
• 

26 R~snick, Note 24, ~upr~ at 5384. 

27 Newby, Note 22, §~E~~ at 390-92 (ASHA, R-10-057, Exh. No. 71). 

28 	 Ventry, Note 24, ~uE~~ at 1705-43 and Beverly D. Ryan, 
graduate student in Master of Science Program in Audiology, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 
Tr. 1521-44. 

29 	 Vent.·y, Note 24, ~.EI~ at 1707. 
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of 18-20 courses taken over a period of four semesters.30 This 
graduate-level curriculum includes work in basic speech and 
h~aring science areas such as acoustics, psychoacoustics, and 
ps¥cholinguistics;31 applied hearing science areas such as 
cl1nic~l and differential audiometry and electroacoustical 
a~plification systems; and habilitation and rehabilitation 
procedures and conservation of hearing.32 

Pertaining directly to hearing aids, the course on electro
a~oustical amplification systems covers clinical procedures 
involved in the selection of amplification devices, technical 
interpretation of instruments, extrapolation of amplification 
systems' given specifications to real life cases, etc.33 

To complement the coursework, 300 hours of supervised 
clinical experience is required followed by the taking of a 
national certification examination and a nine-month full-time 
period of employment under the supervision of a certified audio
logist. Then the student can obtain his certificate of clinical 
competence and become an ASHA certified clinical audiologist.34 

During the time spent in the academic and clinical environ
ments, audiologists are trained to follow a formal, systematic 
approach in evaluations; they use a battery of standardized 
hearing tests that are performed in controlled auditory, acoustic 
conditions.35 In outlining this evaluation procedure, the steps 
taken can be contrasted with the procedures undertaken by dealers 
in their testing; it becomes obvious in such a comparison that 
dealers use informal approaches involving some tests which are 
usually conducted in less than controlled environments. 

30 	 Ryan, Note 28, §~Er~ at 1523. 

31 Ryan, Note 28, §~E~~ at 1523-24; Newby, Note 22, §~E~~ at 
391. 

32 Ryan, Note 28, s7~~~ at 1524-25 (see also her prepared 
statement, R-10~ -87); Newby, Nate ~~~E£~ at 390-91. 

33 Ryan, Note 28, ~~E~~ at 1525. 

34 	 Ryan, Note 28, ~.Er~ at 1526-27 and R-10-808; Newby, Note 22, 
~E~ at 392; Ventry, Note 24, §_t!E1:.~ at 1711-12; Bonnie Smith, 
Note 24, ~~£~ at 274. 

3 C' 
) Earl Harford, Ph.D., Professor of .l\udiology, Director, Divi

sion of Hearing and Speech Sciences, Vanderbilt University 
Medical School, Tr. 56-57. 
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Although procedures differ, initially audiologists should 
recommend that the first-time hearing aid user undergo a medical 
exam to determine whether his problem might be remedied medi
cally or surgically.36 After such consultation, the audiolo
gist usually begins his assessment by taking a brief case 
history of the problem.37 Next he conducts a thorough hearing 
evaluation which minimally involves tests for pure-tone air 
and bone-conduction thresholds, speech reception thresholds, 
and speech discrimination testing, among others. The tympanic 
membrane is also examined--a particularly important part of the 
procedure when an earmold is needed for testing purposes.38 
The audiologist typically conducts his evaluations of hearing 
impairments and hearing aids in facilities that meet the national 
standards set for such testing environments (i.e., calibration 
of audiometers, use of adequate sound insulated testing booths, 
etc.). The use of these facilities enhances the likelihood of 
accurate assessment of hearing problems and makes for more 
precise treatment of hearing impairments.39 Following the pre
selection procedures, hearing aids that are indicated as poten
tially appropriate according to the preselection test results 
are compared. The evaluation of each aid is based primarily 
on the patient's reported performance in experiments conducted 
with the audiometer.40 Following completion of this testing, 
the audiologist recommends the specific aid which the battery 
of tests and other considerations suggest is significantly better 
than the other aids testea.41 

36 David Barwell, audiologist and hearing aid dealer, Tr. 5174; 
Dr. Henry C. Hecker, audiologist, Tr. 5263; Resnick, Note 24, 
~~Er~ at 5385; Barbara Stroup, clinical audiologist, Tr. 948; 
A. Bruce Graham, Ph.D., Chief, Division of Audiology, Speech 
and Language Pathology, Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan, 
Tr. 7 4 2 3. 

37 Jerome G. Alpiner, "Hearing l\id Selection for Adults," in 
~El!fis~~!<?l}.E<:lr the.~ear!n9._!1!!E~!i:~~, edited by Michael c. 
Pollack, Ph.D., (Grune and Stratton: New York, 1975) p. 148, 
Physical Exhibit B. 

38 Kenneth w. Berger, Ph.D., and Joseph P. Millin, Ph.D., 
"Hearii:g Aids," Chapter 14, in J}':,ldio!~g_ic~l Asse~~l!!';I)!r 

(Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971) R-8-Exh. D-498. 


39 	 Ryan, Note 28, ~uera at 1530. 

40 	 Ventry, Note 24, .§.1::!.EE.~ at 1716-19; Berger and Millin, Note 
38, §~J2!.:~ at 501-~ 

41 Berger and Millin, Note 38, ~~~ at 500-01. 
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If a specific hearing aid model is recommended, the patient 
1s usually given the exact model number along with information 
on appropriate adjustment, the type of earpiece needed, and 
battery information~ although he may also be given the name 
and address of a dealer or dealers from whom he can obtain the 
instrument, he is free to choose any dealer he wishes--assuming 
that a choice is available.42 

Because of the greater difficulty encountered in the testing 
of hearing-impaired children, it must be noted here that the 
identification and measurement of their auditory dysfunction are 
usually reserved for the audiologist,43 although frequently the 
initial entry into the health care system for the child patient 
comes with a visit to an otologist for medical clearance purposes, 
according to the experience of Fern Feder, Educational Coordinator 
of a regional program for deaf children, Lombard, Illinois. Tr. 
8515. Early identification of hearing impairment is accomplished 
through the use of high risk registers and electrophysiological 
testing of hearing, followed by fitting of instruments, if war
ranted, and careful medical-audiological management and provision 
of special educational personnel if the child is to develop basic 
basic language skills, establish good parent-ch.ild relationships, 
and function up to his level of ability in a regular classroom 
setting.44 For many children, early, appropriate selection and 
use of amplification is the single most important habilitative 
tool available, making the availability and proper use under ,E££
E~ssb2~~! supervision something that must absolutely be assured.45 

In view of the training and use of the procedures just 
described, the audiologist may then be better able to meet the 
needs of the hearing-impaired consumer, adult and child, than 
would the average dealer or his salesman. Not only has he 
already exhibited his willingness to spend time beyond college 
in preparing for the responsibility of providing hearing health 
care services, but because generally he practices his profession 

42 	 Rassi and Harford, "An Analysis of Patient Attitudes and 
Reactions to a Clinical Hearing Aid Selection Program," 
Asha, July 1968, Vol. 10, No. 7, pp. 283-84 (R-10-5247-8.) 

43 David c. Shepherd, Ph.D., "Pediatric Audiology," in 

Au~iol~9!S~~-~~~~~s~~~~, Note 38, ~~E~~ at 241. 


44 Laszlo Stein, Note 20, ~~E~~ at Tr. 8972-75; see~ 
Shepherd, Note 38, s~pr~ at 241-73; Mark Ross-;--"°Hear1ng Aid 
Selection for Preverbal Hearing-Impaired Children," in 
A_~lification for the Hearin9-Imnaired, (Grune & Stratton,
I9/s)~Ex117l3=207~242:-------~--~ 

45 	 Stein, id. at 8975-76; Ross, Note 44, ~!~at 207. 
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in a situation from which he does not stand to reap financial 
qain from.hearing aid sales, his recommendations for amplifica
tion systems are made because, in all probability, the suggested 
instrument will help the patient to hear better.46 Too, the 
strict requirements for his certification assure the consumer 
that no audiologist will be dealing with him without proper 
supervision until he has adequately completed his extensiv0 
training.47 In light of this extensive training, he should also 
be able to better inform the consumer regarding benefits that 
can be expected from amplification, ~is candidacy or noncandidacy 
for amplification due to the type and configuration of loss, 
and the adjustment and relearning that the individual will need 
to achieve the greatest possible use from his hearing aia.48 

Hov.,H~'ver, the record d2monstrates that many of those 
familiar with the operation of the hearing aid delivery system 
do not agree that the audiologist is the only member of the 
system qualified to assess hearing losses to determine whether 
use of a hearing aid should be recommended. 

The need for extensive training as a prerequisite to proper 
and adequate testing was questioned as well as the need for such 
training to enable one to properly select and fit the appropriate 
hearing 3 id. It was s 3 id that the audio loq ist ;nay be a "soph is
t i ca ted tester of hearing," but he is surely not the only member 
of the system capable of conducting adequate tests for both hear
ing losses and the effect of 3mplific~tion.49 For ~xample, 
Tennessee State Senator Ray R. Baird suffered a hearing loss 
during World War II and, based on his 30-35 years of experience 
with hearing devices, he believes that a hearing 3id dealer does 
better testing thar audiologists do; over the years, he has been 
a regular customer of dispensers and has found each of th2m 

46 Ryan, NotR 28, supra at 1529; see also Mary Ruth vJhitman, 
Audiologist, Ill1n0Is Departmentof Public He::dth, Tr. 8594. 

47 .Ryan , No t e 2 8 , _§_up r a a t 1 5 3 0 • 

48 	 Id.; see also Angela Loavenbrucl<, ErLD., audiologist-speech 
pathologist, Assistant Professor, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York City, Tr. 1546; Maurice H. ~1iller, "What 
Is Audiology?", in Audiology and Hearing Education, R-10-057, 
Exh. No. 74; Ventry, Note 24, supra at R-10-803; Leslie w. 
Dalton, .Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Audiology, New Mexico ~)tate 

Univ~rsity, Tr. 8722; Jane Madell, Director of Audiology, 
New York League for the Hard-of-Hearing, New York City, 
Tr. c_:.gc,6-S7; Georqe E:. Shambaugh, otolarynq')loi:~1st, P-1G-DS7, 
J·, x h . No • 1 2 9- 2 • 
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edicated to rendering high-quality service, while audiologists 
~ere unable to help him in any way. Tr. 3611, 3617-18. One non
JSHA certified audiologist believes that college-trained audi
clogists do not fully comprehend the relationship between the 
2coustics of the hearing aid and hearing losses,50 while one 
~hysician noted that the degree in audiology did not guarantee 
expertise in "prescribing" and fitting hearing aids, whereas 
certification by NHAS of a hearing aid dealer does (bearing in 
~ind, however, that not all dealers are certified).51 

Wayne J. Staab, Ph.D., currently Director of Education for 
1elex Communications, Inc., stated that it is possible for one 
to become ASHA certified without ever having performed a hearing 
aid evaluation; while the dealer's training is not extensive from 
the academic standpoint, he at least does have the advantage of 
working with hearing aids and with the hearing-i~paired almost 
exclusively. Tr. 7027. Dr. August Martinucci, an otolaryngolo
gist, believes that an audiologist is not any ~ore 2ompetent 
to test for the average air and bone-conduction hearing loss 
than is a dealer, although sophisticated problems do require 
other kinds of tests. Tr. 8436. Furthermore, Dr. M-:irtin·Jcci 
believes that dealers are more service oriented a~d provide 
unlimited counselling to the customers as part of th? i~itial 
cost of the hearing aid. On the other hand, ::i.ccord i~g to many 
industry witnesses, audiologists are professionals involved 
in the clinical or research aspects of hearing evaluation, 
charging fees for their services on an hourly basis, and are 
not service orientea.52 Wnile the professional aoes deserve 
a higher fee than does the dealer, it means th.:;it if the consumer 
first sees an otologist, then an audiologist, and finally a 
dealer, he will be paying more for his hearing 3id; and even 
if the audiologist dispenses aids at cost, the consu~er's bill 
v. ill still be higher due to other factors. 53 

Richard Scott, a clinical audiologist working for Siemens 
Bearing Instruments, indicated that testing is not difficult 
for dealers to learn and that, although the audiologists' 
in-depth Lesting does require more schooling, that schooling is 

50 Herbert E. Richenberg, 3udiologist, Director, Henry C. 
Barkhorn Memorial Infirmary, Newark, ~ew Jersey, Tr. 3524; 
see als~ Ima B. Payne, NHAS, Tr. 3602-03. 

51 	 Oberhand, Note 5, supra at 3036; see also w3yne J. Staab, 
Ph.D., Director of Education, Telex Comm"l1nications, Inc., 
Tr . 7 0 3 5. 

~. 2 Id. 

Id. 
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not 	related to the fitting of hearing aids. He personally had 
received two-three clock hours in training relating specifically 
to hearing aids and found that much of that was unrelated to what 
goes on in the real hearing aid world. Two days of intensive 
training, hP feels, should be sufficient for a person to learn 
to conduct the audiometric testing necessary for determining and 
quantifying a hearing loss. Tr. 2319-20, 2326. 

ASHA, in its rebuttal submission (R-13-Dl47-III), charac
terizes all of the comments critical of the audiologist's ability 
to fit hearing aids as parts of a concerted attack intended to 
erode the impact of the pro-rule audiologist testimony. R-13
Dl47-III-2. ASHA goes on to note that certain state and federal 
agencies have recognized the audiologists' role in determining 
hearing aid candidacy by requiring that an audiologist's recom
mend at ion precede certain purchases of hearing devices. R-13
0147-III-6. To even further bolster its position, ASHA offers 
the results of two post-hearing surveys which indicate that 
graduate pro3rams in audiology do provide hearing aid related 
training and practical work experiences and that such training 
does not terminate with the receipt of the master~s degree. 
R-13-0147-III-10. 

Over and above the differences between audiologists and 
dealers in the amount of educaticn and sophistication in testing 
and fitting procedures, however, another problem that poses 
potential difficulties was pointed up in the record: many con
sumers simply do not know the meaning of the term ttaudiologist," 
whether it is used alone or in combination with other words.54 
Many witnesses testified that use of the term by a dealer is 
confusing to consumers55 while, according to clinical audiologist, 
Mark Mcshane, such a ter~, no matter what qualifiers may precede 
it, conveys the i~pression of more expertise than sellers of 
hearing aids normally possess. Tr. 8122. Specific testimony 
regarding use of the title ttcertified hearing aid audiologist" 

54 	 John C. Kenwood, hearing aid dealer representing NHAS, 
Tr. 9344; David Pompala, clinical audiologist, Schwab 
Rehabilitation Rospital, Tr. 9092; Darrel E. Rose, Director 
of Audiology, Mayo Clinic, Tr. 531: Mike Pasiewicz, inde
pendent ~itness with a hearing loss, Tr. 8922-23. 

55 Lee 	 Wilson, clinical audiologist, President, Society of 
Medical Aud~ology, Tr. 10081; Barbara Stroup, Note 36, ~~!2!:..:! 
a t 9 6 8 ~ n ') : 1.XH o thy I\ • sh anno n , No t e l , ~ ~£.E..~ a t l 8 6 O ; 
Ira 	Kolman, Ph.D., Chairman, Department of Speech Patholoqv
Audiolorr;, Loyola Colleqe, Baltimore, Maryland, Tr. 1884~-· 
Laszlo St~in, Note 20, ~~EI~ at 8980; Cyril ~. Brickfield, 
l•'rJal 1 :1i1 r'•-r1, f\l\HP/NR'I'.~, Tr. 1434; Mary Huth ~,1hi•rnan, Not 
4 CJ , 	 ~.- f' r ;_~ ;_, t 8 i._; 6 0 : !\SH A , H - l 0-- 1 7 7 7 . 
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by dealers tends to support this view,56 or indicates that such 
use tends to confuse the real differences that exist between 
audiologists, other professional groups, and dealers.57 

Section 440.8(c) and (d) of the proposed rule provide the 
following remedy for the problems arising from the confusing use 
of terms from which consumers may receive erroneous impressions: 

(c) No seller shall represent that it or 
any of its employees, agents, salespersons 
and/or representatives is a physician or an 
audiologist, unless such is the fact. One 
example of a violation of Section 440.S(c) 
is the use of the term "audiologist" to 
describe one who is not an audiologist as 
defined in Section 440.2(h); and 

(d) No seller shall represent that the 
service or advice of a physician or an 
audiologist will be used or made available 
in the selection, adjustment, maintenance 
or repair of a hearing aid, unless such is 
the fact. 

ASHA, representing the view of most audiologists, strongly sup
ports Section 440.S(c) (R-10-1780), saying that confusion and 
misconception caused by the unlimited use of the words "audi
ologist" or "doctor" would thereby be eliminatea.58 

Furthermore, Sections 440.S(c) and (d) along with the corres
ponding definitions in Section 440.2(h) would be in harmony 

56 Rose, Note 54, su12ra at 532; Fern Feder, consumer, parent 
of a deaf son, Tr. "S530. 

57 Loavenbruck, ~ote 48, ~~ at 1559; James M. Anthony, 
otolaryngolog1st, Dallas, Texas, Tr-8501-02; Fern Feder, 
No t e 5 6 , s ut r a a t 8 5 2 7 - 2 8 ; Pa t r i c i a G • Ma st r i co 1a , aud i o 
logist, Oto ogle Professional Associates, Chicago, Illinois, 
Tr. 8619; Donald E. Morgan, Ph.D., Audiology, California 
Speech and Hearing Association, Tr. q535; John Franks, 
Assistant Professor of ~udiology, Arizona State University, 
Tr. 9813; Bonnie Smith, Note 24, ~~at 273; Bonita Simon, 
clinical audiologist, works mainly with school programs, 
Lomba r d , I 11 i no is , Tr . 9 1 6 1 • 

58 ASHA, R.-10-1777, 1780; George Shanta, President, hicaqo 

Area Council of Senior Citizens Organization, Inc., Tr: 8870; 

Wi1 liam E. Lentz, Assoc i3tP Prof~ssor, Di r0ct(>r, q,..,:H inq 

Clinic, Colorado State University, Tr. 11295. 
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with the 27 state statutes which now regulate audiologists.59 
Several exhibits also indicate that the proposed Section 440.2(h) 
definition is consistent with the generally accepted meaning of 
"audiologist • 11 60 

On the other side of the. issue, HAIC and NHAS believe that 
Section 440.8(c) and the conjunctive definition S~ction, 440.2(h), 
contain an inaccurate, restrictive, and unwarranted definition 
of audiologist.61 In fact, say these groups, the definition may 
be so restrictive that they will disqualify competent audiologists 
who are practicing in states where there is no law licensing 
audiologists and who may not possess the Certificate of Clinical 
Competence granted by ASHA.62 And not the least in importance, 
in industry's view, is the fact that it was through the offices 
of hearing aid dealers and NHAS that the word "audiologist" 
was brought into the public vocabulary.63 (It must be noted 
here, though, that there is also a contention that the term 
was originated by a speech pathologist and an otologist and 
that it has come to properly designate the professional rather 
than the commercial worker in the field.)64 

Luke Fortner, President of NHAS and private hearing aid 
dealer, stated that use of the term "certified hearing aid audio
logist" is legitimate for the dealer in view of the many branches 
that exist in audiology: research, clinical, pediatric, indus
trial, and hearing aid, as examples. One who has made the effort 
to upgrade himself to a "certified hearing aid audiologist" 

59 ASHA, R-10-1776; Morgan, Note 57, ~~E~~ at 9504-05. 

60 "Hearing Aids, I. What the Buyer Should Know," Consumer 
~~E2f~~, May 1971, p. 311 (R-10-D5, Exh. No. 114)i-~Need 
to Hear Better? You Can!", Cl;~11S!'C1S 1:!~~~, The K!E~in9~ 
Maqazi~~, August 1975, p. 30 (R-10-D57, Exh. No. 115); 
!!S!~-~~2~~-~~!~!QS-~!~s, Better Business Bureau Publication, 
1973, No. 03-250-73, A250873; ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. No. 87; 
~~~~~ ~~2~~-~~~fins and Hear!~g_Ai2s, National Bureau of 
Standards, pp. 11-12; ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. No. 86A; see also 
similar instances in newspaper articles and magazineS-
collected by ASHA in R-10-057, Exh. Nos. 70-74, 76-85, 

88-89, 91-96, 111-113, 115-129, 157. 


61 HAIC, R-3-3948; NHAS, R-3-3546. 

62 HAIC, R-3-39 4B; NHAS, R- 3-3 54 9. 

63 HAIC, R-3-3950. 

64 Newby, Note 22, at 3 • §~f2!.,~ 
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:;~1ould have the right to us2 that term. It is, in fact, a moti
'/.iting force for the dealer in this case. Tr. 2861-62. Too, 
l~ view of their qualifying adjectives, this term and the term, 
'' 1earing aid audiologist" are not misleading or confusing to 
tne public. Tr. 2862. 

John Kojis, representing HAIC, noted that consumers are not 
confused by use of "certified hearing aid audiologist" since many 
Jf them have never even heard the word "audiologist 11 (used alone) 
before. Tr. 1996. ,Joel Mynders, a hearing aid specialist, also 
J1d not think there was any possibility of confusion for the 
qualified terms used by dealers are precise in meaning and do 
not infer clinical knowledge or that the dealer is a clinical 
3udiologist or medical specialist. Tr. 11573. 

The pro-rule argument is that, precisely because many members 
of the public do not understand the meaning of such terms as 
11 certified hearing aid audiologist," they are likely to believe 
that a person bearing such a designation has had more training 
and possesses more qualifications than is actually the case.65 
As support for their argument, the rule proponents cited the 
fact that nearly 30 states have outlawed the use of the term 
"hearing aid audiologist" either by legislation, court decision, 
or opinions of attorneys genera1.66 It is also alleged that 
dealers and salesmen want to use such designations to enhance 
their status in the eyes of consurners.67 This argument is quite 
~ompatible with Mr. Fortner's view that the privilege to use 
such titles is a motivating force for salesmen. Tr. 2861-62. 

How consumers are confused and misled by titles such as 
"certified hearing aid audiologist" was exemplified by the follow
ing exchange between Commission counsel and Gordon R. Cooper, 
County Judge in Provo, Colorado, who testified "in the capacity 
~f a user" of considerable experience: 

Q. 	 Judge, what is a certified hearing aid 
audiologist? 

65 	 Nadine Woodward, member, Internation~l Association of Parents 
of the De a f , Inc . , Tr . 41 5 0 • 

66 	 ASHA, id.~ see also Maurice A. Byrne, Jr., Assistant 
Di r e c tor , De parErrient 0 f Co nsum e r Af fa i r s , lo u is v i 11 e , 
Kentucky, Tr. 1020, 1075-76; Kolman, Note 55, suera at 1896
97; Roy Zurn Brunnen, H':?aring Aid Dispensers Ex::irninTnq Com
rnitte~, Board of Medical Quality Assuranc~, St3t~ of
C,"'llifnrni-3, Tr. 11945~ Jarnc>s Langford, Assocht>' Professor, 
Audiology, North~rn Illinois University, Tr. 8006-07. 

r n l f< -· 1 ·3 -· D l 4 7 - I f - ni In ·1 ·.; ,, n b r u c k , No t '' 4 R , 
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A. 	 ~certified hearing aid audiologist, my 
concept of it is, from the way I have seen 
them, is mainly a man who is in an otolaryn
gologist's office who tests your hearing and 
gives the results to the otolaryngologist. 
That is the only contact I have had with 
hlm, and I have had contact with quite a few 
in my California experiences with otolarynogolo
gists and Colorado and Colorado Springs and 
Pueblo. 

I wouldn't object, of course, to the defi 
nition as contained in the proposed rules 
and regulations, of course. 

Q. 	 And that is the type of person you are 
talking about the one defined as an [audi
ologist] in the regulations? 

A. 	 Right. Tr. 10773. 

Judge Cooper was also a member of the "Hearing Aid Dealers 
Licensing Board in Colorado" and, therefore, might have been 
expected to have known the difference between an audiologist and 
a "certified hearing aid audiologist." The subtle difference in 
titles is obviously too subtle for many consumers. 

b. Th~.f~~d~~S~· Dealers frequently use the ter~ 
"audiologist" either alone or in combination with modifiers, to 
refer to themselves: this practice appears from the record to be 
longstanJing, with dealers alleging that they originated the term 
and were the first in the system to use it. Dealer references to 
themselves as "doctors" is much less frequent, although the record 
indicates that such instances do occur. 

When confronted by a dealer who calls himself an "audiolo
gist" or some combination form of that term, such as a "cer
tified hearing aid audiologist," the consumers very often do 
not know the meaning of such titles ana, because of their lack 
of knowledge, they attach a professional significance or mean
ing to the term. Generally speaking, an "aud.iologist" is one 
who has a master's degree or Ph.D. from a colle9e or university, 
is trained in the sciences of hearing, hearing impairments, 
testing procedures and rehabilitation; in addition, he is 
usually certified or regu1at":'d by the 1\merican Speech and Hear
ing Association, some other certifying <:H)"'ncy, state law, Ol 

federal requlations. Therefore, he meets the criteria rocoG
nlzed as characterizing a professional, vis-a-vis, a nonp1of0 
sional in the system. 

\m the othr-:~r hanr], whil*? th~:·y do not haw• h 1 nqU,',' fnrrn.11 
traininq, dt:fll"'rS ar;c• often "wel] tf;_dnrd" I•~·rFnc:linn r, H inq 1(L: 
in tti•~ s'~nsr~ Uv:tl· thr>;ir practir:r>s involve the consta t l 1ni 
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for, and selection and fitting of amplification systems; they 
.::irgue that, in this respect, they are better trained than audi
ologists who have little training or experience in actually 
working with hearing aids. In fact, however, the record demon
strates that audiologists are required to have extensive course 
work and supervised clinical work with hearing aids as part 
of their training and certification programs and prior to their 
use of the title "audiologist." Dealers and their employee
salesmen do not have this amount of training or experience when 
they first embark upon their work. 

c. Conclusions. Although the use of the term 
"physician" when applied to nnnrnedical personnel is prohibited 
by other laws, some few dealers have and do represent themselves 
as doctors, to the undoubted deceit of consumers. Although 
use of the term "audiologist" is less clearly deceiving, it 
nonetheless does appear to have the capacity and tendency to 
mislead potential customers by implying that a dealer possesses 
qualifications similar to those of the professional audiologist, 
when he simply does not, regardless of the amount of his pre

0vious practical experience--which may be very great or ery 
slight. It may be concluded that proposed Sections 440.S(c) 
and (d) will do much to remedy both of th2se problems, particu
larly by confining the use of the term "audiologist" or any 
combination thereof to those individuals who meet the criteria 
established in proposed Section 440.2{h), which reflects the 
generally recognized definition of a profesaional "audiologist." 

4. Issue 18. 

Do the terms "counselor" and/or "consu 1 tan t" 
have the capacity or tendency to lead con
sumers to believe that the individual so 
described can be relied upon to provide an 
expert and financially disinterested recom
mendation as to what should be done to deal 
with the consumer's perceived hearing problem? 

a. The evidence. Many persons feel that use of the 
terms "consult~~f~-~;-wc~Gnselor" by hearing aid dealers leads 
consumers to believe they are being treated by a professional. 
Donald E. Morgan, Chairman of the Los Angeles, California Audi
ology Task Force of the Commission on Legislation, stated that, 
in his opinion, terms such as "hearin<J aid specialist·' or "counse
lor" are deceptive when used by those whom the Jaw has classified 
as hearing aid dispensers and sales people involved in these 
businesses. He is chiefly concerned that the public know what 
thP limitations and capabilities of ~ person are by virtue of 
their titles, hl..:.1 the way they refer to themselves. Tr-qr: ,6·-18. 

Dorothy A. Shannon, audioloq ist and Chief of tne Spr~c·ch 
and Hearing Section, Sinai Hospital, Baltimon;, Mar·11 lanL SPPS 

path~nts who are often confused about the ro1r:.s of p "l t:·i.n:s, 
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atolaryngologists, audiologists, and hearing aid dealers. They 
frequently visit dealers on their doctors' referrals, believing 
such dealers are audiologists or other consulting physicians 
when they represent themselves as "consultant~." Tr. 1860. 

A veterans' hospital audiologist has had many patients 
tell him that they were getting professional counseling concern
ing their hearing loss, when in fact the "professionals" were 
salesmen operating on temporary permits and trained only in 
the sale and fitting of hearing aids. iie believes that this 
type of consume1· misunderstanding of dealers' limitations and 
\)f the roles of the otolaryngologist or audiologist is wide
spread and crosses educational and social boundaries.68 

Mike Pasiewicz, an independent witness with a bilateral 
hearing loss and former sales-trainee, agreed that the use of 
the terms "consultant" or "counselor" when applied tc a salesman 
is very deceiving; people who seek advice about hearing loss 
rehabilitation may be victimized by salesmen using such titles. 
Tr. 8911. 

Section 440.8(e) of the proposed rule would eliminate this 
confusion by restricting the use of the terms as follows: 

No seller shall r2present that it or any of 
its employees' agents, salespersons and/or 
representatives is a "counselor" or a "con
sultant." 

ASHA, in its support for Section 440.8(e), cites Webster's 
Se~~~tb N~~l!~~iate Dictiq~~~y's definition of consultant, 
which reads: 

1: one who consults another 2: one who gives 
professional advice or services: EXPERT 

as implying, connoting, or indicating that the persons to whom 
the terms "counselor" and "consultant" are applied are experts; 
thus, the dealer who holds himself out as such is representing 
that he is an expert. In reality, medical and health services 

68 	 Frank M. Butts, M.Ed., audiologist, Williams Otology Clinic, 
Richmond, Virg i.nia, part-time employee, Veterans Hospital, 
Tr. 4166; ~~ alS£ Mary Ruth Whitman, Note 46, ~~E~~ at 
8594; Robert C. 8eiter, audiologist representing the 
Association of Clinical Programs in Speech Pathology and 
Audiol0gy of ~etropolitan Chicago, Tr. 9074: Lloy~ Mosley, 
Supervisor of Speech and Hearing Services, University of 
Tllin0is, Di?ision of Services for Crippled Children, Tr. 
7749-1)0. 
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n the hearing care field are provided by two professional 

roups--physicians and audiologists. These true "experts" 

sJally are characterized as maintaining objective, unbiased 


ws that are unaffected by any financial interests. According 
"0 ASHA, the dealer does not fit this definition of expert. 

-L0-1781. Mary Ruth Whitman, audiologist, Illinois Department 
uf Public Health, believes the profit motive figures heavily 
l~ the dealer's public contact: for example, it would act to 
raKe him reluctant to give advice about certain disadv~nt~g~~ 
of a hearing aid for fear that he would discourage a sale. Tr. 
8593-94. She also does not believe the average dealer is capable 
of providing realistic guidance, counselling, and instructions 
that will enable the hearing aid wearer to obtain satisfactory 1 

benefits from amplification. Tr. 8593. 

HAIC, opposed to these arguments, contends that hearing 
aid dealers do engage in counselling and consultation within 
the meaning of the dictionary definition of those terms. In 
fact, they advise purchasers concerning a variety of areas and 
problems having to do with hearing aids and hearing aid uses, 
and they provide other valuable services which fairly qualify 
them to be described as counselors or consultants. R-3-3964. 

The Payne and Payne survey demonstrates that the significant 
amount of time the dealer invests in customer counselling is the 
n l<ey" to his unique role in the hearing aid de 1 i very system. The 
s~rvey results indicate that the sale of a hearing aid in most 
cases is only the beginning of a personal involvement between 
the dealer and the customer that may last for many years: dealers 
are generally the only ones in the system who are willing to 
Expend the necessary amount of time in counselling needed to 
~nsure the user's optimum satisfaction with his hearing aid.69 
'The survey also indicated that most users, in turn, look almost 
entirely to their dealers for such counselling, services, and 
Encouragement.70 A majority of medical ear specialists (17 out 
of 21) interviewed, too, indicated that they referred patients 
to dealers mainly because of dealers' willingness to provide 
t:nlimited counselling and services; they further felt that dealers 
should be encouraged in their assumption of counselling responsi
bilities. 71 • 

69 A National~ of the Hear in_g_Aid Deliver~ ~:t~~~m in the 

un1!H2~, Payne--&-Payne-ConsUTiarifs ;·. I9 4, R-, ·-·r3238-s'5. 


Id. at 9; ~~!~ _alf2.2 Herbr:rt E. RichPnberg, Note '50, -~~ 

at 3547. 


7 1 Payn 0 and Payne , No t e 6 9 , E1~.E~ a t 3 3 , 3 7 • 
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In view of the survey results, HAIC believes that hearing 
aid dealers must engage in customer counselling and that, accord
ingly, their use of the terms "consultant" and "counselor" in 
referring to themselves is not misleading or deceptive and 
should not be prohibited as now proposed. R-3-3965-66.72 

b. The findings. The terms, "counselor" and "consult
ant" as those E~fms afe-u~ed by hearing aid dealers and salesmen, 
could indicate to consumers generally that the bearer has some 
special medical expertise or professional skills. The industry, 
dealers themselves, many consumers, and other rule opponents 
believe that dealers do have the expertise and skills co~ing 
from their constant counselling of customers that would permit 
them to truthfully call themselves "consultants," etc. Specifi
cally regarding counselling pertaining to the heari:1g aid and 
its related problems and to the user and his adjustment and use 
problems, it appears that some dealers (but not many salesmen) 
may have more experience of this nature, particula. ly in regard 
to common hearing problems, than do professionals. In view 
of this amount of practical counselling, then, the proscribed 
terms although potentially confusing, would seem to be less 
so than some other expressions currently used by some dealers 
to carry far more seriously misleading connotations. Such 
expressions include the terms "professional," "otometrists," 
and "audioprosthologist." Perhaps "specialist" should also 
be added to this list. 

c. Conclusions. As the expressions "counselor" and 
"consultant" are shown by the evidence in the record as a whole 
to carry the connotation of specialization and to be generally 
accepted as referring to expertly trained medical personnel, 
dealers should probably be prohibited from using such terms 
to refer to themselves. This should prevent consumers from 
believing that a dealer's expertise was acquired in a fashion 
or manner other than in the course of the conduct of his trade 
or business. 

The record indication that such other words implying exper
tise as "professional," "otometrist," and "audioprosthologist," 
are currently being used to some extent by dealers is just cause 
for serious concern. 

See also NHAS, R-3-3604; John Payne, hearing aid professional
Pfiva·re-d ispense r , Tr. 925 2-5 3. 
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PART VI. PROHIBITED REPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING 
HEARING AIDS 

A.. General. Impaired hearing continues to be regarded by many 
oersons as a defect that is to be hidden and of which one must 
~e 	 ashamed. A number of individuals with decreased hearing are, 
therefore, reluctant to admit their loss and seek remedial ampli
fication when it is appropriate. Although hearing devices are 
nore readily accepted today than they were 10-20 years ago, they 
still do not meet with the degree of social approval that eye
glasses have acquired. Doctors, audiologists, and dealers con
stantly face consumer questions that are prompted by the "need" 
to 	disguise both the defect and the hearing aid necessitated by 
it.l Concealment of hearing problems and devices may assume 
abnormal importance if the person involved is a child; some 
parents are motivated to select hearing instruments for cosmetic 
reasons rather than for the benefits that the child will be able 
to 	receive,2 although the desire to remove the young person from 
a "silent world" is also present.3 

The quality and range of reproduction of sound is also impor
tant, and for some individuals, this is the most important consid
eration in a hearing aid purchase decision. But here, the first 
time user is generally handicapped by a lack of understanding on 
his part of the nature and meaning of hearing losses and what 
types of remedies, including amplification, are available to help 
him; if he relies upon sales representations, he may well set out 
to locate the instrument that will return his normal hearing to 
him, seeing such a device as the end to all of his hearing prob
lems. 4 Even many long-time hearing aid users (or at least not 
novices) who know the limitations of their current instruments, 
continue to search for something better, being under somewhat of 
the same handicap. They, too, look for the "ultimate answer"-
the breakthrough that will enable them to improve the quantity and 
quality of their hearing. Thus when a new model or a new system is 
ad'.1ertised,. these people flock to the seller's door in what is 

1 James M. Anthony, M.D., Dallas, Texas, Tr. 8496. 

2 	 Fern Feder, Coordinator, Regional Program for Deaf Children 
and parent of a deaf ch i 1a , Lombard , Il 1 ino is , Tr . 8 5 1 0-1 2 • 

3 	 Id. at 8522-23. 

4 Mark McShane, certified clinical audiologist, IX?partment of 
Communicative Disorders, Memorial Medical Centr"r, Springfield, 
Illinois, Tr. 8121. 
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sometimes a vain hope that he will have something useful to offer 
them. 5 

In a significant number of cases, as the discussion below will 
indicate, claims made regarding these and other desirable aspE:'cts 
of hearing instruments are frequently untrue, misleading, or, at 
best, turn out not to mean what the responding individual thought 
they meant. Thus, whether by design or otherwise, such advertising 
and sales representations may mislead potential purchasers through

• false encouragement.6 

B. ~cific issues. 

1. Issue 	19. 

Will any hearing aid restore or help restore 
normal or natural hearing, or enable wearers 
to 	hear sounds normally or naturally? 

a. The evidence. When those with suspected hearing 
losses begin to explore the hearing health care delivery system, 
they generally know little, if anything, about the nature, vari 
ety, and causes of hearing impairments or the operational tech
niques and limitations of mechanized devices available to help 
them if other medical treatment or surgery is inappropriate or 
impractical in their case. Quite often they are motivated to 
purchase a hearing aid in the belief that through its use, they 
will again regain their natural or normal hearing facility.? 
While hearing aids are one of the better rehabilitative tools 
that have been devised through the use of modern scientific and 
technological knowledge, they are neither the answer to every
body's problems, nor necessarily the answer for any particular 
individual's problem.8 They assist the wearer in picking up many 
sounds, but with a slight mechanical or electronic effect. How
ever, they cannot give back or restore normal, physical hearing.9 
Neither do they have the ability to restore the natural ability 

• 	 5 James Langford, Associate Professor of Audiology, Northern 
Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, representing the 
Illinois Speech and Hearing Association, Tr. 8062. 

6 	 Id. 

7 	 Ray Stallons, clinical audiologist, Peoria, Illinois, repre
senting the National Hearing Aid Society, Tr. 7868-69. 

8 	 Mcshan~, Note 4, ~.L!EE!! at 8121. 

9 Lou Jungheim, Chairman, Board of Directors, Chicaqo MPtro 1 l tan 
~r~a Senior Citizens Senate, Tr. 8879. 
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ro discriminate sounds and words normally, once that facility 
~as been lest or impairea.10. 

In evaluating amplification devices, each system's electro
'coustical qualities must be considered: the system normally 

lOntains internal noise and distortion and it reproduces sounds 
cnly within a limited frequency range. Considering such factors 
that are inherent in the technical design of all presently 
n'arketed hearing aids, one must question, on this basis alone, 
~hether any device can lay claim to the reproduction of normal 
er natural hearing.II Yet, the results of an instrument's per
formance cannot really be judged on the basis of its technical 
limitations; rather, factors external to the system itself also 
figure importantly in the normalcy or naturalness of the sound 
received by the wearer. These external factors include the nature 
and severity of the individual's hearing loss, the situational 
environment in which the individual is attempting to use the aid, 
and the appropriateness of the particular aid for the user.12 
Under these circuwstances, a device which only amplifies a lim
ited sound spectrum should not realistically be expected to 
restore or create normal hearing, but it must constantly be borne 
in mind that most hearing aid purchasers and users do not under
stand the device's true function, i.e. increasing the "loudness" 
of the sounds received. They understand only that they do not 
have the hearing they once had and they hope that, through use 
of a hearing aid, they will regain the auditory world they once 

10 	Mike Pasiewicz, consumer witness, Antioch, Illinois, Tr. 8911; 
Dav id Rom pa1a , c 1 in i ca 1 aud i o 1 o g i st , Schwab Reh ab i 1 it a t ion 
Hospital, Chicago, Illinois, Tr. 9097-98; Donald E. Morgan, 
Ph.D., Chairman, Audiology Task Force of the Commission or:. 
Legislation, California Speech and Hearing Association, Los 
Ar:geles, Californi3, Tr. 9554~ Lee Wilson, clinical audiolo
gist and President, Society of Medical Audiology, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, Tr. 10080; Hubert L. Gerstram, Chief, Hearing and 
Language Center, New England Medical Center Hospital, Boston, 
Massachusetts, Tr. 2466; Paul Burris, Manager, Professional 
Services, Dahlberg Electronics, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Tr. 
2560; Luke Fortner, President, National Hearing Aid Soci~ty, 
and private hearing aid dispenser, Memphis, Tennessee, Tr. 
2964; Stephen Epstein, M.D., representing the National Council 
of Senior Citizens, Tr. 4569. 

11 Kenneth O. Johnson, Ph.D., Exec,_:;t.ive Secretary, l\:Tl"'ri(·an 

Speech and Hearing Association, R-10-1787. 


12 	Angela Loa venbr uc k, f'n. D. , audiologist-spe,::ch r::~r.:11;] qist, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New Yor .v Yor1<, 
Tr. 1560. 
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~new. With the prevailing technological situation, their search 
,.s doomed to failure. Though not all parties agree with the Amer-
can Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA) in its branding of 

,.1dvertising that instills such unrealistic impressions of expected 
results in consumers as pe!_ se deceptive and misleading. 13 Many do 
<lgree that the beholder of such statements is likely to have hopes 
aised that are cruelly disappointed upon the consumer's first 

actual experience with a hearing device. In some instances, this 
experience is so disillusioning and dissatisfying to the hearing
:impa ired individuals that it will cause them to fail to adjust to 
the use of the device entirely, thus depriving them of whatever 
benefits they might have obtained had they approached the matter 
more realistically.14 

Evidence produced during the proceeding pointed to the fre
quent occurrence of sales representations that do convey to recipi
ents confusing and misleading, if not downright deceptive notions 
regarding the potential restoration of normal hearing by amplifi
cation. Mary Ruth Whitman, Illinois Department of Public Health 
audiologist, often comes into contact with elderly persons who 
have put away their hearing devices in disgust after learning that 
their restored hearing was nowhere near "normal, 11 as they had 
been led to believe it would be. Ms. Whitman feels that, had 
these people initially been given performance expectations that 
were realistic, many of them would have satisfactorily adjusted 
to amplification and would have been benefited thereby. Tr. 8558. 
She noted that her mother-in-law, a victim of such unreal expecta
tions, was sold binaural aids with the seller's assurance that the 
system, if regularly used, would gradually restore her normal 
hearing. Of course, this promised condition has not materialized, 
yet this hearing aid user, more optimistic than most, continues 
to faithfully use her devices in the hope that the dealer's pre
diction will eventually be fulfilled. Tr. 8562-63. 

Frederick Schreiber testified that in his capacity of Execu
tive Secretary of the National Association of the Deaf, he fre
quently receives complaints that consumers do not get the benefits 
for which their hearing aid dollars have been spent: the failure 
of hearing aids to deliver to their wearers the "cure" that each 

13 ASHA, R-10-1786-87. 

14 Frederick Schreiber, Executive Secretary, Nat10n~l Associa
tion of the Deaf, Tr. 4072: Stephen Epstein, NO'."""~ 10, .:3.~J>r:..9 
at 4569; David M. R€.:snick, Ph.D., National Cou:1:·il of Senior 
Citizens, Tr. 5389: Mary Rurke, audiologist, Hearing Clinic, 
Northwestern Univ<.~r";lty, Evanston, Il 1 inois, Tr. 6411, 6414; 
Mary Ruth Whitman, audioloqist, lllinois Dr::partment of Public 
Hi:Jalth, Springfield, IllinoLs, 'I'r. B'.iS8, BSR3 84; David l~ompal:i, 
Not~ 10, S!Jpr9 at 9097-98. 
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ndividual seeks appears to be at the roots cf such discontent-
hen the "cure" does not materialize, consumers feel they have 

»e,2n victimized and are unhappy. Tr. 4072. 

Dr. Thomas W. Norris, Director of the University of Nebraska 
~led ical Center's Div is ion of Audiology and Speech Pa tho logy, in 
om aha, Nebraska, characterized many people as "naive" regarding 
rearing defects; lacking even general information concerning hear-

n-J impairment, they can and do believe that a return to normal 
Learing is possible. He is often approached by individuals with 
newspaper articles in hand, regarding "new developments" and 
''C!~lres" for their problems. R-10-6497. 

Specific examples of sales representations were discussed in 
ecord submissions: 

Does it make sense to throw away the God
Given and designed, 'Million Dollar' Ears 
you were born with and try to rep lace them 
with a crude, man-made mass-produced 
device, when it is now possible to have your 
very own, guaranteed, personal prescription 
'Booster' made to fit entirely inside your 
own 'million dollar' ears to catch, separate, 
and clarify sounds*** Naturally? - Naturally! 

ASHA, R-10-1789, referring to 
R-8-D314-15. 

Natural Level Hearing 

ASHA, R-10-1789 citing R-8-0303. 

They produce a natural, almost hi-fi sound. 

ASHA, R-10-1789 citing R-8-D472. 

With HEAROLA you hear naturally. 

ASHA, R-10-1789 citing Dl0-57, Exh. 100
LL ( 6) • 

'(just as it is in normal hearing), 1 '(Just 
like a person with normal hearing can.) 1 and 
'In normal hearing, the concha is shaped so 
that it can distinguish between sounds from 
the rear and sounds from the front. Rear 
noises are weaker. Muted. Muff led. Front 
noises are louder. Sharper. Clearer.*** 
In our 568 series, this capability h~s ~n 
reproduced****' 
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ASHA, R-10-1789 citing Dl0-57, Exh. 100-
yy I 2 , 5 ( a ) , ( b ) , and ( c ) - (d ) . 

Completely natural sound. 

ASHA, 	 R-10-1789 citing Dl0-57, Exh. 100-A{4). 

TELectret - the microphone that makes hearing 
a natL~al experience. 

ASHA, 	 R-10-1789, citing Dl0-57, Exh. 100-AR. 

The number of hearing aids that do go unused following their 
purchase and the number of consumers who have recounted their 
sufferings from the so-called "dresser drawer syndrome" are seen by 
rule proponents as proof enough that no hearing aid currently on 
the market can deliver on promises of normal or natural hearing.15 

To eliminate the use of such sales representations, Section 
440. 9 (a) of the proposed rule has been drafted to read as follows: 

(a) No seller shall represent that any hearing 
aid will restore or help restore normal or 
natural hearing or will enable or help enable 
wearers to hear sounds normally or naturally. 

The industry, as represented by the Hearing Aid Industry 
Conference (HAIC) forcefully takes issue with the scope of this 
proposed provision, raising the question of exactly what claims it 
would operate to proscribe. Noting that the prohibition specif i 
cally extends to representations that a hearing aid "will***help 
restore***or help wearers to hear sounds normally or naturally," 
it asserts that hearing aids do help restore normal or natutal 
hearing and will help to enable wearers to hear sounds normally 
or naturally-.~-Indeed, the major function of the hearing system 
is to make possible the reception of sounds as normally and natu
rally as the residual hearing will permit.16 A prohibition that 
would eliminate such representations would not only constitute a 
proscription of truthful and accurate advertising, but would also 

• 	 dry up an important source of consumer information regar0ing the 
function of amplification.17 

ASHA, on the other hand, contends that, since there are no 
known, presently marketed wearable hearing aids which will restore 
<2£___ ti.~lJ2_ to restore normal hearing, Section 440.9(a) will be a 

15 ASHA, R-10-1786-87. 

16 Hearing Aid Industry Conference (HAIC), R-3-3966. 

17 Id. 
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"viable" means of eliminating the kind of misrepresentation that 
flows from statements that contain such indications or make such 
implications. It sees no particular difficulties arising from the 
fact that compliance with this rule section would see to it that 
the consumer no longer has before him such statements, including 
those that mention only "help" in hearing sounds normally.18 

Speaking against the rule section, some witnesses made much 
Jf the anticipated negative effect that this section and those 
subsequent to it might have in terms of discouragement of an 
already negatively inclined hearing-impaired person toward 
attempting to wear a hearing aid.19 Luke Fortner, a Memphis, 
Tennessee, hearing aid dealer and President of NHAS, presented 
his personal method of dealing with customer expectations of 
hearing improvement from amplification, including holding per
formance ideas to a minimum until the hearing device is applied 
and then letting the customer see for himself what benefits are 
to be gained. Using this c.-thod, he has h~d very little diffi 
culty with consumers' overbl .wn, unrealistic expectations of nor
mal hearing. Nonetheless. ~~ felt that, if he were required to 
advertise negatively as he oelieves the proposed rule requires, 
potential customers would be so discouraged tha~ many of them 
would never even come into his shop to investigate. Tr. 2965. 

Ag1in switching to the opposite side of the issue, proponents 
reiterate their view of the importance of the consumer's under
standing that hearing aids will not restore normal hearing. Not
ing that hearing-impaired individuals are ready to believe even 
the most outrageous claims,20 they point out that adve~tising has 
led some consumers to the purchase of one device after another in 
their search for the ~perfect" instrument they believe they have 
seen or heard advertised. This is particularly true of the 
elderly who have demonstrated in the past a high degree of vulner
ability to vacant promises that suggest unattainable results.21 
Through such claims the first-time user may be indirectly led 
to believe that his hearing aid will solve all of his problems; 
in reality, he may find that it even creates some new ones. For 
instance, consumers are often unpleasantly surprised at the ampli
fication of unnatural (in their view) environmental sounds, or 

18 	 ASHA, R-10-1786-88. 

19 	James Keyes, Executive Vice President, A.udiotone Di\tision. 
Ro ya l Ind us t r i es , Tr • 1 0 6 9 5 • 

20 	 .Stephen Epstein, Note 10, ~..~£.§!.at 4569. 

21 	 David M. Resnick, Note 14, ~.l:!.EE~ at 5389. 
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.J learn that in addition to such sounds, their speech discrimina
hm ability has not been improved.22 Adjustment is difficult 

· nough for those who face the facts; the hope was expressed in 
· .::ivor of the rule that 440.9(a) would see that more of the true 
Ia~ts and fewer self-defeating notions reach consumers.23 

b. The findings. Hearing-impaired individuals are 
strongly motivated by the desire to regain normal hearing, there
f~te, a claim made in advertising that a particular hearing device 
will restore natural hearing ability is a definite attraction for 
tnem to at least inquire, if not also purchase, the advertised 
anplification system. Yet, there is no hearing aid on the market 
that can live up to this claim; the wearer instead receives 
internal noise and distortion inherent in the hearing device and 
hears amplified sounds only within a limited frequency range. The 
result of consumer action motivated by such representations is 
often extreme dissatisfaction and disappointment with amplification 
in many instances culminating eventually in the "dresser drawer" 
phenomenon in which the purchaser discards his hearing device. 
Altho;Jgh the industry <"'Ontends that the device will hf1J2 restore 
natural hearing, the sound received falls far short o what the 
consumer considers to be "normal." 

c. Co11clusions. Due to the nature of currently avail 
able amplification, representations that hearing aids will either 
restore normal hearing or will nelp to do so, are confusing, 
misleading, false, and ~ se deceptive. To prevent consumers 
from being literally "taken in" by such claims, to their financial 
and frequently also emotional detriment, claims of this nature 
should be eliminated. The negative impact upon the consumer stem
~ing from the advertiser's inability to make such claims would 
seem to be less of a discouragement than the negative impact experi
e~ced when consumers learn that the unrealistic promises they 
have been given about restoration of normal or natural hearing 
are untr11e. Section 440.9(a) will be beneficial in this area. 

2. Issue 20 

Do the expressions set forth by way of example 
in Section 440.9(b) have the capacity or 
tenden~y to lead consumers to believe that any 

22 	 Judith A. Rassi, audiologist, Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois, Tr. 5732-33, 5736-37. 

23 	 Mary R'..lth Whitman, Note 14, ~~era at 8573: Ang<.".1a LoavenLru·k, 
Note 12, S~£E~ at 1560; Robert I. Oberhand, M.D., WE·stfit·ld, 
New Jersey, Tr. 3039-40. 
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hearing aid will reverse, halt or retard the 

progression of hearing 1oss, or will help to 

do so? 

a. The evidence. While examples cited, such as "Act now 
h~:o e it's tooTate," "Delay may be harmful," and "I caught your 

-~c. r Lng loss just in time," not only carry the meaning to consumers 
~iat a hearing aid will reverse, stop, or slow down th~ progression 
11,. hearing deterioration, they even more importantly imply that if 
~e consumer doesn't act now (by buying a hearing aid) his hearing 
-o~dition will most certainly and immediately worsen until he will 
~rhaps lose his hearing altogether. To those persons, uneducated 
l the etiology and pathology of ear diseases and conditions, who 

:3ve already suffered hearing losses to some degree (or at least .. 
·nink there's a loss), these statements can be and are often 
'owerful incentives for immediate purchases. Testimony indicates 
·~at some of these types of representations are so misleading as to 

outrageous. Dr. Donald E. Morgan, chairman of the Audiology 

3sk Force of the Commission on Legislation, California Speech and 

'earing Association, discussed a document entitled "Presentation," 


,.,:-11ch is used for instructing sales personnel on what to say to 
rospective customers. At one point, after a good deal of harangue 
aE" already taken place and the customer is at least wavering on 

t :1e brink of a purchase, the salesman is instructed to "agree" to 
"·::ake the case" and to guarantee that the customer will hear if 
0e wears the hearing device for at least 2 hours per day. This 
''procedure" is represented as being designed to exercise the nerve 
::-c:nter in the inner ear with sound. The salesman goes on to point 
:J that the beginning of this calisthenic program immediately 
.3 imperative as a hearing loss is no different than any other 
:ociy ailment--it won't get better by itself. The customer is 
~3'ned "***[I]f you don't take care of this, there is only one 

Lice it's going to go." That "place" leaves little to the imagi
··;.::l:ion! Tr. 9512, 9557-58. 

Dr. Morgan hears with some frequency from patients who have 
oe~n told they must purchase an amplification system in order to 
stave off the complete deterioration of their hearing; some have 
qJ)ted sellers to the effect that, if the nerve endings are not 
'C!X~rcised, they would die out completely. Tr. 9515. He noted • 
t~3t if he were personally confronted with a statement, such as 
!!Thank Goo we got to you in time," his layman's int•::rpretation 
wo.Jld be, not only that the hearing aid would stop the deterio
ration, but that. had the salt:?sman not called today, something 
]HA< would hav'?' quickly happened. Tr. 9560-61. He noted that 
salesmen mak~ such statements despite the fact that not all hear-
i rq 1o s s r::- s a r i:: pr o q r e s s i v e i n n a t u r e any wa y • So rr. -? 1 o s s ,, s do qet 
betU,r with medical treatm~nt or surgery ·::tlthouqh s~'.>:1sor1neura1 
l r) 5 s 0 s o f t "~ n d c) q r.3 t poo r e r w i t h t i me • Bu t , on the t h"' r h ;:ind , 
casi:>~i may a1s0 fl11ctuat'"1 , improving as well as dPti:,r1'.)rat1nq, 
tTc. 9':1 1)2) .::ind trV'~ USE'· of ,1 hr~<Hinq aid has noth1;'1q .1t .1]1 t:o r' 



with such changes.24 Yet, it seems that statements saying or 
implying this much are made regularly, causing the hearing
impaired individual to at least wonder whether ,he should act 
immediately, if not actually impelling him into action. Other 
3mbiguous statements may produce the same results.25 

Much of the evidence that such statements have been made to 
prospective customers comes from reports of such happenings made 
to audiologists by their patients. The Minnesota Public Inter
est Research Group of Minneapolis, however, found that their sur
vey volunteers were given similarly misleading irlforrnation. In' 
the MPIRG survey three subjects were sent for hearing examina
tions and recommendations to various dealers in Minneapolis and 
St. Cloud, Minnesota. Each subject had been previously tested 
and found to have (1) normal hearing, (2) a mild hearing loss 
for which the value of hearing aid use would be questionable, 
or (3) a severe hearing loss for which routine amplification 
would not be beneficial. Tr. 7572-7574. In spite of their 
varying auditory abilities, the subjects returned to report the 
common misrepresentation made to each of them by some dealers of 
the efficacy of hearing aid use in preventing their hearing from 
becoming worse. They were also advised of the need to stimulate 
the nerve to keep it alive. A Beltone representative informed 
one subject "It is lucky you came when you did, otherwise your 
hearing would have gotte~ worse." A Maico dealer stated that the 
subject's hearing would get worse without an aid while a Telex 
dealer noted that an aid !flight help the nerve in the ear from 
"getting worse": Dahlberg's dealer informed the subject with the 
severe hearing loss that the nerve in his bad ear would continue 
to deteriorate without an aid and that the continued "overworking" 

24 	 Paul Burris, Note 10, supra at 2560; Joseph C. Elia, M.D. 
(otolarynologist)r Reno, Nevada, Tr. 7471-72; Kenneth 0. 
Johnson, Note 11 supra at 1793, to the effect that noncor
rectable conductive loss and sensorineural loss are perma
nent and irreversible etiologies for which no hearing aid 
can provide reversal, retardation of incremental deteriora
tion, or stablization. 

t 

25 Mrs. Irene Bowen, Student Director, National Center for Law 
and the Deaf, Tr. 1941; Betty K. Hamburger, National Council 
of Senior Citizens, Baltimore, Maryland, who was informed 
that the little hairs in her ear needed stirrulating and that 
if she did not get a hearing aid, her 2ondition would worsen 
while the a.id would prevent such progression, Tr. 5355-56; 
Michael Stahl, Director, Clinical Services, Hear1nq and Soeech 
Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan, who noted that the-clinic"1 s 
patients often inform staff members that d0aler sa1es oer. 	 - . L 

sonnel havr~ told them that failure to buy a e.=J::- ing aid 
involved running the risk of further hei1ring 1 ss, Tr. ")")3'): 

and Mary Ruth Whitm3n, Note 14, s~p!a at 8Sf2-6J. 
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his good ear would lead to problems later in life. This same 
~1bject was given similar information at the Audibel Hearing 
:nter. Tr. 7579-80. 

The use of such statements or statements similar thereto 
~ems to be commonly found in oral representations made to poten

: ial customers~ this view is supported by the fact that at least 
~o~e manufacturers utilize such "information" in training mate
~ i 1ls provided to their independent dealers. ASHA pointed out 
as an example various excerpts from the BELTONE CONSULTANT'S 
~· ANUAL: 

And this is about what you can easily hear-
but you are missing all of this out here. 
HEARING DOESN'T REMAIN ThE SAME, YOU KNOW. 
YOURS IS GETTING WORSE. IT IS DIFFICULT 
ENOUGH NOW FOR YOU, *** (Emphasis added by 
ASHA) at R-1791. 

ASHA, R-10-1791, referring to R-8-D250
IV-28. 

Beltone doesn't stop your deafness. It does 

PUT THE BRAKES ON THE PROGRESS of your misunder

standing. (Emphasis added by ASHA). 


ASHA, R-10-1791, referring to R-3-0250
IV-29. 

Beltone CAN REVERSE MISUNDERSTANDING. (Emphasis 
added by ASHA). 

ASHA, R-10-1791, referring to R-8-D250
IV-29. 

b. The findings. Representations that a hearing aid 
will reverse, halt, or retard the progression of hearing loss, or 
will help to do so are sometimes allied with statements which sug
gest to the prospective buyer that, without immediate purchase 
(and use) of amplification, he faces disasterous consequences for 
his hearing in the near future. While various interpretations 
may be assigned tu such statements, the consumer could easily 
believe they carry the threat of total deafness. Some represen
tations have been so !Tlisleading in their claims or implications 
regarding the impact of amplification on hearing losses and their 
thinly-veiled threats of worse to come if a purchase is not made, 
that they may properly be termed "outrageous." The fact is that 
no hearing aid acts to correct, stabilize, or re'.r<:>rse hearing 
deterioration. 

c. Conclusions. Representations that a~pl1fication 
will reverse, re-tara·~--or-halt the progression of 3 ar inq 1oss 
or that the fai1ure to immediately purchase and :JS'· a ;·;P:uinq 
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device may result in rapid deterioration of an already impaired 
hearing condition are deceptive and should be prohibited to pre
vent consumers from being led, bullied, or threatened into making 
snap-judgment hearing aid purchases that are often unwise. Ind i 
cated or implied claims that Suggest the immediate conseque~ces 
of failure to act may be a complete loss of hearing or a deterio
ration to a degree that ~annot be helped by amplification are par
ticularly pernicious. Section 440.9(b) of the proposed rule 
should go far toward preventing such representations. 

3. Issue 21. 

Does the word "new" when used to describe 
hearing aid models, or features thereof, 
which have been on the market for more 
than 1 year, have the capacity or tend
ency to mislead consumers? 

Issue 24. 

Do representations that a hearing aid 
model is unique, special, or revolutionary, 
with respect to some particular character
istic, have the capacity or tendency to 
lead consumers to believe that the 
advertised model is being compared to all 
other hearing aid models with respect to 
such characteristic? 

a. The evidence. Hearing-impaired individuals are 
always anxious to hear about improvements which might help them 
to hear better than they currently do~ and about systems that 

are less difficult to conceal.~~ Representations concerning the 
"newness" of a hearing aid or its features or playing up the revo
lutionary or unique concepts incorporated in its technology may 

26 Ruth Lesko, President, Lesko, Inc. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
ad agency), Tr. 72271 William H. Plotkin, Executive Director, 
Chicago Hearing Aid Society, Tr. 5987: Jami::s Langford, Note 5, 
supra at 8002, 8062; Dr. Roger Kasten, former Director of the 
Veterans Administration Hearing Aid Program, Tr. 745; and 
Laszlo Stein, Director of Audiology, David T. Siegel InstitLite 
of Communicative Disorders, Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, 
Illinois, noted the particular susceptibility of parents of 
hearing-impaired children to advertisements of ttis type implying 
or saying that the "miracle cure" they have been seeking has 
appeared in a space-age electronic gadget--such p~ople being 
neither ignorant nor irrational are rather exp•:>ri,~n:::ing intense 
emotional upset over the health and well-being a~ 3 lov one, 
Tr • 8 9 7 7 - 7 9 • 
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· 	 ten be the deciding factor in the consumer's selection of a 
aring ~id. There have been some truly revolutionary break
r0ughs in past years, for example, transistors, integrated cir 
;its, the CROS and BI-CROS systems, but many ads appear today 

:i nouncing or implying technological advancements that are nei
t ter "new" nor "revolutionary" in the sense that such words are 
[. miliar to the consumer. ASHA has pointed out in this connec
t on that consumers are not the 0nly population segment misled 
~ such terms: dealers also fall prey to statements channeled 
t( them by suppliers. R-10-1812. Some say that quite a number 
·· these new, unique, revolutionary, or breakthrough st2t"'1 f'nt 
.: in not be substantiated by scientific or medical e.r idcnct:'. 7'.Slli1. 
s :ated that substantiation shortcomings :;i.re especially magnif iPd 
w ien such advertising induces the replacement of a consumer's 
c1rrent amplification device with an instrument that may not be 
a)le to deliver the superior experience he is led to expect. 
T·1e consumer and some dealers, when confronted by such "puffing" 
t '?rms as "sensational 11 may al so be confused, if not downright 
d~ceived with respect to the relative merit of the aid's "revolu
tionary" benefits.27 

A quantum or time measurement is implicit in.the use of "new" 
and the record indicates that this "time-factored" term is at best 
v3guely defined in the public's mind and may substantially vary in 
mPaning from one interpreter to another. John Kojis, President of 
M~ico Hearing Instrument Company, believes that a device might 
p operly be considered "new" for the entire 17-year life of its 
~atent. The Maico Mark 100, advertised as "unique" in 1974, had 
the same "unique" features then as it did when it was first put 
c1t in 1971, according to Mr. Kojis. Tr. 2029, 2035. Ruth Lesko, 
rresident, Lesko, Inc., a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, advertising 
1 i rm, stated she would describe an instr um en t or product as 11 new" 
1ntil a subsequent improvement comes along or so long as the con
(ept is "unique" to some people. Tr. 7205. Dr. Laura Ann Wilber, 
l3sociate Professor of Otorhinolaryngology, Albert Einstein Col

ege of Medicine, Yeshiva University, interprP~2 "new" to mean 
,hat the referred-to model is very recent and has not previously 

heGn on the market. She noted, too, that she finds occasionally 
;ome i terns are 6 months old or older before she even knows they 
,~xist as she normally sees manufacturers' agents only every 6 
ionths to a year. Tr. 1383. Dr. Darrell L. Teter, a speech 
;)athologist and audiologist, testified that, in some areas of the 
.1earing aid industry, an instrument that has been a7ailable for 
2 years would be considered very old, but that in other areas, 
1n instrument which has been available for that same amount of 
:ime would be considered very, very new. Tr. 10303. Consumer 

27 	 KPnneth 0. Johnson, Note 11, supra at 1801-02; a~ P3tr1cia G. 
Ma s t r i c 0 1 c) , aud i 0 10 g i s t wi th oE"oTog i c pr 0 f ('. ; s 1'1 :-'1 a ~. :: :; 'JC i '1 t ' ' s ' 
Chicago, Illinois, Tr. 8620. 
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i,vitness, Mike Pasiewicz of Antioch, Illinois, would regard a hear
ino aid described in an ad containing the statement, "this is new" 
,)[-"never been available," or words to that effect, as a product
"to look into." Tr. 8959-60. 

The following examples of potentially misleading advertise
ments for "new," "unique," and "revolutionary" products were 
placed on the record for Commission consideration by ASHA: 

The New ANALCG COMPUTER HEARING AID 

ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. 100-C(l) 

with the introduction of the Miracle-Ear JY1221 

ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. 100-1(2) 

Dahlberg's new energy saving 

ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. 100-J(l} 

with the new Danavox body aid 727 PPX 

ASHl\, R-10-D57, Exh. 100-0(3) 

The new Danavox Directional ~id 

ASHA, R-10-DS7, Exh. 100-Q(2) 

This is Oticon's new 568 

ASHA, R-10-DS7, Exh. 100-YY/2(1) 


New from Radioear 


ASHA, R-10-D57, Exh. 100-AI/l(l) 


Telex is proud to introduce an unusual 

hearing aid 

ASHA, R-10-DS7, Exh. 100-AT(l} 

a number one in all-in-the-ear (hearing aids):, 
'Unique fe.:.:ttures,' 'to prevent ear wax and 
other material from clogging the receiver,' 
'most easily fitted, most economical Dahlberg 
in-the-ear hearing aid available today.' 

ASHA, R-10-057, Exh. 100-I(l), 
(3), (4), and (6) respectively. 
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have advanced features that make them easier 
to use*** and the trusted name that makes 
them easier to sell, 

ASHA, R-10-057, Exh. 100-VV(l) 

To deal with the problem of defining "new, 11 proposed Section 
440.9(c) would place a time limitation on the use of the word: 

(c) No seller shall represent that a hearing 
aid model or feature is new for a period 
greater than one year from the date on which 
it was first marketed in the United States. 

To deal with the more nebulous problems that stem from the 
use in advertising of words implying "breakthroughs" or the exist 
ence of a product truly unique and revolutionary in its character
istics, Section 440.9(f), provides that: 

(f) *** a general or unqualified representa
tion that a hearing aid is unique, revolutionary 
or special will be deemed to be a comparison 
to all other hearing aid brands and models**** 

This secc1on in conjunction with Section 440.9(e)(6) requires the 
advertising seller to disclose the identity of the hearing aids 
with which such advertised product is being compared (440.9(e)
(6) ( i) ), and each particular characteristic with respect to which 
such comparison is being made (440.9(e} (6) (ii)). Additionally 
Section 440.9(e)(6)(iii) requires that each such compared charac
teristic must provide a significantly greater benefit than that 
provided by the comparable characteristic in the identified hear
ing aid brand(s) and/or model(s) while Section 440.9(e)(6)(iv) 
requires the seller to possess and rely upon competent and reli 
able scientific or medical evidence fully establishing that each 
compared characteristic does provide the required significantly 
greater benefit at the time he makes any such representations: 
with certain less stringent requirements if he is not the manu
facturer of the instrument advertised. 

ASHA favors advertising which represents products or features 
which are "new" or are being "introduced" for the first time, if 
such statements are true and it sees proposed Section 440.9(c)--as 
go!ng-far in seeing that this is the case. In organizing its 
exhibits for submission to the record, it found that Norelco 
ad v er t i s e d i ts rnode 1 s 6 7 2 4 and 8 2 4 9 as " new" f o r a o e r i o d o f l 3 
months. Advertisements of V.T.A., concerning a new.venting sys
tem, ~ppeared over a 9-month period. Of th~ remaining Advertise
ments compiled, a 3-to-5 month advertising period an~ouncing "new
ness" w~s found to be common. ASHA concluded fro~ this f3ct that 
hearing aid manufacturers should and can liv~ cornf0rtanly with 
th8 12-rnonth requirement imposed by the proposed ru]n section. 
P-10-1797. 
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It also concluded, in regard to the subject matter of pro
posed Section 440.9(f), that when an advertiser makes a general 
statement about a characteristic common to an array of products 
of the same general kind, the comparison can be and is understood 
~o relate to all such products~ indeed, after reviewing the adver

isements gathered for submission, it bel iev2s the repr,esen tat ions 
regarding uniqueness and revolutionary characteristics were 

ntended by the advertisers to apply to all hearing aids. If 
~he consumer confronting such representations does not have the 
knowledge necessary to make valid distinguishing comparisons amoQg 
the hearing aids having similar characteristics, (which is usually 
the case) ASHA contends that such statements and claims definitely 
then have the capacity to deceive. Therefore, it supports proposed 
Section 440.9(f) as taken in conjunction with proposed Section 
440.9(e) (6), in the belief that they will compel the seller to 
provide the consumer with information that will enable him to 
make more meaningful comparisons of products. R-10-1823, 1803. 

The National Hearing Aid Society (NHAS) vigorously takes 
issue with the proposed definition of "new": it feels that the 
1-year period specified is much too short considering the nature 
of the instruments involved and the market therefor. R-3-3605. 
Furthermore, it believes that the magnitude of change required 
to support the advertising of a "major improvement" is too large. 
Noting that, although the proposed rule section purports to regu
late the use of "new," it does not define its precise meaning: 
therefore, NHAS has drawn its definition from Advisory Opinions 
Nos. 120 and 146 wherein the Commission defined the term as 
"either entirely new or . . changed in a functionally signifi 
cant respect." R-3-3605-06. Assuming that this definition must 
be applied also in the case of the proposed rule section, it goes 
on to point out the nature and frequency of major technological 
improvements which have occurred in recent years: the introduc
tion of the transistor and of integrated circuits, both greatly 
improving the size and quality of hearing devices, occurred 
roughly 15 to 20 years apart and constitute two of the most sig
nificant advancements in the history of hearing systems. 

Neither, however, arrived in "quantum jumps:" for example, the 
introduction of the transistor was not so rapid that, at any given 
point in time, any one hearing device could be said to be "entirely 
new or***changed in a functionally significant respect." Thus, it 
is inherent in the nature of industry advances that incorporation 
of such improvements into the actual product has proceeded at so 
slow a pace that it ~ould be unrealistic and unnecessarily harsh to 
require that the product be either entirely new or significantly 
changed in order be characterized as "new." R-3-3606-07. Further
more, the market setup is such that a significant portion of a 
year may have passed in product manufacture, distribution throuqh 
wholesalers to retailers, and ultimate placement of the device ~ 
on the retailer's shelf for sale. Considering also that only 
a few models will be appropriate for any given person, the time 
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,e tween manufacture of a hearing aid and its sale to the consumer 
ay occupy a very significant portion of the allowed 12-month 
eriod. Such an inflexible cutoff is viewed as inadequate and 

, nfair under such circumstances. R-3-3608. 

The matter of test marketing periods was also broached; given 
·he subjective preferences of consumers in hearing device selec
ion, a test marketing period is often essential to national mar

! eting, yet the proposed rule fails to make any reference to such 
<1 period or to define the term, "marketed in the United States." 
''his period cannot be too short since it must include not only 
product promotion, but also evaluation of consumer reactions. 
H-3-3608-09. 

Beyond even these points, NHAS says the Commission has failed 
t~o show that any consumer harm has arisen due to the use of the 
word "new" in connection with the promotion of a product for more 
than l year. Certainly if it can be assumed that consumers 
equate "new" with "latest" or "best," the proposed rule fails 
co insure to the consumer that such an equation is accurate: in 
fact, a hearing aid that has been on the market for less than 
a year, thus qualifying as "new" under the proposed section's 
limitation, may not be the 11 latest 11 model on the market. So, 
r.:o impose such an arbitrary and inflexible ind us tr ywide standard 
Jpon those who deal with and in hearing aids would be inappropr i
ate and improper. R-3-3609-10. 

Turning to proposed Section 440.9(f) and to proposed Section 
440.9(e)(6) to which the former section refers, the industry, 
through NHAS, questions the nature of the effects and final 
results that will be produced by these sections' requirements 
-3.nd in particular, by subclauses (iii) and (iv) of 440.9(e) (6) 
which deal with the "sigr.ificantly greater benefits" that must 
oe disclosed in connection with comparisons and with the compe
tent and reliable scientific or medical evidence establishing 
such benefits, upon which the seller must rely in making claims. 
Initially noting that many representations are, by their nature, 
not subject to verification by scientific testing, NHAS interprets 
the proposed rule sections as applying the same standard of sub
stantiation to all representations of characteristics without 
showing the need for all such representations to be treated in 
the same manner. Accordingly, NHAS believes that an assertion 
that a hearing aid is blue will be subject to the same standard 
of substantiation as an assertion regarding a certain amount of 
gain in a specified frequency range. Other unspecified aspects 
of the substantiation requirement are termed "too v.:ique to permit 
sellers to properly and reasonably be apprised in advanci? of what 
represent3tions they can and cannot make." R-3-3614-15. The 
definition of "characteristic" is challenged as being obviously 
so broad that _i:g__~binq about .::i hearing aid is exc1Jd<:d; drawn to 
its logical conclusion, use of the word 11 hearing 3id" itself may 
rf•qui H~ that the seller po~~se>ss cornpetPnt and rf7•1 iablr· c,c10nt if ic 
or medical e?irJ•;nc~; fully '?Stab] isr1inq that tlv"' lt -,i :ifl1•rtis 
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will significantly aid the hearing of a significaDt number of 
buyers. R-3-3615-16. NHAS argues that "this clearly ridiculous 
result does not stem from illogical or stretched construction; 
[rather] it results from the fact that the proposed rule is so 
poorly worded and conceived that even a reasonable construction 
of its provisions easily leads to absurdities." R-3-3616. 

Use of the word "significant" in proposed rule Section 
440.9(e)(6) comes in for its share of criticism from NHAS which 
finds that, as a threshold matter, there is no established stand
ard upon which t~ make a determination that a given benefit is 
"significant." A hearing aid which renders an objective benefit 
by increasing the wearer's ability to hear may, at the same time, 
produce subjective dissatisfaction to the consumer who has grown 
accustomed to not hearing many sounds. The proposed section must, 
therefore, call for some form of objective test that will make 
compliance feasible, but that test has not been yet specified. 
R-3-3617-18. 

There is further a question of which words raise a comparison. 
"Smaller" and "smallest" are clearly comparative adjectives, but 
what about "small" which may also be caken in particular context as 
comparative? In effect, NHAS contends that almost any statement 
about a characteristic may create a comparison problem so that the 
list of terms which are subject to the comparison ambiguity built 
into the rule oecornes endless, and the section becomes more vague 
and imprecise. R-3-3619. NHA3 summarizes its prediction of the 
proposed sections' effects in this way: 

By prohibiting representations except as to 
characteristics for which a significant benefit 
can be shown to exist for a signif icdnt number 
of buyers, the proposed rule, in practical 
effect, will prohibit most represent3tions 
about hearing aids and will, in practice, 
effectively reduce the variety of aids 
which can be offered for sale. R-3-3624. 

Furthermore, while advertisements containing the type of infor
mation required will present fewer opportunities for deception, 
such disclosures alone will be esseDtially useless to the average 
consumer. "Section 440.9(e), in its entirety, is unconscionably 
broad, counterproductive and unreasonable as a matter of law." 
R-3-3623. 

b. The findings. Hearing instruments are advertised 
as "new," "unique," "special," or "revolutionary" even though 
they may have already been on the market for a substantial period 
of time and even though their "new" and "unique" ff"atur<=:s m3y bt~ 
shared by most or all of the other competing brands f hearinq 
aids available. Since the truly significant break:tnr:oCJ<Jhs in· 
amplification systems have been limited in number and ~;v~, at 
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the same time, been not too rapidly incorporated into the tech
rologies of the instruments themselves, there is little likeli
hood that one absolutely "revolutionary" device will be on the 
ff'.arket at any one time, in comparison to its competitors. 
Although, based on the record, both Issues 21 and 24 should be 
answered in the affirmative, the real difficulty for the rule
maker comes in the attempt to qualify and quantify (in time meas
ures) the meaning of the terms used in advertising claims. In 
fact, all statements pertaining to newness and uniqueness may 
w~ll be true if they were to be "correctly interpreted," but con
s~mers, hearing care professionals, sellers, advertisers, engi
n~ers, and others assign different meanings to the same claims. 
An engineer may recognize a hearing aid operating on integrated 
circuits as a "breakthrough" and as the "latest thing" on the 
market in amplification systems even though such a device has 
been available for several years; yet, when he refers to the 
instrument in these terms without disclosing. his frame of refer
ence or his universe of comparison, the consumer is apt to inter
pret these adjectives in true layman's terms, i.e., that the 
hearing aid is really something brand new--absolutely the latest 
"word" in very recent technological breakthroughs and, as such, 
is superior in its features to all other hearing 'aids then on 
the market--this is not very often the case. Therefore, since 
"newness," "uniqueness," and "superior technology" are all mate
~ial selling points for hearing aids, such consumer misinterpre
;::ations may lead to unwise purchase decisions, including the 
inducement of consumers to discard the hearing devices they are 
1lready wearing in favor of new ones that are really no signifi
~ant improvement over the old ones. 

c. Conclusions. Based on the foregoing findings, it 
~ay be concluded that proposed Sections 440.9(f} and 440.9(e)(6) 
Jo deal with their subject problem areas in very specific terms: 
Jtatements that indicate or imply hearing aid innovations will 
8e taken to be comparisons with other hearing aid products on 
-he market, and the making of claims involving such representa
:ions will require that the compared products be identified and 
that the advertised product's superior qualities be scientifi
=ally and medically supported. Under strict and continuous 
~nforcement, these provisions should eliminate many possible mis
Jnderstandings while se~ing that consumers get the information 
:hey need to make more informed hearing aid purchase decisions. 
The industry's argument that the lack of definitional precision 
Ln certain i~portant disclosure and substantiation ter~s will 
~roduce chaos in compliance efforts is noted, but must be dis
:o 1m ted by the assumption that enforcement (and compliance) w i.11 
:ake place in accordance with "reasonable" interpretations of 
;uch terms, rather than in accordance with their most far-out, 
ilbeit logically concluded, meanings. It is certainly qLlestion
1bl0 whether any meaningful and informative advertisi will he 
·:urtailt:~d 	 or prohibited by the operation of the.se conj;Jn tiv. 
:;F.:<:tions, as i.ndi1stry fears; rather, it is more likely t:ha1~ th(" 



advertising which will disappear is that which cannot be ade
quately substantiated--precisely the desired objective. 

On the other hand, it is doubtful whether Section 440.9(c) 
will assist consumers in accurately understanding the meaning of 
the term "new" or the concept of newness. Because of wyr iad 
interpretations of such expressions, they may not be "quantifi
3ble" by such a simplistic approach as the assignment of a hard
::tnd-f ast time 1 imitation upon their use. Perhaps the proposed 
3ection will eliminate some deception which has occurred in the 
:)ast, but at the same time, it may be creating interpretation 
problems in the future. It will be possible under the currently 

* 	 proposed time restrictions to have a definitionally new instru
ment on the market (and advertised as such) when the device is 
neither the latest entry into the competition nor par~icularly 
representative of the most advanced technology available to con
3umers in then-marketable devices--this is a situation that may 
in itself confuse and mislead the public by imposing yet another 
artifically established definition of "new" upon an already con
fused situation. Matters become even more confused when one con
siders that the proposed rule section does not specify what is 
meant by the term, "United States market." It may be possible, 
taking this expression at face value, to have a technologically 
advanced product amounting to a genuine "breakthrough" enter the 
nationwide retail marketplace as definitionally "old" or "not new" 
because of previous extensive periods of test marketi~g--again, 
this is a potentially misleading situation for the consumer which 
leads one to question the overall value of the consumer benefits 
that the operation of Section 440.9(c) will provide. 

4. Issue 22. 

Do representations that a hearing aid possesses 
a general or specific feature or characteristic, 
or that it embodies any particular concept or 
principle, have the capacity or tendency to lead 
consumers to believe that (with respect to such 
feature, characteristic, concept, or principle) 
the advertised hearing 3id will (a) provide• some significant benefits to the wearer (b) 
regardless of the wearer's particular type 
of hearing impairment? 

a. The evidence. Sales representations appear with 
s<)]1e frf:::quency---rna1cat1·n·9or implying that a particular bran<i~ 
nam~ product can improve the prospective customer's hearing sig
nificantly without any further qualifications or disclos~rPs. 
J\J triouqh these representations may not always be intend tc ,-on 
v0y erron°ous notions, the often unsophisticated cons~~er ma 
onr~thr::-lr,s;; q~~t a misleading impression from them. l:; ">c ,., , :(· 

r a 0:s, hV1J':'l':~r, it appr~::irs that such claims are rn,,,-J•:· «vi.th r!i1~· 

;ntcntion 11f r]rawirVJ in "33 11any pi·ospective CUSt:cl'"" r :l'o po ibl 
>-jn foL!owi r·xampl s i 1 lustrat'? the prob1• rn:0 



"New from Maico a unique concept of directional 
hearing that r"=duces background noise and helps 
you hear cleaner, clearer sounds in most situa
tions." R-8-0356. 

Aaother Maico ad mentions their remarkable new hearing aid with 
a1 exclusive type of microphone called the linear array dephaser 
which suppresses bothersome background noises and allows the user 
t~) hear more c 1early than ever before. "Experienced hearing a id 
w:2arers are amazed at the improvement." R-8-0368. Again, Maico 
in a Yellow Pages advertisement submitted by ASHA, seems to be 
holding out to the consumer the promise that the Maico line has 
benefits generally for all hearing losses: 

"quality hearing aids for every type of 
hearing loss and wearing preference." 
R-10-D57, Exh. 102-D(l), I(2), U(3}, and 
FF ( 6) • 

Another Yellow Pages advertisement for "Custom-Aid," submitted by 
ASHA claims to the reader: 

"Again enjoy clear understanding and hearing." 
"You hear with clarity because the tiny speaker 
is deep in the ear canal close to your ear
drum." R-10-D57, Exh. 102-cc(5) and (6) 
respectively. 

The following "announcement" was sent by a seller to physicians, 
~udiologists, and dealers thus illustrating, in the vi@w of ASHA, 
which collected ::his example for the record, how the industry 
representations may be placed in the hands of professionals and 
dealers and thence passed to prospective hearing aid consumers: 

"'rhere has been a dramatic break-through in 
the field of electronic hearing correction 
and today, MOST HEARING LOSSES CAN BE 
CORRECTED ELECTRONICALLY." "Now available in 
Dahlberg 'Contour' and Starkey 'CE' all-in
the-ear models, are hearing aids capable of 
correcting both conductive and nerve type 
hearing loss, even in moderately severe 
cases, 11 "not possible in previous models." 
R-10-D57, E>:h. 103(1),(2) and (4), respec
tively. 

The problems consumers have in deciphering the true meaning 
of such statements stems to a large degree from their ignorance 
of the physiological characteristics of hearina loss0s and the 
mPchani2aJ principles of hearing aid operation: Wh1l0 it wia 
generally tr:· ;:;:,,3id that most hearing-impaired indi·11a :;ls ,·dn 
r•·cei,1e some df'gree of benefit from a hearing aidt ~.h'.:· 3 t 
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nu1: so si:np1 as such a statement would lead one to J 1eve. 
e ~; alificati.ons that follow will indicate why this iE true. 


~here ar2 t s of hearing problems that will not he helped hy 

nnplifLcati.on. Foi:- instance, presbycusis, the kind of h!C~ctring 


ass co~mon to the elderly, affects first the higher frequency 
·anq.2 i:!nd then moves down the scale with age~ in many cases, 
'ear1no aids will not help those so afflicted since aids are gen
'ra1J v most beneficial to those with i~pairments not associated 
.. :::r' ·fl· cJ ncy.28 A majority of individuals with-dlscrimination 
> ·,);:·,; s will not be h,9lped by hearing aids, and t~is, once agait)., 
s particularly true of the geriatric portion of the population.29 

,)1~ofound hearing losses preclude the use of amplification as a 
; 1eans for improved aura 1 communi cat ion although it may st i 11 serve 
ro give the wearer some of the sounds of the everyday world, such 
s geGeral environmental background noises.30 The group of apha

~ic nonorganic losses also do not benefit from hearing aids, yet, 
James Langford, Assistant Professor of Audiology, Northern Illi 
nois University, DeKalb, Illinois, has found some of these hearing
impaired individuals wearing amplification devices. Tr. 8008. 

Others ~ay be unable to wear hearing 3ids because of head
aches and pain resulting from extraneous noise transmitted by 
tne device: such people cannot be helped by an instrument regard
less of its f~atures or the type of loss involved.31 Patricia 
G. ~astricola, an audiologist for Otologic Professional Associ
ates of C:h1c3qo, Illinois, reported that some 5-10% of the 
patients seen in their off ices are told that they should not get 
hearing aids for their problems. Tr. 8653. 

Taking the much broader view of the benefits of amplifica
tion, Dr. Austin T. Smith, M.D., (otolarynology}, of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, former instructor at Jefferson Medical College, 
tE:sLifiP.d triat he is unaware of anyone among the hearing handi
capped who cannot get some benefit from a hearing aid unless he 

U;:i·.;id M. Resnick, NotF:> 14, supra at S399; see also 
·01/nnfO:tte Moneka, audiologisF;-cfiicago Ca:npus--of-N5rthwestern 
UnivPrsity, at Tr. 6150, where she describes a case of high
frequ0ncy loss in a young person who was nat benef itPd by 
a r1c.aring aid. 

2'.3 	 ''1:<han] Stahl, Note 25, ~l:!E!.~ at 5541. 

~ lj 	 Picr';Jrd Fr:chh(~imi:::r, S1:::nior Vice Presir'lent, Ch1ca Offtc• of 
';r<•/ f~'Htn Ar'lvr~rtis1nq, Inc., Tr. IS967; Lily or tt, PrOJ!·':lm 
;;;Jf/.:r·1i:-;•1r, Virqini::i Dr~partrnent of Vocation ..:il t~r·h·:1hilit;.ition, 
rrr " l. ;:~ k '8 9. 

f/r 
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is suffered such ~n ~xtr0m hearing loss that he cannot hear at 
, 1 21nd must a<''~or.Hnqly re:~ort to liprear:Hng. Tr. 8161. Other 

t stimony :i.lonq these lin(:S indicated that the majority of the 
::. 'r'.sorirlt~LHally impaired ,~an benefit from an aid, and as the num
:C :r of nearinq-impaired with this type of loss is great, the odds 
a 2 in favor of an individual with a hearing loss being a prime 
c.1nJidate for amplification.32 David Vreeland, 3 Florida hearing 
_ d spe".::ialist, reported th3t 90% of his p::itients suffer from 
s,,nsorineural losses, so that he almost never sees a customer wh;) 
:::: tnnot be helped by a.mplific3tion to hear with more clarity. •rr. 
3;)33-34. 

Not 	 only may specific types of hearing losses not be improved 
• 	 ny the use of "'-hearing aid, but specific he:iring aids, acclaimed 

for particular features and characteristics ~ay not be appropriate 
to or useful in the case of all hearing losses or may provide 
~uestionable benefits in a particular case of hearing impairment. 
Thus, descriptions of hearing aids that are "always perfect for 
~nderstanding" encourage the public to expect results that are 
not forthcoming.33 As a specific example, advertisements for the 
"directional microphone 11 are often unrealistic in their sugges
tions that such component will eliminate all background noise--a 
benefit for which all hearing aid wearers are constantly search
ing--when actually the benefits delivered by the instrument so 
advertised may be very little sreater than the ones they receive 
from the instruments they're already wearing since directional 
1E:vices do not reduce background noise in all cases and in all 
situations.34 Other hearing aid ads may state that the instru
~e~t is designed for persons who can hear but cannot understand, 
Lt 	 in reality, amplification alone will not improve clarity.35 

But perhaps the most confusing or ~isleading advertising 
trequently encountered is that for the "all-in-the-ear ~earing 
::tid." Ads for this cosmetically very desirable instrument gen
»·rally fail to state that for th~ vast :najority of hearing losses 

32 	 Richard Iliff, Overlan~ Park, Kansas, speaki~g on behalf of 
nearing aid dealers, Tr. 5887. 

< ,._.J,_Dorothy A. Shannon, audiJlngis1:, C11°f of The S:;2·2ch and 
He a r i n q Se c t ion , Si n a i Ho s p i t a l , ea 1 t i mo r ,c: , Md . , Tr . 1861. 

:·~4 	 Patrir::i::i G. Mastricola, note 27, ~f2pr;::_ at P64rJ; •,,'illiJrn Lentz, 
Dir~·ctor •)f the C01or;:Jdr) '.3t;:itr> Uni.·1c-r:;1ty !Ic,arirq Clinic, 
q ues t () n wh e t: he r the rJ i. r e c t i o n a 1 d e .; i c ~:· ;:n n i i cd ~1 n y s d p e r J. o r 
1ist n '•'-! r;ap;1b1lit; ln a no1.sy r;ittu:it1n11 ·.·is-·:i··/l.S ~--r; n:n;-11-· 
c1ir10ct:•') 1! ,3r:,1icr?, Tr 11194. 

"') t 

_,, Dr:t·1irl H:, .},\·i, "lot•· 1n, ·~'l ra .•1· 909 ···'l. 
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this type of hearing aid is not appropriate.36 Patricia G. 
Mastricola's experience shows that this so-called "invisible" aid 
is useful only in a very small percentage of her patients' cases 
because normal bone-conduction ability must be present for use of 
a device placed in the ear.37 David Rompala, clinical audiologist 
at the Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital in Chicago, Illinois, also 
indicated that he would not recommend an in-the-ear model in cases 
of a mild hearing loss or greater~ in his view, such an instrument 
would be appropriate only for a "minimal" hearing loss. 'fr. 9096
97, 9132-33. 

Parents of deaf children seem to be particularly susceptible 
to unqualified advertising of "ear-level" aids: these devices, 
too, are more acceptable than body aids for cosmetic reasons, but 
they may not do the child any good in terms of hearing improve
ment. Fern Feder, coordinator of a regional program for deaf 
children in the Lombard, Illinois, area and the mother of a deaf 
son, recounted her own personal experience some years ago with 
a salesman who cal led at her home. He attempted to sel 1 her an 
ear-level aid for the profoundly deaf boy following a discrimina
tion test, conducted with a binaural system. With a small amount 
of training in audiology, Mrs. Feder recognized the test as being 
ill-conducted and yielding erroneous results. To this day in her 
work with the regional program, however, she often encounters par
ents who have purchased such ear-level systems whic~ they have 
been led to believe are more desirable (and cosmetically they 
are), but in subsequent clinical testing, have learned that their 
children were not getting the gain from the instruments that they 
should get. 38 

To eliminate the presently existing pot~ntial for consumer 
confusion, misunderstanding, and deception, Section 440.9(e) of 
the proposed rule has been fashioned to proscribe from sales rep
resentations the use of certain claims regarding various features, 
characteristics, principles, and concepts of hearing aids unless 
the seller clearly and conspicuously discloses the specific and 
significant benefits to which he is referring (subsections (e) (1), 
{2), and (3) ;, in conjunction with the disclosure of the specific 
condition(s) under which or the category or categories of hearing 
aid wearers by which each such disclosed benefit will be received 
(subsection (e) (4) ). He must also possess and rely upon competent 

36 	 Lloyd Mosley, Supervisor of Speech and Hearing Services, 
Di'1ision of Services for Crippled Children, University of 
IJlinois, Tr. 7740. 

3 7 	 Ma::;; tr i col.?., Note 2 7, _'.3-~p_i::~ at 8 6 67. 

18 	 Fern Fr·r1cr, Noh: 2, s1:1pra at 8519-20, 8510---12; se~::- al~~o 
La 75 z i r, ,:; t r .i r, , Nr,; t ,.. 2 ti , 3 u p r r~ a t 8 9 7 7 -- 7 Cl • 
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~ :d reliable scientific or medical evidence supporting the exist 
ee of each claimed significant benefit and the receipt of such 

J nef it by a significant number of wearers in the category speci
L .ed or under the conditions indicated at the time he makes such 
~aims, (subsection (e)(4)). If he is not also the product's 
n«nufacturer, he will be required only to believe that his claims 
lie supported by materials he has received from the ~anufacturer, 
Jr less he has r~ason to know that the manufacturer does not pos
sess such evidence, that the alleged evidence is false or that 
tte representations are unsubstantiated, or has reason tu inquire 
:i.to;.Jt such information (subsection (e)(S)(i), (ii), and (iii)}. 
(~ubsection {e){6} has b~en discussed under Issues 21 and 24 supra 
~rd will not be discussed again at this point.) 

Once again, the industry,. this time speakir.g through HA.IC, 
finds the prohibitive requirements imposed upon advertising by 
ttese proposed rule sections to be "incredible." R-3-3968. 
Section 440.9(e)(5), re~uiring the seller to rely upon competent 
and reliable scientific or medical evidence of benefits to a sig
nificant number of buyers under the conditions specified, is par
ticularly onerous since it deals with conditions of s3tisfaction 
or dissatisfaction subjectively derived, which c~nnot be substan
tiated or supported by objective scientific testing. R-3-3968-69. 
All in all, HAIC views the proposed section's requirements as 
"incredibly confused" and "tantamount to a complete pro'."libition 
~pan the advertising of hearing aids." It feels that such require
11ents cannot be reasonably imposed upon the nearing aid industry. 
R-3-3969. 

NHAS emphasized and reiterated HAIC's concern over the need 
~o limit substantiation requirements to objectively deter~inable 
~rn .J v er i f i able ch a r acter is tics • R - 3- 3 6 1 4 , 3 6 2 2- 2 3 • It , too , 
iOtAs that the substantiation requirements contain vague aspects 
~~ich will prevent sellers from being properly and reasonably 
.11?pr ised in advance of what representations they can and cannot 
~aKe. R-3-3615. Wit~in this "vague" category, NHAS points spe
~ifi~ally to the expressions "characteristic," "significant bene
fit," and "significant number of buyers." R-3-3615-18. It also 
terms "unclear" the extent, nature, and quality of the research 
and testing required by the proposed section. Hearing aid sell 
ers cannot generally tell with any degree of certainty whether 
evidence that establishes the significance of a b~nefit ~o a sig
nificant number of buyers also constitutes "competent and reliable" 
evidence which fulll establish such significance, as required by 
the proposed rule. R-3-3621-22. Furthermore, newly introduced 
characteristics may not even be capable of such substantiation 
until a significant number of buyers have actually worn them for 
a period of time and have indicated whether the ben<?fits d'=rived 
a re sign i f i cant • " R- 3 - 3 6 2 2 • Ag a in , ind us t r y ask s wh a t be n e f i t 
the proposed section will pro·Jide if, in eliminati:'i~ so:n~ of the 
opportunities for deception, its disclosure provisians 1i;e con
sum'2rs only essentially useless information. R-3-3~23. 
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In expl3ining her opposition to the section, ad agency 
executive, Ruth Lesko of Lesko, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
notes that she doesn't think an ad which states that hearing aids 
will help hearing-impaired persons could or would possibly be 
interpreted by readers as meaning that the same hearing aid will 
t.elp every person regardless of his particular type of hearing 
problem. If some readers do make such i~terpretations, Ms. Lesko 
feels they are literally hunting for material to ~isinterpret. 
'I'r. 7209-10. 

In its support of these proposed rule provisions, ASHA notes 
that the objective of any consumer protection effort is to see 
that the consumer is provided with information he needs to decide 
whether he should make a ";naterial change in his position." If 
the important conduit of information via sellers' advertising 
fails to fully and fairly inform him of relative advantages and 
disadvantages of a hearing aid, an informed decision cannot be 
made, the hearing aid has accordingly been misrepresented, and 
the consumer has been denied "due process." The dispensing of 
a health-related device, such as a hearing aid, cannot be consid
ered, in ASHA's opinion, to fall wit~in the re::tlm of the doctrine 
of caveat emetor. R-10-1799-1800. Ot:1Ar ;.;itnesses expressed a 
somewhat similar view, based mainly on their encounters with con
sumers wearing inappro9riace hearing aids or refusing the help 
that amplification could give them beca~se of prior disappointing 
experiences.39 

b. 'rh~_f inq_.!_ngs. Advertising statenients often note 
specific features or ~eneral char~cteristics of 3 brand-na~e pro
duct, such as, directional hearing, all-in-the-ear wearing capa
bility, etc., without disclosing the fact that the product may not 
be suitable for all types of hearing impairment or for one reason 
or another for all hearing-impaired indi·,;riduals. Deception may 
be expected to occur in t~is area when consumers' ignorance is 
coupled with consumers' eager belief that the hearing aid with 
the characteristics tney want is an instrument that will benefit 
all persons with hearing losses, across-the-board and without 
regard to the etiology or pathology of the loss. Hearing aids, 
however, are not so versatile. For certain hearing problems, 
such as presbycusis and the inability to discri~inate, amplifica
tion does not help in a majority of cases, and ~ven ~hen benefits 
are received they may not be of the magnitude consumers hoped to 
find. The most cosmetically desirable instrument of all, the in
the-ear hearing aid is totally inappropriate for JSe by the vast 
majority of the hearing-impaired. Finally, there are also some 

39 	 Resnick, Note 14, supr.a 3.t 5399; ~onek.a, Note 28, _§_~~ 
a t 6 1 5 0 ; St ah 1 , No t e 2 5 , s u or a a t 5 5 4 l ; Sh 3 nr: o '1 , "\Io t e 1 3 , 
~£~at 1861; Rompala, Not-::~ 10, ~ra at 909'-98; an:i Feder, 
Note 2, SU££~ at BSlq-20, 8519-12. 
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ndividuals who, for emotional or physical reasons, will not be 
3ble to use amplification, even though a suitable instrument is 
:lvailable. Unaware of these facts, however, consumers rush to 
~xperiment with advertised products, frequently to their finan
~ial or emotional detriment. 

c. Conclusions. Section 440.9(e), as proposed, should 
Jut an end to unqual1f1ed advertising that has misled consumers 
into believing that a device with certain features 1lill signifi 
~antly benefit them regardless of their particular type of hearing 
impairment. The required disclosures of specific, significant 
~enef its to be gained from an advertised product, the conditions 
~nder which such benefits may be received, and the categories of 
disability that can be benefited, all supported by reliable, com
petent evidence should either realistically encourage or warn 
away certain consumers. Of course, it is beneficial to have con
sumers inquire about aids that reasonably can be expected to 
improve their hearing. However, to make unqualified statements 
that mislead the hearing-impaired and result in disppointing 
experiences and sometimes purchases of instruments that are use
less to them is unfair, deceptive, and unfortunate; when such 
claims are made with that specific int~nt, they are little less 
than "bilking." 

5. 	 Issue 23 

Do representations in which a particular 
hearing aid is being compared to any other 
hearing aid(s) have the capacity or tendency 
to (a) mislead consumers as to what hearing 
aid (s) the particular hearing aid is being 
compared to when the representation is in 
the form of a dangling (incomplete) compari
son: or (b) lead consumers to believe that 
the ri.rticular hearing 3id is superior with 
respect to any characteristic being compared? 

a. The evidence. Misled by claims asserting or imply
ing that the product is "better," "best," "improved," etc., some 
people shop from one dealer or clinic to another seeking the per
fect aid: one that is invisible and has high fidelity amplifica
tion for speech. 40 Many ads merely "suggest.. that the instrument 
is somehow different, an "innovation," or something "better," 
when in reality, it m~y be very little different from the aid the 
wearer is using.41 "Weasel words" are the ready and willing tool 
of those sellers who wish to convey this Lype of impression. 
Ruth Lesko, of Lesko, Inc. (an advertising agency), an opponent 

40 Mary Burke, Note 14, ~~e-~ at 6410. 

41 Patricia G. Mastricola, Note 27, ~_!:!_~£~ at 8620. 
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of the proposed rule, explained how this semantic creature oper
z.:tes: advertising head! ines announce, "My hearing aid is better." 
Without more, the ad, which might be true depending on the avail
c:ble substantiation, fails to direct the consume'r's mind to the 
~ext logical and often extremely important question of "better 
than what?" Taking this int~ account, the capacity to mislead 
becomes apparent. Tr. 7228. Ms. Iesko notes that the effect of 
ads using weasel words is particularly bad as they are directed 
t.o those hearing aid users who are particularly anxious to hear 
about an improvement which may help them to hear better than 
their current aids do. Tr. 7227. Her firm very carefully avoids 
this type of advertising, especially when addressing the elderly 
who are not only in this group but who are also often living on 
fixed incomes and many additionally have a "chip" on their shoul
der about their disability. Tr. 7213. James Langford, Associate 
Professor of Audiology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, 
Illinois, finds advertising which implies that innovations have 
been made to create particular instruments that are better than 
the others, without saying more, misleading if for no other reason 
than that they encourage those who seek ultimate answers to their 
hearing problems to continue their often fruitless and expensive 
searches. Tr. 8062. 

ASHA notes that the hearing aid purchaser is not a comparison 
shopper in the sense that he would be when looking for a car, fur
niture, or other consumer goods; also his comparison shopping prob
blem may be compounded by the fact that his area may have only a 
regional dealer representing one manufacturer or several visiting 
dealers who promote the products of but one company. R-10-1800-01. 
If the advertised product is clearly compared with another speci
fied device, even if the latter is unavailable to him for trial, 
he at least is aware that other hearing aids exist. If the com
parison is incomplete or cites the unique and revolutionary char
acteristics of the advertised aid without indicating either why 
these claims are so or with what other devices the advertised 
product is being compared, he may purchase an available aid in 
the belief that he has no other choice if he is to receive bene
fits at all from amplification. In the former case, he is merely 

.. disadvantaged; in the latter he is misled. R-10-1801. 

These examples submitted by ASHA, give cause for concern: 

"Now 'mission-impossible' with our TRUE-LOG 
COMPRESSION hearing aids." R-10-1803, 
referring to R-10-057, Exh. 100-8(2). 

"rpermits users to] CONCENTRATE THEIR HEARING 
DIRt:C'rIONALLY TO THE FRONT,'" "ENJOY THE 
AJSURANCE OF ALL-ROUND RECEPTION," "truly 
revolutionary." Id., referring t.o R-10-D57, 
Ex h • 1 00-·DI1 ( 1 ) , T1 ) , and ( 4 ) r espe ct i v e 1 y . 
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"excellent sound reproduction," "The battery 
economy, however, is remarkable." Id., at R
10-1809, referring to R-10-057, Exh-.-100-S(3) 
and (5) respectively. 

~xcellent s~und reproduction may very well be available through 
:he aids advertised, but notes ASHA, claims of this nature fail 
·.o disclose just what "excellent sound reproduction is"--what it 
_s ~excellent" in comparison to. R-10-1809. Terms such as 
'truly revolutionary" raise similar unanswered questions about 
oJhat other hearing aids on the market have been involved in the 
<::omparisons. R-10-1804. 

The following ASHA-compiled examples of ads with incomplete 
comparisons clearly assert superiority of the advertised product 
over other unnamed products: 

"more than in other types of hearing aid 
spectacles," "uniquely wide frequency range," 
"improves the intelligibility considerably." 
R-10-1809, referring to R-10-D57, Exh. 100-W 
(2), (4), and (5) respectively. 

"The BEST PERFORMER at its PRICE" R-10-1811, 
referring to R-10-057, Exh. l00-FF(2). 

"Larso, by Beltone, is the effective aid for 
really severe hearing losseS-:~.~----It 
actually delivers pure hearin9,___EOwer with 
remarkable clarity." R-10-1816, referring to 
R-8-0459-3077. 

Proposed rule Section 440.9(e)(6~ would compel an advertiser 
~r seller who is comparing, or representing that he is comparing, 
:::har acte r ist ics of an advertised product with com par able char ac
ter is tics possessed by other hearing aid brands or models to com
ply with these requirements: 

~40.9(e)(6)(i) Clearly and conspicuously dis
close the names of the hearing aids with which 
such comparisons are made so that the cornpar ison 
is not in the form of a dangling comparison~ 

440.9(e){6)(ii) Clearly and conspicuously dis
close each particular characteristic with 
respect to which each such comparison is b~ing 
made; 

440.9{e)(6)(iii) Advertise such comp,:ue.J 
char-ac~ter ist ics- that provide a significant 1y 
greater benefit than the benefit provided by 
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the comparable characteristic in the dis
closed hearina aid brand(s) and/or model(s) 
to which the ~dvertised brand is being com
pared; 

440.9(e)(6)(iv) To possess and rely upon co~
petent and reliable scientific or medical 
evidence fully establishing that each compared 
characteristic of the advertised brand renders.. 
significantly more be:iefit to the buyer than 
that (those) of the compared brand, and to 
possess such evidence at the time of making 
such representations ex~ept in the case that, 
not being the manufacturer, he has determined 
that the representation he makes is contained 
in materials given to him by the manufacturer 
and he has no reason to know that the manu
facturer has no such evidence, has false 
evidence, or has evidence that does not con
stitute substantiation. 

Once again the industry is disturbed by what it sees as 3. 

lack of finite definitions for some of the most important terms 
contained in this proposed section. As its position h.:is already 
been set out in section 3 of this part pertaining to Issues 21 
and 24, above, it will not be discussed again here except to note 
the continuing objection to what it views as the vagueness and 
ambiguity of expressions such as "significantly greater benefits," 
"characteristics," and "significant," which will effectively pre
vent sellers from knowing exactly what is required of them and 
when it is required, if the rule is promulgated in its present 
form. R-3-3619. Again it sees this section as providing consum
ers with useless information (R-3-3623}, if, in fact, rnost hear
ing aid advertisements containing representations are not in 
effect prohibited altogether. R-3-3624, 3628. 

ASHA, on the other hand, views the entire Section 440.9{e), 
including the subsections dealing with substantiation and compari
sons, potentially of great benefit to hearing-impaired individuals,.. sellers and industry as well through its elimination of dangling 
and incomplete comparisons. ASHA contends that advertised aids 
must be compared with reasonably comparable benefits of other 
hearing aids, (R-10-1804) and it does not expect the industry to 
object on cost grounds to disclosing the information which will 
assure that consumers receive informative and truthful advertising, 
especially when the retail price of hearing aids is taken into 
account. Furthermore, it knows of no documentation that supports 
any claim that different wording in ads will result in cost 
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1creases. R-10-1822. 42 However, under all circumstances, 
,,Jvertisers must be compelled to substantiate the claims applying 
10 the advertised product and the explicit or implicit comparisons 
c1 such product with all other industry products. R-10-1803. 

b. The findings. Comparisons involved in hearing aid 
a1vertising often are made through "suggestions," rather than 
t,rough flat statements. By means of dangling or incomplete com
p H isons and weasel words, the consumer is often led to mentally 
c,>mpare adve!'.'tised items with their competitors, by utilization 
o' the logical process in ,,,hich certain words are used to trigger 
a chain of thought, ultimately concluded, and perhaps erroneously 
st,, in the consumer's mind. Such representations might, of course, 
be true, but without qualifications, disclosures of what superior 
qualities are being referred to, and indications of how or why 
such qualities are superior in terms of significant consumer bene
fits rendered over those offered by competing products, the con
sumer, usually without even knowing the identity of competitors, 
is at a loss to make meaningful use of what information is given 
to him. He may, therefore, often accept or be forced to accept 
the advertisement he sees and hears at face value or on faith, 
~nd accordingly he may also end up with a hearing"aid that is no 
better than its competitors; no better even than the hearing aid 
he may already have been wearing; and possibly not even appr opr i 
~ te to his type of hearing loss. 

c. Conclusions. Dangling and incomplete comparisons 
including "weasel" words) necessarily assert the superiority of 

rhe advertised product and imply its comparison with unidentified 
~ompetitors, while leaving the consumer to figure out for himself 
:ust who the competition is and how and why the advertised item 
:s "better" or "the best." The more subtle the "weasel," the 
nore insidious it is, as consumers may not realize that they are 
rnbconsciously being induced to conclude that valid comparisons 
:ia-v>e been made. Proposed rule Section 440.9(e) would seem to 
~o~pel adequate disclosure of the "whole" story to the consumer's 
be'lefit. This proposed section may have the most far-,,reaching 
ef feet on the advertising industry of any other contained in the 
rule since it will virtually eliminate from hearing aid ads a 
format common to that advertising in general. 

42 The Hearing Aid Industry Conference nonetheless does make 
this argument contending that, taken altogether, the dis
closure requirements mandated by 440.9(e)(l) through 
440.9(g)(2) will constitute a massive burden upon the indus
try's advertisers in terms of cost and ad copy preparetion, 
R-3-3971. 

.. 
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6. Issue 25. 

When a hearing aid is represented as being 
"smaller" than other hearing aids, would the 
fact that it produces sound of less quality 
and range than those with which it is being 
compared be a material fact which might 
influence the potential purchaser's decision 
of whether to purchase it? 

of 
a. The evidence. 

representations that are 
The following 

the subject of 
ads 
this 

illustrate 
issue: 

the type 

"a 
the 

unique combination 
smallest*** on the 

of features," 
market." 

"one of 

ASHA, 
(3), 

R-10-057, Exh. 
respectively. 

100-H(l) and 

"world's smallest 
world's smallest." 

hearing aid," "one of the 

ASHA, 
(2), 

R-10-057, Exh. 
respectively. 

100-K(l) and 

size 
The questions 
to quality and 

posed in 
ran~ of 

Issue 25 involve 
performance and 

the rel3tionship 
whether, if it is 

of 

true that smaller h~aring aids exhibit inferior performance, this 
would be a material factor in a consumer's purchase decision. 
"Smallness," according to ASHA, is not synonymous with quality 
of amplification and range of sounds produced. ASHA believes 
that a person with a severe or profound hearing loss may not bene
fit as significantly from a smaller instrument with limited gain 
as he might from a larger instrument with an appreciably higher 
gain. R-10-1824. Most experts today agree: A few ye~rs ago, 
hearing aids were cumbersome units with l3rge compone~ts ~na 
heavy batteries. Today, tiny "solid state" elertronic devices 
such as transistors have reduced the instrument and its power 
source to a fraction of their former size and weight. If your 
hearing loss is mild, you may get satisfactory performance from 
a device so small that it fits directly in your ear. If you 
have a severe impairment, you will need a larger, more powerful 
system; but even in the largest models, size and weight are not 
a serious problem. "In-the-ear" aids fit directly in the ear 
canal, supported by the ear shell, itself. These models have 
no external wires or tubes, and are very light in weight. They 
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:.ave a volume control, but may have no tone control. Generally 
aking, they are useful only if the hearing loss is mild. 43 

In-the-ear aids are the smallest and generally least power
t Jl of today's aids. They are cosmetically desirable but not 
y2t appropriate for more than a mild or moderate loss.44 There 
a~e still many serious problems to be solved before in-the-ear 
aids will be comparable in quality of sound reproduction to 
beilind-the~ear or body aids. 45 

Dorothy A. Shannon, Ph.D., audiologist, Chief of Speech and 
Hearing Section, Sinai Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland, testified 
that an advertisement in the then current telephone directory 
for Baltimore contained a conspicuous picture of an in-the-ear 
aid, leading consumers to expect that any hearing loss can be 
aided with in-the-ear amplification. Tr. 1861-62. She would 
not recommend such aids for most users because they generally 
have less power yet she knew that ads mislead consumers to expect 
to be able to use in-the-ear aids. Tr. 1870-73. 

Angela Loavenbruck, an audiologist and speech pathologist, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, believes that changes in 
amplification necessarily accompany changes in the size of the 
hearing instrument. Tr. 1561. Typically, all-in-the-ear omaller 
(smallest) models are not as powerful as behind-the-ear {small) 
ear models or {large) body aids, according to Wynnette Moneka, 

43 	 Edith Corliss, Facts About Hearing and Hearing Aids, A Consum
er's Guide, NBC Consumer Information Series 4, ed., James E. 
Payne, National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 
November, 1971, R-8-D222-14. See also Earl R. Harford, Ph.D., 
Professor of Audiology, Vanderbilt University, Tr. 49-50: 
Darrel E. Rose, Ph.D., •_ayo Clinic, R-8-4186; William c. Lentz, 
Ph.D., R-8-8000. James Jerger, Ph.D., Professor of Audiology, 
Baylor College of Medicine, Texas Medical Center, Houston, 
Texas, R-8-D604-12. 

44 Michael C. Fbl lack, "Electroacoustic Character is tics," in 
Amelification for the Hearing-Imeaired, Grune & Stratton, 
Inc., 1975, R-8-Exh. B-25. See also Kenneth w. Berger, 
"Hearing Aids Today and Tomorrow71n '.!'..!:!~_Hear,_~_Aid: ___~Its 
Operation and Development, NHAS, 1974, R-8-0637-88-89; 
Ernest Zelnick, Ph.D., audiologist and dealer, Brooklyn, 
New York, Tr . 4 2 8. 
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an audiologist at the Chicago Campus of Northwestern University. 
Tr. 6183). Elma L. Griesel, formerly Project Coordinator with 
the Retired Professional Action Group (RPAG), noted that in RPAG's 
contact with industry in the course of conducting its survey 
activities, the surveyors were told that it was not possible to 
get the same kind of performance in a "miniaturized" instrument. 
ln the study entitled "Paying Through the Ear, A Report on Hear
i.ng Health Care Problems," RPAG accordingly noted that 9 Tiny units 
cannot effectively amplify lower frequency or base sounds without 
considerable distortion." The account continues ty citing the 
pro~lem of "feedback" in the miniature aids caused when sound 
leaks around earmolds and impinges back onto the microphone which 
recycles the stimuli through the amplifier--the problem is charac
terized as "difficult, if not impossible, to solve" in miniatur
ized instruments where components are so close together. The 
report then proceeds to note that not only is sound more distorted 
in smaller aids but the smaller instruments are more difficult for 
older and arthritic people to operate. R-8-D421-XI-2-3. However,, 
in the cross-examination portion of her testimony, Ms. Griesel 
acknowledged that the fact one hearing aid is smaller than another 
doesn 1 t necessa£.!l_y mean that the smaller aid is of inferior qual
ity; rather the quality factor would be determined by the differ
ent hearing aid characteristics. In her research, she had even 
found that for certain types of hearing loss, the ear-level aid 
would be preferable to other types. She clarified her statement 
against miniaturization by indicating that they had intended to 
point out particularly the difficulties experienced by elderly 
hearing-impaired persons in manipulating the controls of behind
the-ear devices. Tr. 9433-35. 

Sandlin and Krebs noted that, in regard to all-in-the-ear 
hearing devices, the wearer must be willing to accept the com
promises which are imposed: a smaller microphone, a smaller 
receiver, and an amplifier which has limited gain and output 
response. They find that gain, maximum power output, and fre
quency response are all limited when compared with those that 
can be achieved in the post-articular, eyeglass, or body-worn 
hearing instruments, ~oting, too, that greater acoustic gain 
and maximum output values can be generated in a body-worn aid 
because it is larger and much more sophisticated circuitry can 
be utilized to modify the shape of the output envelope. However, 
body instruments are generally recommended for those who have 
severe or profound hearing losses and who require greater maximum 
power output and acoustic gain than can be achieved today in an 
ear-worn device.46 In summarizing the technological achievements 
in the hea.ring aid industry, though, Sandlin and Krebs note that 

46 Robert Sandlin and Donald Krebs, "Audiometers and Hearing 
Aids , " Ch apt r? r IV i n !.~ ~~ 02_u ~-~~2.£Y_.!!_~~E.:!-..!l9:_S s=l:_~_r:~~ , S . E • 
G0rh~r, 1974, R-13-029-914-15. 
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the miniaturization of components has occurred without unreason
able sacrifice of quality and their acoustic character sties. 
Though somewhat reduced in gain and power output, all- n-the-ear 
3ids have been successfully utilized by a n:.imber of tearing
lmpaired persons. R-13-D29-943. 

Many instances in which consumers purchased smaller aids 
only to find their hearing aoility decreased, were cited. 
Mark McShane, a certified clinical audiologist wit~ Mereorial Medi
cal Center's Department of Communicative Disorders, Springfield, 
Illinois,, noted the case of a 6-yea.r-o1d congenita:!_ly deaf 
patient, who was evaluated at the clinic and foun<:'3 to have a mod
erate to severe sensorineural loss in the right ear and a pro
found sensor ineur a 1 loss in the left ear • Upon u::co:r.:nend at ion 
of an audiologist, this patient was fitted with 3 y ~id. 
Approximately 1 year later, the patient's family was contacted 
by a salesman who represented that the child would find an in
the-ear aid more comfortable to wear than the body aid; :ie did 
not mention the fact that the in-the-ear aid might not provide as 
much benefit :;is the body aid system then being worn. Ra::her, his 
rec0mmendation was made solely on the basis of pJre-tone thresholJs 
established, and r.J aided or unaided tests wer':?. p;::,rfor:r.ed. The 
all-in-the ear aid, of course, did not provide benefits commensu
rate with the body aid. Tr. 8099-8100. 

The propensity of the hearing-impaired individ0al to seek an 
instrument that is "smaller" and more concealable is well known.47 
Thus, advertising emphasizing "smallness" of an instrJ~ent may 
be used as a simple b~t effective means of getting the patient 
into the dealer's office where he may be given a high ressure 
sales presentation, the end result of which may be the :;:uchase 
of a completely inappropriate device.48 

But on the other hand, there is some evidence that the g:~_~_!
!!z and the range of sound from today's smaller hearing aid are 
not necessarily adversely affected by the decrease in instrument 
size. According to James Keyes, Executive Vice President of 
Audiotone Division, Royal Industries, 10 years ago, 3 s~aller aid 
meant a decrease in performance ability, b~t size of behind-the
ear aids is no longer relative to quality of sound. Tr. 10745. 
However, Mr. Keyes did not profess that in-lhe-e::ir aids ::ire com
parable in range and quality of sound to other types of aids sold 
today. Tr. 10758-9. 

47 	 Willi~m H. Plotkin, Execut.iv~ Dir:-ect:o1C, chi:::3q'J :-:<":'sri 3 
soqiety, Tr. 5987; MatY Burk~, Not@ 14. gu~ra _ ~4: -11. 

49 . 	 .Patricia G. Mastr1cola, Note 27, suEi_a at 862 
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Robert Briskey, audiologist for Beltone Electronics Corpora
cLon of Chicago, Illinois, testified that smaller hearing devices 
ne comparable in quality, regardless of their size, to the 'Jery 
large instruments of some 20 years ago. Inw frequency and quality 
lave a ai rec t re 1 a t ions h i p , and 1ow fr e g u ency , he notea , is av a i 1
::t ble now in very small packages. Conversely, the fact that one 
lPar ing aid is larger than another does not "necessar i ly 11 mean 
that the larger one produces any better quality--of-perTormance or 
3cund. Reduction in instrument size has coincided with increased 
O!±:ficiency made possible by such t:echnological ac3vances as inte
3rated c:l..rcu.it:ry and t:h:ln film production technjques, etc. Den
3ity can be increased t:hrough miniaturization so when an amplifier 
is reduced in size, its efficiency as an amplifier is not reduced. 
rr. 7255-56, 7260-61. HAIC notes, too, that larger body-worn 
instruments do not necessari:l_y have better fidelity than ear-level 
<Jevices, although this may not have been true in the l9SO's. Size 
is no longer a criterion of good performance and actually, some 
of today's body devices can be shown to have less acce;Jtable acous
tic performances than some ear-level aids. R-3-3866-67. 

Ansel Kleiman, President of Telex Communications, Inc., 
stated, "There is not necessarily a correlation between size and 
sound reproduction," and that "many of today's ear level instru
ments can provide a wider frequency response, among other benefits, 

-than some larger body style instruments." Tr. 6908-09. But when 
questioned about his use of the term "necessarily," hi:> stated 
that he did not say there is "no correlation 11 between size and 
sound reproduction quality. He further explained that there 11 are 
certain things you can do in a larger physical configuration you 
:~anno t do in a s ma 11 e r one . " Tr . 6 9 3 6 - 3 7 • Don a 1 d Kr e b s , Ph . D . , 
1udiologist and Director of Speech, Hearing, and Neurosensory 
:enter in San Diego, stated that in-the-ear aids "should have 
the same quality of sound" as behind-the-ear aids, but conceded 
~hat "The bigger the speaker system the better the quality of 
30 und • " Tr . 11901-0 2. 

When asked whether small in-the-ear hearing aids waJld bene

fit everyone who could benefit from an aid, Mr. DaJid B~rnow, 

former chief marketing officer for Belt.one Electro;lics Co ra-
tion, stated, "I know for a fact that the srnal 1 it -tht?-ear aid 

cannot, and nobody pretends that it can . 11 


As a solution to problems b0 lie~ 


Section 440.9(g) has been proposed: 


{g) No seller sr1all reprr:·'.3ent th it a . '? 1. 

aid model is Si'!all•:>r than other 1:ar1 1 
;-nodels unless, in .3rJriition to maYi ;;ill ,Ji.s·
closur~s prescribed ~Y ~ 440.gr~i: 

(l) The 1uali+/ ;u1J Y:in'y 1)f O·Jnd~; 

•)rod:Jced by r u,~s,·nt ;t ivr: :-:;c:nnp1 s 
·1f such hear inq :iid rpod ;;in, .:H: 



least of substantially the same 
quality and range as the sounds 
produced by representative samples 
of each of the different brand(s) 
and/or model(s) of hearing aids 
with which it is being compared, 
and, at the time of making any such 
representation the seller possesses 
and relies upon competent and 
reliable scientific or medical 
evidence which fully establishes the 
relative qua 1 i ty and range of sounds 
produced by such hearing aids; 

(a caveat provides that 
if the seller is not also 
the manufacturer, he will 
be held to a different 
standard of liability if 
he relies upon represen
tations made to him in the 
manufacturer's materials 
which he has no reason to 
believe are false, 
inadquately substantiated 
or unsubstantiated) 

or , 

( 2 ) I t i s c 1e a r 1y and cons p i cuo us 1 y 
disclosed that such hearing aid ioes 
not produce sounds which are at 
least of substantially the same 
quality and range as the sounds pro
duced by the hearing aid brand(s) 
and/or model(s) with which it is 
being compared . 

If smallness is not synonymous with quality and if s~ch an 
implication is or can be drawn from an advertising representation, 
3ection 440.9(g) proponents' position, (forwarded by ASHA and 
others) is that the advertiser should make a reasonable effort 
::o adequately point up whatever differences d"i)--exist~-----R-10-1824. 
The proposed section should, therefore, place such relevant infor
nation in consumers' hands for whatever use they choose to make 
0f it. Those with the primary desire to wear an aid that is as 
inconspicuous as possible will be willing to forego quality and 
range considerations for a hearing aid that will permit the gnc:at
est cosmetic improvement. However, prospective buyers should 
be apprised prior to their purchases of "trade-offs" in electro-
acoustical characteristics affecting reproduction p~rformancP. 

Opponents object to disclosing information reqRrrlinq comparn 
tLre ranges and qua1 iti(~S betwF:en sm:~U and 1arqe in u irntc.nts on 
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the grounds that to do so would not provide any valuable infor
~ation to the consumer.49 Rather such required disclosures will 
result in overly long advertisements emphasizing matters that are 
rot even of interest to those prospective purchasers who are look
.i ng for smaller, "more invisible" hearing aids.SO 

The Hearing Aid Industry Conference (HAIC) sees this section 
a3 but an additional requirement to be imposed upon the basically 
truthful representation that indicates simply that one hearing aid 
IT'Odel is smaller than another hearing aid model. Taken together 
with the affirmative disclosures required by other proposed pro
visions, this section will contribute to the massive burden of 
required expanded representations and substantiation placed upon 
hearing aid advertisers, increasing their advertising costs and 
inhibiting their ability to feasibly prepare advertising copy. 
HAIC submits that the need for such requirements is totally with
out basis and will eventually result in a serious curtailment, 
if not a virtual prohibition, of hearing aid advertising. R-3
3970-71). 

The National Hearing Aid Society incorporated generally its 
analysis of and arguments against Section 440.9(e) (above, Issues 
21, 22, 23, and 24] into its arguments against promulgation of 
440.9(g), and these will not be repeated here. R-3-3629. 

b. The findings. If, in fact, smaller hearing aids 
produce sound of inferior quality and range than larger hearing 
aids do, this fact would be material to some hearing-imp3ired 
individuals. There is some dispute over what effect ~iniaturi
zation has on the quality and range of sound. Testimony and sub
missions indicate strongly that, with today's improved technology, 
miniaturized devices operating with the latest microphones, tran
sistors, and integrated circuitry, have superb quality and range 
reproduction ability equal to, if not actually superior to the 
performance capability of some larger aids. Most experts felt 
certain, that with in-the-ear aids, change in size generally 
involves a correlated change in response characteristics, changes 
involved are not necessarily adverse changes in all character
istics of performance, however. Thus, the perceived problem could 
be important to those persons seeking readily concealable devices 
and quality and range, etc. "Smaller" aids can involve "trade 
offs" in performance characteristics, and "smaller" ai~s have 
been sold to hearing-impaired persons who derived no significant 
benefits from them. The "wrong" type of aid has been found 
fitted to certain types of hearing losses and some "smaller" 

Note 19, §~££~ at 10745. 

r) Pichard Fr::r:::hh~imer, Note 30, -~~E~-~-- at 6970. 
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nstruments have been found to be almost worthless in terms of 

ieneficial gain to those with more serious hearing problems. 


Kenneth W. Berger, in his book, The Hearing_Aid, __:Its __Ope£~--=
_!_on and Development (NHAS, 1974), notes that the problems in 
sing the in-the-ear aid in the case of persons with suhstantial 

hearing losses is not due to limitations in amplifying ability, 
:ut rather to other problems, such as feedback, etc. R-5-D637
J8-89. Every amplifier has a maximum point beyond which an 
.ncrease in the signal level cannot be made regardless of how 
nuch signal level is fed into the amplifier. Additionally, sounds 
~eaching the ear at approximately 120 dB Sound Pressure Level 
:)egins to either become uncomfortable or produce some irritating 
3ensation, such as tickling; and at higher levels, the sound 
becomes painful. (It is noted that Berger refers to thresholds 
that were established using listeners with normal hearing, but 
that for some types of hearing losses, the threshold of d iscom
f or t may be reached at a lesser sound pressure level in spite 
;)f the reduced threshold of hearing.) R-8-0637-75. 

Michael C. Fbllack traces the development of :?lectroacous
tic measurements used to express standardized performance param
eters so that instruments can be compared with each other. The 
four characteristics most frequently obtained are acoustic gain, 
acoustic output, basic frequency response, and frequency range. 
Additionally, ANSI has described and identified five other impor
tant characteristics: comprehensive frequency response: harmonic 
distortion; gain control taper; effect of tone control on fre
quency response; and power supply voltage variation effects on 
gain. R-8-Physical Exhibit B, pp. 39-44. Also, Pollack notes 
that a considerable degree of inconsistency exists between the 
three common sets of hearing aid performance measurement stand
ards, {ANSI, HAIC, and IEC) regarding what characteristics must 
be measured and how they are to be measured. 51 

c. Conclusions. 
"Smaller" hearing aids sometimes produce inferior performances 
in terms of the specific characteristics cited in orooosed Sec
tion 440.9(g), that is, in quality and range of perfor:r,ance. 
Persons seeking cosmetic advantages of smallness in a hearing 
device would very likely be interested in such disclosures. The 
group that may be most misled or deceived as to these character
istics (and others) would be those who rank sound quality and 
range as a matter of first magnitude in their purcDase decisions. 

The evidence indicates that, today, miniaturization of a 
hearing device does not necessarily detract from its quality of 

51 Michael C. Pollack, Note 44, ~UE~~ at 64. 
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rformance or the range of frequency reproduction, but with in
the-ear aids it generally does detract. While this conclusion 
~as been disputed, the record does not contain clear and convinc
ing evidence to the contrary. Consequently, there is little doubt 
::w to whether hearing aid users are deceived or misled by ads for 
''smaller" in-the-ear instruments that fail to make performance 
3 sclosures regarding the two specifically mentioned performance 
·~ aracteristics--i.e., quality and range. 

Turning to the other performance characteristics ~entioned 
in the discussion above, it becomes readily apparent that sign if i 
::c1nt "trade offs" in regards to them might have to be rr.ade in 
favor of greatly reduced size of the instrument. Perhaps most 
import an tl y, some smaller instr um ents have been found to 'ac k 
sufficient power to provide significant benefits for thos? with 
~ore than mild hearing losses: in such cases, if the individual 
purchases such an aid with an eye only for its cosmetic advan
tages, he may consequently end up with a device that does him 
little or no good. The problem of feedback in the smaller types 
of aids may also be substantial and again, the cosmetic-v3lue 
seeker may be forced to accept a less acceptable performance in 
the reproduction of sound in return for an aid that is more 
readily concealed. Certainly, whether the consumer is only cos
metically oriented or whether high-quality sound reproduction is 
~is objective, he should be advised of such sacrifices before he 
makes his purchase decision. 

However, although the proposed rule section focJses Jpon 
two basic types of characteristics that miniaturization may 
:i.dversely affect to some degree, the discussion elicited by the 
3cction and its related designated issue points up the fact that 
;imilar "trade-offs" in other characteristics not specifically 
incorporated into the rule section may be involved with smaller 
'lid use. Once again, the problems of feedback and power output 
;eem to be matters of potentially paramount importance in con
sumers' decisions. If the rule section is promulgated in its 
?resent form containing such an omission, it can be expected that 
some manufacturers and dealers will "play" upon these omitted 
:haracteristics to their advantage and to the disadvantage of 
:onsumers and competitors. 

As a final comment, it appears that Issue 25, and Section 
440.9(g) which induced it, have led into a technological no-~an's
land for the layman, and a semantical jungle for the rulemaker. 
aut, with further expert exploration, it may still be possibl~ 
to offer appropriate guidance to advertisers who imply th~t the 
smallest hearing aids perform as well as all others if such is 
:iot the fact. 

7. Issue 26. 

Do the terms "prescribe" and "prescription" 
when used in connection with hearing aids, 
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.,ave the capacity or tendency to mislead 
consumers as to the extent to which hearing 
aids can correct hearing loss? 

a. The evidence. A controversy exists concerning the 
'writing of prescriptions" for hearing aids in the meaning in 
Hhich that expression is used in pharmacology and medicine. ASHA 
~;ees two possibly misleading aspects to the use of "prescription" 
,rnd similar terms in recommending hearing devices: consumers may 
confuse the hearing aid dispensing industry with the medical and 
pharmaceutical dispensing professions 
tmpression from such statements that, 
prescribed," it will correct hearing 

hearing. R-10-1826. 

and they may also 
because a hearing 
loss by restoring 

get the 
aid is 
normal 

Hearola All-in-the-Ear prescription fitted. 

AHSA, R-10-1827 
Exh. 100-KK( 6). 

referring to R-10-057, 

WORLD'S ONLY 
INSTRUMENTS. 

TOTALLY PRESCRIPTION (Rx.) 

ASHA, R-10-1828, referring 
R-10 -D 5 7, Ex h . 10 0-AV ( 1 B ) • 

to 

MADE TO PRESCRIPTION HEARING INSTRUMENTS, 
built to individual prescription requirements 
as determined by your doctor, audiologist, or 
by one of our firms qualified nonmedical tech
nicians. 

ASHA, R-10-1828 
R-8-D289. 

referring to 

The problem arises basically from the nonscientific nature 
of selecting and fitting a hearing instrument when this process 
is compared to the fillint of a drug prescription. A recommen
dation may be made by eit er a hearing specialist professional 
or a dealer, following objective testing, for a specific instru
ment believed to fit the patient's needs, but in reality, it may 
not be the device actually .. de red or it may be substantially 
adjusted from the recommendation's suggestions. Thus, hearing 
aid selection and fitting is not a precise science~ indeed many 
witnesses referred to it asan"art," although the objective test 
ing of the individual is itself scientific.52 

Several witnesses compared the fitting of a hearing device 
with the fitting of a pair of glasses, finding the latter process 

Luke Fortner, Note 10, supra at 2889. 
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to be far less complicated than the former; an cptician can take a 
prescription for a pair of glasses and make it exactly in accord
ance with the specifications indicated, but there are "certain 
things" that come up in the process of selecting and fitting a 
hearing aid that make it impossible to follow the exact course 
of the audiogram.53 

Hearing impairments involve variations; consequently there 
can be almost unbelievable variations in hearing losses. Then, 
too, the makeup of the hearing aid itself is complex and compli
cated; just a tiny movement of an almost microscopic part of the 
instrument can be the determining factor in whether the wearer 
hears clearly or gets instead a jumble of meaningless noise.54 A 
doctor or an audiologist can tell what loss a patient has, but 
they do not necessarily know how to adjust an aid to compensate 
for that loss.55 Theref0re, there can be no certainty in predict
ing how well a person will function with the selected aid in his 
everyday listening situation, even though important information 
can be gained from manufacturers 1 specifications of gain, output, 
frequency-response and distortion characteristics, and from objec
tive test results on individual performances with instruments 
having characteristics appropriate for a given hearing loss.56 
These variable factors have led a number of witnesses to conclude 
that a hearing aid cannot be "prescribed."57 

53 	 Dr. Sam Houston Sanders, Jr., National Hearing Aid Society, 
(trained audiologist), Tr. 3583. 

54 	 Ima B. Payne, National Hearing Aid Society, Tr. 3602. 

55 Id. at 3603. 

S6 	 Judith Rassi, Note 22, supra at 5734-35; David M. Resnick, 
Note 14, supra at 5431-33. 

57 	 David Vreeland, Florida hearing aid specialist, Tr. 3847; 
Maurice A. Byrne, Jr., Assistant Director of Law and Legal 
Counsel, Department of Consumer Affairs for Mayor Harvey I. 
Sloane, Louisville, Kentucky, Tr. 1028; Vincent James Giglia, 
President, Audio Instrument Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
Tr. 2758; Dr. John W. Heisse, Jr., member, Medical Advisory 
Board of the National Hearing Aid Society, Burlington, Vermont, 
who notes that, since two acoustically similar hearing aid 
models coming off the same production line will perform dif-· 
ferently on two different patients, to describe the matching-
up process of the patient with the appropriate hearing aid as 
following a "prescription" makes little or no sense, Tr. 
3283; and Luke Fortner, Note 10, ~.~J2 ..~-~ at 2B8g. 
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Still there are those who favor permitting the use of the 
~crd "prescription" and similar terms under certain circumstances 
)r with certain qualifications. Angela Loavenbruck, an audiolo

st, speech pathologist, and Assistant Professor at Teachers 
·ollege, Columbia University, believes that hearing aids can be 
Jrescribed for a particular individual in terms of a general cate

'fory of hearing aid which is most appropriate in terms of general 
1ain characteristics, general output character, the ear to which 
,_t is to be fitted, the kind of earmold to be used, and whether a 
ental period should be included. Tr. 1584. Barbara D. McGarry, 

1 specialist in governmental relations, American Foundation for 
':he Blind, Inc., recommends that the terms, "prescribe," "pre

11;cr iption, and "hearing tests" be used only with reference to 
written orders and procedures of an audiologist or a biophysician 
2killed in diseases of the ear (who is also independent of the 
:1earing aid industry) Tr. 1267. 

John C. Kenwood, President of J.C. Kenwood, Inc., a Chicago, 
Illinois, hearing aid dealer, does not favor use of the word "pre
scription" or using or referring to the fitting process as pre
scribing because this term carries the connotation that the dealer 
is filling a precise order, just as a druggist is filling a pre
scription: neither physician, audiologist, or d~aler should be 
involved with such language. Tr. 9334-35. Lee Wilson, a clinical 
3Udiologist and President of the Society of Medical Audiology, 
)n the other hand, doesn't think it matters what you call such 
3 definite "recommendation" (Tr. 10044} while Hubert L. Gerstram, 
~:hief of the Hearing and Language Center, Hew England Medical 
:enter Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, suggests that "recommenda
•:ion" would be a much better word to use to describe the process. 
Tr. 2406-07. 

On the other side of the controversy, James E. Payne, senior 
partner of Payne and Payne Consultants, Austin, Texas, found in a 
survey he conducted for the National Hearing Aid Society that four 
audiologists interviewed were "aggressive" in their claim that they 
could "prescribe" hearing aids with the same precision that an 
ophthalmologist could prescribe eye glasses although most medical 
~ar specialists agreed that it is impossible. Tr. 2137. 

John L. Holmes, President of the Hearing Health Group of 
Scottsdale, Arizona, felt that the word "prescription" should not 
be legislated out of the lexicon, but should be defined properly: 
his "more technically viable" definition of the term would be "a 
set of parameters in accordance with a patient requirement, 
including but not limited to gain, scope, compression, dynamic 
range and maximum power output, all as a function of frequency."
'rr. 9584-85. Dr. Holmes, whose firm has perfected and is cur
rently using two advanced master instruments, the O'rOGRAF and 
the PRESCRIP'fOR, for the testing and fitti.ng of hearing instru
mr::·nts, b~lievr:~s that a "real prescription" is within the state 
of thF~ art if this improvr::?d t.echnology is used, .::ind that, prop 
erl'f defined and professionaJly uti1izPd, the term "prr>scriptinn" 
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will not be a misrepresentation to the consumiPJ public. Tr. 9586. 
He, thereJore, opposes proposed Section 440.9(h), feeling that it 
nay discourage or preclude the operation of professionals in a 
manner such as that common to the prescribing of other medical 
devices. Tr. 9584-85. John F. Fennema, of the Maryland Hearing 
Aid Service, Baltimore and Annapolis, Maryland, also has reserva
tions about a ban on the use of the term as he believes it is 
becoming increasingly applicable to the selection process and, 
that while selection does still remain something of an "art," the 
technology and precision involved are b·eing developed so that 
some day selection will be a science. Today, while the choice of 
an aid is subjective in t.1e sense that some individuals simply 
cannot adapt to an aid, he believes that those evaluating and 
recommending aids come close enough to "precision" to justify 
the use of the term, "prescribe," and words of similar meaning. 
Tr. 1754. Although the National Hearing ~id Society agrees with 
those who state that it is not possible at the present time to 
write a "prescription" for a hearing aid, it also agrees with 
those who argue that the term should not be unqualifiedly prohib
ited since at some future point in time, prescribing may certainly 
be possible. R-3-3630. 

To avoid any potential deception or :nisleadi:1g of th,~ consumer 
on this point, the following subsection of 440.9 has been proposed: 

(h) No seller shall use the word "prescribe" 
or "prescription" or any other word(s) or 
expression(s) of similar import. 

~SHA believes that hearing aid technology is rapidly approach
ing a time when a modified type of prescription may be appropri
~te for hearing aids; until then, the consumer shoul~ not be mis
led into believing that he is obt:dning a hearing 3id manufactured 
:o meet specific standards for his individual hearing loss. There
fore, AHSA generally supports t~is section of the rule, but it 
~ould also like to see the terminology used restricted to "order" 
or "written recommendation." R-10-1825-26. 

NHAS, as previously noted, opposes a total ban on the use of 
word "prescribe," feeling that, as presently written, the provi
sion would even prohibit a seller from advisi~g a consumer that 
a hearing aid cannot be prescribed. R-3-3630. The Hearing Aid 
Industry Conference makes a similar observation co~menting that 
such a direct attempt to limit freedom of speech by flatly pro
hibiting the use of commonly used words cannot be tolerated. It 
notes the existence of vari~us opinioPS about the use of "pre
script ion" and agrees with those who be 1 ieve that 3 ban on the 
use of the word is indeed a drastic measure. R-3-3971-72. 

b. Th~_find~§.· Because of irnproveTi-"".nts in thE, tech
nology of instruments used to determine the most sJitable hearing 
aid specifications and characteristics for a particular case, the 
day seems to be approaching when 11 recommendations" ·J f ">pee if j c 
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·aring instruments can be fairly precisely translated into the 
Jpropriate device. When a high degree of such precision is 
tained, the recommendation could then be appropriately referred 

t as a "prescription," and the process could be describ: ~ as 
"nescribing. 11 Such precision instrumentation is said to be 
_ cdlablc today but on an extremely limited scale. In the mean
t roe, statements referring to hearing aid prescriptions cause con
s 1~ers to confuse such "prescriptions" with the more familiar 
'1 ,aical and pharmaceutical ones; however, they are not similar 
i many respects. A medical prescription is considered to be a 
? ecise order for a predetermined specific drug or device which 
w 11 usually operate, to a high degree of cert3inty, to relievP 
::;; 1ecific symptoms of a patient's ailment or to correct :--:is condi" 

11t~on of illness. On the other hand, a hearing aid prescription, 11 

si rrounded by so many variables and often unforseeable factors, 
:n y eventually be totally or partially discarded if the recom
n·,~nd ed instrument proves not to be optimumly effecti<,,1e to the 
user. If recommended fol:.owing proper testing and consideration 
o the patient's otologic history, the device recommended will 
ltkely be the best suited type for the specific he:::tring loss, but 
minor variances in degree, range of loss and in the instrument 
itself, make numerous minute and complex adjust~ents, unforseen in 
the "prescription," necessary for a proper fit. T':,es'::• a,iiustments 
11.1st be made by the dealer and sometimes extend over a fair amount 
n" time. Accordingly, a hearing aid "prescription" today is not 
: osely analogous to the more precise and usually highly effective 
~ 0dical prescription. 

c. ~onclusions. A hearing aid "prescription" is not 
a::alogous to a pharmaceutical "prescription," although consumers, 
a·cepting such a term in the most commonly used sense, ~ay believe 
t •at it i3. The fitting of 3 hearing aid is still in part an 
'' ut": the dealer takes a recommendation made on the basis of 
s:ientific testing and attempts to match up and adjust a hearing 
3~pliance to a customer's individual hearing probleT.. However, 
r~ferences to "prescribing" and "prescriptions" may mislead con
sJmers into believing that a hearing aid can be fitted to pre
~isely fit recommended specifications and that such an instrument 
e:rn be expected to alleviate his particular handica;:>, that is, 
~2 expects the same, or similarly effective results from the hear • 
i~g aid prescription that he would expect fro~ a drug prescrip
tion. Proposed Section 440.9(h) would totally elimi~ate the use 
of "prescriptive" terms: this may be a drastic step to tak~ in 
view of the fact that equipment may be available soon that wi l 

p:.-rrnit recommendations to be made with a great deal of precis on. 
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8. Issue 27. 

Do the words and phrases set for th by way of example 
in § 440.9(j), when used to describe a hearing aid or 
part thereof, have the capacity or tendency to lead con
sumers to believe that the hearing aid, or part thereof, 
so described is hidden or cannot be seen; 58 

Issue 28. 

Do the words and phrases set forth by way of example 
in § 440.9(k) have the capacity or tendency ~o lead con
sumers to believe that the hearing aid so described can 
be worn without any visible cord or wire:59 

Issue 29. 

Do the words and phrases set forth by way of example 
in§ 440.9(1) have the capacity or tendency to lead con
sumers to believe that the hearing aid so described can 
be worn without any button or other receiver in the ear;60 

Issue 31. 

What effect does a representation that a hearing ~id 
can operate without batteries have on consumer beliefs or 
perceptions as to the operation of the particular aid? 

a. The evidence. Issues 27, 28, 29, and 31 deal with areas 
:)f concern·~·pointed-up by the experiences of those hearing-impaired 
individuals who are seeking to find hearing aids that can be worn 
inconspicuously, without cords, buttons, or tubing, and that 

58 	 The expressions referred to are: invisible, hidden, hidden 
hearing, completely out of sight, conceal your deafness, 
hear in secret, unnoticed even by your closest friends, no 
one will know you are hard of hearing, your hearing loss 
is your secret, no one need know you are wearing a hearing 
aid, and hidden or out of sight when inserted in the ear 
canal. 

59 	 The expressions referred to are: no cord, cordless, 100 
percent cordless, no unsightly cord dangling from your ear, 
no wires, and no tell-tale wires. 

60 	 The expressions referred to are: no button, no ~ar button, 
and no buttons or receivers in either ear. 
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.;quire the minimum of maintenance and operational cost. Cosmet

( s play a major role in the selection of many hearing aids par

:ularly when parents are making purchases for their children.61 


John H. Payne, owner of John H. Payne and Associates, an 

:rdianapolis, Indiana, hearing aid dealership, believes that, if 

t:e 	 wanted to get 300-400 prospective customers into his store, 

11 he would have to do is run an ad announcing that he has an 
:1\ is ible 11 hearing aid for sale. He testified that the ef f ec- • 

~ i veness of such a lure is enhanced by the consumer's exercise of 
xtremely poor judgment in his approach to his hearing problem. 

Tr. 9200. Nonetheless, the history of hearing aid development 
wo~ld seem to indicate that the consumers' hopes for finding a 
~ore nearly concealed, cosmetically appealing instrument are not 
at all unrealistic as it includes therein substantial technologi
cal advances toward just such an instrument see Part II of this 
report. Thus, neither the search nor the hope for concealment 
of the device is a recent phenomenon. 

Today, ads appear proclaiming the advent of aids so incon
spicuous as to amount to revolutionary breakthroughs when compared 
to some of the older instruments: 

Norelco 'invites You to Rediscover the Warm, 

Wonderful World of Effective, Comfortable, and 

Inconspicuous Hearing, 1 ***offers you the 

security of total concealment with maximum 

sound amplification and clarity. 


R-8-0352-2431. 

ASHA notes the following two examples: 

HEAR CLEARLY AGAIN WITH NOTHING IN EITHER EAR, 

Wonderful for Nerve Loss***Nothing Behind or 

In Front of Ear. 


ASHA, R-10-1830 referring to R-8-D303. • 

HEAR once again***CLEARLY***with nothing in 

either ear. 


ASHA, R-10-1836 referring to R-8-0503-3650. 

As a result of seeing or hearing such representations, hearing
ir;p'1ired individuals go to professionals, to clinics, and to 

61 William H. Plotkin, Note 47, su~ at 5987; ..Jam<?s M. Anthony, 
M.D. (otolaryngologist}, Dallas, Texas, Tr. 8496; Fern Feder, 

Note 2, -~~.£-~ at 8 523·-24. 
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'83.lers looking for these "invisible" aids that have "nothing 
hawing." It is consequently quite a disappointment when they 
e~rn, on seeing the device, that there will be something visible 
n the ear, perhaps an earmold or tubing; it is even more of a 
h~ck if they are shown a behind-the-ear hearing aia.62 One can 
lso imagine the disappointment of an individual who responds 

to advertising for an all-in-the-ear aid, i.e., the closest thing 
o being an "invisible" device, only to learn they cannot be used 
xcept by patients who have a relatively mild loss. Patricia G. 

~astricola, audiologist for Otologic Professional Associates of 
Chicago, has found in her practice that "so-called" invisible 
tone-cond11ction aids are appropriate for less than 1% of the 
~atients she sees.63 She stated th3t cordless or "invisible" 
~laims are often used to describe behind-the-ear instruments 
which, although cordless, are not invisible. Tr. 8620-21, 8667. 

David Rompala, a clinical audiologist at the Schwab Rehabili 
tation Hospital mentioned that even the hearing-impaired individ
~als who have a loss appropriate for the in-the-ear aid 1 s use 
would not be referred for such an instrument if their loss were 
more than "minimal"; he defined that term as indicating a condi
tion worse than normal hearing, but not as bad as a mild loss 
of hearing. Tr. 9132-33, 9096-97. 

Ads containing no qualifications were viewed by some of the 
witnesses as "come-ans." Mr. Rompala specifically mention~ such 
representations as "Sonar," "now you see it, now you don't," "now 
tear this: nothing outside the ear," and "Bel tone Designs Tiny 
Hearing Aid," as examples. Tr. 9150. Richard Conlin, the Proj
ect Director for the Public Interest Research Group, Lansing, 
Michigan, testified that in conducting a survey, his group found 
ecds that were "inappropriate" and which they felt were often 
designed and used to invite consumer inquiries which would result 
in a salesman's call rather than in the delivery of the promised 
"goods." For example, a Beltone ad offered a model hearing aid 
that one might try out in his home without cost or obligation. 
1his aid was described as weighing less than a third of an ounce 
2nd as being an all-at-ear-level, one unit instrument with no wire 
leading from the body to the hearing aid. A response to this ad 
trought no mode 1 hearing aid, but a sales con ta ct and pr es en ta ti on 
instead. Tr. 7768. 

The battery which is the principal power source for almost 
Ed.1 hearing aids, is a source of major concern to hearing aid 
wearers. Needless to say, the required frequent replacement of 
•.hese items means continual maintenance and expense. Independent 

r.2 Mary Burke, Note 14, §_~££5! at 6409. 

f, 3 See also Moslc!y, Notr; -{6, 2'.:!_E:l.E.9- at 7740. 
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. :ness, Mike Pasiewicz of Antioch, Illinois, testified that he 
• .::,! at one time actually gone into a dealer's shop with questions 
1bn;t different types of aids and components after he had heard 

r seen a "sonar" device advertised as having no battery or requir

nJ no battery for operation. He explained he was particularly 


:d:tracted by this representation as he was tired of paying $3.00 
oc a pack of six batteries, when each battery lasted only an 

·verage of 3 days; at 50¢ per battery, this was expensive. He 
i] not find the device he was looking for, however, and in fact " 

·,·1as 11 thrown out" of the store when he asked the dealer too many 
~uestions. Tr. 8905-06. 

Here is another example of a similar type of advertising 

~ollected by ASHA: 


"revolutionary new Ultra-row Current amplifier," 

1300 hours of battery life," "four times as 

long as conventional aids in the same power 

class" 


ASHA, R-10-1807 referring to R-10-D57, 
Exh. 100-J{2), (3), and (4) respectj.vely. 

Although this representation doesn't claim that the aid operates 
.vithout batteries, the response it would call forth would proba
nly be only slightly less enthusiastic than Mr. Pasiewicz's 
reaction to the "sonar" advertisement described above. 

ASHA suggests that advertising for battery-less operation 
gtves consumers one or more of the following ideas: that there 
i;; no need to check and change batteries; no need to carry spare 
b1tteries or to reorder batteries; no need for concern, or at 
l :-ast for less concern, about the hearing aid becoming inopera
tive during an important communication situation; and no continu
i~g costs for replacement of batteries. R-10-1834. Claims of 
t~is type may be exceptionally appealing to the elderly and phys
ically handicapped as well as to those on fixed or lower incomes. 
R-10-1835. 

• 
To prevent the use of advertising of this type, the follow

ing rule sections have been proposed: 

440.9(j) No seller shall represent, through 
the use of words or expressions such as 1 lnvis 
ible,' 'hidden,' 'hidden hearing,' 'completely 
out of sight,' 'conceal your deafness, 1 'hear 
in secret,' 'unnoticed even by your closest 
friends,' 'no one will know you are hard of 
hearing, 1 'your hearing loss is your secret, 
'no one need know you are wearing a hearing 
aid,' 'hidden or out of sight when inserti:=d 
in the ear canal,' or by any other words or 



expressions of similar import, that any hear 
ing aid or part thereof is hidden or cannot 
be seen, unless such is the fact. 

440. 9 ( k) No seller shall represent, through 
the use of words or expressions such as 'no 
cord,' 'cordless,' '100 percent cordless,' 'no 
unsightly cord dangling from your ear,' 'no 
wires,' 'no tell-tale wires,' or other words 
or expressions of similar import, that a hear 
ing aid can be worn without any visible cord 
or wire, unless such representation is true 
and it is clearly and conspicuously disclosed 
that a plastic tube (or similar device) runs 
from the instrument to the ear, if such is the 
fact. 

440.9{1) No seller shall represent, through 
the use of words or expressions such as 'no 
button,' 'no ear button,' 'no buttons or 
receivers in either ear,' or othEr words or 
expressions of similar import, that a hearing 
aid can be worn without any button or other 
receiver in the ear, unless such representa 
tion is true and unless it is clearly and con 
spicuously disclosed that an ear mold or 
plastic tip is inserted in the ear, if such 
is the fact. 

440.9(n) No seller shall represent that any 
hearing aid can operate without batteries, 
unless the power source for such a hearing 
aid can be recharged from a household electric 
outlet. 

On the side of rule proponents, ASHA generally approves of 
the tenor of most of the proposed subsections as far as they go 
but it contends that several modifications should be effected. 
These are discussed below. 

On the other hand, the Hearing Aid Industry Conference, 
generally representative of the industry view, attacked the pro
posed subsections as placing upon the industry substantial and 
pervasive prohibitions that will make it extremely difficult for 
it to continue in its traditional role of identifying, seeking 
out, and helping the hearing-impaired. To the extent that such 
efforts will be limited or curtailed in the future by the pro
posed trade regulation rule, many individuals who could benefit 
from some form of assistance, either medical, surgical, or by 
amplification, will be denied the help they so desperately nend 
with the end result b-:=ing their inability to perform as ~ffec
tively and efficii?.ntly as they could if they werr:~ tisinq amplifi
cation. R-3-3985. 
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HAIC immediately recognizes the exception contained in Sec
. on 440.9(n) (permitting an aid that operates on rechargeable 

Ltteries to be advertised as operating without batteries) as 
l endorsement of a deceptive representation: it argues that 
irless the power source does not come from a battery at all, 
~.ether its battery is rechargeable on household electrical cur
10nt or not, such a hearing aid does not operate without batteries. 

-3-3972. ASHA, too, cites this exception as inappropriate since 
r0chargeable battery is nonetheless still a "battery," requiring 

a in tenance and care. Furthermore, the wearer must purchase some 
~ype of charging element that will renew the electrical capacity 

f the battery system. By allowing a "no batteries" representa
1.i Jn for an instrument of this type, the consumer may still be 

isled or confused regarding the needs of the power source. ASHA 
recommends instead that the prohibition of 440.9(n) be applied 
~C{OSS the board to all hearing aids except for those that do, 
ln fact, operate without any bptteries, e.g.: 

(n) No seller shall represent that any hear
ing aid can operate without batteries, unless 
such is the fact. R-10-1835. 

ASHA also expresses its concern about claims which express 

attery life in specific hours and make or imply a comparison with 


"0aring aids of the same power class. Noting that battery claims 
re also likely to be miileading if the test conditions on which 
:iE' claims are based are not similar to those a normal hearing aid 
ser would encounter, it proposes that such claims be made subject 

:) the requirements of proposed subsection 440.9 (e)(S), requiring 
appropriate qualification in the form of a description of the test 
i•. v ironment, test procedures, and test parameters. R-10-1807. 

Further noting that although some extant advertising does 
:.;elude unqualified claims for wireless, cordless, tubeless 
c: vices, such L.a.ppropr iate and improper re pr esen ta tions have 
t 1 E~come less freque11t since the adoption of Trade Practice Rule 
:rb), 16 C.F.R. § 214.7(b) which provides: 

It is an unfair trade practice for any industry 
member-

* * * 

(b) to use in advertising the words or expres 
sions, 'no cord,' 'cordless,' '100% cordless,' 
'no unsightly cord dangling from your ear,' 
'no wires,' 'no tell-tale wires,' or other 
words or expressions of similar import, unless 
such representations are true and unless, in 
close connection therewith and with equal prom 
in~nce, a clear and adequate disclosure is m~rle 
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that a plastic tube (or similar device) runs 
from the instrument to the ear if such is the 
fact. 

Because it believes that this section has provided adequate 
~onsumer protection, ASHA advocates its inclusion in toto in the 
f nal trade regulation rule as Section 440.9(k); it further views 
this precise language as essential for the protection of the con
;umer from unfair and misleading representations, especially as 
the miniaturization of hearing aids trend continues. R-10-1830-32. 

' 
b. The findings. Because the desire of many consumers 

for a low-visibility hearing aid and for one requiring the least 
~aintenance and expense is well known, advertisements are fre
quently found to offer instruments that are "invisible," "cord
less," "wireless," "all-in-the-ear," "hidden," and that "operate 
~ithout batteries." In regard to visibility claims, there is 
currently no such thing as an absolutely invisible device; some 
instrumentation is worn in, close to, or leading to the ear. Even 
the tiny in-the-ear mechanism can be seen in the wearer's ear 
unless otherwise covered or hidden and, even though it comes clos
est to being hidden, the fact remains that its use is inappropri
ate in all but a small percentage of cases. 

The behind-the-ear instrument is just that: behind the ear 
3nd readily apparent if not otherwise concealed, although conceal
~ent is far more possible with this type of aid than with a body 
instrument. Cordless aids which are usually "ear-level" devices, 
Jo not have a cord ~ se; still there will be visible tubing con
necting the microphone-with the ear component so that, even though 
3 cord does not dangle, a visible connecting mechanism exists 
although again the concealment of such an instrument is less diffi 
cult than in the case of a body aid. 

There are instruments that operate on rechargeable batteries, 
but recharging equipment for use with household electrical current 
must be purchased, and battery recharging requires some effort 
and attention. Other representations regarding extended operating 
1 ives of batteries are made for particular hearing aids: and as 
a general practice, aids for such products do not disclose such 
material informatio~ as test parameters and conditions which would 
enable the consumer to determine whether the batteries would have 
similar life spans in normal environments. 

c. Conclusions. While hearing-impaired individuals 
could be misledby· the types of advertising covered by the pro
posed rule, Sections 440. 9 ( j), ( k), and ( 1), wheth&.?r they are 
in fact misled, would depend upon the nature of the instrument 
for which the particular representation is made. S3les represen
t~tions that make claims which are inappropriate for or inappli 
c~ble to the a~vertised devices are untrue, potentially deceiving, 
a1d apparently often intended to be misleading to consJmers. Th0 
proposed SActions cl~arly proscribe advertising of t~is type and, 
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dequately enforced, thAy should greatly diminish, the problems 
ow 	 extant. 

Section 440.9(n), on the other hand, appears to be only par
ially adequate in that it opens a loophole that would permit a 

! ea.ring aid operable on rechargeable batteries to be represented 
ES "operating without batteries" or words to that effect. As 
toth ASHA and the industry have pointed out, this would simply 

ncorporate a misrepresentation into the law. It would be unfor
t u~ate if consumers were led to believe they could avoid battery 
raintenance and expense plus the embarrassment. of having their 
Learing devices go "dead" at very inconvenient times by purchas
ing devices legally represented as operating without batteries, 
when, in fact, some kind of batteries are reqJired for operation. 
Although the cost of repeated battery purchases would be somewhat 
reduced, batteries would have to be purchased at intervals and 
the user would have to own recharging equipment too, as the bat
teries would require maintenance, that is. constant recharging, 
the "going dead" probl~m would SQem not to be di~inished. 

9. Issue 30. 

Can any hearing aid or feature 
the wearer to el im i r1a te all or 
noises? 

thereof enable 
roost unwanted 

a. The evidence. Aside from the telephone (induction) 
·oil (which constitutes an exception under Section 440.9(rn)), 
~here is no known hearing aid or feature thereof that will allow 
wearers to eliminate or screen out all or most unwanted noises 
Nhile at the same tim~ amplifying the sounds to which they wish 
co attend, e~~~, conversation. The hearing aid microphone 
receives all sounds approaching from a predetermined angle and 
3mplifies them: for instance, in a crowd or J?Ublic place where 
3 large sampling of noises may be encountered, there is equal 
3mplification of all sounds entering the microphone and a result 
3nt loss of discrimination. As this matter of "background" noise 
is a common and significant problem experienced by all hearing 
3id wearers, a representation that an aid has the alleged ability 
to eliminate these unwanted noises is playing upon a potent sell 
ing point. 64 

64 	 ASHA, R-10-1832-33. ASHA cites the occurrence 8f ads that 
have emphasized this point: 

T~is aid h~s an exclusive new type of ~icro
phone called the Linear arrar dephaser, and 
this is what it does. It suppresses bothersome 
background noises and allows you to near and 
..rnderstand voices more clearly than e?'?.r-c<?for,::;c. 

( 2o r: t l n u e :3 
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Various witnesses in the proceeding attested to the effec
tiveness or "drawing power" of such advertisements and represen
tations. Mary Burke, an audiologist for the Hearing Clinic, 
Northwestern University, noted that people often come to their 
clinic with advertisements indicating or implying that the adver
tised product "cuts out all background noises•• and allows the 
weare~ to hear what he wants to hear very clearly. Ms. Burke 
stated that there are, in fact, few if any hearing aids that 
accomplish this feat; such representations, along with some 
others, actually belie the nature of the hearing ai<l which is 
primarily an amplifier designed to enhance sounds in a specific 
frequency range. Tr. 6409. James Langford, Associate Professor 
of Audiology at Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, 
described a recent inquiry that he had received: a lady who had 
seen an advertisement in the newspaper, mentioning that a hearing 
aid was a 11ailable with a capability of cancelling noise and pro
viding better hearing, was trying to obtain such a hearing aid. 
Tr. 8002. 

Part of this particular problem comes not so much from 
inadequacy in the technology of the hearing instrument itself 
as from a lack of proper adjustment on the part of the wearer 
to listening with the aid of the device. The consumer with nor
mal hearing has le~rned to blot out unwanted background noises 
but some hearing aid wearers, upon initial attempts to wear an 
amplification system, are hearing background noises they have 
not heard for some time. This is particularly true if the hear
ing loss is fairly severe and if it has developed over a long 

64 {Continued) 

E~perienced hearing aid wearers are amazed at 
the improvement **** 

ASHA, R-10-1818 referring to R-8-0368-2452. 

secures improved speech discrimination as 
unwanted background noise can be reduced. 

ASHA, R-10-1833 referring to R-10-057, 
Exh. 100 V.(3). 

Annoying background noise is dampened or 
eliminated (just as it is in normal hearing) 

ASHA, R-10-1833 referring to R-10-D57, 
Exh. 100-BD/1(5). 
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1e r iod of time during which the absence of sound has become a 
a~iliar part of the everyday worla.65 The new hearing aid wearer 
ust, therefore, learn to "select" what he wants to hear from 

:m-::rng the new sounds amplified during an adjustment period that 
1ay take from several days to a substantially longer period of 
ti~e.66 Thus, learning to adjust to the amplification of undesir
:ble environmental sounds is necessary, regardless of the efforts 
~hich have gone into making his hearing aia.67 The fact, however, 
re~ains, that he is per~itted to better understand the desirable 
~.o~nds, while without the aid, he would have difficulty hearing 
them.68 

Section 440.9(m) has been drafted with the intent of eliminat
ing the type of misleading and confusing information cited above: 

(m) No seller shall represent that any hear
ing aid can eliminate unwanted noise: Provided, 
however, That it shall not be a violation or
s 440.9(m) to represent accurately the ability 
of a hearing aid with a telephone option to 
attenuate acoustical background signals, if 
such is the fact. 

ASHA contends that deceiving, misleading, or confusing claims 
regarding the screening out or eliminating of background noises by 
an amplification system should be prohibited and consequently it 
s~pports the proposed rule section. R-10-1834. 

While it does not argue against the proposed rule section, 
tne Hearing Aid Industry Conference notes that, aside from the 
amplification of undesirabl~ noises, the hearing aid wearer reaps 
tne benefits to be gained by the concurrent amplification of the 
sounds he wants to hear. R-3-3929. 

b. T~e finding~. No hearing aid or any feature thereof 
(except the telephone option) has the capability of eliminating all 
or most all unwanted noises. This is impossible given the nature 
cf the instrument, that is, an amplifier system which picks up 
end magnifies all sounds received fr0m a predetermined direction 

65 Richard M. Carter, M.D. (otolaryngologist), Greenwood, South 
Carolina, Tr. 3650-51; Mike Pasiewicz, Note 10, supra at 8917; 
David Rompala, Note 10, ~~at 9097-98; HAIC, R-3-647, 
R-3-3912-13. 

6 6 	 HAIC, id; Lee Wilson, clinical audiologist, President, Society 
of MedTca 1 Audiology, Tr. 10081. 

6 7 	 Jud it h f>. • Ba s s i , No t e 2 2 , ..§.~E, at 5 7 3 2 • 

68 	 HAIC, P-3-3929. 
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;ithout ability to discriminate between "desirable" sounds and 
iackground noise. Yet advertising often makes such claims for 
,1articular products and its "drawing power" is usually very great 

ince background noise is a problem common to hearing aid wearers 
, 'Verywhere. 

c. Conclusions. A hearing aid that would eliminate 
l'ackground noise would also eliminate the sounds the wearer wants 
t.o receive; considering this fact, advertising for instruments 
1laimed to have a background noise screening ability appear to 
he mostly "bait" used to bring in consumer inquiries. The tele
phone option is considered an exception, but directional micro
phones are not. Section 440.9{m) should assure that this type 
of false and misleading information is removed from advertising. 
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Pl\RT VII. ADVER'fISING REPRESENTATIONS 'rHAT MUST BE QUALIFIED 

A. General. Most consumers seem to lack a general understand
ing of the problems of hearing impairment or of potential ways 
0f dealing with such problems that will enable them to judge, 
E om the advertising they see and hear, whether a particular 
J~vice might provide them with enough benefits to warrant a 
purchase. Some mistake symptoms of various origins as in~ica
tions of a hearing loss when they are not.I For others, the 
nearing loss suffered does not originate in the auditory mecha
nism of the ear.2 Such people obviously are not proper candi
)ates for amplification, but again, they may not or do not 
realize this fact. Consumers are probably unaware that instances 
of this nature occur with some frequency unless they have per
sonal kno\,ledge of such an experience. Accordingly, without 
professional testing and consultation, ads that generally 
proclaim hearing aid advantages, may be taken at face value 
by consumers who fail to consider that there is some chance 
that amplification is not, or cannot be, the proper solution 
to their problems. 

For those who have suffered a genuine hearing loss, other 
problems stemming from advertised claims may arise. Hearing aid 
wearers or candidates are naturally interested in obtaining 
instruments that will help them in noisy and group situations, 
especially if their work or social lives involve conversations, 
meetings, public gatherings, and other situations in which a 
considerable amount of background sound and confusion may be 
present.3 Not understanding the nature of an amplification 
system, they may be led to believe that some devices on the 
~arket will benefit them in this way. The truth of claims for 
such devices is questionable at best.4 

For the individual who has suffered a bilateral hearing 
loss and who is interested in improving his communication abil 
ity, the binaural hearing aid system may hold the promise of 

1 	 Donald E. Morgan, Chairman, Los Angeles, California, Audi
ology Task Force of the Commission on Legislation, Califor
nia Speech and Hearing Association, Tr. 9553-54. 

2 Lloyd Mosley, Supervisor of Speech and Hearing Services, 
University of Illinois Division of Services for Crippled 
Children, Tr. 7751-52. 

3 	 James Langford, Associate Professor of Audiology, North~rn 
Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, Tr. 8043-44. 

4 	 ASHA I R-10-18 3 3. 
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g:ceat benefit. Mvertisements for binaural aids do not indi
cate, however, that in certain instances such systems are plainly 
inappropriate. Beyond this threshold consideration point, the 
question looms of whether binaural systems, acr6ss-the-board, 
provide enough benefits to warrant fitting them to virtually 
all bilaterally impaired persons, or whether the frequent fit 
tings of such systems that have occurred in the past have been 
more motivated by the fitter's profitrnaking desires than from 
real concern for the customer.5 

Taken together, the consumers' general lack of knowledge i~ 
this area and the potential for confusion or misrepresentation 
that may come from very generally stated~ unqualified hearing 
aid advertisements, have given rise to questions of whether 
negative disclosures that will warn consumers of possible pit 
falls should not be mandated. These needs along with their 
underlying premises are the subject matter dealt with in Issues 
32-35 and in Sections 440.10 and 440.11 of the proposed rule. 

B. Specific issues. 

1. Issue 32. 

Would many of those who lhink they have a 
hearing problem (and, therefore, might buy 
a hearing aid) not be able to receive any 
significant benefit from the use of any 
hearing aid? 

a. The evidence. Although a number of people who 
"think" they have hearing problems do have them, the evidence 
indicates that a relatively substantial number of them do not.6 

Symptoms that would cause one to believe his hearing might 
be deteriorating sometimes have their origin elsewhere than in 
the ear mechanism. Disorders, the symptoms of which may be 
mistaken for hearing impairment, include mental retardation, 
mental illness, and autism; damage to the central nervous system 
in which no loss in hearing sensitivity is exhibited; damage to 
the sensory or peripheral auditory neural system exhibited by 
an inability to hear speech clearly regardless of the applica
tion or amount of amplification: damage to the sensory auditory 
mechanism exhibiting an inordinate sensitivity to loud sound; 
and damage to the sensory or peripheral auditory neural system 
exhibiting little measurable hearing. 

5 	 Frank M. Butts, M.F.d., audiologist, Williams Otology Clinic, 
Richmond, Virginia, Tr. 4165. 

6 	 ASHA, R-10-1837. 
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Dr. Robert N. Kasten, Ph.D., I:epartment of Logopedics of 
1 ichita State University, ~ichita, Kansas, estimates that only 
;ome 70% of those who think they have hearing problems and, 
herefore, can be sold hearing aids can receive any signifj.cant 

)enefit from the use of such an instrument. He "guesses" that 
1ietween 50% and 60% of those seen at the University Clinic who 
;uspect they have a problem but have not been previously screened 
.>rofessionally are in need of amplification. He noted, however, 
·.hat a clinic serving an affluent, intelligent elderly population, 
nore 1 ikely to have been previously screened by an otolog ist, 
would probably report a much higher percentage of successful 

ittings that would render significant benefits to the wearers. 
rn making this assessment, he was speaking from his experience 
with the Northwestern University clinics of which the Evanston, 
[llinois, facility reported an approximate 90% figure for success
ful fittings. R-8-6978-79. 

David Barwell, an audiologist and dealer in Maryland, tests 
at least one person per week who thinks he has a hearing loss 
but who in reality has normal hearing. Tr. 5169. Some individ
uals seek help from clinics when they perceive problems such as 
the experiencing of noises in the head, difficulties with memory 
and maintenance of equilibrium--none of w~ich are symptoms 
asociated with hearing loss, although the patient ~ay mistake 
them as such.7 Several audiologist witnesses report testing 
such persons only to determine that such difficulties derive 
from other sources. Theodore S. Tweed, a clinical audiologist 
with the University of Wisconsin Department of Cormmmicative 
Disorders recalled specifically evaluating three patients (two 
children and one adult) none of whom had an actual hearing loss 
traceable to organic or disease basis. In on~ case of this 
so-called "functional hearing loss," that is ~here the patient 
did apparently experience hearing impairment, he could not deter
mine whether the problem was psychosomatic or the result of 
malingering. In the other two cases, functional loss was also 
found, but he found no merit to dealer recommendations that 
hearing aids be fitted to these patients. R-8-7631.8 

Dr. ~ustin T. Smith, a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, otolaryn
gologist and former instructor at Jefferson Medical College, 
described a phenomenon termed "grandfather deafness": this is a 
normal process in which a person, concentrating on one activity, 
screens out other stimuli, and is sometimes thereby led to believe 
that his hearing is deteriorating. Tr. 8181. Dr. August Martinucci 
of Joliet, Illinois, sees some patients who suspect hearing 
losses but instead have earwax concentrations or ear infections. 
Tr. 8394. Other witnesses reported their personal experiences 

7 Donald E. Morgan, Note 1, supra. 

8 See also, Lloyd Mosley, Note 2, siJpra at 7750-51. 
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~~valving suspected hearing impairments; frequently they also 
ported the purchase of a hearing aid from which they received 

:1 benefit. 9 

Some individuals seek help for problems that are not "tra
ditional" hearing losses. This group includes those with dete
,~ iora ting discrimination facility, a majority of whom will not be 
helped by a hearing aid; this is particularly true when an elderly 
pErson is involvea.10 

Patients with aphasic nonorganic difficulties, too, cannot 
oenefit from hearing aids and should not have such instruments 
fittea.11 

Although Issue 32, indicates that proposed rule Section 
440.lO(a) addresses this situation, in fact, it really does not 
altogether do so. That proposed section directs that: 

* * * 
No seller shall prepare***or cause the dissem
ination of any advertisement: 

(a) Which makes any general or specific repre
sentation that a hearing aid will or has the 
capacity to affect hearin~ capability or hearing 
quality, unless it is clearly and conspicuously 
disclosed that ~any persons with a hearins loss 
(emphasis added) will not receive any significant 
benefit from any hearing aid: Provided, however, 
That nothing herein shall prohibit a truthful 
representation that hearing aids can help many 
persons with a hearing loss. 

This section, by its own terms, limits its potential effects 
to that segment of the population that actually has a hearing 
impairment. Thus, of the group referred to in Issue 32, only 
those persons with a "functional" hearing loss could be said to 

9 Mary A. Nevells, Weymouth, Massachusetts, appearing for 
the National Council of Senior Citizens, reported visiting 
a doctor following an incident in which a door-to-door sales
man told her she needed a hearing aid only to learn that 
she had an ear fungus, Tr. 4427-33; Nettie Murray, 
Miami, Florida, discovered that her "hearing loss" was due 
to circulatory problems and fluid in her ears, Tr. 4839. 

lO Michael Stahl, 
Speech Center, 

Director, Clinical Services, Hearing 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Tr. 5541. 

and 

1 1 ,James La n g for a , No t e 3 , sup r a a t B 0 O 8 . 
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:111 fall within the category of intended beneficiaries of 

L; rule sec ti on. 


Nonetheless, ASHA notes that the proposed section does 
i~ace a fact about which potential hearing aid purchasers should 
nr;: :.ippr ised, (R-10-1838) but suggests that the proposed language 
)(': ,nodified to read that "some" persons with a hearing loss will 
~ct receive any significant benefit from any hearing aid in order 
c~ac such a disclosure will tend less to discourage appropriate .. 
1earing aid candidates. R-10-1837. Other witnesses did not 
ittempt to discuss proposed Section 440.lO(a} in relationship 
to the issue. The industry concentrated its arguments against 
the position that "many" of the hearing-impaired cannot benefit 
from hearing aid use, stating again its contention that the 
language involved in the proposed negative disclosure is too 
~ague and ambiguous to allow effective compliance. R-3-3505
09, 3517-20, 3617-18, 3869-80. 

b. The findings. A fairly substantial number of 
persons who think they have traditional hearing losses and who 
seek health care in this belief, are not so impaired. "Guesses" 
Lndicate that perhaps only as many as 50-60% of patients seeking 
nelp for suspected impairments without previous professional 
screening, are in need of hearing aid systems. However, where 
professional screening has preceded the visit, this percentage 
becomes much greater. 

Hearing difficulties can originate i~ many sources other 
t:han the ear or can involve more than a mere loss of ability 
to hear sound. "Functional" hearing losses may be due to psy
_:l:osomatic factors, or mental or emotional disturbances. Lack 
~f concentration on the part of the listener, wax in the ears, 
and ear infections are other culprits that may affect hearing. 
So, too, discrimination problems and certain aphasic, nonorganic 
d.[ficulties are separate and distinct from simple losses of 
hearing. Some individuals even mistake sundry, vague, and con
fusing symptoms, such as memory difficulty, loss of balance, 
etc., as symptoms of hearing loss when they are not. In any 
case, ample evidence exists to indicate that nothing has pre .. 
vented the fitting of this type of individual who can benefit 
very little, if any, from a hearing aid system. Such devices 
which, of course, give them no satisfaction, may be discarded, 
or must later be discarded when subsequent professional (or 
additional professional) help is sought and the true origin 
of the problem pinpointed. 

c. Conclusions. Although it is true that many persons 
who "think" they have hearing impairments would not be able to 
receive any significant benefits from such a hearing device, it 
is difficult indeed to see how proposed rule Section 440.lO(a) 
would reach this problem to any great extent as it specifically 
deals with the hearing-impaired portion of the population. 
'ri1at population segment which only 11 thinks 11 it has 3n irnpairm0nt 
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and ends up being fitted with unnecessary hearing devices either 
through improper or inadequate testing, lack of knowledge or 
incompetence on the part of the fitter, or because of economic 
gain that motivates a dealer to make such fittings, would seem 
to not be very well protected by this section of the proposed 
rule, or apparently by any other section of the proposed rule. 
On the-Other hand, a modification of proposed Section 440.10, 
in accordance with the ASHA proposal, might very well go a long 
way toward eliminating at least some of this problem. ASHA's 
proposal would require sellers to disclose the existence and 
roles of physicians specializing in ear diseases and of audi
ologists, that is, the existence of the professionally trained 
components of the hearing health care system. These profes
sionals at least would be much more likely to screen out ersatz 
cases of hearing losses than would dealers or their salesmen 
who are often lacking in anything approaching training in the 
scientific and medical aspects of hearing. Of course, even 
such a notification would not keep those persons who choose 
to ignore it from going directly to a dealer-salesman and will 
ingly accepting his recommendation for a fitting, whether it 
be warranted or not. Additionally, such a modification can be 
expected to raise a storm of industry protest: however, industry's 
already posed arguments that consumers have not been shown to 
be unaware of either medical ear specialists or audiologists 
and that the audiologist is an unnecessary component in the 
system do not necessarily find support in the record evidence. 

It is also noted that the IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR PROSPECTIVE 
HEARING AID USERS of the Food and Drug Administration's Regula
tions for Hearing Aid Devices, § 801.420(3), 42 Fed. Reg. 9295 
(1977}, which expl3ins the need for professional evaluation 
to the hearing aid consumer will also assist in remedying the 
problem outlined in Issue 32, especially so when taken in con
j unction with the buyer's right to cancel provided in Section 
440.4 of this proposed Trade Regulation Rule. The FDA regula
tion is scheduled to become effective on August 15, 1977. 

2 • I s sue s 3 3 and 3 4 • 

3~. 	 Would many of those who can benefit from the 
use of a hearing aid still have difficulty 
understanding conversation in noisy situations? 

34. 	 Would many of those who can benefit from the 
use of a hearing aid still have difficulty 
understanding conversation in group situations? 

r-J. The evi~-~-~£~· One of the most corr::non complaints 
~;oming frr;rri h~ar ng aid wr:arers has to do with hearing in a 
noi.sy situation.12 Many h~aring aid users have found that 
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they cannot wear their instruments in their occupations because 
f surrounding noise.13 This occurs because the hearing aid in 

:eality is little more than an amplifier, increasing the loud
: ess of the received stimuli regardless of whether the sound 
·s desired or undesired.14 The group listening situation dealt 
with in Issue 34 adds to the background noise problem a second 
~>.spect: the hearing aid wearer must additionally determine who, 
cmong perhaps a number of people, is speaking .15 Many hearing
~.mpaired consumers would, of course, like to find an instrument 
hat would improve their hearing in these situations, and, in 

''response" to this desire, a number of advertisements appear 
ndicating or implying that the subject product will provide 

such benefits. The following representations are illustrative 
of this genre of claims: 

"because of what it does to overcome the prob

lem hearing aid wearers find most difficult: 

HEARING CLEARLY (especially voice) IN NOISY 

SURROUNDINGS." ASHA, R-10-1833, referring 

to R-8-0370-2457. 


"discrimination in noisy areas and crowds." 

ASHA, R-10-1833, referring to R-10-057, Exh. 

100-A(GJ. 


"Annoying background noise is dampened or 

eliminated (just as it is in normal hearing)." 

ASHA, R-10-1834, referring to R-10-057, 

Exh. 100-B0/1(5). 


Accordingly, many consumers purchase such aids in what rule 
proponents characterize as the "mistaken" belief that they will 
be better able to understand conversations in churches, at sport
1ng events and in other noisy and group situations.16 

Richard Conlin, Project Director for the Public Interest 
~esearch Group, Lansing, Michigan, noted what he considered to 
oe inappropriate advertising which turned up in PIRGIM's survey 
of the hearing care delivery area: An ad for Sears' directional 
hearing aid stated, "new type of sound system*** you may find 
that your ability to understand conversation in crowded settings 
is dramatically improved." Free cleaning and adjustment of the 

13 Patricia G. 
Associates, 

Mastricola, audiologist, 
Chicago, Illinois, Tr. 8

Otologic 
639. 

Professional 

14 National Hearing Aid Society (NHAS), R-3-3638-40. 

15 Id. at R-3-3640-41. 

16 ASHA, R-10-1838-39. 
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arer's current hearing aid, regardless of brand, was offered 
l l Sears in connection with this particular advertising campaign. 
r; • Conlin characterized this as advertising with emphasis on 
q_~ ting the customer into the hands of the supplier by whatever 
L ::ans possible, including advertising a breakthrough which is 
L )v,' dated and somewhat less effective than claimed. Tr. 7770. 

Although they generally recognized the overall benefits 
q3:;_ned through their amplification systems, some consumer wit 
~~sses confirmed that they experience difficulties in noisy 
aid group situations.17 

Sections 440.lO(b) and (c) have been proposed to remedy the 
problem which exists in this area: 

No seller shall prepare, approve, fund, dis
seminate or cause the dissemination of any 
advertisement: 

* * * 
(b) Which makes any representation that a 
hearing aid will enable a person with a hear
ing loss to distinguish or understand speech 
sounds in noisy situations, unless, in addi
tion to the disclosure required by§ 440.lO(a), 
it is clearly and conspicuously disclosed 
that many persons with a hearing loss will 
not be able to consistently distinguish and 
understand speech sounds in noisy situations 
by using any hearing aid. 

(c) Which makes any representation that a 
hearing aid will enable a person with a hear
ing loss to distinguish or understand speech 
sounds in group situations, unless, ***, it 
is clearly and conspicuously disclosed that 
many persons with a hearing loss will not be 
able to consistently distinguish and under
stand speech sounds in group situations by 
using any hearing aid. 

To begin with, it was noted that consistently distinguishing 
and understanding speech sounds in many noisy situations may 

17 	 Mike Pasiewicz, Antioch, Illinois, Tr. 8949; Edna Mitchell, 
Chicago, Illinois, Tr. 9008: and Jack Wortzel, Miami, 
Florida, who was not totally satisfied with the improve
ment offered by amplification, Tr. 4857-59, 4861-62, 4870. 
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be difficult for persons with or without a hearing impairment.18 
The evidence indicates that hearing device8 or features th~reof, 
such as the compression instrument and the directional micro
rhone, may help hearing-impaired persons somewhat in noisy situ
ations.19 This evidence has been disputed by other witnesses, 
however. For example, William E. Lentz, Associate Professor 
and Director of the Hearing Clinic, Colorado State University, 
could not accept any generalization that states that the direc
tional microphone will provide the user with superior listening 
capability in noisy situations. In fact, he is aware of some 
studies that have found poorer discrimination ability associated 
with or allowed by directional aids than by the omnidirectional 
aids to which they were compared. Tr. 11194, 11188-89. his 
belief is that the microphone location on the external chassis 
of the hearing aid would have no relationship whatsoever to 
the discrimir.ation ability in noise despite some of the claims 
that have been made for features such as the front-focus micro
phone implying that better re~eption of speech is obtained from 
in front of the user; such claims, in his view, are grossly 
overstated. Tr. 11196. 

Other statements indicate that the problems faced by the 
wearer are not so much due to the fault of the hearir.g aev:2e 
under the circumstances as to the inability of the wearer to 
separate out background noises from conversation received. 
Lee Wilson, clinical auuiologist and President of the Society 
of Medical Audiology, noted that the user can be taught this 
ability through various exercises which essentially amount to 
c:. retraining process and may take many months for the g0al to 
be accom9li~fied. Tr. lOOBl. HAIC ~ls~ h~ld~ this vi~w, nntinQ
that to solve the problem encountered, the user will have to 
lea~n to scteen speech from background noise and one voice from 
perhaps a number of others as, in his pre'1ious state of impair
ment, he may have forgotten how to concentrate in a sound 
environment. R-3-3929-30. 

18 James H•.Johnson, engineer, testifying on behalf of HAIC, 
Tr. 2268; Richard M. Carter, M.D., Greenwood, South Caro
lina, Tr. 3650; James Keyes, Executive Vice President, 
Audiotone Division/Royal Industries, Tr. 10695; National 
Hearing Aid Society, R-3-3638-40; and Hearing Aid Indus
try Conference (HAIC), R-3-3930. 

19 Dean Harris, Ph.D., Director, Audiology Program, Southern 
Methodist University, Tr. 10416; ,Joseph C. Eli::i, ~"1.D., 
otolaryngologist, Reno, Nevada, who notes t'1at such devices 
and features provide favorable signal-to-noise ratios ~nd 
help users to better distinguish and undr:.·r;;tand .soerd1 
sounds in many noisy and group situations, Tr 74~~; ~na 
HAT C , P- 3- 3 9 3 0- 3 1 • 
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Regarding general use of hearing aids in noisy conditions, 
\SHA argues that no current wearable device is able to signifi 
·antly reduce the speech-to-competing-noise ratio and that, 
:terefore, many persons who can benefit from the use of wearable 
1mplif ication will still have difficulty understanding conversa
ion in such situations--it a~cordingly believes that consumers 

1ave a right to know about this very likely prospect prior to 
.. reir purchases of hearing aids. R-10-1838. Ads without qualifi 
~ations would clearly represent to prospective purchasers a 
)enef]t that may not be possible of achievement, thus, in ASHA's 
riew, such representations must be prohibited. R-10-1803, 1834
35.20 The industry counters arguments in favor of the proposed 
~ule section by noting first that, if the user is benefited 
from his hearing aid, the benefit will continue in noisy or 
group situations, while if he has difficulty distinguishing 
speech sounds in such situations, this difficulty will not be 
:Jnlike that encountered by the normal hearer 1,'7hL· may IJe stand
ing or sitting next to him. The question is accordingly posed 
as to whether any consumer believes he will be able to consist 
ently distinguish sounds i~ the presence of background noise.21 
Answering this rhetorical question, NHAS feels that, inasmuch 
as it is so obvious (empt:sis added) that no persons will be 
able to ~onsistently distinguish and understand speech in the 
subject situation, there is clectrly no possibility for harm to 
the consumer in failing to make the negative disclosure required 
ny Section 440.lO(b) and, in fact, such language constitu~es 
needless surplusage which will likely be more detrimental to the 
2onsumer than helpful. R-3-3638-40. It finds Section 440.lO(c) 
'./ague and ambiguous, hence misleading. Admitting the possibility 
that a person who hears from only one ear may have more difficulty 
:Jnderstanding speech in group situations since to locate and to 
see the speaker helps in understanding, it comments that the 
problem is not related to the group pr~sence but only to the 
3.bility to locate the direction of the speaker in advance. It 
would, therefore, be misleading to assert that hearing aid 

20 	 See also Douglas Noffsinger, clinial audiologist and Direc
tor of Audiological Activities, Northwestern University 
School of Medicine, who feels that claims of this type must 
be regulated for the benefit of those current users who 
may be susceptible to them and may react by purchasing 
newer instruments, Tr. 7639-40; and hearing aid dealer, 
John H. Payne, owner of John H. Payne and Associates, 
Indianapolis, Indiana, who objects to ads referring to 
new developments which are able to make people hear bet
ter in noisy places as he feels there is no way of know
ing in advance whether the advertised instrument can live 
up to such a statement--yet he notes that should he want 
300-400 inquiring potential customers to rush to his door 
all he need do is to run such an ad, Tr. 9199-9200. 

2J 	 HAIC, R-3-3930-31. 
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,.iearers are or would be less able to uuderstand speech in groups 
ch~n persons with normal hearing as the ability to distinguish 
~p~ech and to identify the origin thereof is decreased propor
tionately in this situation for both the hearing-iwpaired and 
those with normal hearing. This fact, it contends, demonstrates 
that there is no justification for the proposed ~isclosure set 
c u t in 4 4 0. 10 ( c ) • R- 3-3 6 4 0-41 • 

Acknowledging the disagreement existing in regard to this 
issue, some witnesses indicated that they would be extremely 
hesitant in mandating that advertising include such negative 
disclosures as those now proposed in Sections 440.lO(b) and 
(c). Robert Sandlin, clinical audiologist and speer::h patholo
gist at the Speech, Hearin3, and Neurosensory Center of Chil
dren's Hospital and Health Center, San Diego, Califor~ia, 
regards the negative disclosure pertaining to the distinguish
ing of sounds in a noisy environment by a hearing aid wearer 
misleading since everyone has this type of problem when certain 
signal-to-noise rati~s exist, altho~gh it i3 true that more 
hearing-impaired individuals will have difficulty than will 
normally hearing individuals. Tr. 10205. Darrell L. Teter, Ph.D., 
a speech pathologist and audiologist, simil3rly feels that it 
might not b 0 right to make this type of d isclosL:r-e. Tr. 10246. 
Dean Harris, Ph.D., Director of SMU's Audiology Program, believes 
that any suggestion in advertising that the hard of hearing 
cannot be helped in these situations must be avoided, Tr. 10416, 
and James Keyes, Executive Vice President, Audiotune Division/ 
Royal Industries, refers to such statements in advertising as 
"unrealistic" since they give the impression that hearing aids 
are not of help in the presence of noise or groups, while com
pletely ignoring the fact that they do help the hard of hearing 
Jnde r such circumstances. Tr • 1069 5. Dr • Donald Krebs, Dir ec tor 
of the Speech, Hearing, and Neurosensory Center, Children's 
iospital and Health Center, in San Diego, takes the position 
that the proposed required disclosures are true ~tatements and 
that the requirements are not unreasonable~ however, he suggests 
that they might be better written so as not to dis~ourage the 
trial or use of a hearing aid. Tr. 11841. NHAS, in this vein, 
sees the disclosures as another item that will discourage the 
hearing-impaired from seeking the benefits of amplification. 
R-3-3639-40. 

b. The f indinys. The evidence elicited on these two 
issues permits them to be answered affirmatively; however, these 
answers do not seem to touch the heart of the matter in dispute. 

The facts are that hearing aid users are constantly on the 
lvokout for instruments that will deliver better hearina in both 
noisy and group situations; it is a common complaint ofJwearers 
that they cannot sometimes or oft-times hear in such circumstances. 
Claims frequently appear promising them improved heari~g, however, 
such claims cannot be totally true due to the natur~ o the 
hearing device itself which simply receives and amplif es sounds 
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coming into its receiver, regardless of their origin and of 
whether they are desirable or undesirable to the listener. It 
is up to the wearer, through a process of adjustment to his 
instrument, to learn to screen out the unwanted stimuli and to 
Jirect his attention to the desired stimuli, much the same as 
a person with normal hearing must do. It appears that many 
hearing aid wearers have purchased instruments, however, w~thout 
the understanding either of the nature of amplification or of 
the users' role in attending under noisy and group circumstances. 
Part of this, of course, may be due to lack of counselling by 
the seller prior to the sale and during the adjust~ent period. 
It is nonetheless a truism that no pe~son, whether ~is hearing 
is normal or impaired, can consistently distinguish and under
stand speech sounds in every, or even many, noisy situations 
or in groups. The group situation poses an additional problem 
to the listener in that he needs to ascert2in the location of 
the speaker. This appears to ~sea difficulty often for the 
monaural hearing aid wearer, yet such innov~tions in hearing 
aids as directional microphones may have som9what qllevi3ted 
this problem, although dispute does exist as to ho~ ~uch 1llevi
ation, if any, is provided. In summary, if the :-:t~aring-impaired 
person is generally benefited by his hearing ai5 in t~e presence 
of usual and norma: environm2ntal or background noises, ~e will 
also probably benefit at least to some extent in noisy or group 
situations. 

c. Conclusions. Although hearing aids will not enable 
their wearers to consistently understand conversation i~ noisy 
and group situations, this does not ffiean that signif i~ant bene
fits ~re not derived from being able to hear all of the sounds 
received by the instrument equally well; 3.t least, in some cases, 
the listener will be able to hear those sounds he wants to hear 
by learning to screen out unwanted stim~li. Without the hearing 
aid, on the other hand, ~e may be able to hear less or neither 
types of sound. To compel sellers to include in their advertis
ing negative disclosures that would tend to discourage potential 
hearing aid users by denying that they will be abl"? to benefit 
from amplification in these situations is unwarranted, or at 
least unwarranted in the language now included in the proposed 
rule sections. It is possible that ~ mere prohibition of the 
use of such claims in advertising, or otherwise, could very 
well be a less drastic buL equally effective measure as those 
sections now proposed. However, if one possesses compet~nt 
and reliable scientific evidence which fully establishes that 
a significant benefit of the type described or claim-::d may be 
received by some users, then he should be permitted to rrake 
appropriately qua 1 if ied repr esen tat ions co.ice r n ing s;_ic:-C ::13 t t<? rs. 

3. Issue 35. 

Would many persons with a hearing loss i: 
both ears fail to receive greater bene its 
from the use of two hearing aids, oni:: ~, 
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each ear, than from the use of one hearing 

aid? 


a. The evidence. The inclusion of this issue and its 

~ responding proposed rule section was prompted by incidents 

~wh as those cited below: 


James Langford, Associate Professor of Audiology, Northern 

:.L inois University, DeKalb, Illinois, encountered a young woman 
 .... 
~~c ~isited the University Clinic, questioning why she was get

irg little or:: no benefit from her second hearing aid (of a 
Lr a'Jral system}. Evaluation r~vealed that the second aid had 
~en fitted to a dead ear from which no significant ~earing 
mproveme.1t was o~tainable through amol if ication. Tr. 8008. 

Hearing aid dealer, John Kuptz of Master Plan Service Company 
Chicago, Illinois, recalled having a customer who had been 


~nproperly fitted by another dealer with binaural aids at a cost 

f $735. When this system proved unsatisfactory, she visited the 


M yo Clinic, received the correct monaural system "prescription" 
ich the witness filled for her, and she is now satisfied with 
r one hearing aid's performance. 

A doctor recommended a hearing aid for the left ear in the 
s. of Gertrude Filwett, a 77-year-old consumer from Itasca, 
l nois. She took her "prescription" to a Zenith dealer who 

c d red the required instrument; however, on the following day, 
2 g,~ltone representative called at her home, represented h'C:~rself 
2 ·m "audiologist" who knew what was best for Ms. Filwett, and 
r•r uaded her to cancel the Zenith order in favor of th9 pur
e 'l ~e of a Bel tone binaural system. The Bel tone seller even 
i· 1,cated to her that doctors don't know anything about "t!Jis 
t :;r.ness." Tr. 6092-95. After having much difficulty with the 
t: iural system, including getting repair services for it, she 
o' ... ined a single Sears hearing aid for the left ear and she 
n.ow uses this device about 98% of the time. Tr. 6098. Similarly, 
~r·:,,tte Moneka an audiologist at the Chicago Campus of North
w?s .ern University, reported an instance in which a salesman 
s i one of her clinic's patients a binaural system aftl':'r the 
c: t ic had specifically told the dealer that such a systeT was .. 
i .appropriate--cost of this binaural system, SSOO. Tr. 6148. 

A. Bruce Graham, Ph.D., Chief, Division of Audiology, 
S 1erch, and Language Pathology at the Henry Ford Hospital in 
D•troit, Michigan, noted a case he had seen involving a 73-year
o d man, who without medical clearance, was fitted in his hom0 
w tt binaural hearing aid glasses. Upon clinical evaluation, 
h,s test scores indicated that the $1,040 binaural system had 
a tually reduced his ability to get along with amplification. He 
C•·uld unr3Prstand nothing in the left ear--not c:v<:>n si::.ntc:n:..:i::s-··yc=ct 
t at ear had been amplified, providing him with only ~onfusion. 
Fi,] lowing extensive testing, he was advised against ;,;:'''lf 1nq ::my 
h1,aring aid at all. Tr. 7426-28. Although Dr. Gr·"i~·,3 r·:,,if::·;c:': 
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lat many individuals with bilateral hearing losses do benefit 
rom two aids, he also believes that the indiscriminate use of 

binaural fittings without subsequent scoring of,results actually 
cccates many f)roblems for some wearers. Tr. 7428-29. In this 
cJnnection, he also noted that things sometimes do not even work 
01t as clinically predicted. He cited as an example of this the 
c1se of one patient who had been wearing monaural am~lification 
a,1a who subsequently was fitted with a binaural system whirh 
greatly improved his hearing. However, a couple of weeks later, 
t1e patient found that each time he attempted to use the binaural 
system, he developed violent headaches within an hour or two; 
tnus, the binaural system had to be discarded. Tr. 7430. But, 
De. Graham characterized himself nonetheless as a "notorious" 
~ttter of binaurals, following extensive testing. Tr. 7438-39. 

Helen Kelly, Special Assistant Attorney General for Minne
sota, has found that a major type of corrplaint received in her 
office involves the selling of two hearing aids to consumers who 
require only one device or none at all, Tr. 7523. Susan Kline 
of Minneapolis, Minnesota, representing the Minnesota Public 
Interest Research Group (MPIRG) contirmed this statement with 
the findings of the group's own survey. Tr. 7580. Additionally, 
Ms. Kline reported that a 1973 survey conducted by the MINNEAPOLIS 
STAR found a particularly revealing case in which a man suffering 
from an otosclerosis-caused conductive loss for which surgery 
had been recommended, was offered binaural systems by several 
rv:ar ing aid dealers. Tr. 7579. 

Thus, some fairly substantial evidence does exist indicating 
tnat patients are sometimes unnecessarily or improperly fitted 
~Lth binaaral amplification systems, whether for purely economic 
r~asons on the part of the dealer or not.22 That such instances 
o,cur, however, does not obscure the fact that a serious dispute 
e~ists among very compe~ent professionals regarding the relative 
m~rits of binaural systems over monaural systems in cases of 
~ilateral impairment. 

Douglas Noffsinger, a certified clinical audiologist and 
Director of Audiological Activities for Northwestern University's 
S~hool of Medicine, Evanston, Illinois, finds the clinical 
r2search literature on binaural hearing aids clear on one matter 
only: it is extremely difficult to document the advantage of 
two hearing aids over one in patients with bilaterial impair-
m'= n t • Tr . 7 6 4 0 • 

Dr. Roger Kasten, the President-Elect of the Academy of 
R~habilitative Audiology, questions the results of various sur
v~ys made in the socialized medicine systems of the Scandinavian 

Fran k M. Butts , No t e 5 , supra at 4 1 6 4 - 6 5 ; Da v id Hom p 1 L::i , 
audiologist, Schwab Reha5ilitation Hospital, Chicago, 
Illinois, Tr. 9094. 
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~ountries. Such survey results indicate that approximately 
78% of all their systems' fittings are binaural and that reports 
from those persons involved in the hearing care delivery systems 
indicate a more significant reduction of the social hearing 
1~ndicap in such cases as compared to cases involving monaural 
fittings.23 Dr. Kasten believes that the Scandinavian attitude 
3s reflected in the survey findings, is that they have fitted 
01naural amplification on "this many people" who seem to like 
it, therefore, they should fit binaural amplification on every
one. Dr. Kasten's group subsequently attempted to replicate 
the Scandinavian results, but could not. Tr. 716-18. In his 
19€4 doctoral dissertation, he had reported that individuals 
were found to perform consistently better with binaural sys
tems than with rnonaurals, however, he noted that the magnitude 
of binaural superiority was so small as to have little clinical 
significance. Tr. 754. 

ASHA's position is that many persons with bilateral lesses 
are unable to receive greater benefits from binaural systems 
than from monaural ones due to greatly diftering threshclds 
which make binaural wearers incapable of achieving adequately 
balanced gains. In fact, some such wearers actually experience 
a degradation in speech discrimination with binaurals. R-10
1839. 

On the other hand, significant authority exists to indicate 
that those with bilateral impairments do gain benefits that they 
would not receive with monaural instruments. The National Hear
ing Aid Society explains that binaural systems are partially 
advantageous to certain persons in certain situations and for 
certain purposes; binaural listeners can better ascertain the 
direction and distance from which a sound emanates: this is 
important to the brain in its function of "tuning in" the sounds 
that the user wants to hear, while "tuning out" sounds from other 
directions. It is also important to the wearer's being able to 
distinguish speech from background noise coming from a different 
distance but from the same direction; a monaural listener would 
have no such distinguishing capability in a similar situation. 
The binaural listener also has a lower absolute hearing threshold 
than does the monaural listener and, as he loses the use of one 
aid, he customarily benefits from the increased gain from the 
second hearing aid. He is further able to turn the detrimental 
"head shadow" effect, which detracts from the monaural system 
wearer's listening ability, into a positive feature that will 
assist him in directionally locating sounds, and he enioys a 

2 '1 
.J See Ernest Zelnick, owner, Professional Hearing Aids Scrv

Ice, Brooklyn, New York, who brought up the subject of the 
practice in the Scandinavian countries, particularly in 
Di:!nmark at ~pn, 406. 
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greater dynamic frequency range of listening, with less recruit 
ment than does the monaural wearer. Safety aspects are also 
involved in binaural use, as the binaural wearer is able to 
discern the direction from which a danger signal is coming, 
while the monaural wearer may not be able to do so. NHAS con
tends that most of ttese adva~te3es can be objectively ascer
tained through testing or they have been established through 
:linical experience. R-3-3642-47. The Hearing Aid Industry 
:onference cites authorities who support this position: 
~r. Fay Churchill, Instructor in Audiology and Speec~ Path0logy 
-~t Alabama College; James R. Curran, audiologist, "Nine~~en 
Misconceptions About Hearing Aids," writing in Hearin.9._ Instru
~~:!_.::nts, November 1975; Dr. Mark Ross, Adjunct Professor of the 
University of Connecticut; and the American Academy of Cphthal
r:1ology an0 Otolaryngology. R-3-3879-80. A number of witnesses 
also gave support to the general statement (position) thar the 
bilaterally hearing impaired do receive benefits in many, if 
not most, cases.24 

David Vreeland, Florida hearing aid specialist, Tr. 3837; 
James Delk, independent hearing aid specialist and consult 
ing audiologist, Audiotone Division of Royal Industries, 
Phoenix, Arizona, who states that in his experience, binau
ral amplification is superior in 80% of the cases of such 
hearing impairment, Tr. 10926; Dean Harris, Note 19, ~~ 
at 10416-17; Dr. Donald Krebs, Director, Speech, Hearing, 
and Neurosensory Center, and certifiea audiologist, San 
Diego, California, who believes there ~re people who cannot 
benefit from binaural hearing, but wouldn't say there are 
many, Tr. 11892; James Keyes, Note 18, suera a~ 1069~; 
Sam Hopmeier, President, W. H. Hopmeier, Inc., a St. Louis, 
Missouri, dealer, who believes there have been more abuses 
to the hard of hearing by the underselling of binaurals 
than from overselling as more people have been "short-changed" 
by not having been offered the opportunity to experience a 
binaural fitting than those who have been hurt by ill-
advised binaural sales, Tr. 3352-53: Dr. Henry Tobin, 
National Center for Law and the Deaf, who notes that the 
use of binaural amplification as a rule makes good sense, 
but it depends ultimately upon the individual and his true 
abilities to integrate the information thus received, Tr. 
4106; Robert Briskey, Beltone Electronics, Chicago, Illinois, 
who feels that 85% of hearing-impaired individuals should 
not be prevented from considering the use of binaurals, 
citing the results of a survey conducted recently in 700 
clinics and hospitals in which 44% of those responding indi
cated that they positively felt that children should be 
binaurally fitted, Tr. 7259; Dr. Joseph C. Elia, who noted 
that binaural listeners feel more balance, hear more 
clearly, use less volume and depend less upon lip reading, 
thus supporting his view that both adults and children 

fCont:irn..iPd) 
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Other witnesses indicated that they believe binaurals may 
0 ender significant benefits, but recommended that such fittings 

; hould not be made initially, but only after tl-,c;, patient has 
«djusted to the first aia.25 Others simply noted that trial 
f'eriods for patients' adjustment to binaurals wc,'1d be necessary 
lie fore it could be determined whether benefits c0uld be derived 
.n individual cases.2& 

Robert Briskey, an audiologist with Beltone Eltctronics 
Corporation, Chicago, Illinois, noted that some years ago, he, 
too, would have believed that 85% of those with bilateral impair
ments should be wearing binaural systems; but, now, due to recent 
developments such as the biphasic hearing aid in which the phase 
relationship between the two ears is altered, as is the frequency 
response, his personal feeling is that a significant number of 
binaural fittings may not have been the best or most complementary 
systems for individual patients because the binaural instruments 
are identical; however, this does not mean that binaurals should 
not have been fitted. Tr. 7257-58. 

24 (Continued} 
involved with uncorrectable bilateral hearing losses should 
be binaurally fitted, Note 19, suera at 7483-85; Dr. John 
F. Corso, Ph.D., Department of Psychology, State University 
of New York, Cortland, New York, Tr. 1194-95; Dr. Laura 
Ann Wilber, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Otorhinolaryngology, 
Albert Einstein College of ~edicine of the Yeshiva University, 
New York, New York, appearing on behalf of the New York 
State Speech and Hearing Association, Tr. 1388; James H. 
Johnson, Note 18, supra at 2269; James M. Anthony, M.D., 
Dallas, Texa~, who indicated that if it were medically pos
sible to fit both ears io the case of bilateral loss, it 
should be done, and that if the loss were not too severe, 
the majority of patients could be helped by such systems, 
regardless of the asymmetry between the two ears, Tr. 8454, 
8502, 8468, 8489; and Maurice Miller, Professor of Speec~ 
Pathology and Audiology, New York University, who believes 
that if the geriatric patient is to be given the capacity 
to localize, he will have to be fitted with binaural sys
tems, but who notes that experimental and clinical evidence 
has indicated that in certain types of presbycusis hearing 
loss, the use of two aids has also caused significant dete
rioration in the quality and intelligibility of the signal, 
Tr. 4753-54. 

25 M i cha e 1 Stah1 , No t e 1 0 , s u ~ r a a t 5 5 41 ; Dr . La u r a An n wi 1 be r , 
Ph.D., Note 24, supra at 1 88. 

26 Judith A. Rassi, audiologist, Northwestern University, Evans
ton, Illinois, Tr. 5733; Thomas W. Norris, Ph.D., Director, 
Division of Audiology and Speech Pathology, University of 
Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, Nebraska, R-10-6497-98. 
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Section 440. 1 0fd) oz the proposed rule was drafted to alle
11ate whatever problem ~xists in this ared~ 

No seller shall prepare***any advertisement: 

* * * 
(d) Which makes any representation that th~ 
use of two hearing aids, one in each ear, 
will be beneficial to persons with a hearing 
loss in both ears, unless, in addition to 
the disclosure required by§ 440.lO(a), it 
is clearly and conspicuously disclosed that 
many persons with a hearing loss in both 
ears will not receive greater benefits from 
the use of two hearing aids, one i~ each 
ear, than from the use cf one h2aring aid. 

In its belief that the issue should be answered 3ff irma
tively, ASHA argues that any representation which emphasizes 
the advantages of binaural hearing is misleading if they do not 
also indicate that many persons cannot obtain greater benefits 
from binaural systems than from monautal amplification. R-10
1839. Similarly, Douglas Noffs~Dger, Director, Audiological 
Activities, Northwestern University School of ~edicirie, strongly 
supports proposed Section 440.lO{d) because of his belief that 
the clinical research literature on binaural hearing aids is 
too unclear to be said to support their superiority. Tr. 7640. 

On the other side, HAIC submits that the required affirmative 
disclosure is in itself misleading in view of the substantiated 
qreater benefits that can be received from the use of two hearing 
aids. R-3-3928. NHAS, too, notes that while binaural 3ids are 
not to the advantage of all persons under all circumstances, the 
11 Commission's assertion" in Section 440.lO{d) that binaurals are 
::>f no greater benefit to many persons with bilateral impairment 
is simply not substantiated by the facts. R-3-3642. 

Sam Hopmeier, proprietor of W. H. 1-bpmeier~ St. I:Duis, 
~issouri, a hearing aid dealer, feels that FTC regulations should 
in no way discourage all hard-of-hearing individuals from having 
the opportunity of experiencing binaural fittings; to do so would 
be a disservice to the majority of individuals who could perhaps 
improve their hearing potential. Tr. 3355.27 
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27 See also James Keyes, Note 18, su~ra, who indicates at 
T069s;-Ehat the rule requirementoes not realistically 
reflect the greater benefits that can be recei'!ed by most 
people with bilateral loss and would tend to discourage 
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b. The findings. This is one of the most disputed 
issues in this section~ the attempt to obtain an answer to it 
has but revealed the existence of a wide gap between the opinions 
~f some very competent professionals in the hearing health care 
delivery field. It s~ems that the evidence would compel a posi
tive answer to the issue inasmuch as many persons with bilateral 
hearing 2.osses will not sta11d to gain substantial benefits from 
binaural hearing systems. But many will gain if such systems 
can be properly selected and fitted to their ears. As one wit
ness noted, not every~hing turns out the way clinicians expect 
it to and sometimes even those binaural candidates fitted after 
extensive testing and recommendation by an audiologist find that 
they either cannot wear the second hearing aid or don't derive 
enough benefit from it to warrant the additional expense and 
adjustment. 

For those who can successfully wear binaural systems, many 
benefits can be gained: binaural listeners can ascertain better 
than monaural wearers the direction and distanc2 from which sound 
is emanating so that the brain can better tune in desired sounds 
and tune out unwanted sounds; speech can be better distinguished 
in many situations from the background noise coming frcm the same 
airection but from a different distance; the absolute hearing 
threshold is lower with binaural use and the wearer is able to 
turn the ordinarily de tr imen tal 11 head shadow" effect into the 
ability to directionally locate sounds; there is a greater dynamic 
frequency range of listening, and the safety aspect is consider
able since the wearer will be better able to perceive the direction 
from which danger is approaching. Many professional audiologists 
are so impressed by these benefits that they have become, as 
one audiologist described himself, "notorious fitters" of 
binaurals. However, at the same time, there is considerable 
evidence that some fitters have placed binaurals on customers 
who cannot and should not use more than one hearing aid, if any 
at all. The exact causes of these instances have not always 
been specifically designated, although some witnesses questioned 
whether economic gain from the sale of such systems was the 
motivation in cases where the individual who recommends the 
hearing aid is also the seller. A study of the sales manuals 
leads one to suspect this is often true. Evidence also indicates 

27 (Continued) 

such persons from aiming at the best use of their resid
ual hearing capabilities; Dean Harris, Not~ 19, supra, 
believes that the statement required by the proposed rule 
section is simply not true and that such statements con
tained in advertising will raise suspicion in the ~inds 
of many individuals, thus discouraging them from obt3in
ing the greater benefits that are available ~ith binaurals, 
Tr. 10416-.17; James H. Johnson, Note 18, ~i:!.EE..~ at 2269. 
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hat, Jlthough binaural benefits may be great, it may be only 

~hrough trials and time for adjustment that the degree of bene

its for each individual can be ascertained. 


c. Concl.usions. Patients have been fitted with 
'inaural systems when such were inappropriate or unnecessary. 

\vhile it is true that many persons with bilateral impairments 
'Jill fail to receive greater benefits from binaural systems 
:han from monaural ones, the word "many" may be interpreted 
'::oo negatively. It would seem that many individuals would 
derive greater benefits if the fitting and wearing of their 
systems are medically feasible and if the instruments used aLe 
appropriate to the hearing loss. A better statement of the 
situation would indicate that "some" such persons will not 
derive greater benefits. A significant amount of disagreement 
in this area involves largely permissible and ethical variations 
in professional judgment. 

Although substantial evidence does support the proposed rule 
section, it is difficult to see how the compelling of such negative 
disclosure will provide the best benefit to the consumer. 
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PART VIII. ADEQUACY OF EXISTING CONSUMER 

PROTECTION MEASURES 

\ Introduction. Evidence throughout the record of this pro
2ceding strongly suggests that for the hearing-impaired, existing 
~onsumer protection measures provided by the states, the indus
try's own guidelines and private sources are wholly inadequate.I 

Every major study conducted by independent consumer organi
zations, governmental departments, and se~ior citizen organiza
tions reveal major deficiencies in presently available consumer 
protection schemes.2 

The primary source of consumer protection for the hearing
impaired is found in the reg•1latory efforts of the states. 
Statutes enacted in 41 states vary considerably in the form and 
extent of protection providea.3 The design, implementation, and 
effectiveness of some of these statutes will be discussed in this 
part of the report. 

l See, e.g., American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA), 
R-10-1650A-1690: Staff Studl of the State ticensing Laws 
and Training RequTrements for Hearing Aid Dealers, Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government 
Operations, U.S. Senate, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., 1975, R-8
D543-l-14: Payin9 Through the Ear, A Report on Hearin~Care 
Problems, Public Citizens Retired Professional Action Group, 
Preliminary Draft, 1973, R-8-0421-IV-2/IV-9, XIV-2, XIV-6, 
MB-1 - MB-5. 

2 Major consumer organization studies used for this section 
include: Sound Trap, Hearing Aid Sales in Iowa, Iowa Stu
dents Public Interest Research Group (ISPIRG), June, 1974, 
R-8-D233; ~Ye!, Hear Ye! ~Study of Hearing Aid Sales 
Practices 1n Queens, New York Public Interest Research Group 
(NYPIRG), undated, R-8-D232; Hearing Aids and the Hearin9 
Aid Industry in Minnesota, Minnesota Public Interest Research 
Group (MPIRG}, Nov. 13, 1973, R-8-D229; You Know I Can't 
Hear You When The Cash Register's Running, The Hearing Aid 
Industry in Michigan, Public Interest Research Group in 
Michigan (PIRGIM), Dec. 3, 1973, R-8-0231. Government stud i.es 
used include: Senate Staff Study, Note 1, supra; Final 
Report to the Secretarl on Hearing Aid Health Care, prepared 
by the Department of Hea 1th, Education and We l f .:tr e Intra
departmental Task Force on Hearing Aids, July, 1975, R-8
D494. Senior citizen's organizations reports us were: 
RPAG, Note 1, supra; ASHA, Note 1, supr.::1. 

3 ASHA, Note 1, SUE!_~, at 1656. 
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A second source of possible consumer protection exists in 
~he guidelines and ethics codes set up within the hearing aid 
:ndustry itself. The record contains descriptions of the limited 
0fforts undertaken by the industry to adopt and upgrade consumer 
protection measures.4 

Various other agencies and off ices are also available to 
assist consumers who have grievances. These organizations 
lnclude state agencies such as state governors' consumer pro
tection offices, offices of the state attorneys general, the 
local Better Business Bureaus, senior citizens' groups, and 
a variety of consumer-oriented organizdtions.5 Unfortunately, 
lack of funding and enforcement powers seriously limit the capa
bilities of these sources of protection. 

Since the age of consumerism is increasingly upon us and 
since there appears to be a variety of directions a frustrated 
consumer may turn for help, it might seem that additional pro
tection measures are unwarranted. This, however, is not the 
case with the hearing aid consumer. In evaluating consumer 
protection measures for the hard of hearing, the most impor
tant criteria to be judged is the effectiveness of the measures. 
The evidence in the record of this proceeding reveals that the 
present protection measures are consistently lacking in necessary 
effectiveness. 

B. State laws. 

1. Licensure boards. The hearing aid industry is primarily 
regulated through state statutes that are now in effect in 41 
states.6 Oregon, in January 1960 ". • became the first state 
to require dealer licensure."7 At the time the Oregon statute 
was passed the industry strongly opposed any sort of licensing 

4 See,~, National Hearing Aid Society, (NHAS), R-3-3537
41; ASHA, Note 1, supra at 1681-87; .John Kenwood, hearing 

.. aid dealer, Tr. 9285-91; Raymond Rich, NHAS member, Tr. 2982
83. 

5 	 Se~, ~, George Shanta, President, Chicago Area Council 
of Senior Citizen Organizations, Inc., Tr. 8863: RPAG, L~ote 
1, ~~p~a at CG-33-47; Annie Laurie Gunter, Director, Con
sumer Protection Agency, Office of the Governor of Alabama, 
Tr. 8200; James Jeffries, Assistant Attorney General in 
Wisconsin, Tr. 5585; Phil Shattuck, Illinois Department of 
Public Health, Tr. 6767. 

6 Judith Munger, Attorney, National Council r1f Senior Citizens, 
Tr. 450 L 

7 MPIHG, Notr; 2, supr;1 at 70. 
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l tempts and were successful in opposing legislation in other 
::: :ates un ti 1 19 6 7. Since that time however, the ind us try has 
L 0 come more supportive of this type of state intervention and 
c.\JW all but nine states have some form of regulation. 8 

The state statutes as a whole, provide for a variety of 
c>mbinations in the makeup of the licensure boards. Generally, 
tie boards consist of a physician member, usually an otolaryn
g)logist, an audiologist member, and several hearing aid dealer 
m~robers. The boards normally have from three to seven members 
a:1d on the majority of state boards, hearing aid dealers predom
L1ate. 9 The governors of most states with licensure laws, have 
t~e authority to appoint board members, usually on the recommen
d3tion of industry.IO 

John J. Fennema, a hearing aid dealer licensed in Maryland 
a~d a member of the Maryland State Board of Hearing Examiners, 
33id that only those dealers whose views accord with those of 
the Association are recommended [to the boards] and the same 
ones appear on the list regularly resulting in a small group 
having too much power. Tr. 1751. Mr. Fennema is not alone in 
his uneasiness over board control by dealers. From Wisconsin, 
Assistant Attorney General, James D. Jeffries w1ites: 

It is our opinion that although it may be 
necessary to employ persons in the trade 
in order to competently test other members 
of that trade as to basic competency, pro
tection against consumer fraud in a partic
ular industry is best accomplished by an 
agency which is unassociated with the group 
being regulatea.11 

~r. Phil Shattuck of the Illinois Department of Public Health 
says that his department has been interested in having the hear
:ng aid industry regulated since 1969. The department has, 

n Id. 

9 	 Donald D. Skaarer, Chairman, Georgia State Board of Hearing 
Aid Dispensers, R-6-26-27; ,J. L. Agnes, Chief Investigator, 
Bureau of Consumer Pro~ection, Trade Division, Wiscon~in 
Department of Agriculture, R-6-193A. 

LO 	 John J. Fennema, Maryland hearinq aid dealer, Tr. 1751; 
MPIRG, Not~ 2, .~1:!.EE~ at 71. 

't 1 	 ,J e f f r i .c: s , No t e 5 , !?.~.E£z. a t R - 6 - 2 8 9 • s e e a l so s •: n a t ':'.' s t a f f 
R!~port, Notf: 1, ~?.~E~.. a at 2; ASHA, Note ~ ;:;uEE.".l af: 1t1H\~·n. 
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however, opposed various bills that have come before the legis
l3ture because it felt these bills were not adequate from the 
standpoint ·of consumer protection. Mr. Shattuck explained that 
the Department was against a particular bill that would have 
set up a licensing board composed mainly of dealers because, 
"[t]he Department of Health felt it was not in the best interest 
of the consuming public to have boards dominated by hearing aid 
dealers .•• " Tr. 6771. 

In it's rebuttal to the Senate Staff Study of the State 
Licensing Laws and Training Requirements for Hearing Aid Dealers, 
the National Hearing Aid Society strongly objected to the Senate 
staff's characterization that boards dominated by hearing aid 
dealers do not have the best interest of the consumer in mind. 
NHAS also disagreed with the position that the makeup of the 
boards had the appearance and the reality of a basic conflict 
of interest.12 NHAS cited a decision of a Michigan Court which 
suggests that state boards should be run by members of the 
industry being regulated. This court reasoned that those people 
who are already in the industry have the greatest understanding
of its problems. 

Another purpose of the (Michigan) consti 
tutional provision, as recognized by the 
Court of ~ppeals, is that, if an examining 
or licensing board of a 'profession' is to 
function successfully board members must 
understand the technical and ethical stand
ards of the regulated 'profession.' This 
may best be accomplished by requiring the 
members of examining or licensing boards 
to be members of the respective 'profession.' 
Nemer v. Michigan State Board of Registration 
for Architects, Professional Engineers and 
Land Surveyors, 20 Mich App 429, 433: 174 
NW 2d 293 (1969). R-8-558-10. 

NHAS further suggests that the hearing aid industry is rather 
advanced in that nonmembers of the industry are currently 
included on most state boards. It said few other professional 
licensing boards have such members.13 

There are other problems that most boards face that add to 
and probably in some cases cause their ineffectiveness. The 
boards generally have scant funds for their operations, very 

l2 	The R~spons~ of the Nation3l Hearing Aid Soc1~ty to the Staff 
3turiy of the State Licensing Laws and Traininq R~quirements 
for H~~ring Aid DPal~rs, R-8-0558-10. 

11 	 ra. 
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w have adequate support staffs to receive or process complaints, 
uiJ they meet very infrequently, usually only once or twice a 

a::: .14 

Despite the contention of NHAS, there is ample evidence on 
~he record which suggests that the composition. of the state 
~ic~nsing boards may be one of the most serious osbtacles to 
~f fective consumer protection at the state leveI.15 

2. State requirements for licensure. It was thought that 
:egistering and licensing hearing aid dealers in order to estab
lish a legal basis for controlling their operations in the indus
cry would result in better protection for consumers. There are 
those who believe, however, that the idea has backfired in that 
che license brings an "aura of quasi-professionalism • " 
which has a " ••. greater capacity to mislead and deceive the 
consumer than existed prior to such laws."16 Dr. Tom Mahoney, 
Director of Speech Pathology-Audiology Si:!ction of the Department 
of Social Services in Utah said that "[m] ost hearing aid laws 
in states are simply registration acts that put a fraudulent 
air of professionalism on the hearing aid dispensor[sic]." 
H-·6-10. New York PIRG found that because bills in most states 
are largely void of consumer protection measures the bills' 
main results have been to provide professional status to the 
dealer, even though his background, training, and experience 
~ay not warrant it.17 

Requirements for licensure in the 41 states that currently 
nave such statutes, include provisions for education, experience, 
examinations, and training periods. The statutes combine these 
fcur main ingredients in a variety of ways, some states placing 

14 Senate Staff Report, Note 1, supra at 2; Munger, Note 6, supra 
at 4504; Donald Morgan, Chairman of the Audiology Task Force 
of the Commission of Legislation of the California Speech 
and Hearing Association, Tr. 9507; Jeffries, Note 5, supra. 

1) See, e.g., Angela Loavenbruck, Fd.D., Audiology-Speech 
Professor, Teachers College, Columbia University, Tr. 1551; 
Richard Conlin, Project Director, Public Interest Research 
Group in Michigan (PIRGIM), Tr. 7857-58; ISPIRG, Note 2, supra 
at 45; NYPIRG, Note 2, supra at 0232-11; Jeffries, Note 5, 
_:3UJ?ra. 

l6 	ASHA, Note 1, su2ra at 1650~; see also PIRGIM, Note 1, s~ra 
at 30-31; CyriT F. Brickfield, counsel for the National ___ - 
Retired Ti::achers Association and American ll.ssociation of 
Retired Pt:':rsons, Tr. 1434. 

17 NYPIRG, Note 2, §'::1_}2~_9_ at 11. 
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~ore emphasis on one area than another. For instance, in regard 
to education of dealers, California, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, and 
Nashington require only a high school diploma or a certification 
Jf general educational development (G.E.D.).18 

NHAS in its attempt to establish some educational guidance 
for its members instituted a 20 lesson home-study course for 
]ealers. The HEW Task Force on Hea1:'.'ing Aids in their final 
report to the Secretary on Hearing Aid Health Care said: 

Of the estimated 15,000 hearing aid dealers 
in the United States, only about 2,200 deal
ers have received certification by their 
trade association, the National Hearing Aid 
Society, through a 20-week home study course. 
This course and final examination do not 
include any evaluation of the dealer's prac
tical skills in testing and fitting hearing 
aids nor of the dealer's ability to communi
cate with and counsel the hearing-impairea.19 

RPAG reported in its ~nalysis of the course that subjects covered 
in 1 week by the NHAS course required a full semester of study 
in university audiology programs.20 This is an important compar
ison to consider. 

Dealers, on the other hand, cite this course as proof of 
the educational efforts being made by the industry.21 Though 
the course may be a worthwhile attempt to educate dealers, it's 
success is limited because a dealer is not required to take the 
course and experts consider it totally inadequate. 

18 	 ASHA, Note 1, supra at 1658. ASHA included New York in 
this list, but New York has passed a rather strong licens
ing bill since ASHA's comment was filed. 

19 HEW, Final Report, R-8-494-24; NYPIRG, Note 2, suera at 

11; Ira Kolman, Chairman, Department of Speech Pathology

Audiology, IDyola College of Baltimore, Tr. 1883; 

Dr. Roger Kasten, Witchita State University, Tr. 777-86; 

Elma Griesel, National Steering Committee of Gray Panthers, 

Tr. 9475. 


20 RPAG, Note 1, supra at 111-22. 

21 	 Se~, ~~, Kenwood, Note 4, supra at 9287; David B3rnow, 
IOrmer HAIC president, Tr. 16 27; Rich, Note 4, .§.~ at 
2982-83; NHAS, Note 4 supra at 3534; John Kojis, President, 
Maico Hearing Instrument Company, Tr. 1977-78. 
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A few of the major manufacturers have set up training for 
l~alers but these sessions consist mainly of business and sales 

chniques.22 Wayne Staab, Director of F.ducation for Telex, 
~s~ified that the Telex dealers' training is not extensive from 

~ academic standpoint; dealers education comes fr0m experience, 
1ccording to Staab. Tr. 7027. Part III of this report details 
msnufacturers efforts at educating dealers. These efforts are 
mainly conducted through use of training manuals that emphasize 
selling techniques. 

Since the state codes do not require formal education in the 
field, how then do the codes provide for potential dealers entry 
into the state licensure system? The answer is two-fold. 

One means of educating dealers used in the hearing aid 
industry is "grandfathering." Under the grandfathering provisions 

1)f the state codes, licenses are automatically given to those who 
nave been involved in selling hearing aids prior to the enactment 
of the licensure laws.23 RPAG reports that dealers in 29 states 
were not required to take the state examination ~ f they had been 
in business 2 to 3 years before the bills became effective.24 

ASHA believes that grandfather clauses in the state statutes 
are "a unique form of perpetuating dealer incompetency."25 In 
~ichigan, a finding of MPIRG was that most dealers that were in 
the system were grandfathered in. This is true perhaps of 150 
out of 200 now practicing in Michigan.26 Nebraska gave its' 
·'lE·alers who had been in business before the statute became 
effective, a "free ride" for 18 months before an examination 
wCiS required.27 

The second method whereby a person, who is not formally 
educated in the trade, may obtain licensure is through the 
trainee provisions incorporated in most state codes. Those 
w·shing to enter the field may apply for a temporary permit 

22 RPAG, Note 1, supra at XIV-2. 

23 Linda Joy, Executive Director, Michigan Consumer Council, 
R-6-220~ ASHA, Note 1, supra at 1660. 

24 RPAG, Note 1, supra at III-23. 

2S ASHA, Note 1, supra at 1659. 

26 Conlin, Note 15, supra at 7759-60. 

27 Lawrence Murphy, Nebraska Hearing Aid Association, Tr. 7979. 
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u1der the conditions that a licensed dealer sponsor them.28 
Tne statutes have various ways of handling this sort of entry 
but generally the trainee is issued a permit to dispense and 
fit aids under the supervision of a licensed dealer for a period 
ranging from 6 to 18 months. At the end of that period, the 
trainee must then pass the state exam in order to obtain a per
manent license.29 The trainee provisions of state codes have 
been criticized for two major reasons. First, the person who 
is still in training, is allowed to sell and fit aids, possibly 
without adequate knowledge of the hearing-impaired; and, secondly, 
the tempo~ary permit may be renewed upon failure of the state 
exam for as many as three times, thereby allowing a person who 

r is not capable of passing the exam to continue in the business.30 

ASHA believes that temporary licensure ~ubstantially defeats 
any other possible protection offered by dealer licensure statutes. 
ASHA conducted a study of the various states licensure laws and 
found that of the 23 boards that responded to their questionnaire 
" •.• approximately 80 percent of temporary permit holders who 
actually tested hearing and fitted and dispensed hearing aids 
during the permit periods never had to meet full statutory licen
sure standards."31 ASHA feels that with this type of licensure 
loophole, it is not possible for the consumer to be adequately 
protected by state laws.32 

The fourth major element provided for in the state codes is 
the examination given to those desiring a license. The statutes 
in most states give the responsibility of administering the 
licensing exam to the state board. Usually the exam is offered 

28 See, e.g., Maine 43 Stat. 1658-J, R-6-40: Rules and Regula
tions of Virginia Board of Hearing Aid Dealers and Fitters, 
R-6-156; Dr. Henry Creech, Vice Chairman of the Board of 
Examiners, State of Virginia, Tr. 5224; Murphy, Note 27, 
supra at 7979-83. 

29 Missouri HB 396 & 257, § 16, R-6-67; Maine Statute, Note 
28, supra; Virginia Board Rules, Note 28, supra; James Wallace, 
Chairman, Tennessee Board for Hearing Aid Dispensers, 
Tr. 34 70 . 

• 30 Mark Stewart, Investigator, Camden County, New Jersey, 
Office of Consumer Affairs, R-6-176; Creech, Note 28, s~a 
at 5224; Leslie Dalton, New Mexico Speech & Hearing Associa
tion, Tr. 8723; Morgan, Note 14, supra at 9507. 

31 ASHA , No t e 1 , _s uEr a a t 1 6 6 6 - 6 7 . 

32 Id. 
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t e a year, but this is flexible and is generally left to the 
d ·retion of the board. After payment of the required fees, the 
a-~ icants for licenaure in most states must take a two-part 
e~a , one part written and the second practica1.33 The record 
c r .sins evidence supporting both the reliability of these exams 
a the near worthlessness of them. Some witnesses believe that 
s a~e exams are very thorough, testing the applicant's ability 
i ·. 111 areas necessary for competent dispensing.34 Others, such 
2: ':re 	Unit Manager of Oregon's Registration Office, believes 
" 	 T he examination is intentionally a low fence type of exam 

" Tr. 11785. 

If one hypothetically assumes that the exams in every state 
c suff icently evaluate the proficiency of the applicant, the 
rudes still contain the self-defeating mechanism of allowing 
tnose who do not pass the test to continue to work in the field 

r an additional six months to a year and a half through renewal 
cf the temporary permit.35 Thus existing state requirements 

r licensure can only be considered an initial step in providing 
adequate protection for the hearing aid consumer. The licensure 

ovisions of most codes provide a very mild form of protection 
that the educational requirements are very la~, the grand

athering provisions allow for licensure without requiring exami
3tion, the exams themselves may not adequately test the competency 

n th~ individual, and the renewal of temporary permits provides 
a state sanctioned loophole for those who cannot perform the 
-3quired skills necessary to obtain permanent licenses.36 

The HEW Task Force Report, the Senate Staff study, ASHA, 
M:-'IRG, RPAG, and many individuals who wrote to the Commission 

who testified during the proceedings believe that most of 

13 	 RPAG, Note 1, supra. Tables at end of report show that 22 
states require such exams for licensure. See also Morgan, 
Note 14, supra at 9506; Donald Mettler, otolaryngologist, 
Tr. 11371-72. 

~4 	 Wallace, Note 29, supra at 3459; Herbert Richenberg, 

Dir~ctor, Henry C. Barkhorn Memorial Hearing and Speech 

C'::!nter, Tr. 3511. 


See 	 reference cited in notes 29 and 30 su2!a· 

3 6 	 ~ei:., e.~' Kenne th Johnson, Executive Secretary, ASHA, 

Tr. 4265; Maurice A. Byrne, Jr., Assistant Director of Law 

~nd Legal Counsel for the Department of Consumer Affairs 

for th0 Mayor of: IDuisville, Tr. 1007: David Bartels, N.C. 

c.;pe~ch, Hearing and Language A.ssociation, •rr. 6327-·n; 

.\rt.bur fl"'}minq, Commissioner, Administration on Aqinq, HEW, 

J'r. 619; Loavenbruck, Not'? 15, s~..E.£~. at 1551; ,Janet LPvy, 

i) i. r p (: t qr , r:;:; 1 if o r n i a Depa r t men t of ~ i nq , •rr , 116 6 8 . 
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the state licensing requirements do not do a good job of pro
viding sufficiently high standards of protection for the hear
ing aid consumer.37 

3. Consumer complaints. In addition to licensing and 
examining potential dealers, the state licensing boards are 
charged with receiving and handling complaints made by consumers. 
Like the other functions of the boards, their performance in 
resolving these complaints has been the subject of some criticism.38 

'rhe Senate staff in their report to the Government Operations 
Committee made an analysis of the complaint handling procedures 
of the boards of the 39 states who had licensure laws at the 
time the study was undertaken. In 20 of the 39 states studied, 
it was found that compliants are taken over the phone.39 Citizens 
in these states are more fortunate in regard to the ease with 
~hich complaints may be made than are consumers in the other 19 
states. In those states, consumers must make complaints in 
writing and in four of these, the complaint will be considered 
only if a special form is usea.40 

Most st~te boards believe that resolution of the complaint 
can be satisfactorily negotiated through an informal system. 
This is usually done by a board member having a talk with the 
~Jealer who has allegedly provoked the complaint. ASHA believes 
that this system is a failure, because of the possibility that 
self-interest will result in ineffectual action.41 Of course, 
in some cases when the complaints are not adequately resolved 

37 	 See references cited in Note 36, supra; see also M. S. 
Shimanoff, Director, Orange County Office of ~onsumer Affairs, 
R-6-112; William H. Behrends, Jr., 1 Lt, USAF, ChiAf of Audio
logy, Sheppard AFB, R-6-146; .Judith Brown, Deputy Attorney 
General, Pennsylvania, R-6-212; Jeffries, Note Jl, ~upra; 
Taketsugu Takei, Director, California Department of Consumer 
Affairs, R-6-316; David L. Schmitt, Special Investigator, 
Pennsylvania Bureau of Consumer Protection, R-6-445. 

38 	 See, e.9-:_, Conlin, Note 15, supra at 7858; Patricia 
Mc::str1cola, A.idiologist, Tr, 8661; Bryne, Note 36, supra 
at 1011-12; Fennema, Note 10, supra at 1751. --·- 

39 Se n a t <::~ St a ff St ua y , No t e 1, s u E!.~ a t 1 O • 

40 	 Id. 

41 ASf!A, Not:r: l, ~~~E.~. at 1676-77. ~ee ~-1~2 Gr i0sel, Note' 19, 
~~e~a at 9403; Leonard Finkel, Counsel for Leg3l R~s~arch 
and rvices for the Elrlerly, 'Pr. 4445-46. 
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:hrough this informal system, the boards have used formal hear
tngs to arrive at a settlement.42 

The lack of a full-time, active staff limits the ability of 
:he boards to properly investigate complaints and the boards' 
nfrequent meetings further diminish the possibility of effective 

dCtion. The Senate Staff concluded that those states that had 
o.n aggressive, full-time board, an adequate budget, and that met 
·requently, were more likely to receive complaints than those 

t.hat did not have such characteristics.43 This suggests that 
':he reason some boards are able to say they have not received 
T'iany complaints may be because of the inactivity of the boards, 
and that consumers are unaware that complaints against hearing 
~id sellers should be made to the board. Part of the problem 
is that the existence of the boards has not been well publicized. 

RPAG made a telephone survey of several states with licen
sur2 laws in order to determine how easily a consumer would be 
able to lodge a complaint. It reported that the results dis
closed that, "It is extremely difficult for a consumer to find 
out how or where to make a complaint."44 RPAG found that it 
takes several calls to find someone knowledgeable enough to 
give correct information on where the complaint should be made, 
and that often a board member, usually a dealer is the one to 
whom the complaint is supposed to be directed. It was also 
found that most board members who were contacted could not give 
any specific information on just how one should go about making 
the complaint.45 

RPAG concluded that, "Going through such lengthy and compli
cated procedures to find help would be hard enough for an elderly 
er unsophisticated consumer; to have to call a hearing aid dealer 
to voice a complaint against another dealer would be even more 
inhibiting. 11 46 

42 	 Rich, Note 4, supra at 2983: Kenwood, Note 4, supra at 9288-89. 

43 Senate Staff Study, N-Jte 1, supra at 10. 

44 	 RPAG, Note 1, supra at IV-10 - IV-11. See also Fennema, 
Note 10, suera at l751; Michael Stahl, Director of Clinical 
Services, Hearing and Speech Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
Tr. 5537-38; Helen Kelly, Special Assistant Attorney General 
in Minnesota, Tr. 7564. 

45 RPAG, id. 

46 	 RPAG, .id; S~~ -~ls~ Munger, Note 6, ~~~ at 4 504; 
Emma G'..rnterman, Legislative Advocate for the Senior Program 
of the California Rural Legal Assistance, Tr. 9651; Kelly, 
Note 44t st~Era. at 7531, 7537, 7538; Irene Bowr:>n, Student 
Director, NlJtional Center for Law and the Deaf, Tr. 1 q42-4 L 
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Mike Pasiewicz of Antioch, Illinois, an independent witness 
. the Commission's hearings, reported that he had a problem 

v-i.th noise in his aids but has never gone to the Illinois Hearing 
Jdc. Dealers Association because he did not know of its existence. 
~':·, 8951. Mary Ruth Whitman, an audiologist with the Illinois 
D~partment of Public Health testified that some of her patients 
h3d complained about their dealers but that she did not refer 
t,em to the dealers association, even though she knew of its 
e<istence. She said she has no confidence that anything would 
b·:? done about the complaint since the dealers complained about 
w2re members of the Association's board of directors. Tr. 8707'
08. 

The Minnesota PIRG study reports that the reason state 
boards receive so few complaints is that the boards are not vis
ible to the consumer, nor are they active in regulating dealers 
wno are complained against. ISPIRG found that in Iowa quite a 
bit of confusion surrounds the filing of a hearing aid complaint. 
A member of the ISPIRG staff attempted to lodge an alleged com
plaint with the local Chamber of Commerce. The staff member was 
told that the two agencies available to receive complaints in 
that state were the Consumer Complaint Division of the Attorney 
General's Office and the small claims courts. The hearing aid 
board was not mentioned as a possibility.47 

Even though these two sources exist for Iowa citizens, few 
realize that they have the option to use them. This was illus
trated by the response a member of the study group received 
when voicing an alleged complaint to a member of the local 
Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber member suggested calling the 
Better Business Bureau although the suggestion included a comment 
that Better Business Bureau only handles state matters. There 
v/as, however, no mention of the Attorney General's Office or 
the small claims court as possible dumping places for the com
plaint. 48 ASHA said that in cases where there has been deception 
or abuse the consumers only recourse is in the courts; often 
~n impossible avenue for the old, infirmed, poor, uninformed, 
and hearing-impaired. 49 

The National Heari.ng Aid Society submitted a lengthy rebuttal 
to the testimony of certain witnesses who told the Commission that 
~omplaints about the industry are widespreaa.50 NHAS maintains 

17 ISPIRG, Note 2, sup£a at 46. 

48 Id. 

49 ASHA, Note 1, ~~p~-~ at 1668. 

NH AS r F? bu t ta 1 s u L m i s :cd (HJ , R- 1 1-D 14 6 , Pa r t 3 • 
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1 t the ratio of complaints to sales of aids in 1975 was an 

L credibly low" 0.2%.51 


It is important to realize, however, that there is strong 

1 d ence in the record countering this position. The evidence 


•d 	es various forms, but each is important in explaining this 
)fa cent low level of complaints. Cons is ten tly witnesses other 
nan those sponsored by the industry testified t~at.c~nsumers are 
(~luctant to complain;52 that those who are not inh1b1ted about 
oir:plaining often don't know where to lodge the gr ievanc2; 53 that 
tate boards and consumer protection agencies often settle dis-
q tes informally thus complaints are voiced but not necessarily 

:·,:!corded;54 and that complaints are seldom carried through to 
rne litigation stage.55 

4. 	 Penalties. Revocation and suspension of dealers 
icenses are the two principle penalties provided for in the 

)tate codes.56 A few states such as Wisconsin and Vermont 

51 Id. 	 at 16. 

See, ~, Gunterman, Note 46, supra at 10791; Rafael 

Penelver, attorney on behalf of the National Council of 

Senior Citizens, Tr. 4910-14; Georg· Cooper, consumer, 

Tr. 9651; Maurice Miller, Professor of Speech Pathology 

and Audiology, New York University, Tr. 4752-53; 

Fennema, Note 10, supra at 1751. 


': 3 Griesel, Note 19, SUEra at 9375; ISPIRG, Note 2, supra at 47; 

Bryne, Note 36, suEra at 1011-12; MPIRG, Note 2, supra at 7 4. 


'.i 4 	 PIRGIM, Note 2, suEra at 35; MPIRG, Note 2, suEra at 74; 
Senate Staff Study, Note 1, su_era at 10. 

~- '.) 	 A good explanation was provided by William Brown, Attorney Gen
eral of Ohio, R-6-303, who stated that: '"rhe number of com
plaints which this off ice has on file should not be regarded 
as indicative of the incidents of complaints against the 
hearing aid industry in general, because the Office of the 
Attorney General functions primarily as a law enforcement, 
rather than a complaint-handling agency. Therefore, gener
ally speaking, the only compliants of which we have record 
are those which are serious enough to have been ref erred to 
this Office for enforcement action." See also John Brennon, 
consumer, Tr. 247; Gunterman, Note 46, ~upra at 9651. 

r 	 6 See, e.~., Nevada Statute and Rules and Regulations, R-6
SOT MTssouri HB 396 & 257, § 21, R-6-69; R.:tlph Hoover, 
Chairman, West Virginia Board of Hearing Aid Deal~rs, R
6-184~ Est~lle Siker, M.D., Director, Community Hoalth 
Di'1ision, Connecticut, R-6-202; New York 53411\ SB 7114, R·
6 ··- 2 3 f) ; S k a a re r , No t e 9 , ~~E~~ a t R - 6 - 2 7 • 
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i2c .ude a $500 fine as one of the authorized penalties.57 Grounds 
for suspension or revocation generally include fraud, unethical 
Ctir:d uct, and neg 1 igence. 58 

Although the penalties as enumerated in the codes seem 
har1h, the extent to which they are imposed is very limited. 
JudLth Munger testified that of the 2,383 complaints reported 
t ~he Government Operations Committee only 43 resulted in sus
pen;ions or revocations.59 The Chairman of Georgia's State 
Board of Hearing Aid Dealers reported to the Commission that 
there was only one suspension and one revocation of license in 
h1s state in 1974.60 

The Senate Staff Study tally of revocations and suspensions 
during the period from 1970-1974 shows that half of all revoca
tions and suspensions were for non renewal oflICense-.-Dur ing 
tne same period, "only seven civil prosecutions by law enforce
ment authorities were brought against dealers, and these occurred 
~n four states." The staff also found that in seven states, 
t ere were sixteen criminal prosecutions, ten resulting in fines 
or imprisonment.61 

It is obvious that although the codes ~all for severe pen-
a ties, these cannot be considered to be serious deterrents since 
t e penalties are so rarely used. 

c, Other state consumer protection measures. Other avenues that 
consumers may explore in attempting to resolve complaints are 
t~ose offered by miscellaneous state consumer protection agencies. 
A though these off ices do their best to serve consumers, they 
are generally understaffed, under publicized, and lacking in any 

eal enforcement capabilities.62 The Director of the Alabama 
Governor's Consumer Protection Agency, Annie Laurie Gunter, 
estif ied that her off ice acts as a clearing-house for consumer 

corrplaints but does not have any enforcement powers. Tr. 8232
33. A hearing aid user in Maryland, John Brennan, testified 
that he was able to satisfactorily resolve a dispute in that 

57 	 Vermont Public Act 95, § 4586, R-6-246; Agnes, Note 9, 
supra at R-6-194. 

SB 	 Maine 463 Stat. 1658-N, R-6-41. 

59 Munger, Note 6, ~upra at 4504-05. 

Skaarer, Note 9, ~_ra. 

61 Senate Staff Study, Note 1, _§_~-~at 11. 

;:;2.., ~~ , e~, Ke 11 y , No t e 4 4 , s ':!_!2 r a at 7 5 5 6 - 5 6 ; Gun t Pr , 
tfo t e 5 , ~::i..EE~ a t 8 2 3 2 • 
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tate's Office of Consumer Affairs. Mr. Brennan felt that he was 
'n unusual consumer in that most people do not know of the exist 
nce of this complaint channel. Tr. 247. Ms. Patricia Powers, 
n instructor at the Utah State University, compiled a list of 
omplaints received by various state agencies in Utah totaling

:oo complaints within 1 year. She said for this same time period 
the~ State Attorney General's office had received only 25 complaints. 
\-\h,'?n questioned by counsel about this discrepancy, Ms. Powers sug
gested that people do not know the proper complaint channels so 
that unless a professional intervenes to help the consumer, the 
complaint is not properly registered. Tr. 9906-07. 

The off ices of the state attorneys general have not proven 
to be an effective answer in dealing with hearing aid complaints. 
These off ices work under the same low staff, case overload condi
tions encountered by the other state consumer protection offices.63 

The state attorney general off ices do have enforcement powers 
available, however, the top priorities of these offices have not 
generally included the investigation or litigation of hearing aid 
complaints.64 

The record indicates that state attorney general off ices 
generally have two positions in regard to hearing aid complaints: 
both of these have resulted in an inactive pursuit of code viola
tions. The record contains evidence that some of these offices 
feel there must be a large volume of complaints filed before the 
office will accord them a high priority.65 Representatives of 
other state attorney genera2 offices testified that their offices 
cannot serve as depositories for complaints. Their workload is 
such 
that 

that 
litig

they 
ation 

can only afford to become involved when 
is justifiea.66 

it appears 

Thus the various state offices designed to afford consumers 
the protection they need have had very limited success. The 
conditions of understaffing, heavy caseloads, lack of enforcement 
powers, poor visibility, and the necessity of prioritizing are all 
major problems obstructing the effectiveness of these agencies 
insofar as the abused hard-of-hearing consumer is concerned. 

63 See, ~.9_:_, Griese!, Note 19, ~upra at 9419; Kelly, Note 
44, supra at 7556-56. 

64 Griesel, Note 19, supra at 9419-20. 

65 ISPIRG, Note 2, supra at 48. 

Brown, note 55, sup~a. 

, 
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L Industry consumer protection measures. The principle industry 
iocument for consumer protection is referred to by the National 
!earing Aid Society as the Code of Ethics.67 Certification of 
Jealers and salesmen by this dealers' organization provides 
irother level of control of hearing aid dealers. 

NHAS states that it's main objective in certification has 
Jeen to improve the competency and reliability of it's dealer 
1embers.68 The procedures necessary for certification are pre
~cribed by the National Hearing Aid Society in its Code of Ethics. 
John Kenwood, a society member and hearing aid dealer in Illinois, 
,Jescribed the process by which a dealer becomes certified.69 

1. Certification procedures. Mr. Kenwood testified that 
the first step to certification for most dealers is completion 
of the NHAS 20-week study course. Upon completion of the course 
work, the applicant is examined on the material. Next, the appli 
~ant must submit the names of three persons knowledgeable in 
the hearing aid field, including one otolaryngologist, who are 
willing to assure the society that the applicant is sufficiently 
proficient in selecting and fitting aids. In addition to these 
,1ames, the applicant must provide three character references and 
supply the society with a financial report. After the references 
are checked, the applicant must then pledge to abide by the 
Society's Code of Ethics. Tr. 9287-88. 

2. Disciplinary actions. Disciplinary action against viola
tors of certifications standards is also described by Mr. Kenwood. 
rhe Society's disciplinary authority is vested in the National 
~rievance Committee. If a member is found by the Grievance Com
-nittee to be in violation of the code, the Committee has several 
~lternate actions available for dealing with the violator. These 
include: 

1. 	 File its opinion of the complaint with 
the Executive Secretary to be held for 
future reference. 

2. 	 Reprimand the member found guilty and file 
the complaint for future reference with 
the Executive Secretary. 

'3. 	 Fine the member a sum not to exceed S 2 no. 

67 	 Code r)f Ethics of trie Bearing Aid Industry, R·~6-51. 

68 NHAS, \lotc• 4, suera at R-3-3534. 

f<c•nwr)'>rJ, No tr: 4, 3t Y287-BR. See also 

4, <:; 11pr:J H. 2q82


·"'' 
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4. 	 Suspend the member for a period not to 
exceed one year from the privileges of 
the Society and also fine the member. 

5. 	 Expel the member from membership. Tr. 9289. 

Mr. Kenwood contends that it is rarely necessary for the Committee 
to employ any of these alternatives, because dealers value their 
~embership in the Society; and, therefore, voluntarily correct 
any violation. Tr. 9289. 

ASHA, however, feels very strongly that within the ir.dustry 
there are many violations of the Code and that these violations 
lre never purrished. ASHA gives the example of clause (d) of the 
Code which says a dealer must clearly identify his place of busi
ness as a commercial operation, and not as a professional or 
governmental entity. Examples of violations of this provision 
are rampant including such names as "Medicare Hearing Aid Service" 
and "Professional Center." ASHA offers these examples as "indis
putable evidence that existing voluntary private consumer protec
tion plans fall far short of providing genuine benefit to 
consumers. 11 70 

The Code does provide for a Grievance Committee but the 
process begins with a review of the complaint by the Society's 
Executive Secretary. This secretary has the power to reject 
any complaint so that it is possible that the Grievance Com
mittee never has an opporutnity to review the alleged viola
tion. ASHA believes that this is the reason why the society 
can boast that complaints are few and far between.71 

The Senate Staff Study found that both NHAS and the ~anu
facturers rely on state licensing agencies to police the dealer.72 
This report has already revealed the ineffectiveness of these 
bodies. ASHA believes that the industry codes "have surpassed 
state licensure and registration in their ineffectiveness" in 
providing consumers' protection.73 

70 ASHA , It> t e 1 , s uEr a a t 1 6 8 2 • See a 1 so Do r o thy Sh an no n , 
Chief of Speech and Hearing SeCITonoT Sinai Hospital, 
Tr. 	 1861; Angela Loavenbruck, tbte 15, ~~~at 1546-47~ 
John Payne, Chairman, Hearing Aid Advisory Committee 
to the Indiana State Board of Health, Tr. 9261. 

71 	 ASHA, id. at 1684. 

72 Senate Staff Stuqy, Note 1, ~~£!~ at 9. 

73 	 ASHA, Note }, ~~j?!_~ at 1681. 
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3. 1'_!l~_four-point consumer erotection elan. On the recom
mendations made in a survey conducted for the industry by Payne 
and Payne, a consulting firm in Austin, Texas,.NHAS on May 7, 
1975, developed a four-point consumer protection plan.74 This 
plan's four major components call for: (1) prior medical clear
ance, (2) expanded educational opportunities, {3) trii:il rental 
purchase option, and (4) improvement of complaint procedures.75 

The industry believes that these voluntary measures to 
upgrade dealer practices along with the industry support of 
the state licensing laws, act as proof that the industry is 
capable of providing needed services and protection to the con
sumer, thus makin9 the proposed trade regulation rule unneces
sary. 76 

ASHA believes that these guidelines, not to be confused 
with the code, will never be stringently imposed on the dealer 
members. It is ASHA's belief that the plan was actually devised 
to "get (the industry) off the hook" in light of the actions 
that were developing at the federal leve1.77 

The prior medical clearance provided for in the industry 
guidelines was said to contain the inherent weakness of allowing 
the consumer to sign a waiver and that this waiver seriously 
restricts the usefulness of the requirement.78 

Educational opportunities for dealers were expanded in the 
guidelines from the existing 20-week home study course, by the 
development of the Hearing Instruments Institute. The purpose 
of the institute is to "upgrade the educational level of present 
hearing aid specialists and to provide entry level training."79 
Courses will be offered on a college level and a 2-year Associ
ate of Applied Science degree will be available upon completion.BO 

74 	 NHAS, Note 4, supra at 3537. 

75 Id.: See also The __!:_!ear in9 Aid Journal, November, 1975, R-8.. 	
D6'33-TI: 

76 Luke Fortner, President, NHAS, Tr. 2840-48, 2864. 

77 	 AS HA , Note 1 , ~~ r a. at 16 8 6 . 

78 	 RPAG, Hote 1, .§~E-~· Table lists 17 states that require 
a m~dic~l exam but that 311ow a waiver. See also 21 
C.F.R. 801.421 (,3) (l) and (2): 42 F'~g. Reg:-9296-. 

!HJ rd. 	 ,:,t "3540. 
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Members of the Society must also offer purchasers a trial 

,~ntal-purchase option. However, each member is allowed, U!lder 

H' guidelines, to establish his ownterms for this option includ

limitations and fees.81 	 -~---

Efforts by the industry through the establishment of these 
cJtdelines will hopefully raise the level of protection available 
t) the hearing aid consumer. Nevertheless, these guides have 
s~rious shortcomings and loopholes. Also they only exist on paper 
dlU have not been incorporated officially as part of the Code of 
E tl: ics. Even if they even tually are brought to the st;;i. tus of the 
cJde, the membership in the Society represents only a relatively 
s1all percentage of those people actually selling and fitting 
alds.82 Thus, whatever improvements are made by the Society in • 
f'~gulating its members will be applicable only to that narrow 
p~rcentage of dealers that belong to the Society. 

In handling consumer complaints the industry intends to 
improve it's record by working with the local Better Business 
BJreaus and local authorities in providing third party arbi
trations. 83 RPAG was told that 3 "hot line" has been set up by 
the industry to receive complaints and provide consumers with 
i~formation on a toll free line.84 

If these industry guidelines are enforced and if all dealers 
w~re members of NHAS and subject to its directives, and if there 
-::xisted sufficient policing powers within the industry for vio
l tions of the code then perhaps additional consumer protection 
11 •:as u res on a fed eral leve 1 would not be necessary. These hypo
tLe t ica ls, however, are not present realities. 

~- Private consumer orotection measures. The remaining potential 
.::>ource of consumer protection are the Better Business Bureaus, 
3 nior citizens organizations, and consumer-oriented groups. 

The Better Business Bureaus function as intermediaries 
b·:tween sellers and buyers of a variety of products.85 They 
c:rn r..ie helpful as a source for advice about local services, 
products, or merchants. Although they may ~ave the capacity 

Id. 

HEW 	 Final Report, Note 2, ~~ra at 24. 

NH!..,S, Note 4, .§.!:!EE.~ at ~ 5 41. 

84 	 RPAG, Note 1, ~-~££~ at XIV-3; §.~~ ?J:..~~ Curt Cl inkscc:des, 
Natjonal Director, National Alliance of Senior Citizens, 
Tr. 10621. 

f>; SH!~ , No tr; 1 , ..§.1:!.P.E.~. a t 1 6 8 7 • 
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bring pressure upon an unethical businessman by advising 
1 ;terested consumers to stay away from a particular enterprise, 
t iis capability cannot be considered adequate or very effective. 

Arthur Lynch, a representative of the American Association 
,). Retired Persons (AARP), testified that consumers wrote to his 
~ ganization as a last resort after unsuccessful attempts to 
5' lve the problem through a Better Business Bureau. Tr. 1451. 

Annie Lauri Gunter, Director of the Consumer Protection 
~-::ency for the Office of Alabama's Governor, said that the Better 
Business Bureaus operate in Alabama, but that in her vii:·w their 
~cmplaint handling mechanisms are inadequate. Tr. 8217-18. 

Senior citizens organizations and consumer groups are 
becoming increasingly activ~ in monitoring legislation, receiving 
~omplaints, and advising and directing consumers.86 These func
tions serve a useful purpose in increasing the awareness of con
sumers, giving consumer direction, and helping in the negotiation 
of disputes. All of these activities are beneficial, but none 
of these groups has the requisite authority to force industry 
to comply with sound consumer protection measures. Existing 
privat= measures cannot be considered even minimally adequate 
ln providing the hearing aid consumer with protection. 

F. 	 Cancellation provisions. Two types of state laws afford the 
urchaser of a hearing aid with the right to cancel the sale. 

The first of these are the well-known cooling-off laws which 
~f ford a buyer the right to cancel a sale within 3 business 
:lays if the contract was made in the home or outside the seller-' s 
oJace of business. This type of law does not provide a hearing 
~1d purchaser with sufficient protection because very few hear
irg aids are delivered within the 3-day period. Thus the buyer 
~as no opportunity to ascertain if the aid will assist him.87 

The second type of state law affording cancellation rights 
are those which are specifically applicable to hearing aid sales, 
regardless of where those sales may have been made. These are 
discussed in Section H of this Part infra. 

G. Requirements for medical clearance. There was considerable 
testimony or evidence to the effect that prospective purchasers 

86 Se~, ~-:..9..!_' reports by ASHA, Note 1, ~~EE._:?_; RPAG, Note 1, ~~_£~; 
Shanta, Note 5, ~upra, at 8860-63; Gunterman, Note 46, §.':1.£E.~ 
at 9650: Griesel, Note 19, .§._~£~ at 9399-9420. 

87 	 ~e~, ~..:.g_~_, Shattuck, Note 5, .su~ at 6768-69. The pr0visions 
or the SQ laws vary from state to state. Howevr:>r, the Commi;-:;·
eion's trade r~gulation rule concerning a cooling-off period 
for door-to-door sale would seem to require all such contracts 
to conform to its provisions 16 C.F.R. Part 429 ~nd Note 2. 
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·f hearing aids should be required to undergo a medical examina

ion by a physician.BB Indeed some state laws required such 

n examination89 and some of these laws were criticized for per

: itting certain categories of patients to waive the requirement.90 
t owever, as noted in Part I I, of this report, FDA has issued 
1egulations which will prohibit the sale of a hearing aid unless 
the prospective user presents a signed written statement from 
_ licensed physician that the patient has been medically evalu
bted and may be considered a candidate for a hearing aid. Per

...f.0:1s over 18 may waive this requirement. 91 

l. Effect on state laws. This proceeding was initiated and the 
~earings concluded prior to the Commission directive regarding 
increased participation by state and local officials in rulemak
ing proceedings. As a consequence the specific effect of the 

88 See,~' Davi,d Resnick, Ph.D., National Council of Senior 

Citizens, Tr. 5385; Dr. Henry Hecker, Audiologist, Tr. 5263; 

Brickfield, Note 16, 3upra at 1436; Dr. Henry W. Mccurdy, 

Executive Director of the American Council of Otolaryngologists, 

Tr. 3695-96; Stephen Epstein, National Council of Senior Citi 

zens, Tr. 4564; Paul· Ginsberg, Assistant Professor of Economics 

and Community Medicine, Michigan State University, Tr. 4641-42; 

Laura Ann Wilber, Associate Professor of Otorhinolaryngology, 

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva University, 

Tr. 1352; Barbara Troup, Clinical Audiologist, Tr. 941-42; 

Robert Oberhand, Otolaryngologist, Tr. 3041-42; Johnson, 

Note 36, supra at 4261; Dr. Robert J. Ruben, Professor and 

Chairman, I:epartment of Othorhinolaryngology, Albe~t 


Einstein College of Medicine, Tr. 3978; Dr. David McPherson, 

Director, New Haven Hearing and Speech Center, Tr. 5113-5115. 


89 	 RPAG, Note 1, supra. The table at end of report lists 12 
states requiring medical exams of minors (New York was not 
included at the time this report was made.) See also 
Lee Wilson, Clinical Audiologist, President oft:he Society 
of Medical Audiologists, Tr. 10037; Helen Kelly, Note 44, 
S1::!.E_ra at 7522-23. 

90 	 See, ~' Ronald Scheurer, Vice President of Audibel Whole
sale, Tr. 11470; Creech, Note 28, supra at 5220; Cooper, 
Note 52, supra at 10777. 

91 See 21 C.F.R. 801.421(a)(l) and (2); 42 Fed. Reg. 9296 to 

ne--come effective Aug. 15, 1977. 
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proposed rule on state and local laws was seldornly addressea.92 
Another factor which tended to ~inimize objections from state 
and local officials to the proposed rule was the inclusion in 
440.14(d) and (e) of the proposed rule of a detailed statement 
regarding the extent to which the rule would be interpreted 
to preempt or supersede state laws or local ordinances. This 
statement indicates that the rule will be interpreted to preempt 
state and local actions only to the extent that they may be 
inconsistent with the rule provisions. The statement then pro
vides that inconsistent state laws which do not furnish a buyer 
with equal or greater rights than the rule are superseded. It 
is next provided that though the state laws accord the buyer 
equal rights and are therefore not superseded, the language, 
form and manner used to notify the buyer of these rights must 
be identical to that prescribed in the rule. The statement 
further provides that state and local authorities may enforce 
those provisions of state laws or local ordinances to the extent 
that they have not been superseded by the rule. Finally the 
statement provides that the rule shall not supersede state or 
local laws or regulations which more strictly limit the termi
nology by which hearing aid sellers may legally refer to them
selves. 

Because Section 440.14(a) exempts sellers who comply with 
the proposed rule from compliance with the Commission's cooling
off rule,93 state and local government laws or regulations which 
mandate some type of cooling-off provision which may be appli
cable to hearing aid sales are not affected by the rule. In 
other words, in its present form, the rul2 would not affect the 
cooling-off laws of the states. 

Several st3tes have recently enacted legislation that pro
vides a purchaser of a hearing aid with the right to cancel the 
sale and to receive a refund of a portion of the purchase price. 
In 1976 Kentucky, for example, adopted a measure which would 
require sellers to include in sales contracts a provision author
izing the buyer to cancel the sale prior to midnight of the 
30th day after actual receipt of the hearing aia.94 In most 
respects, the Kentucky law tracks fairly closely the provisions 
of the proposed rule pertaining to the buyer's right to cancel, 

92 Written comments from state and local officials are in 
Section 6 of the record and amount to slightly more th~n 
450 pages. The majority of these reflect support for the 
rule. Approximately 14 state and local officials testified 
at the hearings. They too generally expressed support for 
the pro posed rule-; . 

93 16 C.P.R. 42q. 

94 Byrne, Note 36, sl!e~~ at R-10-·3061-64. 
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~eluding the amount of the cancellation charges, using Alterna

ive 1 Section 440.4(g) (l)(i) and (ii).95 The Kentucky legislation 


1lso contains the exceptions found in Section 440.4(i) of the 
1 roposed rule.96 However, the form of notice differs from that 
pct•scr ibed in the proposed rule. 97 

Maine provides a trial period under conditions somewhat 
different from that included in the proposed rule.98 In that 
state, the seller must contact the buyer not less than 20 or more 
t1an 35 days after the sale for the purpose of making any adjust
m::nt in the fitting or repairs or service without charge. If 
t,e buyer at that time expresses his written satisfaction with 
b1e aid, the seller may collect any balance due and the sale is 
final. If not, the buyer may cancel. Thus the buyer may cancel 
the sale at any time ranging from 20 to 35 days depending upon 
the date of the seller's contact with him. Upon cancellation, 
the seller may retain 10% of the purchase price plus the reason
able price of any earmolds.99 Detailed instructions regarding 
the form and content of the notice are included in the leg isla
tion .100 

In his comments on the proposed rule, Michael A. Feldman, 
Assistant Attorney General, Consumer Fraud Division, State of 
Maine, did not address the preemption question. However, he 
expresses the view that the notice provision of Section 440.4 
was far too complex to be understood by many of the hard of 
nearing. R-6-31. The proposed rule, if adopted in its present 
form, would undoubtedly require changes in the regulatory prac
tices of the State of Maine. 

In 1975, New York adopted legislation which requires dealers 
to offer buyers a 30-day money back quarantee. If the consumer 
r~turns the aid, the seller may keep a service charge not in 
~rcess of 5% of the cost of the hearing aid and accessories.101 

Byrn".::, Note 36, supra at Exhibit 57, R-10-3268-71. 

96 Id. 	 • 

9~ 	 Id. at R-10-3269. 

A copy of the bill is included in the r cord. 

9 <; 	 Id. 

100 	 I d • at R- 6J - 36. - 37 • 

Hd 	 11. copy of this lr~gislation is in«luded in Ui o:·-L 
R-6~232-40. The money back 11uarilntfc'e pro ;;,;1 r; 

';; 7B5, p"lrBqn1ph 4. P n 237. 
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Presumably the rule would not have too much effect on New York 
although the form of the notice usP.d in that state might present 
a problem. 

A somewhat similar situation exists with respect to the 
State of Vermont whi~h enacted legislatiJn in 1975 that requires 
the seller to refund the full purchase price of the aid, except 
for the cost of the earmolds and servlces that must be itemized 
separately.102 Again the form of the notice does not conform 
ta that contained in the proposed rule.103 

By this time, other states may have enacted legislation which 
accords the buyers of hearing aids the right to cancel the sales 
and to obtain a refund 0f all or a portion of the purchase price. 
It would appear at this point, based on the review of the legis
lation in ~he mentioned four states, that all or a portion of any 
such laws would be superseded by the rule and that substantial 
changes in the forms of notices used to inform buyers of their 
rights would be required. 

A number of hearing aid dealers who are not aud iolog is ts 
refer to or represent themselves as "hearing aid audiologists," 
and this is permissible under the laws of some states,104 although 
the use by dealers of any term containing the word "audiologist" 
has been prohibited at least in 23 states.105 Therefore the 
definition of the term "audiologist" in Section 440.2(h) of 
the proposed rule coupled ~ith the provisions of Section 440.B(c} 
~ould prohibit the use of the term "hearing aid audiologist" in 
those states where it is presently permitted. The record does 
not disclose any material objection to this effect of the rule 
by state law enforcement officials. 

The final provision of the proposed rule which seems most 
likely to have an effect on state and local laws or regulations 
is found in Section 440.7 which requires that a seller obtain the 
prior written consent of a potential buyer prior to visiting the 
buyer's home or place of business for the purpose of inducing a 
sale. 

102 18 V.S.A. § 4583, R-6-246. 

103 Vermont Health Regulations, Part III, Chapter 3, Section 
2. R-6-248-50. 

l 04 ~!:~, ~:_9..!_, Brown, Note 55, ~ra at R-6-292. 

105 ASHA, R-10-1673. See also ASHA rebuttal submission, 
H-13-0147, Part 1r;~p. -..6_1-,James Langford, Associate 
Professor of Aur'Jiology, Northern I1lir10is University, 
Tr. 8006-07. 
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There were several objections to this provision. One was 

J such detailed regulation was a matter best left to the 

1ces.106 Another was that the requirement that the consent 

~~s from the hearing-impaired person rather than from members 


i • 1is family or acquaintances was too restrictive. Th is view 
.1. d expressed by Jack G. Nelson, Director, Division of Profes
;!01 al Licensing, State of Washington, who said that the rules 

is Divisio~ permitted direct contact after a bona fide 

Ee'[ ral. R-6-381. 


Some state officials expressed the view that it would work 

1 r-urdship on the hearing-impaired in rural areas who would 

itherwise not have access to a hearing aid specialist or other 


•1tJvider of hearing aids.107 

State officials generally recognized that the prior consent 
rovision accorded consumers protection against high pressure 

~ales tactics in the home and for that reason recommended its 
adoption. None indicated that it would interfere with the attain
~ent of any important state policy goals.108 However, some said 

he prior consent provision was unnecessary if the 3-day cooling

ff rule was made applicable to in-home sales of hearing aids 

r if the other provisions of the proposed rule were enforced.109 


By way of summary, it can be said that the prior consent 

r~vision will provide additional protection to consumers for 


·n~ majority of the states do not prohibit in-home sales of 
elring aids or even regulate the practice specifically. With 
e3pect to those states which regulate or otherwise restrict 

See, ~' Robert T. Timmerman, Chairman, Ohio Hearing 

Aid Dealers and Fitters Licensing Board, R-6-331; Skaarer, 

Note 9, supra at R-6-24 . 


. 07 	 Harlan S. Cato, Jr., President, North Carolina Hearing 
Aid Dealers and Fitters Board, R-6-410; Missouri State 
Senator John C. Ryan, R-6-431; William G. Morris, Chairman, 
Nevada State Board of Hearing Aid Specialists, R-6-48; • 
Gunter, Note 5, supra at 8202. 

108 James V. Guffey, Secretary, North Dakota Department of 

Commerce and Consumer Affairs, R-6-29; Gunterman, Note 

46, 2.1:!£.ra at 9721-22; .John E. Quinn, Superintendent, 

Department of Business R~gulation, Bureau of Consumer Pro

t0ction, State of P.1aine, R-6-75-76. Shimanoff, Note 37, 

~~E~2- at H-6-116; Brown, Note 55, ~,~!.,~at R-6-297-98. 


109 SF•e J. L. Agnes, Note 9, su,pra at R-6-195; Brown, Note 
17~ ~~£!~ at R-6-209-10; J~5-w. Delaney, Acting Secretary 
of Consum~r Affairs, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, R-6-215: 
'J ".:• f f fH j ~~ g , N() t e 5 , s u E~il- a t 5 6 2 6 , 5 r) (}2 • 
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outside sales, the proposed rule would, of course, supersede 
those provisions which do not accord the buyer equal or greater 
rights.110 

I. Summary of findings and conclusions. 

1. Findings. Forty-one states have incorporated licensing 
requirements for hearing aid dealers into their state codes. The 
licensing statues generally include stipulations for gaining 
licensure, recommendations of penalti€s for violators and some
times procedures for filing complaints. The implementation of 
the provisions of the state codes are charged to the state boards. 
Board membership consist primarily of hearing aid dealers who 
generally receive their appointment from the state governor. 

In general, the states' requirements for obtaining a hearing 
aid dealer's license are very similar. Most state codes require 
that the potential dealer have a high school diploma or its 
eq~ivalent; that he be of good moral character; that he main
tain ethical business practices; that he take and pass the state 
exam; and that he pay the required fee. 

The codes offer some protection to consumers in that m1n1mum 
requirements must be attained before a person may operate perma
nently as a hearing aid dealer. 

There are provisions in the codes that give consumers the 
option of appealing to the state boards for reconciliation of 
disputes involving the hearing aid or hearing aid dealer. Although 
t~is avenue is available, few consumers know of its existence; 
some procedures for filing a complaint tend to inhibit the con
sumer and the effective resolution of complaints taken to the 
boards are somewhat limited. 

State consumer protection offices and off ices of the state 
attorneys general have to deal with a wide range of consumer 
complaints. Testimony indicated that violations of state laws by 
hearing aid dealers must, therefore, become excessive before they 
can be given a spot at the top of these agencies' priority lists . 

Penalties for violation of the state codes by a licensed 
dealer are very similar in all states and include suspension or 
revocation of the violator's license. The penalty is harsh but 
its use has been very restricted. 

110 E~'1..!.t New York simply forbids a dealer from canvassing 
from house to house or by phone for the purpose of selling 
a hearing aid without prior request from a prospP~tivP 
1:ustomf~r. Elinor Guggenheimer, Commissioner, fN'p.:;ir+-·11e>nt 
of Consumer Affairs, City of New York, R-fi 229: se 0 p~r~
qraph 2, § 785 of S. 5314, R-6-237. 
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Industry's attempts to provide the consumer with protection 
a~e been only marginally successful. The certification of 
e3lers by the National Hearing Aid Society provides for very 
i~ited screening of potential dispensers. NHAS has set up a 

.0-week home study course for its members and has recently begun 
?rogram of courses to be offered at the university level. The 

"orae-study course does not sufficiently cover material essential 
to the proper fitting of hearing aids. 

Certification of dealers by the dealers' organization only 
accounts for a small percentage of those people actually selling 
and fitting hearing aids. Any protection certification may 
afford the consumer is therefore limited to that relatively 
small percentage of dealers who are certified members of the 
society. 

The NHAS Code of Ethics enumerates the.penalties that could 
b~ imposed upon members who violate the code but the penalties 
are weak and like the state penalties for violators, they are 
seldom enforced. 

The industry is attempting to improve it's ~ecord in regard 
t~ consumer protection by the institution of a four-point consumer 
protection plan. This plan calls for an upgrading of dealers' 
education, improved complaint handling procedures, prior medical 
clearance before sale of an aid and a lax trial-rental option for 
dealers. This plan has not yet been fully implemented by the 
industry. 

Private measures to provide consumers with adequate protec
tion are very limited. Due to monetary restrictions, lack of 
enforcement powers and the multiplicity of problems that must 
te handled, private sources can necessarily provide only a mini
rral amount of protection. 

In its present form, the proposed rule would have minimal 
effects on the laws and regulations of the states and local juris
dictions. A few of the states have adopted, in a variety of 
forms, provisions requiring the sellers of a hearing aid to 
a~cord the buyer the right to cancel the sale, and to receive 
a refund of a portion of the purchase price. The proposed rule 
would require changes in the forms of notice given the buyer 
respecting the right to cancel in these jurisdictions, and prob
ably would require changes in the computation of the amount a 
seller might retain if the sale was cancelled by the buyer. 

The proposed rule would not affect any valid cooling-off 
laws of the states or local jurisdictions which accord the buyer 
a riqht to cancel an outside sale within 3 or more business days 
without penalty or fee. 

• 
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The prior consent provision of the proposed rule in Section 
4J.7 will operate to reduce outside sales. As discussed in other 
a~ts of this report, (see, e.g., Parts III and IX) this will serve 

r0 inconvenience those consumers who might desire to shop for 
· e3ring aids in their homes. On the other hand, the provision 
~ill serve to protect other consumers from the abusive practices 
~n:ch have characterized sales of that type. 

2. Conclusions. State codes have been unsuccessful in 
fr0viding consumers with adequate consumer protection measures. 
1he requirements for licensure in most states are far too lenient 
to be effective. Control of the state boards by dealers is a 
rrajor problem in successfully implementing the limited protection 
~easures of the state codes and in effectively handling consumer 
complaints. 

Industry attempts to provide consumer protection have been 
limited and have more successful..!.~ served to protect the dealer 
members. Private sources are restricted by lack of funding and 
abundance of workload and can t , .:efore only be considered 
rrinimally successful in providing adequate consumer protection. 
In short, existing consumer protection measures are inadequate 
to protect purchasers of hearing aids. 

Based on analysis of the material contained in the record 
respecting the effect of the proposed rule on existing state 
and local actions or regulatory schemes respecting the sale of 
r.earing aids, it must be concluded that adoption of the proposed 
rLlle would not interfere with the attainment of any important 
policy goals of those jurisdictions. It would, and perhaps 
unnecessarily, require changes in the notices designed to inform 
buyers of the right to cancel the purchase of a hearing aid 
provided by state laws. 
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PART IX. ECONOMIC EFFECT OF THE RULE 

. General discussion. In this part of the report, the potential 
F,;::onoinic "effects 'of'the proposed rule, taking into particular 
~count the effects on small business and consumers, will be 

Jssessed. This is the subject matter of Issue 4.1 

The proposed rule would have an obvious and pervasive eco
nomic effect on the hearing aid industry at both the manufacturer 
and retail levels. It will also have an economic effect on con
sumers generally and the hard of hearing specifically. Some of 
these effects will be beneficial while others will be detrimental 
to a greater degree to some parties than to others. 

Typically hearing aids are sold directly by the manufacturer 
to dealers, clinics, and other dispensers who in turn sell them 
directly to the consumer.2 The number of brands which a dealer 
carries may be limited to those made by only one or two manufac
turers or by several manufacturers.3 Hearing aid manufacturers 
generally do not enga4e in the retail sale of hearing aids to 
tne consuming public. 

A large number of small manufacturers fabricate a fairly 
broad range of hearing aid models which are generally sold in 
small lots. David Barnow, a former officer of Beltone, testi 
fied that there are presently abo~t 60 competing hearing aid 
brands. Tr. 1627. In 1975, approximately 600,000 aids were sold 
by the manufacturers for an estimated total price of $60 million 
dollars.5 Based on information obtained from a small hearing 
aid manufacturer, Consumers Union estimated that the total manu
facturing cost for the average hearing aid was about $75 in 1971.6 

1 	 40 Fed. Reg. 59748. 

2 HA IC , R- 3 - 3 8 6 0 • 

3 	 Paul M. Shuford, Counsel, Virginia Hearing Aid Dealers Asso
ciation, testified that contrary to the former practices more 
dealers are carrying a number of different lines, Tr. 663. 

4 HAIC, R-3-3860. 

Id. at R-3-3860-61. According to allegations in recent com
PTaints issued by the Commission against hearing aid manu
facturers based ori 1970 figures, the top four companies 
accounted for 50% of the dollar value of shipments; the top 
eight for 70% and the top 20 for over 90% of industry ship
ments. ~E;_, ~:...7..·, Paragraph Six of the Complaint in Hadioear 
Corporation, C-2il9, R-13-342. 

~-~inS.LJLL<!!• (Consumers Union Reprint, 1971 l, R~8-D228·6. 
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The charges of manufacturers for refurbishing aids which 
nave been used during a trial rental period and returned to the 
seller vary, as do the charges for replacing such aids with a 
new aid. John Fennema, a Maryland dealer, reported that most 
of the manufacturers with whom he traded were willing to accept 
the returned aids and most of them did not charge him anything 
for refurbishing. Tr. 1749. Otto Butz, another dealer, agreed 
that most manufacturers make no charges for returns but that some 
other manufacturers charge varying amounts up to $45. Tr. 6622, 
6638, 6644, 6651. In one of its submissions Dahlberg, a manufa-c
turer, reported that a dealer could receive a new replacement aid 
for $25 or have the used aid reconditioned and returned without 
charge. R-8-1974-75. Zenith also makes no charge for recondi
tioning but charges 15% of the original price for a replacement 
aid. R-8-194 7. 

Distribution channels for hearing aids have increased over 
the years with the opening of retail outlets in chain stores such 
as Sears and Montgomery Ward, and with the entrance of audiolo
gists into the practice of fitting and distributing hearing aids. 
It is now estimated that there are over 6,000 retail dealer out
lets in the United States. Over 3,600 of these dealers are mem
bers of the NHAS,7 and presumably they accord prospective pur
chasers the right to enter into a trial rental arrangement before 
purchasing a hearing aia.8 

Data submitted by NHAS in its written comment show that the 
typical hearing aid dealer is a male, approximately 50 years old, 
who earns about $16,350 and who has been in business for about 
13.5 years. He owns his own business employing 2.5 persons, in 
a downtown location of a city having over 100,0C0 population. 
R-3-3695. 

According to other information provided in the NHAS comment, 
the average wholesale price of a hearing aid, plus postage and 
handling charges, accounts for 37% of the retail sales price. 
Business expenses including warranty service and general over
head, account for 37.7%, hospital and home calls 6%, and profit 
16.25%. R-3-3697. However, in his testimony, Luke Fortner, 
President of the National Hearing Aid Society, said that the 
distribution of the selling price is as follows~ one-third for 
hardware, one-third for overhead, and one-third for personnel 
with the average dealer realizinq less than 6% profit, and in 
some cases, less than 1% profit. Tr. 2863. 

7 See NHAS, R-3-3521. 

B Id. at P-3-1S40. 
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Other evidence in the record confirms the fact that the 
' 3ge pr ice of a hearing aid to a dealer is about $100 while 

·" same aid is sold to the consumer for about $350. 9 The 
rage dealer sells approximately 100 hearing aids per year; 

·' ·./Fver, a high-volume dealer generally sells over 500 units 
• 1u a11 y w h i 1e the t y pica1 s ma11 de a1 er ship s e 11s on 1 y 8 5 . 10 

Some audiologists dispense hearing aids thereby making it 

.n1ecessary for a consumer to visit a hearing aid dealer. The 


... spensing audiologist sells the hearing aid at cost and makes 

~"'Od.'."ate charges for his examination, testing, and counseling 
njer the heading of "professional fees." Assuming that a satis
a:tory aid is obtained, the ultimate costs to the consumer are 

·ot much different regardless of the route he takes to obtain 
:1s hearing aid.11 For example, Jane Madell, Director of Audi
l~gy at the New York League for the Hard of Hearing, testified 

!h3t professional service ordinarily totalled about $100, plus 
S98 dispensing fee plus an assumed cost of $180 for the hearing 

<'tiJ for a total of $378. If the least expensive aid were used, 
he costs would be decreased to $278. Tr. 5895-96. 

Of 	 course, if a dealer restricts his sales to those who are 
•eferred from audiological clinics or from otologists, it would 
~e possible for him to sell hearing aids to consumers for much 
:ewer prices and yet realize a profit. For example, John Kuptz, 
~n~ owner of Master Plan Service of Chicago, reported reductions 

f 30% to 50% in his prices. Tr. 5642, and noted that other big 
hicago dealers were competitively meeting his prices with sales 

'~C this type of referral patient. Tr. 5652. Audiologists con
irmed reports that dealers do not charge the full or suggested 

John Kojis, President, Maico Hearing Instrument Company, 
Tr. 1967; W.F.S. Hopmeier, a hearing aid dealer said that 
some aids sell for as little as $200 with others listing 
at $435, with the bulk of the individual sales falling in 
the $375 to $425 category, HX-51, p. 4. Myron M. Samole, 
Executive Vice President, Fidelity Electronics, Ltd., tes
tified that the wholesale price of hearing aids ranged 
from $60 to $195, Tr. 6675. 

(i 	
See !!_earing Aiqs and the Hear ill9._Aid I r.dust:v in Minr:.._~t~, 
MPIRG Report, November 1972, R-8-0229-15-16; John Fennema, 
Maryland Hearing Aid Service, Tr. 1744. 

See, e"._g_"._, Thomas W. Norris, Director, Dlvisicn of Audi
o1ogy~ana Speech Pathology at University of N.o:rHoska Medi
cal Centf'.':r, Tr. 6865. 
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etail price to consumers who are referred to them with a recom
endation for the purchase of a hearing aia.12 

Based on the foregoing brief overview of the structure a~d 
1eneral business practices of the industry, it is possible co 
tcentify those provisions of the proposed rule which may be 
~xpected to have an economic impact on dealers, manufacturers, 
]nd upon consumers as well. 

The proposed rule contains a number of provisions which 
impose constraints on the advertising practices of hearing aid 
sellers. These include prohibited representations concerning the 
~earing aid sellers themselves (Section 440.8); prohibited repre
5entations concerning hearing aids (Section 440.9); and a list of 
advertising representations that must be qualified or accompanied 
oy disclosures (Sections 440.10, 440.11 and 440.7). Since many 
of these representations may be made directly by means other than 
advertising, as that term is defined in Section 440.3(g) of the 
proposed rule, the mentioned provisions also serve to constrain 
or restrict the selling techniques of many hearing aid sellers. 

Section 440.4 requires the seller to accord the buyer the 
right to cancel the sale. Section 440.5 imposes certain require
ments on leases and rentals for periods of 30 days or less. The 
specific subject of selling techniques is addressed in Section 
440.7. The most important provision of this section is in para
graph (b) wherein a seller is prohibited from visiting the home or 
place of business of a prospective buyer without having obtained 
the prior written consent of the buyer. This consent must include 
a notification that the seller may attempt to sell a hearing aid 
during the course of such a visit. 

All of the foregoing rule provisions have been considered in 
some detail in the preceding parts of this report as they fall 
within the purview of one or more of the designated issues. There
fore, in this part of the report an effort will be made to restrict 
the discussion, findings, and conclusions to the probable economic 
effect of those provisions. It should be added that the compli
ance provision of the ~reposed rule (Sections 440.12 and 440.13) 
that require a seller to take measures designed to insure that 
its employees comply with the rule and impose recordkeeping 
requirements will undoubtedly result in some increased costs for 
sellers and that these sosts will be passed on to consumers. 
The record does not contain sufficient detail to ~nable one to 
predict the magnitude of those costs. It does not appear that 

12 See, £_:.9...:_, Dr. John R. Franks, Assistant Prof~.?ssor of Audi
6Iogy, Arizona State University, who said ref~rrals from 
nis clinic are routinely given a 15% discount, Tr. 9812i 
Dr. David M. Resnick, R-10-515. 
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1 hese provisions are unreasonable or that these costs will be 
,ignificant in the light of the recordkeeping requirements for 
etail business generally. The relatively small number of sales 
f hearing aids by the average dealer is also a significant 
actor in minimizing these costs. 

The general economic effect of the advertising and selling 
onstraints upon manufacturers, hearing aid dealers, and con

, umers are discussed in that order in the sections which follow. 

t. Economic effect on manufacturers. Members of the Hearing Aid 
~ njustry Conference summarized their predictions of the economic 
( ffect of the rule as follows: 

[T]he economic impact of the rule woul~ 
be higher costs, higher prices, increased con
centration in the manufacture of hearing aids 
and a marked decrease in the ability of the 
industry to invest in necessary research and 
development, community services and to continue 
to efficiently serve the hearing impaired at 
the lowest possible cost.13 

Basically the thrust of the HAIC prediction is that the 
rule will result in decreased sales of hearing aids thereby 
resulting in the consequences outlined in the summation quoted 
above. 

In specifically addressing the requirements for affirmative 
advertising disclosures, HAIC said that statements containing the 
required information will discourage the hearing impaired from 
Eeeking help, not only because the advertising will not in itself 
re persuasive but also beca~se the requirements will result in 
ranufacturers' curtailing their advertising. R-3-3983. In parti
cularly discussing the effect of the Section 440.10 advertising 
cisclosure which requires the statement (in conjunction with 
claims) that "many persons with a hearing loss will not receive 

ny significant benefit from any hearing aid," Ansel Keliman, 
President, Telex Communications, Inc., noted that when his com
pany incorporated a similar disclosure in their advertising in 
compliance with a 1971 FTC consent order,14 the efficacy of their 
advertising fell so dramatically that the company discontinued 
all consumer advertising during the following 12 to 18 months. 
rc'r. 6912. 

Again addressing the rule's effect on advertising, one expert 
said the disclosure requirements would result in i~creased adver
t:ising costs. While in most cases advertising redJ.ces the cost 

HA1C, R-3-3989. 

4 The Telex Corporation, 79 FTC 61, 66 (1971 . 
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of th.,,~ tXoduct due to increased sales, the rule would reverse 
this process. Specifically, the size of advertisements would have 
to be increased to provide room for the disclaimers resulting in 
higher costs, and these increased costs would be passed on to 
the consumer through higher prices for hearing aids, if the firm 
intends to stay in business. She went on to say that the impact 
would be particularly important in the hearing aid industry where 
it is already more costly to reach the hearing-impaired consumer-
a very select audience. Advertisements containing such disclo
sures would tend to discourage this frequently hesitant consumer 
even more from seeking assistance. If this turns out to be the 
case, she will recommend to her advertising clients t:1at, if they 
are required to spend their advertising dollars in telling poten
tial customers that their products won't help them, then they 
should skip advertising altogether.IS 

John Kojis, President of Maico Hearing Instrument Company, 
said that the responsibility placed on manufacturers for "co-op 
advertising" which might violate rule provisions would be impos
sible to live with and would result in the industry's halting 
this form of advertising. Tr. 1985. 

In short the manufacturers say that restrictions on adver
tising will result in reduced advertising, less effective adver
tising, and fewer sales of hearing aids.16 

HAIC was also disturbed about the effect of the provision 
that would require prior written consent for house calls to be 
made by dealers. R-3-3983. It said that such a pro·Jision will 
discourage such calls by dealers and will deter many from making 
them in the future. R-3-3984. On".~ industry representative esti 
mated that this provision alone would result in a reduction of 
90% in home sales.17 

The biggest concern of the manufacturers with respect to 
the economic impact of the proposed rule l::.: the potential effect 
of the buyer's right to cancel. HAIC pointed out in its written 

• 
15 	 Ruth Lesko, President, Lesko, Inc., an agency used by 

Radioear Corroration, Tr. 7197-98. This testimony was sup
ported by that of Richard Fechheimer, Senior Vice President, 
Grey-North Advertising, Inc., an agenc:l used by Beltone, 
Tr. 6968, 6970, 7010; See ~,!_so .Jam;es H. Johnson on behalf 
of HAIC, Tr. 2298. 

16 	 HAIC R-3-3983. Lesko, Note 15r ~~ra at 7202-04. 

17 Myron M. Samole, Note 9, supra at 6660, 5716. Ot rs 
shared the view that t~e provision would sh3r?:; d~crease 
horn<? sales. See, ~51=-, John Koj is, Note 
see enerall Section 3 of the record. 
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omment that only a slight decrease in sales could have a measur
:ble impact on the unit cost of production, and it predicts that 

he negative impact of the buyer's right to cancel on consumers' 

inds will have this result. R-3-3981, 3986. The right to can

el will also result in increased numbers of returns of hearing 

ids which have been tried out but not purchased by consumers. 


fh,;se "returned" aids will have to be tested by the manufacturer 
in order to ascertain if they are in proper working order and 
3ny troubles found will have to be corrected necessitating in 
some instances replacement of internal parts or external cases. 
1hen the returned aids must be suitably marked and placed in the 
dis tr ibu tion channels a second time. HAIC estimates that these 
refurbishing activities will more than double the initial cost 
cf producing the aid, and on top of this the reconditioned aid 
will then have to be sold at a reduced price, providing less 
revenue than would be obtained from the sale of a much less 
costly new aid. R-3-3986-87. 

HAIC goes on to express the fear that the predicted decline 
in sales accompanied by increased costs will particularly weaken 
the position of small or marginal manufacturers making it impos
sible for them to remain in business; the end result of their dis
appearance then will be an increased concentration of the industry 
in the hands of fewer business concerns. R-3-3987-88. 

Robert Baesemann, an economist,18 testified in support of 
tne HAIC position. He predicted that the ultimate costs of the 
right to cancel would be assumed primarily by manufacturers due 
to their larger sizes, as opposed to the size of retail dealers. 
Thus the manufacturers may be expected to "buy" back the returned 
aids from dealers at a compensatory price that will operate to 
eventually increase the overall cost of all aids to the dealers 
in the process. Tr. 7318-21. 

Dr. Baesemann said that, if there is a viable market for 
LSed aids, the cost of such returns to th~ manufacturer would 
t,e equal to the cost of production, plus the cost of refurbishing 
the return, plus the distribution costs of both these operations. 
'"'he net cost then would be the gross cost less the pr ice the used 
£:1id brings on the market. However, if the aid could not be sold, 
as he predicts will be the case, the manufacturer will simply 
dispose of it without attempting to recondition it or to sell it 
<:~ second time. In that event the cost of the re turn to the manu
f ac tur er will be the wholesale cost of the aid. R-10-5148. 
As this is what is likely to occur and, as the charges paid by 
~he consumer for the privilege of returning the aid will not pay 

l8 	 Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics, Graduate School 
of Management, Northwestern University, Tr. 7316-7422. 
Dr. Baesemann's prepared statement is included in the rec
ord as Document 104D in § 10 at pp. 5146-56. 
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the full cost of the return, the balance of such cost will be 
treated as a "selling cost," which will increase with volume and 
be ultimately distributed over the entire user population. 
R-10-5149. 

Dr. Baesemann predicted that the foregoing process will oper
ate to raise increased barriers to entry into the industry as 
existing dealers and manufacturers will necessarily establish 
closer ties in order to minimize the costs of returns; at the 
same time, dealers will tend to reduce the number of lines they 
carry in order to also reduce the number of return arrangements 
they must maintain to satisfy the individual requirements of dif 
ferent manufacturers. Thus a new or smaller manufacturer will find 
it difficult to place his products with dealers. R-10-5150-51. 

A second consequence of the rule's operation he sairl, would 
be the creation of additional uncertainties in the industry result 
ing from the existence of and potential use by customers of the 
right to cancel. These uncertainties will cause all firms to 
reduce output in order to lessen their exposure to such additional 
risks--the more aids they sell the greater the return risk to them. 
This output reduction will serve to diminish the supply of hearing 
aids and increase costs accordingly. R-10-5150. As small firms 
will presumably be more negatively impacted by such risks than 
the larger firms will be, they will thus tend to decrease their 
sales and attendant production to a greater degree than will the 
large firms--this too will serve to produce increased market con
centration and a rise in prices. R-10-5152. 

A somewhat different view of the probable economic effects 
of the buyer's right to cancel was offered by Dennis Murphy, 
Ph.D., an FTC Staff Economist, in a written rebuctal statement. 
R-13-2060-73. Dr. Murphy agreed that the cancellation privilege 
may increase producer costs and ultimately prices also, but this 
requires one to assume that the dealers will not be able to sell 
the used (returned, refurbished) aids, that the demand for hearing 
aids will not increase in the future, and that manufacturers and 
dealers will not alter their marketing practices. Dr. Murphy did 
not agree with the pessimistic predictions. R-13-2062. Neither 
did he think that smaller firms would decrease production in order 
to protect themselves from random revenue losses. He said that 
small firms could expect larger returns during certain periods, 
but that these would be countered by periods during which returns 
~ould be relatively low. He does not believe that economic theory 
is developed to the point that would permit the confident predic
tion of small firms' reaction to the rule's operation in the man
ner suggested by Dr. Baesemann. He would expect instead that the 
manufacturers who do not now offer return privileges would be com
pelled to do so but that, at the same time, they would increase 
their efforts to insure that hearing aids were sold only to those 
persons most likely to benefit from amplification under normal 
and actual conditions of use. Such efforts rnioht well include 
the tempering of their currently-used promotio~al claims in an 
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1i t2mpt to prevent consumers from forming unwarranted expecta

~ :ons and an increase in the supervision of the sales practices 

)i their dealers. R-13-2064. 


Dr. Murphy also did not agree with Dr. Baesemann's assump
~:on that the used hearing aid market would be saturated by the 
ircreased supply of returned aids. He accepted the industry's 
ifsurnption that the average age of hearing aids at the time of 
trade-in is 3.2 yearsl9, but he said it would be unlikely that 
3 consumer would value such an aid as highly as a modern recon
:l i tioned aid which had been used for only 30 days or less. He 
DCi'1ted to other evidence in the record which indicated that only 
3 sli~ht effort has been made to develop a used hearing aid mar
~et. 2 R-13-206. 

To counter Dr. Baesemann's predictions regarding the return 
9rivilege's potential effect on new or small manufacturers, Dr. 
Murphy pointed to the example set by Starkey Laboratories which 
though a relatively new entrant into the manufacturing sector 
of the industry according to Dr. Baesemann, now has 2,000 dealers. 
Tr. 7317. Starkey has been able to garner a 2% market share for 
itself and, for several years now has offered a 60-day trial 
period, with satisfaction guaranteed, at no cost to the customer. 
R-·13-2065, 2074. Ralph Campagna, President, RCI, Inc., noted 
that custom earmold, all-in-the-ear hearing aids are offered on 
3 30-day trial basis by most manufacturers. Tr. 2658. 

Dr. Murphy also disputed the practical significance of the 
~osts and procedural difficulties a dealer might have in return
~g an aid to the manufacturer at the conclusion of an unsuccess

ful trial period. These would be unlikely to be serious obstacles, 
he· said, as manufacturers would minimize dealers' problems while 

Statistics set forth in the National Hearing Aid Journal 
show that the average hearing aid user trades for a newer 
model at intervals of 3.4 years, R-10-6434. 

20 John Fennema, a Maryland dealer suggested that a market 
for used aids could be developed by offering them at a 
discount of about $50, Tr. 1749; The Minnesota Hearing 
Aid Society reported that 27% of the consumers surveyed 
reported a willingness to buy a reconditioned hearing aid, 
R-8-1310; See also letter from Joseph B. Chaiklin, Pro
fessor of Audiology, Uni ver si ty of Minnesota, R-8-364 7. 

Dr. William Lentz, in a rebuttal submission said that the 
contention that there was not a market for used hearing 
aids was without foundation. He said the many req:1ests 
to dealers for used aids for persons who could not afford 
new ones exceeded the supply, R-13-1972. 
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it must be remembered that we are talking about the return of 
perhaps 4 or 5 aids a month. R-13-2067. It might be added that 
none of the dealers who testified at the hearings complained of 
any procedural difficulties they have had in returning hearing 
aids to manufacturers. 

Perhaps the best rebuttal to the claims that the proposed 
rule will result in fewer sales and will have dire economic 
effects on manufacturers lies in the fact that there are vast 
numbers of the hard of hearing who are capable of wearing hearing 
aids and of receiving significant benefits from them but do not 
as yet have them.21 In other words, there is a potential demand 
for hearing aids that far exceeds the numbers presently being 
manufactured and sold. While fair and nondeceptive advertising 
might make it somewhat more difficult to reach thi~ group of per
sons than would be true if the type of misleading and deceptive 
advertising described and depicted in this record were used, 22 
the potential market is there and should be developed. A second 
rebuttal point is provided by the evidence in the record which 
indicates that the offering of a trial rental period--the equiva
lent in most respects to the buyer's right to cancel--has previ
ously resulted in increased sales and is considered a successful 
marketing technique by those who have used it. 23 

More realistic advertising should have the effect of making 
it more likely that consumers will accept the limited benefits 
which amplification can provide. Certainly, if the purchased 
hearing aid does not provide the benefits claimed in the adver
tising, the consumer will not be satisfied with the device and 
will be more inclined to return it.24 Using statistics provided 
by HAIC, those consumers who are examined by audiologists prior 
to fitting and purchase, or whose dealers provide them with trial 
rental periods may be expected to have a return rate of only 4.5% 
(median rate for all returns estimated by 26 witnesses).25 If the 

21 See, e.9., David Barnow, a former Bel tone official and for
• 	 mer president of HAIC, who said that fully 75% of the hard 

of hearing are in hiding, Tr. 1631. 

22 	 See,~, Leonard W. Finkel, Legal Research & Services for 
the ETaefly, Tr. 4445-46; see also Part III of this report. 

23 	 John J. Fennema, Note 10, supra at 1747. 

24 See,~, Mary Burke, audiologist, Tr. 6409, 6414. 

25 	 See HAIC rebuttal submission, affidavit of El~anor Goddard 
May, Associate Professor of Business Administration, Colgate 
Darden Graduate School of Business Administr3tion, University 
of Virginia, R-13-2227. 
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rule results in more careful and appropriate fittings and a ces
sation of the unfair and deceptive sales and advertising practices 
documented in the record, it would not be unreasonable to expect 
that this type of median would be experienced by most manufactur
ers with respect to cancellations. Such a rate of return is not 
large enough to impose an economic hardship on manufacturers of 
hearing aids. 

C. Economic effect on dealers. The provisions of the proposed 
riJle which seem most likely to have an economic impact on hear
ing aid dealers are the same as those identified in the preced
ing section as having an economic impact on manufacturers. Like 
the latter group, retailers see the proposed ruleis effects as 
including reductions in sales, increasing costs, and eventually 
higher charges fer hearing aids.26 Particular concern was 
expressed over the provisions which would require prior written 
consent for visits to the potential customer's home and which 
would provide the buyer's right to cance1.27 

The various advertising restrictions that would be imposed 
by the rule are objectionable to the dealers because of their 
anticipated limitations upon advertising in general and upon 
comparative advertising ih particular. These limitations, they 
say, will restrict competition and reduce the ability of dealers 
to provide consumers with the information required to make an 
intelligent purchasing selection from among the many hearing aids 
available on the market. They add that the rule provisions will 
actually provide an economic disincentive to technologic~l devel
opment. 28 

The prior written consent provision for home-sales visits 
is objectionable to dealers as they believe it will discourage 
the activities of those hearing aid specialists who are willing 
to provide "in-home" services. These services are said to be of 
particular benefit to the elderly and to those who do not have 
ready access to transportation.29 Some hearing aid dealers 
report that they make only a few house calls, and these are 
always made in res8onse to invitations, primarily to assist the 
sick or shut-ins.3 

26 NHAS, R-3-3688-89. 

27 	 Id. at R-3-3585-90 and R-3-3688-94. 

28 Id. 	at R-3-3621-29. 

29 	 Paul Burris, Manager, Professional Services, Dahlberg E~ec
tronics, Tr. 2499. 

30 	 See, ~, Otto Butz, Tr. 6623, 6030; Fennema, Note 10, supra 
at 1753; John H. Payne, Tr. 9227. 
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In discussing the activities of one of his employees who oper
ates in rural Illinois and who makes home calls, W.F.S. Hopmeiec 
said that all such calls were arranged by prior telephone contact 
3.nd invitation. He reported that the requirement of prior written 
:onsent would impose an unnecessary encumbrance upon home-sales 
operations and would impede the rendering of services to the hard 
of hearing in rural settings. Tr. 3340-41. Mr. Hopmeier noted 
that the gross 1975 sales of the individual whose operation he 
jescribed was only $25,000 while the employee's earnings amounted 
to only $6,417 before taxes. HX-51, p. 6. 

Another dealer, DuWayne Tremmel, said that he announced pro
spective visits to homes by means of letters stating that he would 
be in the prospective customer's vicinity on a certain date and 
expected to stop by the home at a stated time to discuss the 
individual's hearing needs. He did not consider such calls to 
be unannounced {Tr. 8355) but he felt that requiring advanced 
written consent to make such visits would pose problems for both 
consumers and dealers. Tr. 8359. He noted that the provision 
would result in fewer calls in a given locality thus increasing 
the cost of calls that are made, and probably also making it nec
essary for a red uc ti on in his staff. ·rr. 83 59. 

Serious co11cern about the ef feet of the prior consent provi
sion was voiced also by Neil H. Offen, Senior Vice President and 
Legal Counsel, Direct Selling Association. After stating that 
his Association included no members of the hearing aid industry 
and that the dollar amounts of in-home hearing aid sales were 
insignificant, (Tr. 1480), Mr. Offen said that the practical 
problems involved in actually obtaining written consent would 
result in considerable expenditures of time and resources, (Tr. 
1515), and reduce the number of sales contacts and demonstrations 
outside fixed business locations. The result would be reduced 
sales and less competition. Tr. 1483. 

It is appropriate to note that the recent FDA hearing aid 
regulation prohibits dispensers from selling hearing aids unless 
the prospective users present statements from licensed physicians 
indicating that their hearing losses have been medically evaluated 
and that they are candidates for amplification.31 Although this 
requirement may be waived by patients who are 18 years of age or 
older,32 it can be expected to have a considerable effect upon 
unannounced and surprise sales presentations of hearing aids in 
the home. Presumably the dealer would first have to arrange for 
the patient to receive a medical evaluation before he could final
ize the sale. Together the advance consent provision of the pro
posed rule and the FDA regulation can be reasonably expected to 

31 21 C.F.R. 801.42l(a)(l), 42 Fed. Reg. 9296. 

32 Id. at 801.42l(a)(2). 
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oroduce a considerable decrease in the numbers of in-home sales 
of hearing aids. 

A significant reduction in the sales of hearing aids out
side the seller's place of business would have a serious impact 
~n those manufacturers and their associated dealers who currently 
nake a large number of such sales. For example, evidence in the 
~ecord indicates that out of Beltone's 1972 sales, 64% were 
'outside" sales; in 1973r the figure was 61.6%; and in 1974, it 
~as 60%.33 Another company informed its dealers that 75% o~ 
their sales would be made outside their places of business. 4 

Like the manufacturers, the dealers see the provision of a 
buyer's right to cancel as having the most serious impact upon 
them. NHAS said in its comments that the overall effect of the 
right to cancel would be to raise the price of hearing aids and 
related services, impair the quality of the delivery system, and 
promote economic concentration in the retail sales market 
R-3-3694. 

The reduction in sales will result in part from the psycho
logical problems experienced by the characteristics of the hard 
of hearing. The availability of an absolute right to cancel will 
foster indecision, will encourage those who could benefit from 
hearing aids to forego rehabilitation efforts, and wili cause them 
"to flee from all help" that could be provided by amplification 
and lapse back into the "false comfort" of their disability. 
R-3-3687-88. To guard against the expenses entailed in frequent 
cancellations which may occur, the seller will have to raise 
prices in order to provide a cushion or protective buffer for 
himself since the proposed cancellation charges will not ade
quately compensate him for the increased costs or lost profits. 
R-3-3688-89. 

The dealers do not believe that they will be able to sell 
a significant number of used hearing aids and that, as a conse
quence, many of the returned devices will remain unsold. Even 
those dealers who may be able to sell returned aids must expect 
that the profit from such sales will be less than from sales of 
new aids. R-3-3689-90. 

NHAS points out that dealers' selling and overhead expenses 
vary with the volume of their respective businesses. Based on 
one survey, the Michigan State Auditor found that, for dealers 
who sell less than 125 aids, these expenses a~ount to $80 per 
unit. For dealers selling 125-300 aids, such expenses amounted 
to $119.15 per unit. 

See Staff rebuttal submission, R-13-2034. 

14 See Staff rebuttal submission, R-13-1145-46. 
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e range of gross profits varied from $139.35 t0 $277.96.35 
necause of such differences, some dealers will be forced to raise 
heir prices. 

The dealers who are inadequately compensated by the c2ncella
.ion charges provided in the rule secti0n and who cannot, for 

.·ompetitive reasons pass their increased costs on to their cus
.. omers, will be forced out of business. This, it is said, will 
:esult in increased economic concentration in the marketplace 

nd in reduced price competition. R-3-3691. 

At present many dealers include the costs of counseling and 
other services in the price of the hearing aid. It is predicted 
that the proposed rule will force some of these dealers to state 
these charges separately and this, too, will result in higher 
costs. The right to cancel will also encourage dealers, in a 
cost saving measure, to reduce the risk of loss involved with 
patients who show some adjustment difficulties by limiting the 
time they spend with such individuals. They may also attempt 
to avoid making sales to those who seem to present a greater than 
average risk. R-3-3691-92. 

NHAS thought that the emphasis on the right to cancel also 
would tend to penalize reputable dealers who render competent 
counseling services to their customers while tending to reward 
those dealers who seek final sales at one-time meetings. The 
right to cancel would also cause increased emphasis to be placed 
on high volumes of one-time product sales and less emphasis upon 
counseling and repeat business from satisfied consumers. R-3-3693. 

The foregoing predictions of NHAS were sharply challenged 
by other participants in the proceeding. In a written submis
sion on behalf of the National Council of Senior Citizens, 
David M. Resnick, pointed out that dealers often charge the same 
markup when the purchaser buys one or two aids when it seems obvi
ous that two aids would not require twice as much counseling or 
instructions as one would. He suspects that the real reason 
dealers currently lump all of the costs into the price of the 
hearing aid is to conceal the fact that the counseling and after
sale services do not amount to much. R-10-510. Indeed, it is clear 
from many of the consumer complaints in section four of the writ
ten record that too often such after-sales services are a fiction. 

Paul B. Ginsburg, an economist, also did not agree with the 
NHAS predictions. He thought that the dealers who will be hurt 
by the right to cancel are those who do not offer trial return 
privil~ges at the present time and who will lose the profits they 
once gain~d through their exclusive franchises, buyer ignorance 
'.lDd the like. Tr. 4630-31. He said that dealers will still be 
permitted to profit under the proposed rule on the sale of 

35 NHAS, R-3-3690, n.160. 
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trhereEore, tt1e, ()n1y 1()53 to t:1f: 


'osts which appear not. to be cov<:::red by the cancelL::ltJon cnarge. 

· >e would incl JO(:< some labor, th·~, invc::ntoc:' carc/1.nq '::harqe 

lbout 1% per mo~th, and the cost discount allow ~~e~ the 


,,1 aid is sold. Professor Ginsburg said tnat it shou1d ne 

n mbered that in many cases the rnanufacttirer 1s w1ll'..nCJ to pay 

~ cost of refurbishing the aid so the dealer ~111 oe left only 


·ecoup the discount, and, the rental fee would seem sufficient 

over this. In his area, the discount on th<=:: sale ot .3 ;Jsed 


•amounted to about $25. Tr. 4630-32. 

The 	 Arnerican Speech and Hearing Association also questioned 
.~~ costs which dealers typically cited in justification of a 

l)J-400% markup. R-10-1692. It said that free service calls 


,nj free hearing tests a>::e a myth and that Section 440.7id) of 

·h? rule would prohibit the future use of such spurious repre
~~~tations. Specifically, it noted that many dealers offer 
li3counts of about $50 to buyers referred by physicians or audi
:l~gists. This suggests that dealers are charging aboJt $50 for 

r-h,:; "free" hearing t8sts cind home visits. R-10-1693. ASHA also 
:;aid that the actual economic effect of the r;.ile, taking into 
1c:ouDt these and other circumstances, would be m1~i~al, and that 
·l1ims that the rule would put the dealer out of business cannot 
~,~sustained. R-10-1696. 

Ind~stry representatives also predicted that tne right to 

a~cel would encourage dealers to carry only one line of hearing 

iis in order to minimize problems associated with returns--the 

u.ti-line dealer would i~cur greater costs than would a single 

i:e 	dealer.36 

The 	 likelihood that the buyer's right to cancel would result 
n decreased sales was disputed by those who contended it would 

.c~ually result in increased sales. For example, Dr. Earl R. 

~a~-ford testified that aft·2r his clinic adopted a trial policy, 

ere aids were sold as the clinic personnel became more liberal 

n recommending that persons try hearing aids.37 


Despite the industry contentions to the contrary, the buyer's 
:i1ht to cancel provision in the proposed rule differs little ' 
from the trial rental period already offered by so many dealers, 
~ither on their own initiative or because of pressure upon them 
from audiologists and otologists who refer patients to them for 

') {:. ,, 	 §~':, '~.:~...:' Rob<?rt Briskr:.:'f, Bc•ltone Electronics C<Hporation, 

Tr. rn 1-32. 


37 	 Profes::;')f rJf l\udiology and Di rector, Div1s1on of Hr0 2H inq 
and Spc~c:c:n S1::ii::~nCf'S,. 'J3ndPrbi lt !Jnivorsl ty Mt,dia: ,3cno~)1, 
Tr. ISO. 
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ings. As these dealers did not report that the trial rental 
od hac had an adverse economic effect upon them, and as some 

~0 actually experienced increases in their sales, the record 
e3 not support the conclusion that the buyer's right to cancel 

' ~ld have an adverse effect on hearing aid dealers generally.38 
~ever, in the case of the dealer who uses high-pressure tactics, 

~. o does not properly fit his customers, or who fits his custom-
e; s with aids they do not need, there seems to be little doubt 
t!at the buyer's right to cancel will operate to his economic 
piejudice. 

The belief that the cancellation right will encourage high-
p essure selling, reduce counseling efforts, and cause dealers 
tJ reject doubtful candidates is suspect. In fact, it would 
SHem much more likely that a dealer would exercise greater care 
in fitting a customer, would seek to become more effective in 
giving the necessary instructions and counseling on use techniques 
in order to preserve his sales, and would thereby encourage the 
b:Jyer not to exercise his right to cancel. It should be noted 
tnat Section 440.6 of the rule would permit the dealer to extend 
the trial if he wishes to do so. 

D. Economic effect on consumers. To the extent that the pro
posed rule will cause a cessation of the deceptive and unfair 
practices now used by certain industry members to sell unneces
sary or inappropriate hearing aids to consumers, it will provide 
consumers with significant economic benefits. In the absence 
of detailed statistics which would permit one to assess the num
ber of sales attributable to such practices, it is impossible 
to quantify a dollar estimate of the savings that will be 
21fforded. Nevertheless, the record in this proceeding shows 
~hat a significant number of such abuses occur, and that a sig
nificant number of consumers are sold hearing aids from which 
~hey do not derive any significant benefit.39 It follows that 
-he rule will have a substantial and favorable economic effect 
~n those consumers. 

Two provisions of the proposed rule seem to have the great
~st potential for favorable economic impact on consumers gener
~11 y. These require prior consent for calls to be made in the 

38 	 John J. Fennema Note 10, supra at 1747; John Kuptz, Tr. 5642; 
Otto Butz, Note 30, supra at 6621. 

39 	 Ses:, ~9·, J. Schein,. and M. Delk, Th_~__Deaf_!:_si~la!=_lgD_of 
I!'i..!E.~ Un 1 ted __ S !-~~. 51 l ve r Spring, Maryl arid: Nat ional 
Assoc at on of the Deaf in Cooperation with the Deafness 
Hc~sr-,>arch and 'I'raining Center, New York University, 1974, 
'rabl~~ VI r. i::;, p. 121 (ASHA, R-10-D-57-Exh. No. g l. 
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Ge or outside the seller's place of business and the provision 
a buyer's right to cancel hearing aid sales. They will be 

ifcussed in that order. 

In theory at least, the consumer receives an economic bene
i ·t when a seller visits his home and fits a hearing aid there 
~ L~ce it makes it unnecessary for him to undertake a t:ip or 
t ips to the seller's place of business. The economic benefit 

es in the savings in time and transportation costs for the con
S Jrrer, and indeed it may even be impractical or impossi~lc for 
a consumer to make such a trip at a11.40 Therefore, if the 
p·oposed rule provision makes it impracticable for sellers to 
m3ke such visits, certain consumers will be deprived of this 
e ·anomic benefit. This is unlikely to occur, however, since 
~~ny sellers apparently do not solicit business which requires 
o~tside calls, but will pay such visits to a home or hospital 
only upon request.41 

The foregoing economic benefit must be also balanced against 
tne detriments of many of the in-home sales of hearing aids which 
are characterized by high-pressure tactics, and which often result 
in the consumer's purchase of an unnecessary or.improper hearing 
aia.42 To the extent that the rule provision would inhibit or 
9revent sales of this nature, the consumer who might otherwise 
be victimized by this sort of transaction will benefit. In short, 
the consumer who wants a dealer to visit his home can issue an 
invitation to that dealer to do so, and probably it will be 
~ .cepted. The consumer who does not want a dealer to visit his 
1ome and does not want to be subjected to the sales tactics that 
~re frequently incident to such visits, can simply refuse to sign 
'.:l'e prior consent without being subjected to the embarrassment 
~ turning the dealer away at the door. 

Thus the buyer's right to cancel provision has perhaps the 
1'eatest potential of providing consumers with a significant 
'~:onomic benefit. The fact that this benefit may be realized 
,'.)nly at a price, i.e., some slight additional cost for hearing 
1Lds and servicesreiating to the selection and fitting of such 
d"'~vices, is not a sufficient reason to forego this important 
n 1 ~nefit. 

4:) 	 DuWayne Tremmel, a hearing aid dealer, Tr. 8320: NHAS, 
R-3-3585-87; Paul Burris, Manager, Professional Services, 
Dahlberg Electronics, Tr. 2499. 

4 l 	 Du Wayne Tr emml? l, id.; ,John H. Payne, Note 30, 
.John . .J. F~nn<">m3, Note 10, SU££a at 1788. 

4 2 ~S.s 9~1.:!~!-~.1.l~:t Part III of this report. 

R-10-lfi31-34. 
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The purchase of a hearing aid involves a substantial finan
cial commitment on the consumer's part. The approximate average 
hearing aid cost of $350 is the equivalent of more than 1.4 times 
the monthly income of one-half of th)se over-65 persons who live 
alone or with nonrelatives.43 Unfortunately, the purchaser of 
a hearing aid does not fully realize the difficulty Jf determin
ing, prior to the purchase, whether or not the aid will provide 
him with the benefits he expects. He is, in effect, gambling 
a relatively large sum of money in the hope that the device will 
actually improv,~ his ability to hear.44 

The amounts of consumer expenditures for hearing aids, using 
the 600,000 production figures provided by HAic45 and the average 
cost of $350,46 exceeds $210,000,000. Again! using the estimated 
4.5% return median provided by an HAIC witness,47 the consumer 
losses, assuming no right of return privilege is afforded, would 
amount to $9,450,000 per annum. It must be recalled, too, that 
the median figure of these returns is based on returns by those 
customers who presumably had been subjected to fairly comprehen
sive audiological examinations prior to their purchases of hear
ing aids. In addition, it must be kept in mind that many of these 
purchasers did have the right to return their aids and receive 
refunds therefore under the trial rental plans offered by some 
dealers; however, these figures do not include the unknown num
bers of consumers who purchased their aids from dealers who 
offered no right of return or from dealers who sold them aids they 
did not need or from which they received no significant benefits. 
Taken together and in the light of these considerations, it is 
reasonable to assume that consumers have spent many millions of 
dollars for hearing aids that did them no good and for which they 
could not get purchase price refunds. The buyer's right to can
cel would thus afforded a great number of consumers with the oppor
tunity of restricting this kind of loss, incident to the purchase 
of a useless hearing aid, to the amount of the cancellation charges 
authorized by the rule, or, approximately $60 per hearing aid. 
Assuming the 4.5% return rate is appropriate, the savings to con
sumers would be $9,450,000 minus $27,000 (representing the cost 
to consumers of the returned aids) or $9,423,000. These savings 

43 Paul B. Ginsburg, on behalf 
Citizens, R-10-429-30. 

of National Council of Senior 

44 Id. 

45 See Notes 4 and 5 supra. 

46 See Note 9, supra. 

47 See Eleanor Goddard May, Not~ 25, ~ra at R-13-D93-5. 
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1re so great that they overwhelmingly outweigh the possible losses 
to consumers resulting from increases in the pr ice of hearing aids 
tnd accompanying services. 

It is indeed probable that the right to cancel will have 
.~ven a more far reaching economic impact than can precisely be 
)redicted at this time. It may cause a substantial change in 
:he current system of hearing aid delivery. The right to cancel 
,.,ill lessen any incentive a dealer may have to sell unnecessary 
hearing aids or to be careless in the fitting of aids, for he 
may expect to have them returned if he errs in these respects. 
Thus if the dealer exercises greater care in the dispensing of 
a.ids, the overall return rate may fall below the currently sug
qested median of 4.5%. There are many consumers who can benefit 
from the use of a hearing aid and many of these will present no 
unusual adjustment problems provided they are fitted with appro
priate instruments in the proper ear. It is the group which 
would seem to offer the greatest opportunity for the dealer to 
reduce his return rate through proper fitting. 

There is also the possibility that the right to cancel will 
encourage dealers to refer more of their potential customers to 
physicians or audiologists for prefitting examinations and evalu
ations, or to even refuse to fit persons who have not previously 
undergone these procedures. This, too, should have a considerable 
impact on the return rate and provide a corresponding economic 
benefit to consumers as it would serve to screen out those who 
simply cannot, for one reason or another, receive a significant 
benefit from a hearing aid. 

B. Summary of findings and conclusions. 

1. Findin~s. The evidence in the record shows that the 
proposed rule will have important economic effects on the hear
ing aid delivery system. These effects will be felt by hearing 
aid manuf~cturers, dealers, audiologists, physicians, and con
sumers. As might be expected, such effects will be considered 
to be favorable in some respects and objectionable in others, 
depending upon the views of recipients of those effects. 

In 1975 approximately 600,000 hearing aids were sold to 
dealers at an average unit cost of approximately $100; these 
in turn were sold to consumers at an average unit price of $350. 
~ost manufacturers have made provisions for the return of aids 
~sed in the trial rental programs which are now offered by many 
dealers, and will either replace such aiJs with new devices at 
a relatively nominal charge or will recor:1ition the retur:!ed aids 
for the dealer at no additional charge. 

The average hearing aid dealer sells about 100 aids per 
year, with higher volume outlets selling around 500 units or 
more. Dealers who restrict their sales to customers who have 
been previously examined by physicians or audiologists and have 
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n found to be suitable hearing aid candidates, can and do 
, 1 .rqe less for hearing aids with the expectation of making a 
F' fit, than can dealers who engage in their o~n testing and 
~ ,:1,1ating procedures. In fact, the majority of dealers will 
c ~iec a discount from the suggested retail price to consumers 
,,., 1c :i.re ref er red to them by audio log is ts. 

The compliance provisions of the proposed rule will impose 
1rr2 recordkeeping and other requirements on sellers of hearing 

a:,ds. These do not appear to be sig::iificant, nor do the admin
'· :;tu1tive costs entailed iri returning hearing aids to manufac
irers for replacemen~ or reconditioning appear to be so great 

a~ to justify separate or detailed consideration. 

The various constraints on advertising contained in the 

J-coosed rule, i.e., prohibitions on certain representations 

,;10~ affirmative disclosure requirements, will serve to increase 

.:dvertising costs to some extent and in some cases may discour
1e advertising generally. In assessing these potential results, 

~~ is pointed out that the provisions of the rule, if promulgated, 
~tll affect all advertisers equally, except to the extent that 

advertiser may have frequently and habitually engaged in the 
· 1pe of advertising that will be prohibited or curtailed by the 
·.lle provisions. In these circumstances it can be expected that, 
;,like a cease-and-desist order addressed to only one advertiser, 
~e rule will place all advertisers on an equal footing ~nd thus 
ze,1ent several of them from receiving a tienefit by way of the 

: ir,str3ints placed on a competitor. Therefore, the economic 
~npact will be equally distributed among all advertisers and the 
ff ect of these provisions on costs will be less than would other

.,; :.22 be expected. In other words, those who wish to advertise 
~i}l devise ways to do so in an effective manner in spite of and 
i1 compliance with the provisions of the rule. 

Section 440.7(b) of the proposed rule requiring that sellers 
)Otain the prior written consent of a potential buyer for a visit 
~o the buyer's home or place of business will serve to reduce 
:-rH· numbers of outside sales of hearing aids. The economic bene
fit.s of outside sales to consumers that presumably will not take 
Lice because of this provision must be balanced against the eco

1omic disadvantages incurred by those consumers who have been 
30ld unnecessary hearing aids or who have been improperly fitted 
~ith hearing aids in the course of such visits. When this bal
.rnce is struck, it would seem from the evidence in the record 
that the curtailment of unannounced and uninvited solicitations 
~u~side sellers' places of business is more than justified. How
~ver, this provision will result in a decrease in such sales, 
lnd thus will operate to the prejudice of manufacturers and deal
~rs whose overall transactions include a substantial percentage 
Jf these sales. 

The buyer's right to cancel provision has the gr~atest poten
tial of ?roviding economic benefits to consumers as it will permit 

I
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ose who have purchased hearing aids which do not significantly 

prove their hearing to recoup a substantial amount of the pur

1ase price. It is probable that the major costs associated with 
t1e reconditioning or replacement of returned hearing aids will 
t ~ borne by the manufacturers with the expectation that they will 
c timately be passed along to the dealers and to consumers. The 
:::Ltcunt of these costs cannot be accurately predicted although 
Licrc;ased efforts to sell reconditioned aids to those who cannot 
3 -ford to purchase new ones could and should result in an increased .. 
Jldr ket for used aids that will diminish such costs. 

The costs to dealers resulting from the buyer's right to 
:21ncel will serve to make them more cautious in seeing to it that 

' urnecessary hearing aids are not scld and in exercising greater 
c:are in the fitting of the appropriate aid to the individual con
sumer. This may result in increased participation in the hearing 
nealth care delivery process by audiologists and physicians. 
rhis should also result in screening out those who cannot benefit 
from a hearing a.id and in enhancing the prospect that those who 
8an profit from the use of a hearing aid will be correctly fitted 
with an appropriate aid. 

The right to cancel will have the most unfavorable economic 
impact on those dealers who have made it a practice to attempt 
~o sell one or more hearing aids to all of the hard of hearing 
hey contact without regard to ~he needs of the individual and 

~ithout regard to the likelihood of successful results. 

2. Conclusions. The proposed rule will not have an unfavor
~ble economic effect on manufacturers generally. It should not 
ake it more difficult for a manufacturer to enter the market 

Jr to compete successfully with other manufacturers. It will, 
m the other hand, have an unfavorable economic impact upon those 
manufacturers and dealers who have concentrated their efforts 
~pon outside sales. It seems that the number of such sales will 
decrease thus making it necessary for these manufacturers and 
dealers to redirect their efforts toward increased "inside" sales. 

For the conscientious dealer who makes a genuine, honest, 
and forthright effort to identify customers who will benefit from 
the amplification provided by a hearing aid and who will develop 
the capabilities and skills necessary for proper selection and 
fitting of hearing aids, the rule should not have an unfavorable 
impact, regardless of the size of his dealership or the volume 
of his hearing aid sales. For the dealer who has expended his 
principal efforts in outside sales, who has sold unnecessary or 
inappropriate hearing aids, or who has improperly fitted the hear
ing aids he has sold, the rule will have serious economic effects 
and, if he is to survive in the marketplace, drastic changes will 
have to be made in his methods of doing business. 
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The economic effect of the proposed rule on consumers will 
~~ generally favorable. It is probable that the prices consumers 
orly for hearing aids, examinations, and other services associated 
·-v th the fitting of devices will be increased to some undetermin
1 le but slight- extent. However, any such increases will be more 
ti;an offset by the benefits th'at will be received by those who 
[('rmerly would have purchased hearing aids from which they derived 
~o significant benefits and who will, by virtue of the rule, be 
in a position in the future to recoup a large part of the purchase 
? ice. Because the rule drastically reduces the cost to a consumer 
if he tries an aid for the first time, or if he tries another aid, 
nany who were previously reluctant to risk a large financial loss 
will now be willing to try a hearing aid for the first time, or 
to try a second or newer aid. Certainly, this will stimulate 
sales. Secondly, all consumers will be economically benefited 
0y the more careful examination and fitting techniques that 
jealers will be forced to adopt in an effort to reduce the number 
of sale cancellations. 

Finally, the rules of the game of "hide-and-seek" in this 
industry will be changed to some extent. If a hearing-impaired 
person prefers to stay in hiding, that is his right. If he 
does, this will decrease sales to some extent. But hucksters 
have no constitutional right to seek and ferret out reluctant 
:onsumers with deception and trickery under the misguided 
impression (or excuse) that this is the only way to "help" the 
obstinate and socially withdr3wn potential consumer. Manufac
turers, dealers, and their salesmen will have to rely on a more 
nonest and forthright form of advertising to inform consumers 
of the potential benefits of their products. Free trials, or 
trials with slight risk of loss, will bring many potential 
consumers "out of hiding." Therefore, with an improved approach 
by industry to "seeking out" and "educating" consumers, the 
rule should stimulate sales in the long term and should not 
result in any significant reduction in sales of hearing aids 
to those who can derive significant benefits from them. 

-- . ~..... ------... 
. ij . ·-:f!l--~ /

~~gl! _f~-~_:t!-~~kJr..~;
/ ' ,

6. M rtin Shepherd 
Presiding Officer 

August 1, 1977 
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NOTICES 

·· EDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
[ HSCFR440] 


HEARING AID INDUSTRY 


~~r11;.10stld Trade Regulation l'tule; Notice of 
Proceedil11 

·' 1ti<:e Is hereby given that the Federal 
i.'L> :le Commiss1on, pursuant to the Fed-

1•.ri. Trade Commission Act, aa amended, 
;j .::.s.c. 41, et seq., the provisions of 
Pan I. Subpart B of the Commisaio11·• 
pro '.edures and rules of practice, 16 CPR 
1 7. et seq., and section 553 of Subch"p
;er CI, Chapter 5, Title 5 of the U.S. Code 
·Ac ministrative Procedure) has 1n1ti
" t~1.\ a proceeding for the pro;;nulption 
·f 1' Trade Regulation Rule for the Hear
11g Aid Industry. 

1:1 accordance with the above notice 
·.he Commission proPOllell the followinS 
Trade Regulation Rule and to amend 
Subchapter o. Trade Regulation Rules. 
Chapter I of 16 CFR by adding a new 
Part 440; 

PART 440-PROPOSED TRADE REGULA
llON RULE FOR THE HEARING AID 
INDUSTRY 

">!!c 
UO! Preamble. 

«O 2 Dellnttlona. 

440 a Form &nd manner of mall:ill1l ~ 


q u Ired dlacl<>11u:res tn t4tlevtaton. ra
dio and print lildvertt'4!1m.ent&. 


140 l Buyer's right to ca.noel. 

440 5 1-s or renta.ls. 

.«ii) s Seller may grant greater rlghta. 

440 7 Selling teehnlqt-. 

•HO a Pronlbtted rep..-ntauooa coocern

lng hearing ald .ell.«•. 
Prohibited repl"MltntaUons CODCCFU• 

ing hearing alda. 
Hv :o Advertialng repreeenl.eU~ u.ai 

muat be quallfted. 
Ht' !t Required discloeuns oonceratng tel~ 

eyhone options. 
Nc<'ess.ry i>t4ll>8 to In.sun compltance 

with thio; Pvt. 
Record rttc..t!tenan~ and retent.loD. 
Elfect on prior r.deraJ Trade Com• 

ml,.,.1<~n actions Uld oo St.ti'- la 
••><1 ordinances of State politi<:a.l 
subd!vts.tcn•. 

\n-nwuTv· J8. Stat. 717. u ~ \I~ 
ti ·; C 41. et seq I 

§ I W. I p...,,...,w... 
In connection with the adverUsinf, 

promotion, offering for sale. sale, mar
k• ting, or distribution of hesrtna aids in 
or affeetmg commerce. as "commerce~ 
is defined in the Federal Trade Com
mis,;;ion Ac-t. it is an unfair and decep
tire act or practice and an unfair 
m:•thod of oompel.ltion within the mean
iLgs of seeti<>ns 5 ana 12 of \hat act for 
any selle-r to fail to comply with \he fol
k•wing provisions of this Part. 

§ '-''6.2 Defioitiorq. 

For the purposes of this Part the fol 
lowin1 deftnttions shall apply: 

ia.\ "Hearing aid." Any wearable ln
s:rument or device desJIJlled for. offend 
for the J>UTJ)OSe of. or represen&ed u 
aidin11 persons with or compenaat.inc for 
hn!)'lired hearing. 

! b, ..Sale" or "pvrchase." A sale or 
r•urrhase, or lease or rental for a period 

of more than 3-0 .,aJendar days, of a 
hearing aid to a member of the consum
ing publlc. 

<c> "Seller." Any person. partnership, 
corporation, or U80Clation engaged in 
the sale, lease or rental of hearing aids, 
or any employee, agent, salesperson 
and/or repreaent&tlve of same, whether 
mooe to a "buyer" or tc another "seller." 

(d) "B11:11er." Any person, partnership, 
corporation. or '\BSOCiatlon am;;uming a 
financial obli&&tion in connection with a 
"sale," either for its personal use or for 
the use of a person on wt.ose behalf the 
financial obligation is assumed. 

(eJ "Purcluue price." The total price 
pate! or to be paid for a heartI\lr aid, in
cluding all Interest charges.. taxes, and 
chlU'les for serv:lce!I rendered in eoont:c
tlon with a sale; Provided hO'll>ever, Tha.t 
"purchase price" shall not include the 
pro rata portion of any charges for 
services: 

\ 1 l When such charges are sepantel)' 
stated in the contnct ior sale; and 

12• When the ~buyer.. has been 1inm 
the aption of not purchasing such sen
iees: and

1:u When such services have been ren
dered prior to the date ot the buya".1 
ext!'ttise of his ~t to cancel under 
t ff0.4•t• "Represent" or "rcweseataticft.~ 
An7 dlrect or .Indirect statement, sua:
1atton or implication, Including but not 
limited to one which is .ma~ on.Dy, In 
writi1'a. pictorially. or by any other 
audio or vilWil tnftW;S. or by any com
bination thereof. whether made In an 
advvtlse.ment or~-

111 "Adwr~t" or "adiierti.ttaq.~ 
Any written or verbal SU.temnlt, lllm
tn.Uon. or depiction, other ·Utan a label 
or in the JabeUnc. whkh ts ~ to 
e!reet the sale of any he&rtn& aid. or to 
crate interest m the purcbue ot &n7 
bN.rintr aid. whether the ume appean 
In a newapa.per. ~.~ cir
cular. mailer, book imert. ca~ aales 
prom;;ltional material other llt.erature. 
billboard, public tramtt card. poin.t-of
pun:hase material. or in a rM1o or tete
vl.skm brc:iadeut or m any other media. 
"Adffrti.wment·· or "'adver-.Jslug" ®et 
not mdude · 

111 Siena which only identlfy the 
na~ of a sd1er and are !oc-ated at the 
sellt"1"s plan of businea: or 

1? • A ttstma m. a ~ dittcto.IT 
which gives only the teller's name. ad
dnm and !elepbone Dlilllber. and the 
brand' si of hearing a.ids oft'ered tor sale; 
or 

131 R.epreeentaUom directed deb' w 
phys!dana or~ 

thi ''A~t*. A penon who: 
111 Poesnus the~ of Clin.1

cal Com~ in audioioc:Y granted by 
~ American 8peecll and Hearing As
aoctatioo 1ASHA• : or 

12; Meets tbe educational and uper
lence requirements for ASHA certU'lca
tton in audioloV and bu aoeceutully 
compJC!'tt!'d the Han>lnalion requJnd !or 
ASHA certiflcat.ion in aud.lolotJy; oc 

i 3 • Meets the reQUtrementa of any ap
plicable Stase law whiob deftne.s the ~ 
··aoo~··. 

m "Clearly and conwlcuotullf Ilk· 
cl0$e" or "clear and compicuow dfaclm· 
ure." Discl01Sing in a manner whJoh (1>r 
a disclO&Ure which>: 

<U can e&s11Y be understood <in t.he 
ease of tdevision and print advertising, 
a.I.so ~ seen and. read> by the casual 
observer, listener. <>r reader amoog mem
bers of the public; and 

(2) Occurs each time the representa
tion which creates th~ requirement for 
the discl<lfiure ls made, and in immediate 
conjunction with such re}'.'resentation, 
except that the. disclosure required by 
§ "40.81&) need be made only once, in 
immediate oonJunction with the major 
theme of an advertisement and at the 
out.set of any other communication; and •

(31 Is made in the same language, 
e.1.. Spanish. as that principally used 
in oommunic&ti..'lg with the person<s) to 
whom the disclosure is addressed; and 

(4i In any t;e!<}visian advertisement, is 
made in Uie manner and form prescribed 
by§ 410.3\ai : and 

(51 ill any radio ad\·ertisement, Is 
made In the manner and form prescribed 
by t ff-0.3,b>; and 

tft In any print advertisement, is 
made in the manner and form prescril>ed 
b$' I "40.3\CI. 

~jl "Uud hearing aid," A hearing ald 
wb1eh ha.s been "·om for any period of 
time by a buyer or potential buyer; Prn
Wfd ~. That a hearing aid shall 
noL be C0DS1dered "used" merely be~·l\use 
it bu been wom by a buyer or potem1:1l 
buJ'er M part of a bcna fide evaluaL.O!' 
conducted lo determine~ nether to select 
that partkula.r Ma.ring aid for that 
buyer, if sueh evaluation llM been con
duded in the presence of the seller o .. 
a ~ health professional selected b~ 
the .eUer to usist the buyer in mak Ing 
•uch•~boo. 

OU "Te>lephmte option." An opt.ml 

available on hellnng aids v•hlch enahl-~:: 

the weal"ft' to hea.r the electrical s11:nal 

on ~~ lme rather than t! :: 

acOW>tk eJ.trnal produced by the I.eh: 

phone. 


I '40.S l'orm an.I mannt>r of mal.ina r•·

ctuired 4i••do~u"" in ..,lt>Yi8tCHl, radi<t 

and print a:ehtttiffmenh. 


lal DUdosures in television adverttsl'
mentl. •• I ; EJl'.ct'pt for a discJoi.ure re
quired by! '40.B•al. any disclosure ~'iall 
be made clearly and con.,<;plcuouslv <'lid 
at leMt as clearly and con.~picu-0u;,!y as ' 
lltlY representation which create.; a re
qwrement for such disclosure. 

127 Except for a disclosure requl'. ~d bv 
I 440..l<ai or I 440.10• a' •'\\·h1ch :;hall oe 
made IUnultaneously in the audio and •video porUons o! the advertisement', "nv 

disclosure shall be made !TJ. the sa:n" 1)(;r

tton •audio or ~·!deo• of the adH:rLsc

ment in which the representation v.n,,.ll 

creates ;.ae re<,.i.uirement for the d•.'ido

sure is made. 


•'.H The vide<:J ;:mrtwn of any d,., io

sure .shall contam letters of sumcH·n< ... ,~e 


so that it can be ea.si]y !<'Cfn a'Ht ~eud 


on all television seM. re~;u-ct.e.s.~ of the 

picture tube size. · 


(4> The vtdeo port1Q11 of any dh:Jos•·re 

shall contal.n letters of a color ..>.ml <;lt.td~ 


that readily cont.rd.St 11.·1th the lm1 k

(2AO) 


http:cont.rd.St
http:v.n,,.ll
http:dittcto.IT
http:Nc<'ess.ry
http:repreeenl.eU


NOTICE~ 

.	,aJ, a.nd the \>RC.kground shall coo
ol only one color or .shade. 

• J 	 No other sounds, Including mwde, 
"Ccur during the audio portion of 

J1 ,:clo.:.-ure. 
·rhe vldea portion of any disclosure 

: i ., npear on the screen for a sumctent 
, <ti )n to enable it to be completely 

: t .·the viewer. 
Pisclosures in radio advertise

'' ts. Except in connection with§ 440.8 
·a• ai\Y disclosure in any radio a.dVer
. is<" ·11ent shall be made clearly and con

p11 l.ICHsly, and at lea.st as clearly and 
on 1pL·uously as the representation 
:h'. _;h creates the requirement for such 
iH losure. No other sounds, including 

:1u, le, shall occur during the disclosure. 
l Disclosures in print ad~iertise

'H'~ ts. Except in connection with § 440.8 
a 1 any disclosure :In any print adver

',!Se•nent shall be made clearly and con
:-pkuously and at least as dearly and 
,;0n1;picuously as the representation 
whl<'!h creates the requirement for such 
dt.s1losure. 

lSee § 440.2(i) .] 

·~ j.f.O.~ Bu7er•a right lo eancd. 

ta) A seller shall include in every 
rec~tpt or contract pert.a.1n1ng to 11. sale, 
m immediate proximity to the space re
~erved for the signature o! the buyer, or 
.,,n the first pace U there is no space re
!;er"fed for the signature of the buyer. 
r. clear and conspicuous disclosure o! the 
following specUk: statement tn 11.ll capital 
1'"tters of no less than twelve point bold 
face type of uniform font and .In an 
casHy readable st1le: 
THE B11YER HAS THI: JUGHT 'l'O CAJfCEL 
'T'W/3 Ptm£lHASX OB BENTAL 1'0R ANY 
H,tiOON AT ANY TIMB Pa:IOR TO WD
Nl:GR'l' C1P THE 30TH CALENDAR DAY 
~ RBC'mPTOP THE m&AJUNO AlD(8). 
'llat: THE ATI'ACHJ!D "NOTIC'1!: OP BUYJ:R'S 
~UGllT TO Cr~>:•:.'l':t." POR AN J:XPLANA
l"ION OP T!flf'. I'-t.F«:':'. 

( 'J l A seUer s.h:d.l furnish each buyer. 
.11. the time sucl1 bunr MSmnes any 
.;m;nclal obligation wtth respect to the 
p11tchue, & completed form 1n duplteate, 
:;aJc4loned "Nottce of :Buyer'l'l Right i.o 

G~:ittl,• whJeh shall eont&Jn 2n no less 
than ten point type <twelve point bold 
faecG type for words 1n the "Notice of 
Buyer's Right to Cancel" ~·hleh appear 
ool;nr entirely ln capital letters> ot uni· 
form font and 1n an easUy readable style, 
a dear and conspicuous disclosure o! the 
follclwtng spe<:l1'lc statementa In the fol
Jo1"1n1 format. A copy of such completed 
!orm shall be reta1ned by t.he 11el1er in 
ae(:ordance with I ii0.13 (&) (2). 

Nrnws (JJ' BUYR'll RIGHT To CANCEL 

'bis notice i. t01 th• bUJ'll!I' atl4 onc:h per
.,,ic: woo l:lag -umed " G-llll ®Uf•Uon 
"'' UI• buy•f'• ~bait: TOU HAW THE 
WORT TO CANt'.:la. T10'l!!t l'U1W1!A8E OR 
RliWT.AL....., 111 t~Uoll on: 

Your ngJrt WI _,.l, 
now to cell<!d. 
~ h..,,... tt 1VD ~I. alld 
nthu things~ llb<lVld l:now. 

YOUR. RIGHT TO CANC:&f,_ 
Any t.lme before the end or -----· 

(ao·;a1;;d~-~yS-f;~-the-d;t;-y,~;; -~~C1'lVed 

the Ilea.ring aid (s) ) 

you c!\11. cancel tl:.L'< purcluu>e or renw.~ for 
a.ny reason and get most of your money re
funded. It you purchased or re.;ted two or 
more hearing aids in thi8 tra.nss.ctio!L you 
('RU <"a.nee! your pureha.,e or rental of any 
or all of then1. Upon C-'41.tH:enatLon. th~ '-'f':kr 
can keep tl1e following ca.nccllAtion t~JiaJ·gc~: 
3------·-··· _ {fnr 30 days rent.;!, ror eaeh 
cancelled hearing aid I 
,_--·~A·----- t ror P.ach cust-0m ear in<)}d :c-1:,ade 
for tllc cancelled hearing aid!S I)
*---------- (for oott.eries)
No other canccllatlon charges, pe::..u+: l ~.es or 
fees are legt.l. However, the ~lier ran ke<·p 
the charges for any lea.8e -0r ren tn.1 pt-rH>ii 
which ran priOl' tu this t.rruisaction. 

If, before the end of------------------- ... 

(3o -c-r:"i;~;;;;.-d:~rs-!;-;~-i;;-.t;:i.; ·i.:,~~ -r~~c-;,;;;d 
the hearing aid tc;l) 

the seiler substitute>; any o~ber hea;-ing 
ald(s) for the one(s) you orlglnl!Jly pur
chased or rented, then the !!eller is required 
to provide you with a new "Notke or Buyer's 
Right to Ce.nee!" and an additional 30 day 
period In which you Cf>ll comcel tbe pnr
chase or rental or the substitute hearlr:,:; 
ald(11). The seller ls not entitled to keep any 
of the canoellation charges listed above when 
such a subt!titutlon l6 made, but you •Ill 
haTe to pay the additional cost involved If a 
more expenshe hearing a.Id ls being "ulll5U
tutecl. lf you cancel the pureh- or rental 
of the irub6tltute hearing ald(s), t-he -""Her 
c-'<n k..ep only the cancellaOon cbarg;-s !bted 
above. 

HOW TO CANCEL. 
To ~ Ulla purchase or rent&!. your 

c&DCell&Uon iullllt ~~7 deUvered to Ul.e 
11eller 01t ~ no laitt t.ha.n the end of 

(30 ~lendar de.JS from the 
daM 1CJlil Neetffd ~ 

belY1ng aid(sl) 

You may cancel by ghing the i;eller !IA} !orm 
of wriHt'" not.Ice ot your oo.n.c4':llaUon, 90 
long u you make it clee.l' to the Sf'llli!r that 
you aI'9 c~Cng it.nd. it you l"l!CeInd nie 
11'"~ r.ld M :rour home. wbeUl~r JIO'l wa11't 
tl>e eeller to plclt Jt up ~. It you wlah, 
you ru.e.y Ul'llt UW> ~C!ail.oellation Notice" tonn 
prm-kled at !:be end or this nvtlce. Keep a 
copy of yow- ee.ncel!at10n notice !ur your 
noordll. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF %OU C'ANCEI•. 
Tb.e Hiler'• re~biiltiu !.! y..u canc.,l 

are M follows: WUJ:Lln 1~ or.leonc1Ar da..,. an.er 
the dat.e er 7our wr!t~n canee!le.tkin notice 
I.le muet: 

(1) Actually return t(, :n.ou ar.ytt..tng you 
trMled tn on the "8.flce-ll~ bett.rln@' a.ld(11) 
(lnduduic your o<d heanng ald(•l 1: and 

(ll) CalM'.el au ttr...nele.l obl!gw.Uon& run 
.,,~urned, at> pQ.l't of ;:,,-,., purrha>.e or rN1t&I, 
t,o cover the purci:IMe or nmta! of the <·an
celled heN1ng al<l-(11); and 

f3) Oaneel all _.,n1ty lntenMs 11.n.idi as 
a mortpp) whldl _,.., ~tfld in JO'\IJ' 
property, M pvt of Ul4> !"lNll- or rflntal,, 
to - t.he purch&M or rental of the can
celled ~ ald.(•): Miid 

!&) a.tun.d all p&Ymft!UI y-0u made- kl• 
ward ~ purc.h.Me Qll' ttntal ll'f'loe of ~ _.. 
eel~ bewl.T.lfl' ald(1<), 1- Ui4' ~l•i.kllll 
eh.arJ81 llltt.eol In thin J:J.Otlor, ...w.l ~ .-:~ 
f(• uiy ~ or n>nt.oa.I ~nod ~l~h r..n 
prior to \hit! ~1on

l"liMr ,...,,,o...,..MIUlo If y•.u Cilt:oCel f>1t M 
fol~: 

11) If ycu pi{'kect np tbe bearinr; aid at 
tho ~nl~t''s plat:t' of bu.sinehs. then you rnust 
r<~turn .i',,, the::e, elther h~ aetun.lly f.,eliverl.n.g 
ii ~lr hV l1avin,r; por.tinarkt.:d lyou. 1nust pay 
the postage} IH> h\t.er than 'l caiendar day!~ 
fro1n the a~te ut y<_;ur written nol'.ice o1 
c11ncellat1on; or 

t ~~ J If the he,,.-.u1ng a.ld wa:; del iv Preli t.o 
your hon1e, thez~ ;•n1 have a cboice of what. 
to do: 

UJ Yon m·,i,y 111rn the hearl1~g aid to the 
.&eller·~ p!ac-f~ or n:.,;:..Lness, ~Jt,hP.r Uy ac 1,ually 
deiher!n;; it or by liaving It p()st;markod 1you 
nnrn--:... t.J1t' pn~tage) no ln.tc-r than 7 
r·a;enciar ::rt_,n1 t.be drite 01 ~our v.t~~lt-lJ 
c:i.ncell:iti,-;c 11:~<1ct-, or 

1 ti J I! notified tht"' s...pqr·r tl'ia t y<->ll will 
t'1ake :..he aid avaiHt.ble at. yoe.r 1ionH~. 
,·mi must do w. Thei'. if the seller does not 
iiick it up w!ilom 20 caltmdar days from 'the 
<lat.e or your noi1c«'- )·on may keep it. 

OTHER THI.SGS YOU SHOULD KNOW: 
The seller is entitled to rece-!ve a c.a..ucelled 

hearing a.id ba<'k in s1.1.b<;tantially as good 
condlt.ion u lt was ..,.-hen you received It. 
Howev6r, the se:l Pr cruuwt refu:«e t-0 accept a 
cancet;ed hea:rir:.g aid ~cause it r,.l1owF sign..-; 
4-,f 	 normal .,~ea.r a.no tear 6UCh as ~rn.tches 
on the casing. Nor mu the st-lle.r .re!use to 
accept a C&n<'.elloo JH•a.iug aid be<:~use of it.I 
de!'e<:t>o, unl- th<- defect.!> were •:t•used by 
Y<'1Jl' nli.s~tn1cnt o! it. 

To protect JI01ff$di at the time yo1t 1.·a11-eel, 
you ohould do ~he following: I! yon deliver 
a cancelled bo;l\Tiny. aid to ohe t<ell<'r's place 
vi bt1.<olness or the seller picks It up a.t your 
home, you should obtain a reco;Jpt from him. 
lf you mall a caiwelled hearing aid t,o the 
seller, \he hearing aid should be sent "rl'rti 
fied mall, return receipt re.1ue11t.e41." 

H :·ou cancel bllt do nC't !nlflll ~<>11r rl!
i;ponl<ibliltlu, thi! ,;,,lier wlli he •·i.1.ltied to 
sue you fOI' tile !11.-U' ma.rkd \'W •e o! the 
cane.ell~ heutng aid\s) a:i1d ~he ~ervlces 
you have In tact reeelved. 

If the eeU'°r refu~:s to honol" t1. YRJ 'd exer
el,;e of yot1r rlgbt to cancel nil~ purchase, or 
d-=- not rwftU ldi& oUler rPsp,-,~$lbllltles, you 
haft a rigbt kl - btm to ma.ltt1 him fulfill 
all hlll l'ftlpOnllliblllt~. In Midltlon to glvlng 
you a rtght '° 11>.w ti>.<' lleller, 11uch a refusal 
or r..uure would ))f' a ~·io1atlon of a 1''00eral 
Trade Conm1!s6k>n Rule. &uch vlola.tlons 
should !>to J'el>C>l't.ed promptly to the Fed~ral 
Trade Commtlll!lon. WashlngtQn, D.C, 20611t1. 

The granilll@ o! thle rlj:ht ·w can·el docs 
noi deprt~e you of any ot the oth"r right" 
~!ven to buye~s moder U!e 11111'. Nor O«'B It 
limit ILllY !'lghe& Y'>U have concernlnf! "'ar
rantle-; made by the seller <>I' prowlded by 
law. 

To: 
(Seller) 

( ~iler'11 addl'et;:;) 
hereby cancel my p11'"'cii!~'<' "r rf•ntf\l •>r 

the be>Mlng a.ld(8) wllid1 l 11'<-elvffi on 

t Date y•rn ~<:!:'l~<'<l tJ1~ i.l~nrlllJf al"I~)) 

11 f t..., or morf' h>el\rlng akls wl!re pur
<:h--1 or rent.(>.d .ai the !lMl~ time, t.tMi buyer 
m-..t ebe<:k ~ appropn11t. bos. 11n tna• the 
11<'.ller wm know ho,.· much of the p1nrbA..,. or 
l"*'Ht4'>] !~ ~lt>fi CO.ll~f'llt<J) 

I il,.Cn <:a.noeH1ng the JHir1dl~ vr •~nt~l 
of; 

{"1 l>o\11 hf'M'Lt\f: r.k:lR 
Ll u .. illtan"C Aki SW mJ l4tt. ff«' 
U Ul4'J b~ Na 1•1' r..J r~M _. 
fJ othw {Hpi.ln) 

1 ) 
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"'" ·u n'cei1·ed the cancelied hearrng 
:.t vour !Jome and )OU want the 

-() pic.k. 1t; i tht"m) up there, then check 
x :.;1 

1Buver·~ slgnat::rci 

(Buyer's address I 

do not l.~.:;e this fnnn ynu may still 
.t.' .rrittcn nr-ti.~e to the f:,eller by any 

,i,n:.;. a.~ 1..--)ng as you 111::i.ke it cle~r 
~· ~h'r ._:-:.i.t von are C{l1l·.'el.ling and, i! 

c:~·. i.:ed tLe l~~c4iring a.id at your hcn~e 
·n '.~a..nno~ or C ') nnt want to return n 

..~ll~"'r\; p1a:'e 0[ busine.-:::-.s, that t.!ie 
"h .·uld :)~<·k u-;:; ; he hen.ring" !\id at 7101.,r 

bdore furnhhing copies of the 
c:e of Buyer's Right to Cancer• to 

, , uyer, <:J. sel:er shall complete ?°th 
''C; of each such notice by entermg: 

The date whi<:h is "30 calendar 
frcm the date on v:hkh the Jmyer 

Pi.ed the lwaring <1id<s• ", in each of 
• ,, tnree blanks provided for it. If the 

!Pr r.oes no~ or cannot k!:aw the exact 
rp :m which the buyer·c; receipt of the 

t Tnng aid<sl will take plaC'e. then the 
. 1m.priate blank' shall be ('Ompleted sc 

to reasonab!:1 insure that the 30 cal
.-:: '<ia" day period docs not be:;in to run 
: .-do1 e ret;eipt by t!1e buyer he<s actually 

.,;et< 	place; and 
'2, The cancellation charge.;; allowed 

.:·de:· § 440.4i g) \l • ; and 
3' Th<> seller·s full name and address 

'he "CanC'ellation Noti1·e" form' : 
d 
4 The date the buyer rcC'eived the 
cring aid' sl 1 in the •·cancellation No
, ... rorm •. If the l'rller does not or can

vnow the exaf'.t date on which the 
.-:ers receipt of the hearing aidls) will 

· ;i:;e place, then the date of receipt by 
huyer shall be estimated so as to 

,. isc•nably insure that it does not pre
!e lhe actual receipt of the hearing 
j f ~> 

rl ·A seller ;.1.. 11 not indude in any 

: ,t, J.ct or r;;l'c<. . a:.y confe~sion of 


c"cent 01· any v.ai ver of i~n~ or. tl~e 

ht; to which the buyer 1s ent1tl~d 

l<> · thL~ Pa.rt, including but not limited 


· ., ti:" buyer's right to cancel the sale in 
">i :lance \l."ith the i>rovisions of § 440.4. 
'e At the time the buyer purchases a 

.-v;,r c;g aid. a seller shall inform hi;n 
1.; , : l. of the exh;tence of the buyer's right 

.-, f'a iCeJ. 
<!' A seller shall not misrepresent in 

nanner the buyer's right to cancel; 
1,r>r snail the &Iler make ~Y representa
. ;on .,r perform any act or practl.ce which 
r, any way negates. contradicts, detracts 
·r;m or Is Inconsistent with a full under
' ;anding or a proper exercise of such 
.1;11~ to cancel. 

· g A seller shall honor any \'alid no
:'" nf cancellat1on by a buyer and with
.; l C. calendar days after the date of such 
otu e: 

• 1 Rdund a:i payments made toward 
'''" e>urci1a.~ price of the cancelle<l hear
'\¥, · aid".; i , lc~s any leMe or rental 
tnr ~es ;qiplled as payments toward the 
.qr(·'1a,.-;e ptl(;e nf the cancl'lled hearing 
. id r , ·u1d only thooe "mmcellatlon 
":"r '.f'~'" wh!('h 11.re properly ~t forth In 
;,, Nr1t•r:•~ of Buyer·~ n.:v.ht. to Cancel" 

NOTICES 

as required by § 440.Hc) and are within 
the following limits: 

!ll lFollowing are two mutually ex
clusive formula.:; for the "cancellation 
charge" !or 30 days rental] 

lAJ Alternatit"~ 1. The cancellation 
charge for 30 days rental for each can
celled hearing aid shall not exceed the 
total of $15 plus 5 percent of the i:ur
chase price •excludir.g any "cancerla
tion charges" for any custom ear ir.old or 
batteries•. 

•B· A.Uernatite :?. The cance1latior. 
chJ.rge for 30 days rental shall not ex
ceed t!1e sum of $30 µer ,'an.::eHe.:l hear
ing aid or 10 percent c1f the P'.lrchase 
price <excluding any "canct>llarion 
charges" for any cu.>tom ear mold or bat
teries . whichever is •he les.-.er. Tlll.s $20 
maximum shall be adjusted annually 
after the effective date of this part to ac
count for the a.-i;mal perreu•age ad:ust
ment in the Unt'.cd St«lt.es Cny A~·flage 
All Items Con~umer Price Indt·x 1 19S'i::c 
lOG• published by tl:e Bure:ti.: of labor 
StatistiC's of the United Star ... ::: De,..-art
rr.ent of Labor. The compmatwn of th:s 
annual adjustment .>hali be 1~ follows. 
The Index for -::he rnonth in w 1-:tch this 
part becomes effective "hall be the Base 
Index. The Index for that same month 
in sub:;equent years shall he divided by 
ti1is Base Index and th!" re.snit of that 
division shall be multiplied by the sum 
of $3•) to arrive at the maximum which 
shall obtain until ~he puh!icaiwn of the 
Ind<>x in the next subse<;uent yc,ff. 

1ii' The cancella~i1m char.;e for any 
cll5tom ear mold and a :in da; o,uµpiy ot 
batteries shall not ex;-eed tw\,"I' the aC'
tua.l ~ost of such ear mold and nr bat
teries to the ~eller or the ~f·llt>r·~. regular 
selling price for ~uch e.ir mold and or 
batteries, whichever is the le;:..,er. In rom
puting the actual cu,<;t. all rebcHC's. db.
counts. and any other sinul:lr ailnwances 
provided to the seller niust be considered; 
and 

'21 Return any goods or property 
tractffi in on the cancelled hearing 
ai:I »; >, in substantially as gl)od condition 
as when they were received by the seller: 
and 

13 'Take all action necessary or appro
priate to terminate: 

ti 1 All financial obligations assumed 
by the buyer as part of this transaction 
to cover the purchase of the cancelled 
hearing aid' s > ; and 

(Ii) All security interests ne.•ted in 
connection with this transact.ion to cover 
the purcha.>e of the cancelled hearing 
aid(S). 

(h) If, within 30 calehdar days Crom 
the buyer's receipt of a purcha.'led hear
ing aid. a seller substitutes another hear
ing aid for the originally purchased one, 
the seller shall treat such a i;ubstHution 
as a "sale" of a hearing aid for the pur
poses of I 440.4 by providing each buyer 
with a new "Notice o.f Buyer's Right to 
Cancel" and an additional 30 calendar 
day perlo<i in which to cancel. TI1e can
ctllatlon rharges ,,et forth In the sub
sequent "NoUce of Buyer's Right to 
Cancel" shall remain the same a., thO!!e 
Indicated in the original "Notice of Buy
er's Right to Cancel." 

(1) The provisions of paragraphs ial 
through •h> of this section shall not ap
ply to a sale : 

n 1 Made pursuant to a written rec
ommendation of a specific hearing £.id, 
by serial number or by model. made by a 
physician -or an a1..dblogist who re<'e1ves 
no direct or indlr~ct financial ('ompens:i 
tion from the seller for such recomnwn
dation or for ~r·:i\.'t?-3 rt·1~:iered in cL.n
nection v.·ith 3~tch :re12.;:.ir11nh·nfhltion; Prt1
t•id«d, !WIL'<'t«'r: That § 440 ~, i • ' 1" slrnll 
not be co:istrued t•J pn:•\·ent any phy~il rn:1 
or aud1oiogist f~0n1 reqi...es~ing or req:Jir 
ing a..s a cond1tlnn of hb referral tD a 
s?ller t11at a patient be of!er·?d a t.ri~-ll 
period prior to a pH.::c h't..1~;:,: or 

~ 2 ~ l\t~Je to Y-f"Pi~t.t'f" a ...Lur:..~t~ed 01 worn 
out hearin! ai ...:! '~"hen r!H~ re·p~aee:neut 
hearinf! aid which ki sold b idcnti{ al 'v 
such dclmaged ;;r w::Jrn om betlring aid. 

§ 110.5 1£;i.... or r..,,,,.1~. 

i.~.~... hP-:n ~~:l'5i!1:;. ,-1; rf'~~~ing :t hc!riug aitl 
for a ~::,.._~~:nd o! ::;: ·.{~ 3.J ~·<:\~{.~tH..Lll· da~·s, a 
:--.flier ~;1~1n · 

1a• L!rrut a:.,·~ ;f',-"'e \..rr r"'.:int~tl chargt.•s 

for :..:1y tr1dl ;_:.f~~·:.~:~ s • t17" :r) to 20 cJ.ien

d;tr '.~ ..r~·.: t.o or.Jv the to:.ai .Jnllar arnount 

of c3::~~t~HaHon. c!°Li.Y;Ie~ µfn 11.:utt~l.t.i to t}{

rC't:i.i:ied by the ~dh>r undf'r § HO 4. •~ · 

il •:and 


1 b · Cl'?~tr~y arid t:'OIL"ip1c-uo4~ly di~cl05e


surh le?,,;e :T rc-::t.11 dUJ.rges orally t.o t.hc 

potential buyer '.ef::.,re any ftnancial ob

H;::ation relatinc. u t!1e le:""'~ or rf'1~ tal n 

assumed by the ;K;tc1t1al buyer: and 


tC} F4rr:ish ~-~--t-. ptJttEt:ai ~JtP.~t r, :it. 

the t!n-; .....":tny f:n:t::,«: :: 0t-L.~;~~1.·:r~ ,:~ !;il1 ;1.; 

tot.he lf'~se t'r ~·i·~.··,1 !>· ~\.~~~:ip~~~; hy ·1;,. 


po-tenh;,tJ bi..+ Yi r ;,,. fq~ :n or cotH,Lh~ t w~: 1'."'t1 


C"learly and cor~~.;nct:~n1~.ty ''L r·lo;~t~. it"i 

no less than ten ;:iomt tyµ<' Df uniform 

font and m an E'::.siiy l"N~(: lhi•: -t.yle: 


t 1 • The com.p:etr1 
.. :a.!ne ::t!•d ·-tr!C;.·\."',j,, of 


the le.::sor or rer.ter · and 

121 The (.htte~ <1:: which t-t-.. e t:~L1l ;H·'r::1d 


begins and rnd~ ,rnJ 

\3"> All le.i..-.e or rent,d <h.u,.,;e:. 


§ ll0.6 S.·11.-r m11' a;r;:ut j!r<-akr ri:!h•• 

The seller m;.,· a··-:n~d a bu:·er 1;;rPal, r 
or more extensi·;e rights tl\;Jn tho.<;e t .. 
which the buyer i~ entitled under tli~ 
provislom, of th;,.. Part. In s•Jch ir~~tan.:>:-. 
a seller may makt> ~,UJ~able .tmt>ndnwi,t,; 
in all appropriate documetih to rc-lk:-l 
the granting of such rights. 

§ .i..io.7 s..m..!:" 1t·dmi•iue,. 	 ' 
(a> No seller ::.h&.li ut:Eze an•; de:vlce 


to demonstrate the perfo;:n;:;nce wl1ieJ, 

a c<:.·nsumer <'an expert from a r~earin.; 


aid, when the perf')rrr:an~e of such a 

device difters in any material respect 
 .. 
from chat of said hearing aid. 

rb1 No seller :;hall \'1sit the home or 
place of busines.s of a potenth.d buyer for 
the purpose of inducing a sa:e without, 
having obtained, prior to any such visit., 
the express written ronsent of sueh 
potential buyer to rnch a •isit. Huch 
consent shall clearly and con~i1iruoasl~· 
state that such potenlial buver l~ aw:ire 
that the seller may nttempl t.o sell a 
hearing a.ld during such a \'lsit 

(Cl If a heann<1, .mi l1as lic"n "''('d. 
loaned, rer:tcd. lca.ser:l. rf.'('OIH1il l"nerl. n' 
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NOTICES 26649 

.:,iiJii.ed, repaired or rebuilt. that f&et 
, ilcl!.~ be dearly and consplcuoual7 dis
' 1'.;.;¥~d; 

\ • ) In the ora.l sales presentation. 
Nil •re the buyer a.sswnes anr finandal 
bl>,5a:lon with respect to the purchase; 

. r.• 
• : ; In any advertisement relating to 

'1. I tearing a.id; and 
J On the container 1n which such 

c•z, .·ir,,i!" aid .i.~ packaged; and 
; •,; On a tag 1Vh1ch is physical.)' at

l.•: 1eel to such hearing aid. 
' P No seUer :;hall rep1esent that a 

-t-r on can or may be a.bl" to part.l.c!pate 
:1 • hearing aid te:>ting or evaluation 
t·' riim i! th? J:.rirnary and.ior ultimate 
m ,JO«.e of !\Uch program ts to M:ll hear

ng aids to persons who participate un
%!i such purpose lo dearly and con
Pl•. uocIBly disclosed. 

•") No seller shall prepare, awrove, 
. ~ir. !, disseminate or cause the di.s
en m::..tion of any advertisement w~uch, 

'iec·rnse of its !orm and ·or content, can
..cot be easily understood M being de
lgned to el'fed; the l'!<Je ot hearing !Li::ls. 
•r ',o crea.te Interest ln the purchase of 
:iftl.rina: aids. by the audtenee to whom 
,ach advertisement is directed. 

!; f.~0.8 rr.,ftlliltrJ r("11rMf'nlatio11• •{)ft• 

1·.-r10ing hc::arins aid M'll("n. 

( .i 1 No seller sh"11 make any re-pre· 
Pn:.atlon to ~embers of the consw11lnr; 

public without clearly and co~pkuomly 
,1Jsdoslng U1at 1t ls. a seller o! hea.rmc 
dch The dlsc\0$ure requirem1>nt of 
~ 440.B<a} will be satl.stied bJ a du.r ard 
1J1,spicuous statement of the name ol the 

·;!'Der's business, 1! t.hat. name lncludft 
· tle worm "hearing aid center" or ~ 
?>o,.da whkh <'learl.y identify \hat Ule 
·o;l;\blishment is a seller of hnrtn« aids. 

t b) No seller lihall rep~sent Ula.t U la 
'' , overnn1ent.i.l or other public senrk:e 
··~t4bllshment v;· n »wrotl.t medka.l. 
,·rkeaUonal or rt'"''•· .. Ji·t1tuUon unlesa 
•ut n Is the fact. .:,uch a r~rnent.ation 

,; ·n.ade by the u.o;e of nantei> s1.11.~h as 
h•..;...~g center" \but not .. hearirl& tJd 

cimter"~. "hearing lnsUtu\e." "headns 
'~k. ln6t.Uute.~ ''hearlnc bureau... "bel.r
l: 1.B. aid bureau... "heartng clinic.....bear_ 
inf! a.Id cllnie," •spe«h and heUina 
'ehter," ''speech and hearinl a1d cmw.'" 
an j "senior cltl:zen survey&.. .. 

c) No sellet" shall represent that it or 
;m7· of Its employees, agents. nlespu
"'ms and/or representatives 1s a pl)Jai
dNl er an aucltoklt1st, unle!S web ta tile 
fa1;t. One ~.xample ot a violation of 
§ 440.8Ccl b t.he wre of the term··~ 
.i.~· to dmcrtbe one who ls ~ • 
audJoklc~ u defined inf «O.:hbl; aad 

id> No seller lhaD represent t.bat U. 
11enke or advice or a physidan or an 
a~ wiU tte lued or made an8allile 
in the selectbl. adh•&ment.. .......,._ 
nNKe or ~ ot a hffl1nir aid. unJela 
sueh Sn UM: laid.

'-> No Mlkr l!baJl iepnaenl ta& l&. 
any of lta empk>J'Mll. acen•. nlealta•
and/ur repraentat.l'fe. la • ..coun1elor'" 
or a "eN'l.lultant.." 

Ii 440.9 P...hiWted rep~tationa eoa
Ull'Dlllg IMMiac aw. 

faJ No aeller !5ball ft'l)resent th&t ~ 
hearing aid will restore or help restore 
normal or natural hearing or will enable 
or help enable wearer& to hear rounds 
normally or naturally. 

tb> No seller shall represent that any 
hearing aid will in any way reverse, halt, 
or retard, or in any way help to re,·er:se, 
halt or retard the progression of hearing 
1053, including but not limited to the use 
of expressions such as "Act now before 
it's too late," "Delay may be ham1ft.l.' 0r 
"I caught your hearing loss jUEt in time"-, 
Section 440.9(b} does not prohibit. r.ow
e\'f:r, a clearly stated and adequately 
qualified representation a.s to the dimcul
ties which a consumer may encounted in 
adj1JSUng to a heartml aid U he gets out 
of practice m using hil5 hearl:ig. 

•c 1 No seller shall represellt that a 
hearing a.ill model or feature i.s J1ew for a 
pe:r!od greawr than one yer-..r !rc::i the 
date on which it wa.:i fir8t market>:-ll Ult 
t:rut.td States. 

1d.• A seller shall maintain a.n ade
quate s-ystem for in:>urtna that a'l au
'l'er\isln• 1• prepares. approvel!-, !ur.ds or 
dmemina.tH is in compliance v. !th 
l 440,911:1. 

1el Ne ~Her shall reprf:'!<(!1.'t th:i.t any 
he-arlng llld brand or model 1X>s..~~~ any 
gent"nJ or specific feature or c~aracten~
Uc or embodlrs any co~Z't er pnndple 
i hetttn..rter ttferred ~o as a ..,·r:arac
terlsUc"> u.nlea: 

' •' Each such cha.md.rtstk !> de;:..;:y 
an.Cl consJ>k:'UOW}y dwl0&cd; and 

•2l Ea.ch such dl.5C:lcMd ch&rM'kr~suc 
providea some a:Jtn.,Ukant ~nef.t1s1 lo 
the wearer of a hearl.111 aid; awl 

' '.' > Tbe-tt ts a de-u and C'Onl!Picuous 
dl.!iclot>we of each such spe<U'l~ benetlt; 
and 

•4 ' There I.a a. clear and c~pkU0'.1.5 
dU!ck;ieure of \be specilk condlUtm(ll) UD• 
der •h1cb «the ca&eg'ory or ntegorl" 
<>! h• a.nng aid 11fea.ttn. bl wtuch ea.::h 
such. c;scki.'!.ed bf:m:fl~ will t~ Tere:•t'd: 
and 

15 l At the ~ of mat!nc an;:.; •uch 
r~t&Uon ihf' seller ~ arA 
relies upon ~nt and rellabie acl
enl!ftc or mecUca1 eTtdence which full$ 
~tabllaha that each ~nem ts Qcnift
cani and wm be ntt!.ved bJ' a ~t 
n'l.llllMr o! bQen under Ute rondttkm<11) 
dildoled; Proftld. h.mt'nil',., That 1f a 
seller who is not a. ma.nu1'adtmn' de· 
te.rmJna prior to making a n~nta~ 
~ion UWA Ule represalr.&tJon b ~ontamed 
1n materials which be ha.s m:el.,ed from 
the manufacturer, 1UCh seile'r ma.n not 
be It.a.le tor anure to ~ and rel.7 
upon llUCh ntdeDce 1f IUCh seller can 
es~lish &bat be ~lt.hft knew nor had 
reuon to know. n.or upon~ in
quiry oould have Jmown; 

<1.1 Tb&t t.he manufacturer did not 
posaess IUCh cridell.ce; or 

on "nlal \be~ could not 
be irub&ta.nUa&ed b)' &ueh ev1denet"; (Or 

<ill) ~ t.he repreuntaUon was fal~e; 
and-' 

HD If the represented character
Jstk(s) is (are) compared generally or 
specifically to U1e comparable character
1st1cU!) pciuessed by any other hearing 
aid brand<&) and/or model<s), including
but not Umlted to any rep:reSentatlon of 
newness <other than a representation 
th&t a hearing a.1d is not ..used" as de
scribed In § 440.2 'j} ) : 

in There is a clear and consJl[cuous 
disclosure ot the hea.rl.ng aids with which 
such c.omparison ts made; 1.e., so thr.t the 
comparison Is not tn the fonn of a. 
dangling romparlson; and 

di) There is a cle...r and conspicuous 
disclosure of each particular character
U<tic 9.ith respect to v;hich such com
parl.son ill bei."lC made; and 

'iii• Ka.eh sueh comparro character
istic provld~ a significantly greater 
benefit than the benefit proTtded by lhe 
comparable cha.raeterlstie in the dls
clo~ he&.~ aid brand(s} and/or 
mooe:•s• With resPKt to whleh the a.d
"·ert.1.sed hearing a1d,sl is (are\ being 
c;:i.mpared. and 

'iv> At ~ time of making any such 
r~tat.ion the seller possesges and 
relies upon competent and rellable seten
Wk: er medieal n1d~e which fully el'-· 
t.ab&he Ul&l a.ch comP&ttd eharacter
istie prondes a stgntftca.nUy gre11.ter 
beneftt tbul \be beneftt proTtded by the 
comparable bn.rtnc a.1d brand Cs> and ior 
~1s); ~d, horDctler. That. lf a 
seller' who ia not a ma.nufacturer de
termines prtor to ma.klng a :representa
Uon that Uie representation k contained 
in makriU wbk'.b be has reeetTed from 
the manufacturer. such selltt 1;ball not 
be llable fer tanun to J.10$'Sess and rely 
upon tmch evidence 1! such seller can 
eslabli.m Uw.i he i;e!t.f'.er knew nor had 
na.son to t.oow. nor upon reasonable 
1nqult'J ooWd have known; 

(Al 'lb&& Che ma.nUfa.cturer cl!d nut 
poas.ea a\ICh efldeDce; or 

tB} "l'b&l Ule ~ta.Uon could not 
he aubst&nu..t.ed b7 11\lcll nlclence: or 

IC) Tb&L Ule ~taUm WU !al~. 
H1 For pwpaaa of f H6.l<e)(G), a 

genenl '>'r tmqU&!lAcd repraent&Uon 
that• hArtna' a!d la unique. rnoluUon· 
a17 er apec:W wm be deemed to be a 
~ &o an othft' hearing aid 
bn.Dda Uld model.Ii; Prot;Ufd. l&ou:ewr. 
That a ~tauon that a bearing aid 
1s RToluUawi.rJ' or JSpeclal wm not be 
deemed to tie a ~ to all other 
ha.rb1C afd braDda and mode&a if ft 1s 
clra.rl;r and ~ly dl.sd6~ that. 
the c.ompa.rtlcm being made ts to Ies.~ 
than all other hea.rtng a.id brands and 
models. 

ts} No ~r shall represent that a 
hearlna &kl ...... aan&ller t.mn fJUler 
Mu'lns Ud ....Ulftll, In addWml to 
mUbc all dllclonres Prserlbed tr 
1..0...<e}: 

! 1J The qua.lity and ranse ot ~unds 
Produced bJ' ftliiiaeBtaUfe IM'.lpla or 
such~ Md J.Dodd a.re a& least of 
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.u ~antially the same quality and range 
<.·w sounds produced by representa.

:· samph~s of each of the different 
d•.. s\ and/or modeHsl of hearing 
with which it is being comp!!.red, 

.d at the time of making any such 
p: esentation the seller possesses and 
itc; upon competent and reliable scien
k or medical evidence which fully 
'.f!'llishes the reiative quality and range 
s< unds produced by such hearing aids; 

ided, Jwu·HOer, That if a seller who 
n·;t a manufacturer determines prior 
n.:1king a rr;;rcsentation that the rep

'P'1tation is contained ln materials 
1i, !1 he has received from the manu
ct •1rer, suel1 seller shall not be liable 
:· :ai\ure tu possess and rely upon such 

e i<fonce if such seller can establish· that 
h ' neither knew nor had reason to know. 
n 1r c1pon reasonable inquiry could have 
k.10wn: 

'i • That the manufacturer did not 
D·Jssess ;,uch evidence; or 

fii • That the representation could not 
b · substantiated by such evidence: or 

··iii l That the representation was false; 
o· 

2 1 It is clearly and conspicuously dis
c 'cised that such hearing aid does not 
produce sounds which are at least of 
s11bstantlal!y the same quality and 
r:,nge as the sounds produced by the 
ht'a.ring aid brand<.sl and.cor modeli'sl 
w:th which it is being compared. 

'h 1 No seller :;hall use the words "pre
s1 iibe" or "prescription" or any other 
w Jrd• s> or expression's> of similar im·· 
p·H·t. 

i' No seller shall represent that a 
h,,:.ffing aid which routes the signal 
fnm one ear to the other ear enables 
th: wearer to hear out of the ear from 
\\ nich the signal is being routed, 

j • No seller shall represent. through 
th> use of wo:·J-, or erTJressions such as 
" .1visible." ''lcciden ., ":1ldden hearing," 
" ·:>mpleteiy ouo e>f si.::'.;L" "conceal your 
d «ifness, "hear in secret," "unnoticed 
e· en by your closest friends," "no one 
" .n know you are hard of hearing," 
" 'lUr hearing loss is your secret," "no 
o ii: need know you are wearing a hear
i1 g aid." "hidden or out of sight when 
i1 serted in the ear cimal," or by any 
o .her words or expressions of similar 
lr1port. that any hearing aid or part 
thereof is hidden or cannot be seen, un
le~s such Is the fact. 

lk' No seller shall represent, through 
Pie use of words or expressions such as 
,. ,10 cord." "cordless;• "100 percent 
r .>rdless," "no unsightly cord dangling 
f' om your ear." "no wires,'' "no tell-tale 
v. ires," or other words or expressions of 
r;; milar import. that a hearing aid can 
b~ worn without any visible cord or wire, 
unles.q such representation Is true and 
it is dearly and conspicuously disclosed 
that a plastic tube 1or similar device l 

rms from the instrumf'nt to the ear, If 
.'· ich is the fact. 

IJ 1 No seller shall represent;, through 
t ·;e use of words or expresalons such as 
• w button," "no ear button," "no but
t.uns ,,r rectlfvern ln either ear," or other 
w1.rd,, or e1q1ressiow1 of similar Import, 

NOTICES 

that a hearing aid can be worn without 
any button or other receiver in the ear, 
unless such representation is true and 
unless it is clearly and conspicuously 
disclosed that an ear mold or plastic tip 
is inserted in the ear, if such is the fact. 

1m) No seller shall represent that any 
hearing aid can eliminate unwanted 
noise; Provided. however, That it shall 
not be a violation of ~ 440.91 ml to rep
resent accurately the ability of a hearing 
aid with a telephone option to attenuate 
acoustical background signals. if such 
is the fact. 

(Ii 1 No seller shall represent ~.hat any 
hearing aid can operate without batter
ies, unless the powtr sourre for ~uch a 
hearing- aid can be recharged from a 
household electric outlet. 

§ ·UO. IO Ad•·erti~in"'. upre•entations that 
mu~I be qualified. 

No seller shall prepare, approve, fund, 
disseminate or cause the dissemination 
of any advertisement: 

(al Which makes any general rir spe
cific representation that a heanng aid 
will or ha~ the capacity t.o affect hearing 
capability or hearing quality, m1lef5s it is 
clearly and conspicuously diRclosed that 
many persons with a hearing- loss wi!l not 
receive any signiftrant benefit from any 
hearing aid; Provided, however, That 
nothing herein shall prohibit a truthful 
rPpresentation that hearing aids can 
help many person.~. with a hearing loss. 

\bl Which makes any representation 
that a hearing aid will Pnablt' a person 
with a hearing !o.-;s t-0 distinguish or un
derdand speech sounds in n0t;y situa
tions, unleRs. in addition to the disclosure 
required by~ 440.IOtai, it is clearly ancl. 
conspicuously disclosed that mauy per
sons with a hearing loss will not be able 
to consistently distinguish and under
stand speech sounds in noisy situations 
by using any hearing aid. 

<cJ Which makes any representation 
that a hearing aid will enable a person 
with a heariag loss to distingui.'h or un
de?'i'' •.;nd speech sounds in group [·.itua
tht:;.~ unless, in addition to the disclosure 
requu~d by§ 440.10ia 1 • it is clearly and 
conspicuously disclofed that ma.ny per
sons with a hearing loss v.ill not be able 
to consistentiy distinb'lJish and u1>der
stand speech sounds in i;roup situatwns 
by using any hearing aid. 

ldl Which makes ,my representation 
that the use of two hearing aids, one in 
each ear. will be beneficial to persons 
with a hearing loss in both earb, unless, 
In addition to the disclos11re required by 
§ 440.10 1a1, 1t is clearly and conspicu
ously disclosed that many persons with 
a hearing Joss in both ears will not re
ceive greater benefits from the use of 
two hfaring aids, one in each ear, than 
from the use of one hearing aid. 

§ t1-0. I J Rt>quirt-d di,C'lo~urf'~ ronr..rn
ing 1..1.,phonf' option•. 

la. l Nr1 <>eller shall prepare, approve, 
fund or disseminate any advertisement 
which r<JtH-esents that a hearing a.Id has 
a telephone option, lUllrss It 111 clearly 
and corn;plcuously dh;closed I.hat th" 
telephone option will not work on all 
tel<"phonr~~. 

<Iii Before a buyer assumes any fma.n~ 
cial obligation with respect to a hearing 
aid which has a telephone option. a seller 
shall clearly and conspicuously di,;close 
the limltations of the telephone option 
orally to the buyer. Such disclosure shall 
include the following information: 

<1) A statement that the telephone op
tion will not work on all telephones; and 

12J A statement which iT1dicates 
whether or not the telephone option will 
work on the telephones in the seller·s 
trade area. If the telephone option will 
work on some, but not all, of the tele
phone;, in the 1<e!ler's trade area, a state
ment indicating the types of telephones 
on which it will y;ork shall be included in 
this disclosure: and 

(31 A statement which indicates 
whether or not the approximate per
centage of telephones in the seller's trade 
area on which t!1e Lf'lephone option will 
work is inrreasing, decreasing. or re
maining about the same 

§ 110.12 N('ct·~san •kp, to insure c·om
plian('e with 1Jd, 1'<1rt. 

Every seller shall take such steps as 
are necessary to r<-a.5oria bly insure full 
compliance with the ;m)\>isions of this 
Part by its employees. agents, salesper
s0ns, and 'or representatives. At a mini
mum. such steps shall melude: 

'a: Furnishing each ernµloyee. agenL. 
salesperson andior repre.-,entative with 
a copy of the Rule in this Part, either at 
the time of its promuiR'.l.tion or !lot the 
time their emploympn 1 j,, commenced; 
and 

tb l Obtaining from e:l~:i employee, 
agent. salesperson and O" representative 
a signed and dated rece11,t for the copy 
of the Rule in tlm Part provided in ac
cordance \\ith § 440.121a1: such receipt 
to state that the recipient is aware that 
the seller is required w and will take ap
propriate disuplinary action for viola
tions of this Part. which shall, in the 
event of willful violati,ms or repeated vi. 
olatlons. consist of the imposition of a 
fine, suspension, ~r d;.m1issal of the em
ployee, agent. saJe5person and/or repre
sentative involved: and 

I c) Establish and maintain a dis.. 
riplinary system which will Include, in 
the event of v.illful l'iolations or i·epeat1'd 
violations, the imposition of a fine. sus
pen$ion or dismissal of the employep, 
agent, salesperson and or representative •involved. 

§ .i,io.11 n ... ·ord mai111n1anrf' lllHl rt•h·n
tion. 

-"' seller shall maintain tvTlirate 11.nd 
adequate record.« which mav be iil
spected by Commis~ion staff· members • 
upon reasonable notice and which per
tain to the acti\ ities list<'d below. Such 
records shall be retamed !or a period of 
no les..~ than l.hrel' :;ear;.;. Iu the ca.:;e of 
records covered by ~ 440. t '.l ·it•. the thn'I' 
year period sh<t!l co:nmc>iwc ea.ch time a 
reprnsentation suppm t.P1i bv such rN·
ords i.~ ma<lt'. · 

ll\• All ht'll.r1w! ii.id ~l\lf':< Document:> 
wlud1 mu.'>t bl' tnaint.Hmrd aod rt>tnl11ed 
lnrlmle bm :,,rl' !Jqt Jm1!t""I to. 

1 l • Copl('.;, •Jf 1ill c:rntrart.:; nf rmlt>· ;.nd 
1 ~.! · ('t)piP•\ ·~f aH ·Nutt1·c·;; nf BHYt'l 's 
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NOTICES 

Rlgbt to Cancel" provided to buyers in 
a cordrulce with i 440.4<b>: and 

t3) Copies ot all cancellation notices 
oJ: an:v k!nd received trom buyers ex
ei~tmng the rtght to cancel: and 

(b) All hearing aid leases or rentals. 
D.cuments which shall be maintained 
sued retained tnclude but a.re not limited 
to copies of all contracts or forms pro
vided in accordance with § 440.5; and 

:c) AU home sales visits. The prior ex
prus written approval required for ea.ch 
heme sales visit by § 440.7ib) shall be 
nudntained and retained; and 

''d~ SubstantiaUon of representations. 
oo.cw:nents which mu.st be maintained 
ru1d retained Include but are not Hmited 
to all evidence required by U 440.9 (e) 
through fg) : and 

•c) A.II steps taken in accordance vdth 
the requirements of § 440.12. 
~ 44-G.14 El'ect on prior Federal Trade 
·· Cam.U.kt11 actions and - State laws 

•H erdlnanc~ of State politkal 1111t

ili"iaions. 
(a} Sellers 1n compliance with UUs 

Pa.rt are exempt from the pro\ision& of 
the Pedenl Trade C'ommissl.on Trade 
~ Rule Conceminl' a Coolintr· 
Ofl Period tor Door-to-Door Sales, 11 
(."'Tl\ Part ut. 

tb> Thia Part shall not be construed to 
supersede the Trade Pract.lce Rules for 
·the Hearing Aid Industr.l', promulp.ted 
Jul7 20, 1985, b1 the~ TradeCom
.mlaslon (16 CPR Part 214) except tn the 
.folknring lmtanees: 

<Jl section 440.'Hc) of this Part super
,.>edes Rl2le a Ca) and <b) 11214.14 ca> 
.~ {b)). 

f2) lll!Ct.fon ·HOJHb> of thi'i Parl super
~ Rule lO<a> <I 214.10(&)). 

'3> lleCtk>ll 440.8'd> of th1s Part super
,;edea Rule l(al (f 214.l(a)). 

(U 80Ct.lon 440.9(h) of tbis Part super
;::ecles Rule Ile~ O 214.«He». 

(I) aeetiOll HC>.£. ·) of this Part super
;~ Rule 'Ha.> > ,;H.'Jta) >. 

(8> sect.ion 440.9' It) of Ulis Part wper
:1edes Rule 'l(b) (f 214.7(b) '. 

n> seection 440.tm oft.his Part super
;edes Rule 7(C) (f 214.'1(c)). 

Cc> "nlta Part shall not be construed to 
'~ any of the provisions of any 
011f8CandSnC l"ederal Trade Commiliskm 
!~ and Desist Orders. The method for 
:rCllClhSDc any inconsistencies between 
·,hlg Part and such Cease and De9lat 
Orden abal'l be by a pet.ttlon to amend 
the provSstom of such Orders. 

<d1 B7 ta.ting actioo 1n thJa area. t.be 
Federal Trade Comm1Mlon does not ID.
tmd to preempt aw:Uon 1n the u.me area. 
'IJblch ill not ~t with tbia Pvt. 
h7 any st.ate, municlpal. or otheJ' IGC&J 
KOll'~t.. Thia Put doe& not annw 
~·r cUminlollh IUl7 ric:bts or remec11ee pro
,iidfld \<> oomumen by &nJ State l&w, 
unmldpal ordirui.nee, or other local rer
illa~. kulofar u ~ ri&bt.& or ~ 
(UM ue equal to oir grw.t.fl' t.nan &.MM 
ilf'0\11ded b7 U1l.s Part. ln Mdltlon, tlllll 
Part doe.I Mt Nptnede thQiM ~ 

!il lUl.1 State law, mUlkipa.J ordinance, or 
other local reeut11.tron whkh impose ob
Hgations or :UabWttes upon sellers. when 
sellers llNbJect to this Part are not 1n 
Ctlmpliance therewith. Th.I:. Part does mi
perl!ede those proTisloru of any State 
law, mtmtcJptJ ordinance, or other local 
regul.a.t1on which are inconsistent with 
this Part to the extent that those pro
v!,:;ions do not provide a buyer with r:!ght.s 
~·hlch are equal to or greater than those 
rights granted a buyer by ~ Part. This 
Part; also supersedes those provislon.s of 
any State law, municipal ordlnnnce, or 
other local regulation requiring that n. 
buyer be notitted of a right which 1s the 
same as a right provided by this Part but 
requlrtng that a buyer be given not.ice 
of Ul.U! righ& 1n a language, !orm, or 
manner which is dln'erent in any way 
from that required by this Part. ID t..Mse 
in.stances where any State law, munici
pal ordinance, or other local regulati.on 
cocta.tm pl'O'f1s1ons, some but not all of 
which a.re partlally or complet.eiy super
M!ded by this Part, the prortsions or por
tions of thoe;e provisions which have not 
been mperseded retain their full force 
and effect.. 

(e) This Part is not Intended t-0 super
sede any State hiw, municipal ordinance, 
or other local regulation which more 
strictly limits the terminology by whk:h 
hearin&: aid sellers may legally refer to 
themselves. 

BTATJ:llSMT or Rl:ASOX FOii THlt 

PllOPOllG Rm.IC 


It is the Commission's PW1l<l6e, in ~
inl thia statement, to set forth it& reason 
for proposing Ulls Trade Reaul&Um& Rule 
with 11umc1ent parllc:uJartQ' to a11a11 lli
fonnect commenL Por U:le pgrpoee of 
assiaun1 persoug Interested Jn conm>mt.. 
ing w t.be ~Rule, aa wdl a.a U.. 
Commias1oll'.s dell~.ratlom on the Pro
posed Rule, the Commbildon invites 111
terested pm;ong to diRCt t.b.dr attention 
t.o t.t.e list of questlooa Uur.t follow Ull& 
Statr.ment In the section under~ head
in{ of "lnvitat.ion ta Cclmment Oil the 
Propo;:ed Rule." It should be emphasized 
tbat Ulla Il!Uni of questtom ii solely in
tended to tocua dlscUMlon on areu of lm
POrtance ta the Commt.sslon's decision 
and la not to be construed u a. limitation 
upon the .scope. form, or content of per
m!sgfble comm.en\ by interested pa.rt.la.. 
Nor lbol.lld these questions be l.nterpre&ed 
aa deafcJlt.Una" ~uted ltlsuea ot 11pec.lftc 
fact. &M:h deailn&Uoo& shall be made 1;i7 
the Comm.laafoo. or lts d.ulJ auU:lorilled 
preald.lng oftlclal JJUrS\Wlt to the Com
ml&sJon'a procedures and rules o! prac~ 
Uce. 

The Commls.s1on has reuon t.o believe 
t.ba.t m&117 consume;-a ~ hn.rtn1 alda 
tnm which \bey do not. receive any sfee 
n.11kant. tienetl\ or any 811nlfk:ant addi
tional bene.t'll U Uley are c\U'ftllt hta.rinc 
aid useni bu:rlne ~ eer.ond bear1rig aid or 
a. "bet.kr"' ha.rua, akl. The commlsdo!1 
hM rflUOD to IMlk'Yc tha' V>en are •1~ 
l"ral, eometima lnl.ettele.t.ed, rea,..:,otll! for 

th!.'!. With perhapt; two exeepUom,' the 
Comml.s51on has rra.son to beUeve that 
prospective hearing aid buyera wm not 
be able to determlne whether th4'7 wm 
in fact obtain a signiftcant benef!t (or a. 
signiflcant additkmal benefit} from the 
selected hearing aid without bemc able 
to wear that a!d ln a representative vari 
ety of actual use situations. The Commis
sion also has reason to believe that many 
prospective hearing aid buyers will not be 
able t-0 determine the relative importance 
to them of tire ad\·.:ntages and limita
tions of a hearing aid. or the nature o! 
the experience of lreailng a hffi,ring aid, 
without the opportunity of wearing an 
aid u1 a reprettntat.tve va.rlety ot actual 
use sU.uaUoos. But 1t appear11 I.hat many 
prm.pecth:e h~rtnr ald buyers are not 
given the opportunity t-0 wear the se
lected hearlng aid !n a representati"lre 
variety of actual use ~!tuation.' prior to 
the purchase of t..'1.e select~d aid. In addi
tion, the C'<lmmlss.ion has reason to be
lieve that hearin,r aid coDBUmers are 
often l>&rlfcuhuiy subject to and the vi<"
t1m of a wide Tar1ety of selling abuses. 
Thus the Inherent nature of llem1ng }O!-;S 
and hearing aid!!, and the iiemng abuses 
to w.hJch many hearing aid buyers are 
subjected, appear to r~uu In m&ny con
sumers pu?T~ hea.rtng ak!s !rom 
which t.llfJ1' rettive no signitiamt tx-nent 
<or signiftcant addit1onal benflitL 

The "buyer's right t.o ca.net! .. set forth 
primarlly In 1440.4 o! the ProP-O:oed Rule, 
is designed to protect. c.:msumt'!'~ from 
this result. 

The Commisdon hM rea..~on t.o believe 
that many hearinc a.id btzyer!' ruA.ke the!.!" 
Puchut'S in their horries or places o! 
business a& the rorw:lus$on of a sales 
1111' tbd they we~ n.:.t upectln~. There 
a.re various way1J 1n ""hkh "lf'ads" to 
potenUal ~are t>bt.airle1. 'Tt:e Com
mfss1on Is aware ol the e.rgument that 
such "lead" sollcltatum activities are nt'f~ 
eSSIU']J bec&u!le many c! th0<9e 11>ho nttd 
help will DOl infU&~ the necessary con 
tact.s on tbdr ()"YD. Unfafrnesa to rtm
sumen may eut!3' l'ffult from ala pres
enW.&lona of wbieh consumers lave had 
no warnlr.I&' and for which they an fre
quentJy unprepe,red. In the pa,st. the 
Commmton haa dealt with. fhl~ matter 
by requirfnl' edvertisemen~ dMi~~d to 
soltclt "'leadls" to disclose that. a. 15<\~~
person may ean on those who r-e~nd 
tor the p\ll'P()f;e or semnr a hf'tlrlng air! , 
In All eaon to protect c01vumers 11.ll.d 
at. the l!lall\lt time permit ind1.1115t.r:• m~m 
ben; to seek out a.nd work: \1.1!.h i..ll•.>.'>€ v;!Jo 

• Wben a pro!eMlon&I l'lrprrt. 11:·!1<' !' flrnm· 
elllll:r IDlkJMl!Mlen• Cf any sdler I l!tth1>r & 

pl\~ or aa &ud~tl ~r1\rior- M'n'
1.- Wllokb., la UM Hper\'m pl"Of-flollal cp;ll•• 
w.. &ft.-.--.~ ctet .. nwne wn1~11 pa~nto. 
wm m fMC\ ~ ... • l!Slnil'l.f.a.n• &>end& {or 
~lgrutl~n$ ~ be»efttl trom & &pttlll.c 
hev!.ng tJd, L!lil whini • ~lld (II' 9«>ro out 
li~Jll' aw ""' bt>lnr r .. plar..(j bl' ~n ~~!'ll•~l'l 
h'&r!Dg ~ 

•M•tbfor Jik.6rl11fl Aid Ol~tdbu~. ?'ill 1" T ('. 
'll'IO, '142 I JrtJ l .......S 111""1nlo,ln m.~ R*""rlnJ 
r~e!'•ltt. It1'(', n 1' ,. c .-o 11$.f/$ l\t"rol. 
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:i ' ii~cd help but will not initiate the 
(-~ ,ary contacts, the Commission pro

«'f. to utilize the remedy set forth in 
- W. 7lb1 <express written consent prior 

""!es visits to tile home or ;>lace of 
'J '\Less o! a potential buyer) instead 

th<~ ":salesman may call" remedy uti-
L ·d :n the past. 

n tddiUon to pro·;-iding for a "buyer's 
nt to cancel" and requiring that ex
·~s written consent be obtained prior 
.u:J sales \'isit to the home or place of 

b•, ;ir:ess of the ;Jotential buyer, the Pro.: 
pu -eC: Rule contains variou;; rule provi
s · as of a more traditional nature. These 
)!l JVi.·;ion3 proscribe various practices 
al'. J prescribe »arious disclosures. in 
.:ir ler to insure that consumers have ac

e; «lt<~ and adequate information and in 
.1r .ter to eliminate deception in the hear
in . aid industry. 

r'he Commission has determined that 
it nas reason to beiieve the above state
'k'nts on the basis of information com
p1:t'd by the Commission's staff during 

extensi'.·e investigation of the hearing 
tu.; ii~dustry In the course of this investi 
~::e 'ion the Comr.1ission's staff has re
cc.ved documentary evidence of these 
practices from and has cor.dm:ted inte:r
q>'·ws with consumer representatives of 
various organizations, consumer interest 
groups. members and represf'ntatives 
frum the hearing aid industry, physicians 
specializing in diseases of the ear, audi
obgists, representatives ot organizations 
of hearing health professionals, and offi
chls and staff members of Federal, State 
arid local government agencies. The Com
mission has not adopted any findings or 
c<.mclusions of the Commission's statf. All 
findings in this proceeding shall be based 
solely on matter in the rulemaking 
rr<:ord. 

Furthermore. the Commission has for 
s' me years undertaken extensive adjudi
c:rtive efforts in the hearing aid industry. 
Tlie Commisshr~, having reason to be
h ·ve that adjudi<. tion is inadequate to 
d·~al with the cor· , ;,n :·r i;rotection prob
li ms which the Commission has reason 
t» believe exist '.n the hearing aid indus
t:y, underta<ces this proposed rule
n:aking proceeding for the purposes of 
c urying out the provisions of section 5 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act by 
defining ~1th specificity certain acts or 
practices which It has reason to believe 
are unfair or deceptive. 

1SVITATION To PROPOSE ISSUES OF SPECIPIC 
FACT J'OR CONSIDERATION IN PUBLIC 
HEARINGS 

All interested persons are hereby given 
riotice of opportunity to propose any dis
puted Issues of 11peclfic fact, in contrast 
t'; legislative fa.et. which are material and 
necessary to resolve. The Commission, or 
jr,s duly authorized presiding official, 
t hall, after reviewing submiss.tons here
imder, identify any 11uch issues In a No
t ice which wUl be publtshed In the FEn
>:RAL R1tcm;T1.11. Such l,s..,ues shall be con
' ldered tn accordance with secticm 181c) 
·if the Federal Trade Comml!!.!llon Act M 
m1~nded by Pubhc r.aw 93...fl:J7, and rules 
1rr1rnul'Cated thereunder. Proposals shall 
Je F,.1;cept.ed until not, later t.han Au~ 

NOTICES 

gust 25, 1975, by the Special Assistant 
Director for Rulemaking, Federal Trade 
commission. Washington, D.C. 20580. A 
proposal should be identified as a "Pro
posal Identifying Issues of Speciftc 
Fact-The Hearing Aid Industry," and 
when feasible and not burdensome, sub
mitted in five (5) copies. The times and 
plJ.ces of public hearings will be set forth 
in a later Notice which will be published 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

INVITATION TO COMMEriT ON THE 

PROPOSED RULE 


All interested persons itre hereby 
notified that they may also submit to the 
Special Assistant Director for Rulemak
ing. Federal Trade Commission, Wash
ington, D.C. 20580, data, views or argu
ments on any Issue of fact, law or policy 
which may have some bearing upon the 
proposed rule. Written comments, other 
than proposal<; identifying issues of spe
cific fact, will be accepted until ten ( 10) 
days before commencement of public 
hearings, but at least until August 25, 
1975. To assure prompt consideration of 
a comment. it should be identified as a 
"Hearing Aid Industry Comment," a'{ld, 
when feasible and not burdensome, sub
mitted in five 15 • copies. 

The data, views, arguments and com
ments received concerning the Proposed 
Rule and any issues related thereto, to
gether with the transcript of hearings, 
will be available for examination during 
regular business hours in the Commis
sion's Division of Legal and Public Rec
ords. Room 130. Federal Trade Commis
sion, Washington. D.C. All such data, 
views, argwnents and comments will be 
considered by the Commission before 
final action is taken in this matter. 

Comments are invited with respect to 
any aspect or thi:;; proposed rulemaklng. 
Whenever possible, comments should be 
directed at and should refer to specific 
sections of the Proposed Rule or to issues 
related thereto. The Commis:;ion invites 
comment particularly with respect to the 
following; 

(a! Do many consumers buy hearing 
aids f1·om which they receive no signifi 
cant benefit (or no significant additional 
benefit if they are current hearing aid 
users buying a second hearing aid or a 
"better" hearing aid! ? Are you person
ally aware of any such situations? If ao, 
please describe them in detail. 

(b> Is it necessary for a prospective 
hearing aid buyer to wear the selected 
hearing aid in a representative variety of 
actual use situations before it can be 
determined whether a significant benefit 
ror a signltlcant additional benefitl will 
in fact be received 'l 

lcl Can a prospective hearing atd 
buyer determine the relative Importance 
to him or the advantages and Umltations 
of a hearing ald without wearing the 
selected hearing aid in a representative 
variety of actual use situations? 

<dl Can a prospective hearill&' aid 
buyer determlne the nature of the ex
;ierience of wearing a hearing ald with~ 
out werJrlng the 11elected hearing aid ln 
a representative variety of actual use 
.5l•qatlons? 

(e) Are many hearing aid buyers the 

victims of selling abuses? Vlhat selling 

abuses'.' Are you personally aware of any 

hearing aid selling abuses? Will the 

"buyer's right to cancel" provided by 

§ 440.4 of the Proposed Rule protect con

sumers from selling abuses? How? Is 

there any other consumer protection 

remedy that will protect consumers from 

selling abuses as well as the "buyer's 

right to cancel"? 


(fl Should the Proposed Rule exempt 
sellers from the requirements of § 440.4 
when a hearing aid is sold pursuant to a 
written r 'l<:cmmendation of a specific 
hearing aid. by serial number or by 
model, made by a physician or an audiol
ogist .who is financi&lly independent ..from the seller, as it does in § 440.4 
(i)(l)? 

(gl Should the ProPoSed Rule exemµt 
sellers from the :requirements of § 440.4 
when a hearing aid is sold to replace a 
damaged or worn out hearing aid when 
the hearing aid being sold is identical to 
the hearing aid it is replacing, as it does 
in§ 440.4\i i • 2}? 

\h• Is it reasonable to expe<:t that 
physicians and audiologists who rerom
meoo the purchase or specific hearing 
aids, by serial number or by model. will 
look out for the best interests of their 
patients aoo protect them frnm sales 
abuses, as long as such ·•hysicians and 
audiologists are financially independent 
from the sellers to whom they refer their 
patients? 

m Do the hearing aid seller licensure 
laws which have been enacted in various 
States adequately protect conswners 
from sales abuses. so that the protection 
provided by the Proposed Rule is not 
really needed? 

(jl Is the "Notice of Buyer's Right to 
Cancel" required by § 440.41b1 clear and 
adequate? 

(kl Is 30. calendar days from receipt 
an appropriate period at time in which 
to expect the buyer to decide whether 
to cancel? 

m Is it necessary for § 440.41g1 fll of 
the Proposed Rule to set maximum limits 
on the "cancellation charges" that the 
seller will be permitted to retain upon 
cancellation? 

(m) Are the '·cancellation charges·• 
permitted by ~ 440.4(g) Ul too high for 
consumers? 

<n> Are the "cancellation charges'' 
permitted by § 440.4(gl <l> high enough • 
to elfectively discourage buyers from 
canceling unless they receive no sig
nU'kant beneflt from the selected hear
ing aid? (Qr no significant additional 
benefit over their old hearing aid if a ..second hearlng aid or a "better" hearing 
aid is being purchased?! Are they high 
enough to Insure that the buyer will 
make a good faith effort to adjust to 
and benefit, from the selected hearing 
aid? 

(o) Are the "cancellation charges" 
permitted by ~ 440.4(gl (l) too low for 
sellers? 

(pJ Should § 440.4(g) 1 I l lil be 
changed to permit only one 30 day rental 
"cancellation charge" bas~ on the pur
chase price of only one hearing aid, even 
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if two hearing aids Cone for each ear> 
are being cancelled, in order to di.s
cimrage the sale of two hearing aids <one 
fot each ear) when only one <or even 
n;me) is appropriate? 

(q) Should § 440.4<g> <Um ut.ill7.e 
either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 as 
the formula fer computing the maximum 
\Jflnnissible 30 day rental "cancellation 
charge"? Or should § 440.4(gl (1) !il 
udlize a different formula? For example, 
sllould the formula be 10 percent of the 
purchase price ~excluding any ·•caneella
tion charges" for any custom ear mold 
or batteriesi? Or should it be $30, ad
justed annually in accordance with the 
Consumer Price Index? 

tn What are the uses of hearing aids 
returned by buyers who exercise their 
right to cancel? 

<sJ Should ~ 440 4 q;p 111 be amended 
to permit the seller to retain a ..can
cellation charge" in the amow1t of his 
actual out-of-pocket cost of having 
wiring embedded in the frames of eye
glasses for t!1e purpose of condu<: ting a 
signal bet·11·een the t.emples in CROS, 
BICROS and similar types of hearing 
aids? What safeguards would be needed 
tu discourage the unnecessary sale of 
such wiring in eyeglass frames? 

1t1 Should the '"buyer's nght to can
cel" provided by § 440.4 of the Proposed 
Rule supersede the FTC"s Doer-to-Door 
Sales Rule, In effect since June 7. 1974, 
which provides buyers with the right to 
cancel a door-to-door sale of a heartnc 
aid (or any other product! selling for 
$25.00 or more any time up to midni&ht. 
of the third business day after the sale 
and receive a refund of all of the pur
chase price? 

(u) Should the definitlOn of "used 
hearing aid" ia § 440.2fJI be amended 
to allow hearing aid.~ returned by buyers 
exerch;i,111 their rights to caueel under 
this Part to t,,, r: ~oid as new it they 
are reconditbn•:,, l>; tht5 manufacturer 
and provided witn a "new hearing aid"" 
guarantee? What safeguards would be 
needed to insure honest compliance •Ith 
the limits of such an exception in the 
usual meaning of "used"? 

<v> ls the limit on any lease or rent.al 
charges for a trial period of no great.er 
than 30 days t provided by § 440.5 • nee

essary in order to protect consumers who 
might otherwise pay more for a 30-day 
rental of a hearing aid than they would 
have forfeited as "cancellation charges" 
if they had purchased instead of rented? 

(W) Is § 440.7\bi 's requirement that 
prior express written consent be obta.lned 
prior to sales visits to the home or place 
of business of a Potential buyer neees
sary in order to protect consumers" Does*440.?1 bl remo\•e the need for any "lead 
solicitation" to disclose th;H those who 
resoond may be \"isite<l by a salesperson 
for the purpose of selling a hearmg aid? 

~ x • Is it necessary in order to protect 
consumers for sellers to be required to 
disclose that they are sellers whene,·er 
they make any representat10n~ to the 
public? 

<v• H4-l0.8•b>.4t08·c• and4408•e• 
limit or prohibit the use o! cen~iin terms 
bv sellers. Are these limmH:ons and pr!)
hibitmns a;>propriate" Are there other 
terms •·h<>Se use b:; sellers~:-..•::i.ld tit' hm
ited or prohibited? 

. z In orde!" to prt:k"'-''. conis~m.tr>' 
should ~ HO.lO·a• 1t.-qmu• :.Ill heanng 
at:h·ertt...ement.« makmg pei formaoce 
claims to da,:;dose th.it man)' per.•.c1r~5 
with a he".tnng loss '< .:·. ..mtentuu hear
mg aid bu.n!'rs • vdll n<>t rt"l:'t'I\"!.' any s.tg 
n1ficaut bet~f'tit :'.nnn any 1«•arn1g auP 
ShouM ~ 4t0 lO• .1 · !)It' •Hllf'Wle::i to pru
h1tnt any r~re-~erHatlon t!'l;.1' hearm" 
aids c;"n ht>lp ma.>t ,;f :tin.,...• "!:o have a 
heanng problem ' 

•aa• Should ~ ·UQ hi ·u ml •{'• be 
rhanged to require •~tw adv{'rt:~.em..-nt 
'lli·hich makes ~Y ~p: ,,.,.111 a.ti»n that a 
heanng au! "1'\J enab!~ a J)C'1scn "lth a 
heanng loss to undl!'rst..nd .:-wwen.atron 
better m nolS) •or IU''.mf" situauoua to 
dlSClose that man~ of UlQ5t' 'i\'hO can 
benefit from thf' ~ 0t a h.eantll( 1ud ~m 
sbll ha1;e dd!ku!ty undt,rstamhng con
\'t'rs&tion m nolSY •or group ~ituattona' 

•a!:> 1 Should the Ru.le be ;amroded to 
prtn-ide trun it woUld be an unfa!r act 
or pract1ee for a hearm: 111.1.:t ~lier to 
fail to mfonn a ;;ioter.tUtl bUH•r uf \hf> 
t-:.:.-tell{"c :utd rm,. ot the ptss1e1an ear 
sp0:.,::1~1l:,t and t.lie aUd:oloiiist poor to 
enkrmg int..> purchase neaottatiow" U 
so. v.·hat should such a dts{"lQsun: say? 
To help focw commeut on tt.i" rnatter 
the followmg draft rule f'!;)\'IS\vn ha." 
been den~loped 

A seller must make a clear and consplcu~ 
ous discl06ure of the precise statement. eel 
forth tn paragraph ( l \ below 1n the manner 
Sl't forth in puagra.pbs Oil and \3) below. 

(U ~You mould know thaL there are phy
sicians apec1al1Zlng 1n diseases of the ear and 
audiologists who can provide valuable aastst 
ance tn determining whet.her you can benefit 
!rom a hearmg aid." 

121 TI1e disclosur.- must be made clearly 
and rolL"Pi.:uously ;n each 11d>ertisernent 
,.;oiich :s dire·c·t.ed ~-,. c'lu1sun1~rs and in ~ ;_h." 
•trnttet: cv:~ra f'oc a ~ate~ ,-istt required b)" 
i 440.7~ !] l 

l 31 The d:~"h.1'::!.'Jre rnusl he n'a.df" prior tu 
t.be- c0-mtneuetni:en.t ,-.: l:°ilct" ... to.. face pur.~h.a..'e 
u~t.aa.tions., a·t,et.he:t" or nut it has alre-.d~~ 
been mil1:1f'o to the p;c't1f·u1ar pottt'nUal Unyer 
m•oh~d t.hrvugh uu• ms.nner ~t fonn in 
Pa.~r-apta { l i atih.t"."t

! 4 t T~P dt~"lO?l!';,£\·e ta·'t"d. not tw- nuvle 111 
!.~tuaUQD..S a.i -..-hH'."h Stat~ law rt"quires th"" 
liiii'r;t.i::-en atH.h<>riz.a:KMl n-! b<'lth a phr$:1cia:1 
~i:.t.lu~n~ :..n p!\1o~lt"t'n..i of th• ear and 1t.a 
.iL~,,<hoi?-.;1~~ ~:ore'"' h~an.n.; lii.ld. m.as· be' .,.,l1.:t 

{;i· n-.e d:i.~li.'IS"t.~::e ;.:~-ed. nr:t rnnt-atu th~ 
r~tt"'rence :_,,) ' p.h).-i:z.:Tu1 sp1:"·"-·:i:!!L·"~ng tn di~~ 
e-~~ :ne t-1'.r ir: ,,::._lancra; 1n 'tll·tnc-h St~t ... 
l1'"'-K tf"~~Lr-e.i U1~ -.-~~~~-t""~ sJ:!1J)r~.·auon ~t' a 
p.L.\'"~,·.A-rt .t.~-ta..b..z~::;: u~ tt .. it":\.:-f"' \>f tbe ear 
~·!-~ & h~anr.$ .ud :n,ty !.,_. 54...."ld 

dl Tat"- d;:-.:~~t.ttP nrf"d t:~x~ >t.....,l!t'l.tn the 
~!e??n..:~ k) •n au(;.,~"l!'?i'i't ..!\ s.~··"1.a.tUl.n"' 111 
.-ni:·h. S.~ :t:t"" :ii .a; T?-q;~~1-i"'-:;. th.- wr.<.: ·,,..n ai1th~)r 
~&:io.t~ ~fff .&U ll'J:d.;·J..."~",li-~~"'-·t bf'-! •l'<":' .l. lH'"ATH18, iilH1 
n:sa:i. be ~».~ld. 

·i: Ir. U1.f" ""'~;-\" ~t~a~ '.t>;~ F.r111,.'fil -1nd Df'tt-~ 
Ar.1t1J.~n .. :--~:·?l\;1j,~1 N>--'..f·•~ri:·.~ a la.t>ei d\~(·kt&urt~ 
K.,~r:>aui thf' adt.·~~ 1;h1qt~· .i;.,.t o>narulnl( i 

~u:,..,: arMJ .,:_ir .A:.u:lto~u~.ti'...U '''1')USlflon 
pn,,>r :s:j 1~ p·-:.l'~:J--.lt">(· nf a htioaP; .. atd, he>Ar 
u;.p ·-~:; ":Pr f,,f~d "J..,,. -;.Jw-- f't:-derai :'.:.l-d.f" Cont 
mb""~ot. -;.... ~ ~t-f"~::t1;•·.t: 'll>"!"tt-~h"r t'.:•rf dl..:.·!n..,,,~-;~ 
~t f':)f·~h H'\ }.Hit'~~T~..,,,~ ~ < l 1 &"J \\f'! -t:.h.i)U!.j l,, 

5-;J:?ff......Ut'd 7P- ''~fC~1 ~JJ f;ll3Pi di~ ~~lt,::;,Urei. 

•~c' What ~~JnMmc effects can Uw 
Ptop;:)!>f'd Ru•<- bo-' •'1t.pertiot! ta have ''II 
~all l:w..""':1'°""' ;i:-:d ciw;.•uml"rs" 

•ad Bev. pre\al~nt are the acts or 
PKlt.C'.tK'f'> ~t forth m 1ne StAtement o! 
Rea.son for tt.e Rwe and "hat is i I; f 
manner and C'<'\n:nt. in v.·ni<:h such :J.<'h 
or vncti.:.e~ ma~. or m.ay not be 11nfau ·•r 
deeeptit-e 'I 

IMued: J1.ml' 24. •ns. 
By dirt'~Hon of the Commts.:Jon. 

f SFU J C ff ~ilLU A. TOlllN' 
S<!CTetary, 

!PR Doc 75·!6'.371 f'•l""1 '.Ht3-75:8·f5 am I 

( 28'7) 
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APPENDIX II 


FINAL NOTICE 




FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D. C 20580 


('l~he r'"lolto~.·;i~r- hfis· tr: ....1 rPf~inteC =-~~o~ t~lf' 
Federal Replster of Decir;-11::,F-r :::1

, 1~~5 - 40 F. F. 59..,4f'i 

fED£RAL TRADE COMMISSklN 

[ !'.l Cf'R Part 440] 


HEARING MO INDUSTRY 

FINI Notice llepl'd*ns ~Tradtt 
~.. 


On June 24, 1975. the C~Mton 
publilhed m tbt h:r.na.t. R!mlftn '40 
FR 2fiolfl an Inltla.l Notl~ of a pro· 
~ trade ~tion rult fer Ule bearms aid industry punwmt U> the ~n.I 
Trade Comm~ Ad u ~ :s 
U.8.C. 41,elMQ.\he~of Part I, 
8ubpa.rt B of the Comm~\' Pro· 
cedures and Rutea. ol PRC'Uce. 11 CPR 
u. ei seq. and I m of &:~ II. 
Cha.pte 5. Title i of &be tl.S Code (.t\d
mini.->tnltive Prot«ture t , 

Now, punua:nl to the same au:tbotiU 
and l'llOft speeiftcaDy to the aut.hortty of 
I U2 of the Com:u.da.km'.s P!'OiCedurea 
and :aw. of Pnctke. tlw um:!~ 
duly appointed ~~f~ Ults 
~ beftb)' gtns f'Ulal .NcUce of 
propoeed ~king. ~ bJ 
menace the contents of the Initial No
Uce described abai'e. tncludm& ~pro
Potled rule contained therein. 

http:8ubpa.rt


PROPOSED RULES 59747 

W.·itten Comments. All ln;;erested per
' ns are hereby notified that they may 
1 '·on 1it written data. views or arguments 

any issue of fact, law, poltcy or dts
' etfon which may have some bearing 
1, 'Or:. the proposed rule. Such comments 
11 ou:d be addressed to a. Ma.rtl.n Shep

·re, Presiding Orecer, Federal Trade 
(' mmission. Washington, D.C. 2M80 no 
LI ~er than Febru:uy 27, 1976. To a.ssure 
E'• on.pt consideration corrunents should 
tlf identified as "HEARING AID INDUS
T~Y COMMENT" and submitted, 1f at 
aL P:JSSible, In five copies. 

Public hearing dates and place1J. No
tke ls also given that public heartngs on 
the proposed rule will be held at the loca
tkms set forth below commencing on the 
dates and times specified at each loca
t;i,m; 

1. Public hearings w!ll commence on 
April 12, 1976 at 9:45 a.m. in Washing
ton, D.C.: 

Room 332, Federal Trade CommiBSion 
B•Lilding, 6th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., 
\\ '1.Shlngton, D.C. 

Persons desiring to present their views 
o:·ally in Washington, D.C., should so in
form the Commission reprMentatlve 
listed below not later than March 22, 
1976: 

Mr. St.even D. Newburg-Rinn [ (202) 724
1463. J, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Dlvt
eion of National Advertising, Federal Trade 
Commtsston, Washington, D.C. 20580. 

2. PubUc hearings w!ll be held com
mencing on June 7, 1976 at 9:45 a.m. in 
Chicago, Illinois: 

Room 347 A-B, John C. Kluczynskl Federal 
lklldlng, 230 South Dearborn Street, Chlc
a;:o, Illinois. 

Persons dei!iring to present their views 
onilly in Chicago should so inform the 
Commias1on representative listed below 
rot. lat.er than May 17, 1976: 

Mr. Richard J. Toman I (312) 353-4430], 
P·~eral Trade Commi&slon, Suite H37, 511 
East Monroe Street, Chica.go, Illlnols 60603. 

3. Public hearlng11 will be held com-
1:~1encing on August 2, 1976 at 9:45 a.m. 
171 San Francisco, Cal1!orn1a: 

Room 13138, Pe<l.eral Building. 450 Golden 
Oate Avenue, San FranelSCQ, caltforrua. 

Persons desiring to present their views 
Hally 1n San Francisco should so Inform 
the Commission representative listed be
low not later than July 12. 1978: 

Mr. Pored Austin I (4111) 1!58-12'10), Pederal 
't'rade Commlulon, 450 Golden Gate Avenue, 
Han Pranclsco, Calltornta 94102. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO WITJQSSES 
All prospective witnesses are advised 

zhat rea.aonable lim!tatiorus on the time 
allotted to any person may be imposed 
and that. these time pertoda may vary 
from wltn~Sll to witness depending UJ>On 
all the circumstances, including the 
needs of each witnesa, the complexity 
i)f the expected test!monY, the number 
of parties repreaented by each witness 
and the cumulative nature. of tXPected 
tefltbnOnY. Wltnes.'les wm be expected to 
.1tay within the time allotted for their 
remarks and the PresJdJng Offteer may
•llocate additional t.tm1.. for questioning. 

To the extent that indh•fdual views are 
not unduly suppressed, individual mem
bers of Interested groups are encouraged 
to make their views known through 
group representatives. As a general rule, 
witnesses are expectP.d to confine their 
prepared remarks to twenty minutes or 
less, unless an exception has been made, 
and to develop their testimony at greater 
length through their written submis
sions. Witnesses arc entitled to testify 
only-.at one hearing site. 

Persons wishing to deliver prepared 
statements are required to file such 
statements with the appropriate Com
mission representative listed above no 
later than March 22, 1976 for those wit
nesses appearing in Washington, D.C.; 
no later than May 17, 1976 for those 
witnesses appearing In Chicago, Illinois; 
and no later than July 12. 1976 for those 
witnesses appearing in San Francisco. If 
at all possible, witnesses should furnish 
ten copies of their statements. Any wit
ness not intending to deliver a statement 
fully prepared in advance ls required to 
file with the designated Commission rep
resentative <by the same date i:et forth 
above for the filing of written statement.~ 
at the location where he expects to ap
pear) a written deta!led and comprehen
sive outline explainir:g the nature of his 
expected testimony including, but not 
limited to, a statement of each important 
fact, observation, conclusion, or opinion 
he anticipates presenting. 

Advance submittal o~ statements and 
exhibits 1s required to apprise other in
terested parties of expected testimony so 
they may determine on the need for ex
amination, including cross-examination, 
or rebuttal submissions. Such submittals 
will be made available for viewing by 
the Commission representatives desig
nated above at the location where ~he 
witness Intends to appear. 

The Presiding omcer retains the dis
cretion to require that any oral presenta
tion be submitted in writing In advanc~ 
of presentation and to deny the right to 
present oral testimony to :my persnn who 
fails to ftle appropriate statements or 
comply with the advancn notification re
quirements of this Notice. 

Prospective witnesses who plan to In
troduce documents or other written evi
dence aa exhibits to their statements 
must furnish such documents or writ
ten evidence, properly identified with the 
witness' name and sequential number 
Ci.e., Jackson Exhibit-ll, by the same 
dates set out above for the filing of ex
pected testimony, depending on the lo
caUon at which the witness intends to 
appear, unless for good cause shown they 
can demorustrate why this could not have 
been done at that time. 

All prospective witnesses may and, In
deed, are encouraged to direct their 
statements towards any question of fact, 
law, policy or discretion relevant to the 
proposed rule, and, In this regard, the 
usual rules of evidence applicable to liti
gated proceedings will not apply. How
ever, all proapectlve witne11ses are ad· 
Vised t.hat to the extent their statements 
may bear upon any of the designated 
Issues set forth below, or to be later des

1gnated, they may be subject to limited 
cro.ss-examination as to those Issues by 
representatives of other interested par
ties, as designated by the Presiding Om
cer, or to cross-examination by the Pre
s1dlng omcer on behalf of such represent
atives, or to direct rebuttal submissions. 
All witnesses will be subject to direct ex
amination by the Presiding Officer and, 
subject to hls control, to examination by 
such interested parties as he may within 
his discretion permit. Oral presentations 
will not t»e under oat:1 unless the Presid
ing Officer •:xpressly so provides. 

Oii:SIGNATED ISSUES 

set forth below are the Issues which 
the Presiding Officer has determined to 
designate under§ l.13(dl <1) of the Com
mission's procedures and rules of prac
tice as issues to be considered in accord
ance with § 1.13 <d 1 (51 and (61 of said 
Procedures and Rules of Practice. Pur
suant to statute and the Commission's 
rules of practice, testimony with respect 
to these issues may entitle designated 
representatives of other interested par
ties to conduct or have conducted such 
cross-examination as the Presiding Offi
cer may determine to i:>e appropriate and 
required for a full alld true disclosure 
with respect to a.ny issue so designated. In 
the alternative, the Presiding Officer may 
determlne that full and true disclosure 
as to any issue may be achieved through 
rebuttal submissions or ttie presentation 
of additional oral or WI itten statements. 

The Presiding omcer may at any time 
on his own motion er pursuant to a writ
ten petition by interested persons. add to 
or modify any issues llst<>d. No such peti
tion shall be considered unless 15ood cause 
is shown why such bs;ie >V<!S nut pro
posed during the time :;peci1led in the 
Initial Notice. 

Interested periions who desire to avail 
themselves of the procedures described 
above with respect to designated issues 
must. by January 26. 1976, notify the 
Presiding omcer ln WI"Ji!ng of their par
ticular Interest with respect to each Issue 
designated, l!!cludlng a general state .. 
ment of their position with rc:c,pect to 
such issues. In the event new ls.sues are 
added interested persons mu;t promptly 
notify the Presiding omcer to their par
ticular Interest with respect to each such 
issue in the same manner. Rec1uest to 
examine, including cross-examlne, or 
to present rebuttal submissions, 3hnE be 
accompanied by a ~pel'iflc jn:stlfkat!on 
therefor. 

Before the hearings commf'nct:'. the 
Presiding Otncer will Identify groups of 
persons with the same o•· similar Interest.'! 
in the proceeding Such groups will be 
required to select a single reµre.sentative 
for the purp05e of examination, lnclud
ing cro!IS-examinatlon. and. lf unable to 
agree, the Presiding Officer may :select o. 
representative of eafh such group. Any 
member of a group who is unable to agree 
upon group repre~entation after a good 
faith effort to do so, and who seeks to 
present substant1al nnd relevant Issues 
which will not be adequately presented 
by the group representative, may be al
lowed to CotHhld or hrwe conduct.ed 1my 
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PROPOS!O IULES 

Xhmination. including cross-examlna
,0:1, or rebuttal submissions, to which 
.t) .is entitled on Issues designated for 
·JLsideration in accordance with this 

·fo: ice. 
GENDAL IssuES 

As relevant to the Propot;ed Rule, 
:hat are the sale11 techniqueti employed 
v '.ellers <at any and/or all levelc of dl&
n!·ution) in connection with the offer
ng for sule and/or sale of hearing aids? 
n what respects. could such techniques 
1ai e the capacity or tendency to deceive 
or;sumers, and how might such tech

:. :iq ies be unfair to consumers? How 
irevalent are such techniques? 

2 How are hearing aid sellers trained, 
notivated, and controlled? How does 

·hat training, motivation, and control 
iear on whether consumers are subjected 
· o ~elling abuses or whether consumers 
;iurchase hearing aids that provide no 
·;ignificant benefit? 

3. In connection with the offering for 
.:·ale and sale of hearing aids, are existing 
consumer protection measures <includ
ing, but not limited to those relating to 
cooling off periods) adequate to protect 
purchasers? 

4. What will be the economic elfect.iof 
the Rule, taking lnt-0 account the effects· 
1m small business and consumers? 

BUYER'S RlGHT TO CANCEL (§ 440.4) 

5. Do a significant number of con
sumers buy hearing aids from which 
they receive no significant benefit <or no 
significant additional benefit Ir they are 
current hearing aid users buying a sec
•)nd hearing aid o:r a "better" hearing 
aid)? 

6. Is it necessary for a signMcant num
ber of prospective hearing aid buyers to 
-,vear the selected hearing atd in a rep
ret1entatlve variety of actual use situa
tions before it can be dett'rmlned 
whether a sii;'.:::itkant benefit <or a sig
niftcant additbrni. benefitl will in tact 
be received? 

7. Are tnere a slgn.iftcant number of 
prospective hearing aid buyers who can
not determine the relative importance to 
themselves of the advantages and limita
tions of a hearing aid without wearing 
the selected hearing aid In a representa
tive variety of actual use situations? 

8. Are the "cancellation charges" per
mitted by § 440.4<gJ Cll high enough to 
effectively discourage casual or frivolous 
cancellations? 

9. What would be an appropriate 30 
day cancellation charge 1n sttuatkma 
where the sale of two hearing al.dB <one 
for each ear> Is Involved? 

SIJLLDfG T8CH10.QU118 <I 440.7) 

to. Do "master hearing aids" or similar 
devices perform in a mater1a.DJ dtft'er
ent manner from the actual performance 
on actual use s1tuat10h&J of the hearing 
akil! sold to consumers? To what ex
tent are "ma.titer htarlnr aid.II" or stmf
lar devices utilized to demonstrate the 
perlortn&nee a. cmwumer can expect from 
a hearln,r aid? ( t 440.7can 

11. WW the requJ.ttment t.bat. a aeller 
obtain expreu •rttten conHnt from pro~ 
11p.:ctlve hn.rtna alr buJe1'8, prior to mak

tng visits to their homes or places of 
business <for the purpose of sell~ bear
ing aldsl enhance the ability of such 
buyers to protect themselves as-ain.st 
deceptive or un!atr acts or practices Cin
'!ludin& bfgh pressure sales tactics) 
which might be used by thee seller? 
(§ 440.7(b)) 

12. Does failure to disclose previous 
use ot a hearing aid have the capacity or 
tendency to mislead consumers as to a 
/act material to t..'1.em in making their 
decision as to whether to purchw;e tbe 
particular hearing aid? <§ 440.7<c > l 

13. Does the offering of a hearing test, 
without disclosure at the outset that the 
tester Is a seller of hearing "-ids and may 
attempt to sell a hearing aid to the per
son being tested, have the capacity or 
tendency to mislead consumers as to (a) 
the status of the person doing the test
ing and/or ib) the true nature or pur
pose of the offer and test?<§ 440.7Cdl l 

14. Does an adver~isement which Is not 
readily recognizable as an advertisement 
by th~ audience to whom it is addressed 
have the capacity or tendency to mislead 
consumers as to the nature and/or pur
pose of the communication? C§ 440.7<el) 

PROHIBITED REPRESENTATIONS COJICERNING 
liE.&RmG Am SELLERS (§ 440.8) 

15. Does a representation by· a seller 
of hearing aids Cconceming hearing or 
hearing aids), without disclosure that 
such person Is In fact a seller, have the 
capacity or tendency to lead consumers 
to believe (a) that such representation 
is not designed to effect the sale of a 
hearing aid, or <bl that the person mak
ing such representation is financially d:ls
lnterest.ed with respect to the matters 
covered In the representation? <§ 440.8 
(a)) 

16. Does the use of the terms set forth 
by way of example in § 440.8(b) have the 
capacity or tendency t-0 lead consumers 
to believe that the organization being 
described Is· something other than a re
tail sales outlet (I.e., a governmental or 
other publtc service organization or a 
nonprofit medicar. educational, or re
search institution>? C§ 440.8<b)) 

17. Does the representation that a 
seller Cll. hearing aids <or the seller's 
employee, agent, salesperson, repre
sentative, or associate) ls a physician or 
audiologist, when such Is not !he fact, 
have the capacity or tendency to mis
lead consumers as to (a) the traintng, 
skill, knowledge, 15pecialty and/or ex
perience or such person, or <b> the 
nature of the enterprise engaged 1n by 
any such pel'!JOll.? c~ 440.8(c) and Cd)) 

IB. Do the terms ..counselor" and/or 
"consultant" have the capa.clty or ten
den~y to lead consumers to believe that 
the lnQJ.vidual so described can be re
lleci upon to provide an expert aod 
1'1Danclally disinterested recomrnenda.
tkm u to what should be done t.o deal 
wtth the consumer's perceived hearing 
problem? Cl440.8(e)) 

PaORDlftD RSPHBBlfTATIOR!I Cowcz1un11a 
Ruan.a A.tDS <I '40JJ> 

tt. wm any hearing ald re8tore or 
help t"et1tore normal or natural hearing, 

or enable wearers to hear sounds nor
mally ar naturally? (§ 44.0.9<a» 

:ro. Do the expressions set forth by 
way of example in § 440.9<bl have the 
cape.city or tendency to lead consWhers 
to believe that any hearing aid w1ll re
verse, halt or rttard the progression of 
hea.rlns loSli, or will help to do so? 
(§ 440.9(bl) 

21. Does the word "new", when used 
to describe hearing aid models, or fea
tures thereof, which have been on the 
market for more than one year, have the 
capacity or tencM!ncy to mislead eon
sumers? (§ 440.!Hcl) 

22. Do representations that a hearing 
aid posse~ses a general or specific fea
ture or characteristic, or that it em
bodies any particular concept or prtn
eiple, have the capacity or tendency to 
lead consumers to believe that <with re
spect to such f!'ature, characteristic, 
concept, or principle l the advertised 
hearing aid will laJ provide some sig
nlfic.ant beneftt<s> to the wearer (b) 
regardless of the wearer's particular 
type of lle!lring impairment? <§ 440.9 
(e) J 

23. Do representstions in which a par
ticular hearing ald Is being compared 
to any other hearing aid<sJ have the 
capacity or tendency to (a) mlslF.1d 
consumers a.s to ••hat hearing aid(s) Li1e 
particular hearing aid is being com
pared to when the renresentation ts In 
the form of a dangling <incomplete• 
comparison; or <bi lead consumers to 
believe that the particular hearing aid 
is suuerior with respect to any char
acteristic being compared? ( § 440.9 <e \ 
(6)) 

24. Do represe"tations that n hearing 
aid model is unique. special, or revolu
tionary. with reRpect to some particular 
characteristic. have the capacity or 
tendency to lead consume.I'll to believe 
that the advertl..ed model Is being com
pared to all other hearing aid models 
with respect tc such characteristic? 
( § 440.9( fl) 

25. When a hearing aid Is represented 
as being "smaller" than other hearing 
aids, would the fact that 1t produces 
sound of les.'! quality and range than 
those with which it Is being compared 
be a material fact which might Influence 
tbe pctential purchaser's decision of 
whether to purchase It? <I 440.9(g)) 

26. Do the terma "prescribe" and "pre
scription" when used in connection with 
hea.rtng aids, have the capacity or tend
ency to mislead C"""...nsuDlen as to the ex
tent to which hearing aids can correct 
hearing loss? <f 440.9<h\ l 

27. Do the word& and phrases set forth 
by wa.y of enmple in § 440.9<J) , when 
ueed to descl'fbe a heari05 atd or part 
thereof, haft the capactty ar tendency t.o 
lead comumera to believe that the hear
ing aid. or part thereof, so de8Crlbed la 
hidden or cannot be seen? <I 440.9(j) l 

28. Do the wordli and phnwlea set forth 
by way of example In f 440.9!ltl have the 
capaettj' or tendency to lead oonaumer11 
to beUeft that the bearlnt' rUd ao de
llCribed CaD be worn Without e.nJ' "18ibJe 
cord or wtrie? <I 44-0.9<k> > 

29. Do the words and pht'Ul!S set forth 
by wa.y of example In I 440.9W have the 
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~p!letty or tendency to leatl consumers 
\,) believe that the hearing aid so de
' <••irll>ed can be worn without llDJ' button 
o· other receiver in the ear? <t 440.9<1)) 

30. can any heartna atd or feature 
:ie:reof enable the wearer to eliminate 

1.U or most unwanted no1ses? Cl 440.t 
•m)} 

s:. What effect does a representation 
!!lat a hearing aid can operate without 
t-atterle3 have on con.sumer beliefs or 
1,erceptions as to the operation of t.he 
l<&rticular heartna: aid? <I 440..9{n>) 

Al>VZRTISIMG RSPRESE!fT.&TIO•S TH.&T 
MO-ST Bi: QUAUPUD (1440.10) 

32. Would many of those who tblnk 
they have a hearing problem <and, there
fore, might buy a hearing aid> not ~ 
able to receive any significant benetU 
from the use of • any hearing aid? 

PROPOSED IUlES 

(§ 440.10(&)) 
33. Would m&nJ' of tbOle who can 

beneftt from \be Ulle of .. beartnc a1d 
still ha.Ye cW!leulq ~ con
venatlon In notQ' situationa? (1440.10 
(bl) 

M. Would manJ' of those who can 
beneftt. from tbe me of a ~ a1d. 
st1ll h&ve dUkultJ' understandmf con
versation fn group situatiom? (I 440..10 
(e)) 

35 .. Would maDJ penom with a bar
lnc lOfl8 1n bclh ean fall to ~ 
greater bend.ta from the use of two 
hearlnc a.lda. one In each ear, Ulan from 
the use of one bell.rtn& aid? <I 440.lO<dJ > 

SU1nu.u Oii' Cl..osl:RG D6nB 

1. NoUftcal:.lon Of tnten.t; .l&mi&l'J 2e. 
1976.. 

~y OI' Blt&aniG 0.&Ta 

1. W~ D..C.; APrt1 12, 19'11. 
1 Cblcqo. mb:liota, Jv.ne 1, 19'11. 
!. Bui. ~ C&Ufomi&; Au

s-t 2,, lrlt 

1-Jed: Deeember' 33. im. 
o. Maftll Sla:Pau, 

Pr...... O#(cg. 
iftUJac."1..._l PON ..........11;8:'9 allllj 
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APPENDIX III 

Outline of Public Record 215-44. 
Proposed Trade Regulation Rule 
for the Hearing Aid Industry 

§1 Public Notices, Petitions, Motions, 
Thereto (and certain other documents 
the conduct of the proceeding). 

and Answers 
related to 

§2 Recorrunendations 
Facts. 

as to Disputed Issues of Material 

§3 Industry Comments (Written). 


§4 Consumer Comments (Written). 


§5 Scientific and Technical Comments (Written). 


§6 Government Agencies (Federal, State, Local, etc.) 

(Written). 

§7 General Comments (Written} {Unclassified sources}. 

§8 Commission Staff Submissions. 

§9 Presiding Officer•s Report, Staff Report, and 
Comments Thereon. 

§10 Advance Statements for Hearings. 

§11 Hearing Aid Users Opposed to Rule (Written). 

§12 Transcript of Hearing and Exhibits. 
A. Hearing Exhibits 
B. Physical Exhibits 
C. Transcript 

§13 Rebuttal Submissions (Post-hearing). 

§14 Excluded Evidence. 

§15 Evidence In Camera 

NOTE: 	 Each Section has its own pagination starting with 
page 1. 
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L a 1 !&di d & RIDE a''"·;w:a 

FEDERAL TRADE C'lMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20110 

( 
1.i.'h~ following has be9n reprinted from the 

Federal Re~ister of Aup:ust 19, 19'75 - 40 FR 38145) 

[ 16 CFR Part 440 ] 
HEARING AID INDUSTRY 

Change in Closing Date To Propose Issues 
of Fact in Proposed Trade Regulation RW. 

Notice o! opportu."l!ty to propoae issues 
of specltlc fact regardini' the proposed 
Trade Regulation Rule concerninir the 
Hearing Ald Industry wa.s published in 
the FEDERAL RzGISna on Jw1e 24, l 9'15 
<40 FR 26648>. The tuue !or ftlli\s such 
pro.POSal.s was August 25, 1975. 

The Commission has :Qow .ftnallzed the 
rules of procedure aovernina trade res· 
ulation rule proceedings and has deter· 
mined that all interested parties should 
be afforded additional time !or !lling such 
proposals, or to· amend or supplement. 
proposals previously ~ed, taltinir into 
consideration the final procedunl rJlea 
adopted. Accordingly, the record in this 
proceed.inii will remain open for that 
purpose until Septerr.ber 24, 1975. 

Pro,POSed issu~ o! fact concemin1r the 
proil(>.sed Rule may be ftled with the Spe
cial Assistant. Director tor Rulem.\itillg. 
Bureau of COJ"-SUmer Protec:rJon, Federal 
Trade Comm.isaion, Waab.ington, D.C•. 
20580. 

wued: Auaust 19, 19'15. 
By the Com.m!saton. 

Ctu..Jtt.n A. Toam, 
Secretarv. 

(PR Do<:.7!-21879 P'll~d l-l&-7~:1:t:I a:nj 

J0l 
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Addendum 

This report was in final forI!l prior to disposition of 
., wn motions from two industry associations. Therefore, 
, '1 s addendum became necessary. 

The first of these motions was entitled: 

MOTION OF THE NATIONAL HEARING AID SOCIETY (NHPS) 
TO REOPEN THE .•. RULEMAKING PROCEEDING FOR THE 
RECEPTION OF FURTHER EVIDENCE. R-1-0320. 

Submitted with this Motion were certain recently generated 
documents which were offered as rebuttal evidence and were 
alleged to "bear directly upon the veracity and credibility"of 
(1) the only spokesman in this proceeding sponsored by the 
American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA), Kenneth O. 
Johnson, Ph.D., now Executive Director of ASHA; (2) 
Richard J. Dowling, Esq., Counsel for ASHA during th~s 
proceeding--but not a witness; (3) the President of ASHA, 
Daniel Van Hattum, Ph.D., who was not a witness; and (4) 
the large number of audiologists who were members of ASHA 
and "who testified in these proceedings and who also may 
have been the object of ASHA schemes." 

The second motion was submitted on behalf of the 
Hearing Aid Industry Conference (HAIC) under its recently 
changed name, Hearing Industries Association (HIA). R-l
D322. HIA joined in the NHAS motion and, in addition, 
requested reconsideration and expansion of motions pre
~ iously submitted on behalf of HAIC (HIA). Those previous 
rr.otions sought extensive discovery and were denied as has 
teen noted in the relevant discussion in Part I of this 
report at pages 24~30. 

Succintly stated, NHAS recently requested and acquired 
certain documents under the Freedom of Information Act from 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) . NHAS alleges that 
those documents (which are attached to the subject motion) 
show that ASHA, through certain of its officers, engaged in 
a surreptitious scheme to send a "bogus press release" to 
FDA (in an effort to determine if FDA would "leak" the 
)nformation therein to NHAS) and then made {or confirmed) 
false statements to FDA officials concerning the watter. 
According to NHAS, this new evidence, taken with other 
evidence in the FTC rulemaking record relating to a meet~ng 
ASHA officials held with a group of ASHA members who were 
potential witnesses at the hearings in this proceeding, 
demonstrates that all ASHA officials and members participating 
in this proceeding (in support of the rule) are not trust
worthy. {It is assumed that NHAS does not question the 
credibility of the many audiologists who are members of ASHA 
hut who testified in opposition to the rule under the 



iponsorship of the manufacturers or dealers.) HIA concurs 

ith NHA5. 


Copies of these motions were forwarded tb ASHA with 
~vitation to respond. R-1-0321. Response was received and 

~ritered in the record (R-·l-0323) along with the industry's 

1otions. 


In the ASHA response, Mr. Dowling noted that, "Ir..dustry 
:ounsel offer an allegation regarding ASHA's interest in an 

l'DA proceeding that is unrelated to the issues before the 
,Federal Trade] Commission." Also, he stated t:hat he had 

r:1c>de an "inappropriate and incorrect" "spur-of-the-moment" 
i:::tatement to FDA officials in an "awkward, ill-conceived 
(3,ttempt to discover how the release had come into the trade 
9roup's possession" -- a statement for which he later apolo
qized. Further, ASHA discussed the allegations that ASHA 
might have somehow coerced its members to accept its position 
concerning the rule, but ASHA denied such allegations and 
~ompared its own conduct with the conduct of other associations 
in regard to sponsorship and prep~ration of witnesses. 

ASHA also made certain counter-allegations concerning the 
tactics employed by NHAS and, after citing various examples, 
concluded: 

We have demonstrated how the NHAS counsel has 

attempted to mislead the reader of the record 

with strained inferences and misquotations. 

And we have shown that this attempt is charac

teristic of the manner in which he chooses to 

represent his client. We have also shown that 

the principal objective o.f this, t:_a most recent 

exercise of his characteristic approach, is a 

clouding of the impact which the combined 

testimony of audiologists and other witnesses 

who supported the proposed rule is bound to have 

on the reader of the record. Industry counsel 

have ahown that ad hominem argument may serve 

their purposes where relevant facts fail. 


It would appear that ASHA's counter-allegations are at 
least as related to this FTC rulemaking proceeding as were the 
industry's allegations and, therefore, worthy of at least as 
much consideration. However, in the Presiding Officer's sum
mary report he found it preferable, indeed necessary, tc avoid ' 
what would have been an extremely lengthy discussion presenting 
the bases for evaluating, on an individual basis, the testimony 
of over 200 (mostly expert) witnesses -- no one of whom 
presented evidence of an outcome determinative nature on any 
issue. Such analyses, to be adequate, would require much more 
time and another book. 



l 

Likewise, the Presiding Officer endeavored to avoid, 
erever practicable, cluttering the record with side issues 
repetitious and irrelevant materials born of the obviously 

cwing and bitter competition between dealer-salesmen and 
ttter-day audiologists who not only test hearing but, rnor~ 

r'"cently, dispense hearing aids at cost-plus-overhead. 
~ e3rly, this industry is undergoing its own version of the 
:;i icd old Ji..merican free enterprise system. The Presiding 
J ·f icer has also avoided a detailed evaluation of counsel 

irticipants because, except where some procedural issues are 
iLvolved, it would add very little of particular importance 
tu this report. 

In the same vein of thought, there appears to be no need 
tl1 discuss further the details of the allegations and counter
a.:llegations presented by the two subject motions and the 
response thereto. Those documents are on the record for the 
meticulous reviewer's own analysis. Suffice it to say, except 
for tangential considerations of credibility, the allegations 
add very little to this record. 

In summary, the Presiding Officer considered the motions 
and response thereto in the light of the record as a whole 
and of all other circumstances, including observations made by 
rlim during the hearings. He then determined to place the three 
Jocuments with attachments in the record but concluded that, 
gven in the most sinister possible view of the facts, there is 
insufficient reason to rephrase any statements, findings, or 
.:::cnclusions in his report, including those statements relevant 
t<.i biases, credibility, reliability, and obj ectivi ty of 
~ tnesses (i.e., see pages 37-38 of this report). He also 
h:termined that there is insufficient reason to further extend 

1is proceeding for any other purpose at this time. R-1-0324. 




